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A SMALL SCHOOL DISTRICT AUDIT™

of the

Whitehouse Independent School District

Whitehouse, Texas

I.  INTRODUCTION
This document constitutes the final report of a Small School District Audit™ of the Whitehouse Independent 
School District.  The audit was commissioned by the Whitehouse Independent School District Board of Trustees 
within the scope of its policy-making authority.  The curriculum audit site visit was conducted during the time 
period of September 28-30, 2016.  Document analysis was performed off site, as was the detailed analysis of 
findings and site visit data.

A Small School District Audit (SSDA) is a compacted version of the larger and more comprehensive CMSi 
Curriculum Audit™ that is designed to reveal the extent to which officials and professional staff of a school 
district have developed and implemented a sound, valid, and operational system of curriculum management.  
Such a system, set within the framework of adopted board policies, enables the school district to make maximum 
use of its human and financial resources in the education of its students.  When such a system is fully operational, 
it assures the district taxpayers that their fiscal support is optimized under the conditions in which the school 
district functions. The SSDA is designed to retain the basic standards and rigor of the larger CMSi Audit process 
and final report, but has been reduced in depth and scope to minimize cost to the school system and to meet the 
needs of the system’s reduced capacity and resources.

Background

The Whitehouse Independent School District began as a small log cabin schoolhouse in the 1800s and is now 
comprised of eight campuses.  In 2008, the elementary configuration moved from being single grade campuses 
to four pre-kindergarten through grade 5 schools.  A bond project election has been scheduled for November 
2016 to replace the junior high and one elementary building.

The Whitehouse Independent School District is located in Whitehouse, Texas, about seven miles south of Tyler, 
Texas, on State Highway 110.  The school district extends into the city limits of Tyler.  However, a large portion 
of the school district is rural with many housing additions and homes located on acreages.  

The Whitehouse Independent School District consists of eight campuses including four elementary buildings:  
Mozelle Brown Elementary School, Gus Winston Cain Elementary School, H. L. Higgins Elementary School, 
and Stanton-Smith Elementary School.  The district’s sixth grade students attend school at the J. W. Holloway 
campus.  The two secondary buildings are Whitehouse Junior High School and Whitehouse High School.  An 
alternative learning campus is located at the AIM Center.  The district employs 643 teachers, administrators, 
and support staff.

There are 4,687 students enrolled in the Whitehouse Independent School District for the 2016-17 school year.  
The student enrollment composition is primarily White with 67 percent, African American and Hispanic with 
nearly 13 percent each, Asian and multi-race with close to three percent each, and less than one percent identified 
as other ethnicities.
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District Mission, Vision, and Value Statements

The Whitehouse Independent School District states its mission in the Whitehouse Independent School District 
Improvement Plan 2016-17:  “The Whitehouse Independent School District is dedicated to preparing all students 
through the shared responsibility of teachers, students, parents, and community to live successfully in today’s 
society.”  The district improvement plan also contained the district’s vision statement:  “It is the vision of the 
Whitehouse ISD that all students will be treated equally and achieve high levels of success in their academic 
endeavors, their creative and physical endeavors, as well as their emotional and psychological experiences.  The 
district also envisions that students will respect themselves as well as their peers in all that they do.  The district 
also desires that all students will become the best that they can be.”  The district’s 2016-17 improvement plan 
noted five value statements:

• All students can learn.

• All people have the right to be accepted and treated with respect.

• Schools will be safe, orderly and caring environments.

• Effective teaching and learning is the responsibility of the family, school and community.

• High academic and behavioral standards are expected.

Governance

The district is governed by a seven-member Board of Trustees.  According to Board Policy BBB (Local):  Board 
Member Elections, elections of trustees are held annually for three-year terms.  A list of current Whitehouse 
Independent School District board of trustees members is found in Exhibit 0.1.  Their terms and years of service 
are also included.

Exhibit 0.1

Board of Trustees
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Board Member Dates of Service Longevity
Kevin Cashion 2004-Present 12
Holly Conaway 2015-Present 1
Darrell Crymes 2002-Present 14
Greg Hood 2012-Present 4
Howard Patterson 2005-Present 11
Vince Primo 1996-Present 20
Wade Weathers 2009-Present 7
Data Source:  District website; WISD document

As can be noted in Exhibit 0.1:

• The exhibit displays the board composition at the time of the audit.

• Four current trustees have served on the school board for over 10 years.

The superintendent of the Whitehouse Independent School District is Dr. Christopher Moran who was hired in 
April 2016 and is in his first year as chief executive officer of the system.  Daniel DuPree served as the Whitehouse 
superintendent for seven years from 2009-2016.  Dennis Miller was the superintendent of Whitehouse ISD from 
1999 to 2008.  Six of the seven board members and the superintendent were interviewed by the audit team.
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Financial Position of Whitehouse Independent School District

The Whitehouse Independent School District’s general fund balance has increased steadily over the last five 
years.  District revenues have increased since 2013-14.  Exhibit 0.2 illustrates a summary of district revenues 
and expenditures over the last five years.

Exhibit 0.2

Summary of Revenues and Expenditures
Whitehouse Independent School District

2010-11 to 2014-15

School 
Year

District 
Revenue

District 
Expenses

Difference 
(Revenue - 
Expenses)

General 
Fund 

Balance

Total 
Instructional 
Expenditures

Instructional 
Percentage 

of Total 
Budget

Total 
Instructional 
Expenditures 
per Student

2010-11 38,340,839 37,419,920 920,919 8,584,590 19,691,740 59.0 4,287
2011-12 37,770,296 36,825,162 945,134 9,361,659 19,166,171 59.2 4,101
2012-13 36,982,766 38,821,136 -1,838,370 9,460,070 19,680,715 56.6 4,281
2013-14 39,287,590 38,817,548 470,042 9,634,966 20,124,630 56.6 4,392
2014-15 41,137,619 40,647,798 489,821 9,863,348 21,087,348 56.9 4,457
Data Source:  WISD Audit Reports; Texas Education Agency Snapshot Reports; WISD Documentation

Exhibit 0.2 indicates:

• District revenues declined each year from 2010 to 2013 for a total of -$1,358,073.  Revenues have 
increased for the last two years of data for a total of $1,850,029.

• District expenses declined in two years of data, 2011-12 and 2013-14.  Overall, district expenses have 
increased a total of $3,822,616 over the five reviewed years.  

• The district’s revenues exceeded expenditures in all but one year, 2012-13.  Money was transferred 
from the general fund to the capital projects fund for major maintenance and upgrade projects including:  
roof replacements, technology upgrades, security upgrades, and baseball field improvements.

• The district’s general fund balance increased each year of the reviewed data with a net increase of 
almost $1.3 million.

• District instructional expenses as defined by the Texas Education Agency increased in all but one year 
of data, 2011-12.  

• The percentage of the total budget allotted for instruction ranged from a high of 59.2 percent in 2011-12 
to a low of 56.6 percent in 2012-13 and 2013-14.  There was an increase of 0.3 percent in 2014-15 to 
56.9 percent.  Overhead costs, therefore, ranged from 40.8 percent in 2011-12 to 43.1 percent in 2014-
15.  Overhead expenses exceeding 40 percent are generally considered excessive.  

• Per pupil instructional expenditures decreased in 2011-12 but have risen each year since that time for 
a total increase of $356.
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Enrollment and Demographics

The student population in the Whitehouse Independent School District increased in 2014-15 by almost 150 
students but has decreased by 44 students since that time.  The ethnic distribution indicated increases in 
the Hispanic population (one percent), African Americans (1.9 percent), and decreases in the White student 
enrollment (3.6 percent).  Exhibit 0.3 shows the student ethnicity at the time of the audit.

Exhibit 0.3

Student Ethnicity
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Hispanic
13%

White
67%

Asian, 
3%

African 
American

13%

Other
1%

Multi-
Race
3%

Noted in Exhibit 0.3:

• The largest ethnic group in 2016 was the White student group with 67 percent of the total district 
enrollment.

• African American and Hispanic student groups were the second largest ethnic groups, each comprised 
of 13 percent.

• Asian and Multi-Race student groups were each three percent of the total student enrollment at the time 
of the audit.

• The other category (one percent) denoted the enrollment of Pacific Islanders and American Indians.
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Demographic data was also available for multiple student categories over five years.  The 2016-17 school year 
data was based on September enrollment counts at the time of the audit.

Exhibit 0.4

Enrollment and Demographic Data
Whitehouse Independent School District

2012-13 to 2016-17

Descriptor 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17*
Total Enrollment Number 4,597 4,582 4,731 4,715 4,687
Hispanic Percent 11.5 11.7 12.0 12.2 12.5
White Percent 70.9 70.1 69.4 68.5 67.3
African American Percent 10.9 11.3 11.1 12.0 12.8
Asian Percent 2.9 3.0 3.5 3.4 3.4
Pacific Islander Percent 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
American Indian Percent 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5
Multi-Race Percent 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.4
Economically Disadvantaged Percent 37.5 38.1 38.5 39.2 40.9
ELL Percent 3.2 2.9 3.2 3.0 3.0
Special Education Percent 7.9 8.7 8.9 8.5 7.9
Gifted and Talented Percent 6.4 7.7 7.9 7.9 7.9
Grad. Rate—4-Year Longitudinal Percent 94.8 96.4 95.0 NA NA
Grad. Rate—5-Year Longitudinal Percent 96.1 95.8 97.3 NA NA
Note:  NA = Data were not available
* = Data as of September 2016
Data Source:  Texas Education Agency Snapshot Reports; WISD demographic data

As can be seen in Exhibit 0.4:

• The White population was the largest group of students, ranging from 70.9 percent in the 2012-13 
school year to 67.3 percent at the time of the audit.  A yearly decline in this student group over the five 
years of data accounts for an overall decrease of 3.6 percent.

• The Hispanic and African American student enrollments were the next largest groups in the school 
district.  The Hispanic student enrollment increased each year of the reviewed data for a total of a one 
percent gain, from 11.5 percent in 2012-13 to 12.5 percent in 2016-17.  The African American student 
enrollment increased from 10.9 percent in 2012-13 to 12.8 percent in 2016-17 for a gain of almost two 
percent.

• At the time of the audit, the Asian and Multi-Race student enrollment groups each comprised almost 3.5 
percent of the district’s student population.  The Asian student population ranged from 2.9 percent in 
2012-13 to 3.4 percent in both 2015-16 and September 2016.    The Multi-Race student group increased 
from three percent in 2012-13 to 3.4 percent at the time of the audit.

• Other ethnicities (Pacific Islander and American Indian) remained constant during the reviewed time 
frame.  The Pacific Islander group ranged from 0.1 to 0.2 percent over the five years of data.  The 
American Indian student group declined from 0.7 percent to 0.5 percent over that same time frame.

• The percentage of students categorized as economically disadvantaged increased each year from 37.5 
percent in 2012-13 to a high of 40.9 percent in September 2016 for a total increase of 3.4 percent.

• English Language Learner (ELL) student enrollment showed little fluctuation over the five years of data 
with close to three percent identified in this group each year.
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• The percentage of students identified in the district’s special education program ranged from 7.9 percent 
in 2012-13 and September 2016 to a high of 8.9 percent in 2014-15.  The September 2016 enrollment 
did not reflect those students who will be identified or dismissed from the program as the 2016-17 year 
progresses. 

• The enrollment in the gifted and talented program was constant over the last three years of reviewed 
data with 7.9 percent of the district’s students identified. (The 2016-17 school year was in progress, 
however.)  The smallest percentage occurred in 2012-13 when 6.4 percent of the district’s students were 
identified as gifted and talented.

• The graduation longitudinal rate information was available for 2012-13 through 2014-15.  The four-
year graduation rate increased in 2013-14 (96.4 percent) but decreased by 1.4 percent in 2014-15.  The 
five-year rate decreased in 2013-14 (95.8 percent) but increased to its highest level in 2014-15 (97.3 
percent).

Audit Background and Scope of Work

The SSDA is a scaled-down version of the CMSi Curriculum Audit™.  The Curriculum Audit™ is a process 
that was developed by Dr. Fenwick W. English and first implemented in 1979 in the Columbus Public Schools, 
Ohio.  The audit is based upon generally-accepted concepts pertaining to effective instruction and curricular 
design and delivery, some of which have been popularly referred to as the “effective schools research.”

A Curriculum Audit™ is an independent examination of three data sources: documents, interviews, and site 
visits.  These are gathered and triangulated, or corroborated, to reveal the extent to which a school district is 
meeting its goals and objectives, whether they are internally or externally developed or imposed.  A public 
report is issued as the final phase of the auditing process.

The audit’s scope is centered on curriculum and instruction, and any aspect of operations of a school system 
that enhances or hinders its design and/or delivery.  The audit is an intensive, focused, “postholed” look at how 
well a school system such as Whitehouse Independent School District has been able to set valid directions for 
pupil accomplishment and well-being, concentrate its resources to accomplish those directions, and improve its 
performance, however contextually defined or measured, over time.

The Curriculum Audit™ does not examine any aspect of school system operations unless it pertains to the 
design and delivery of curriculum.  For example, auditors would not examine the cafeteria function unless 
students were going hungry and, therefore, were not learning.  It would not examine vehicle maintenance 
charts, unless buses continually broke down and children could not get to school to engage in the learning 
process.  It would not be concerned with custodial matters, unless schools were observed to be unclean and 
unsafe for children to be taught.

The Curriculum Audit™ centers its focus on the main business of schools: teaching, curriculum, and learning.  
Its contingency focus is based upon data gathered during the audit that impinges negatively or positively on its 
primary focus.  These data are reported along with the main findings of the audit.

In some cases, ancillary findings in a Curriculum Audit™ are so interconnected with the capability of a school 
system to attain its central objectives that they become major, interactive forces, which, if not addressed, will 
severely compromise the ability of the school system to be successful with its students. 

Curriculum Audits™ have been performed in over 500 school systems in more than 41 states, the District of 
Columbia, and several other countries, including Canada, Saudi Arabia, New Zealand, Bangladesh, Malaysia, 
and Bermuda.

The methodology and assumptions of the Curriculum Audit™ have been reported in the national professional 
literature for more than decade, and at a broad spectrum of national education association conventions and 
seminars, including the American Association of School Administrators (AASA); Association of Supervision and 
Curriculum Development (ASCD); National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP); Association 
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for the Advancement of International Education (AAIE); American Educational Research Association (AERA); 
National School Boards Association (NSBA); and the National Governors Association (NGA).

TASA’s Curriculum Management Audit Center has an exclusive contractual agreement with Curriculum 
Management Solutions, inc. (CMSi—a public corporation incorporated in the State of Iowa, and owner of the 
copyrights to the intellectual property of the audit process), for the purpose of conducting audits for educational 
institutions, providing training for auditors and others interested in the audit process, and officially assisting in 
the certification of TCMAC-CMSi curriculum auditors.  

This audit was conducted in accordance with a contract between Whitehouse Independent School District 
and the Texas Curriculum Management Audit Center (TCMAC).  All members of the team were certified by 
Curriculum Management Solutions, inc.  

The curriculum auditors for this audit were:

• Joy Torgerson, Lead Auditor

• Mary Arthur, Auditor

• Betty Bates, Auditor

Biographical information about the auditors is found in Appendix A.

System Purpose for Conducting the Audit

The purpose of the audit was the desire of district personnel to improve student learning.  While district scores 
were noted as “very good as compared to the state average,” district leaders expressed there might be room 
for improvement in the alignment of the written, taught, and tested curricula with the state curriculum, the 
Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) objectives, and the state assessments (STAAR).  An independent 
evaluation of the district’s curriculum system would address these issues.

Results from the curriculum audit were to result in a strategic plan driving the work of the district for the next 
five years.  “Our biggest hope is to improve our weaknesses so that student learning is improved which will 
impact the opportunities students will have when they graduate from high school.”

Approach of the Audit

The Curriculum Audit™ has established itself as a process of integrity and candor in assessing public school 
districts.  It has been presented as evidence in state and federal litigation concerning matters of school finance, 
general resource managerial effectiveness, and school desegregation efforts in Kansas, Kentucky, New Jersey, 
and South Carolina.  The audit served as an important data source in state-directed takeovers of school systems 
in New Jersey and Kentucky. The Curriculum Audit™ has become recognized internationally as an important, 
viable, and valid tool for the improvement of educational institutions and for the improvement of curriculum 
design and delivery.  

The Curriculum Audit™ represents a “systems” approach to educational improvement; that is, it considers 
the system as a whole rather than a collection of separate, discrete parts.  The interrelationships of system 
components and their impact on overall quality of the organization in accomplishing its purposes are examined 
in order to “close the loop” in curriculum and instructional improvement.  
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II. METHODOLOGY

The Model for the Curriculum Audit™

The model for the Curriculum Audit™ is shown in the schematic below.  The model has been published widely 
in the national professional literature, including the best-selling book, The Curriculum Management Audit: 
Improving School Quality (1995, Frase, English, Poston).
A Schematic View of Curricular Quality Control

General quality control assumes that at least three elements must be present in any organizational and work-
related situation for it to be functional and capable of being improved over time.  These are: (1) a work standard, 
goal/objective, or operational mission; (2) work directed toward attaining the mission, standard, goal/objective; 
and (3) feedback (work measurement), which is related to or aligned with the standard, goal/objective, or 
mission.

When activities are repeated, there is a “learning curve,” i.e., more of the work objectives are achieved within 
the existing cost parameters.  As a result, the organization, or a subunit of an organization, becomes more 
“productive” at its essential short- or long-range work tasks.

Within the context of an educational system and its governance and operational structure, curricular quality 
control requires: (1) a written curriculum in some clear and translatable form for application by teachers in 
classroom or related instructional settings; (2) a taught curriculum, which is shaped by and interactive with the 
written one; and (3) a tested curriculum, which includes the tasks, concepts, and skills of pupil learning and 
which is linked to both the taught and written curricula.  This model is applicable in any kind of educational 
work structure typically found in mass public educational systems, and is suitable for any kind of assessment 
strategy, from norm-referenced standardized tests to more authentic approaches.

The Curriculum Audit™ assumes that an educational system, as one kind of human work organization, must 
be responsive to the context in which it functions and in which it receives support for its continuing existence.  
In the case of public educational systems, the support comes in the form of tax monies from three levels: local, 
state, and federal.

In return for such support, mass public educational systems are supposed to exhibit characteristics of rationality, 
i.e., being responsive to the public will as it is expressed in legally constituted bodies such as Congress, state 
legislatures, and locally elected/appointed boards of trustees.
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In the case of emerging national public school reforms, more and more this responsiveness is assuming a 
distinctive school-based management focus, which includes parents, teachers, and, in some cases, students.  The 
ability of schools to be responsive to public expectations, as legally expressed in law and policy, is crucial to 
their future survival as publicly-supported educational organizations. The Curriculum Audit™ is one method 
for ascertaining the extent to which a school system, or subunit thereof, has been responsive to expressed 
expectations and requirements in this context.

Standards for the Auditors

While a Curriculum Audit™ is not a financial audit, it is governed by some of the same principles.  These are:

Technical Expertise

TCMAC-CMSi-certified auditors must have actual experience in conducting the affairs of a school system at all 
levels audited.  They must understand the tacit and contextual clues of sound curriculum management.

The Whitehouse Independent School District Curriculum Audit™ Team included auditors who have been 
school superintendents, assistant superintendents, directors, coordinators, principals and assistant principals, 
as well as elementary and secondary classroom teachers in public educational systems in several locations: 
Missouri, Kansas, Texas, Georgia, California, and England.

The Principle of Independence

None of the Curriculum Audit™ Team members had any vested interest in the findings or recommendations 
of the Whitehouse Independent School District Curriculum Audit™.  None of the auditors has or had any 
working relationship with the individuals who occupied top or middle management positions in the Whitehouse 
Independent School District, nor with any of the past or current members of the Whitehouse Independent 
School District Board of Trustees.

The Principle of Objectivity

Events and situations that comprise the database for the Curriculum Audit™ are derived from documents, 
interviews, and site visits.  Findings must be verifiable and grounded in the database, though confidential 
interview data may not indicate the identity of such sources.  Findings must be factually triangulated with two 
or more sources of data, except when a document is unusually authoritative such as a court judgment, a labor 
contract signed and approved by all parties to the agreement, approved meeting minutes, which connote the 
accuracy of the content, or any other document whose verification is self-evident.  

Triangulation of documents takes place when the document is requested by the auditor and is subsequently 
furnished.  Confirmation by a system representative that the document is, in fact, what was requested is a 
form of triangulation.  A final form of triangulation occurs when the audit is sent to the superintendent in draft 
form. If the superintendent or his/her designee(s) does not provide evidence that the audit text is inaccurate, or 
documentation that indicates there are omissions or otherwise factual or content errors, the audit is assumed 
to be triangulated.  The superintendent’s review is not only a second source of triangulation, but is considered 
summative triangulation of the entirety of audit.

The Principle of Consistency

All TCMAC-CMSi-certified Curriculum Auditors have used the same standards and basic methods since the 
initial audit conducted by Dr. Fenwick English in 1979.  Audits are not normative in the sense that one school 
system is compared to another.  School systems, as the units of analysis, are compared to a set of standards and 
positive/negative discrepancies cited.
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The Principle of Materiality

TCMAC-CMSi-certified auditors have broad implied and discretionary power to focus on and select those 
findings that they consider most important to describing how the curriculum management system is functioning 
in a school district, and how that system must improve, expand, delete, or reconfigure various functions to attain 
an optimum level of performance.

The Principle of Full Disclosure

Auditors must reveal all relevant information to the users of the audit, except in cases where such disclosure 
would compromise the identity of employees or patrons of the system.  Confidentiality is respected in audit 
interviews.

In reporting data derived from site interviews, auditors may use some descriptive terms that lack a precise 
quantifiable definition.  For example:

 “Some school principals said that”

 “Many teachers expressed concern that”

 “There was widespread comment about”

The basis for these terms is the number of persons in a group or class of persons who were interviewed, as 
opposed to the total potential number of persons in a category.  This is a particularly salient point when not 
all persons within a category are interviewed.  “Many teachers said that” represents only those interviewed by 
the auditors, or who may have responded to a survey, and not “many” of the total group whose views were not 
sampled, and, therefore, could not be disclosed during an audit.

In general these quantifications may be applied to the principle of full disclosure:

Descriptive Term General Quantification Range
Some ... or a few ... Less than a majority of the group interviewed and less than 30 percent

Many ... Less than a majority, more than 30 percent of a group or class of people 
interviewed

A majority ... More than 50 percent, less than 75 percent
Most ... or widespread 75-89 percent of a group or class of persons interviewed
Nearly all ... 90-99 percent of those interviewed in a specific class or group of persons
All or everyone ... 100 percent of all persons interviewed within a similar group, job, or class

It should be noted, for purposes of full disclosure, that some groups within a school district are almost always 
interviewed in toto.  The reason is that the audit is focused on management and those people who have policy 
and managerial responsibilities for the overall performance of the system as a system. In all audits an attempt 
is made to interview every member of the board of trustees and all top administrative officers, all principals, 
and the executive board of the teachers’ association or union.  While teachers and parents are interviewed, they 
are considered in a status different from those who have system-wide responsibilities for a district’s operations.  
Students are rarely interviewed unless the system has made a specific request in this regard.

Interviewed Representatives of the Whitehouse Independent School District

Superintendent School Board Trustees
Principals and Assistant Principals Curriculum Consultants
Chief Financial Officer Assistant Superintendents
PreK-12 Teachers (district selected) Executive Directors
Chief of Human Resources Directors
President of Classroom Teacher Assoc. Parents

Approximately 78 individuals were interviewed during the site visit phase of the audit.
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Data Sources of the Curriculum Audit™

A Curriculum Audit™ uses a variety of data sources to determine if each of the three elements of curricular 
quality control is in place and connected one to the other.  The audit process also inquires as to whether pupil 
learning has improved as the result of effective application of curricular quality control.

The major sources of data for the Whitehouse Independent School District Curriculum Audit™ were:

Documents

Documents included written board policies, administrative regulations, curriculum guides, memoranda, budgets, 
state reports, accreditation documents, and any other source of information that would reveal elements of the 
written, taught, and tested curricula and linkages among these elements.

Interviews

Interviews were conducted by auditors to explain contextual variables that were operating in the school system 
at the time of the audit.  Such contextual variables could shed light on the actions of various persons or parties, 
reveal interrelationships, and explain existing progress, tension, harmony/disharmony within the school system.  
Quotations cited in the audit from interviews are used as a source of triangulation and not as summative averages 
or means.  Some persons, because of their position, knowledge, or credibility, may be quoted more than once 
in the audit, but they are not counted more than once because their inclusion is not part of a quantitative/
mathematical expression of interview data.

Site Visits

All building sites were toured by the TCMAC-CMSi audit team.  Site visits reveal the actual context in which 
curriculum is designed and delivered in a school system.  Contextual references are important as they indicate 
discrepancies in documents or unusual working conditions.  Auditors attempted to observe briefly all classrooms, 
gymnasiums, labs, playgrounds, hallways, restrooms, offices, and maintenance areas to properly grasp accurate 
perceptions of conditions, activities, safety, instructional practices, and operational contexts.

Online Surveys

Online surveys are administered to stakeholder groups, such as principals, teachers, parents, and sometimes 
students.  The surveys allow stakeholders to provide auditors with valuable feedback regarding strengths and 
weaknesses in the system.

Standards for the Curriculum Audit™

The TCMAC-CMSi Curriculum Audit™ used five standards against which to compare, verify, and comment 
upon the Whitehouse Independent School District’s existing curricular management practices.  These standards 
have been extrapolated from an extensive review of management principles and practices and have been applied 
in all previous Curriculum Audits™.  Due to the reduced scope of the SSDA, there may not be findings for all 
five standards.  Findings are based on those issues and weaknesses determined to be of greatest priority in the 
district’s quest to improve student achievement.

As a result, the standards reflect an ideal management system, but not an unattainable one.  They describe 
working characteristics that any complex work organization should possess in being responsive and responsible 
to its clients.

A school system that is using its financial and human resources for the greatest benefit of its students is one that 
is able to establish clear objectives, examine alternatives, select and implement alternatives, measure results 
as they are applied against established objectives, and adjust its efforts so that it achieves a greater share of the 
objectives over time.
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The five standards upon which the Small School Curriculum Audit was based included:

1. The school district demonstrates its control of resources, programs, and personnel.

2. The school district has established clear and valid objectives for students.

3. The school district demonstrates internal consistency and rational equity in its program development 
and implementation.

4. The school district uses the results from district-designed and/or -adopted assessments to adjust, 
improve, or terminate ineffective practices or programs.

5. The school district has improved productivity.

A finding within a Curriculum Audit™ is simply a description of the existing state, negative or positive, between 
an observed and triangulated condition or situation at the time of the TCMAC-CMSi audit and its comparison 
with one or more of the five audit standards.

Findings in the negative represent discrepancies below the standard. Findings in the positive reflect meeting 
or exceeding the standard.  As such, audit findings are recorded on nominal and ordinal indices and not ratio 
or interval scales.  As a general rule, audits do not issue commendations, because it is expected that a school 
district should be meeting every standard as a way of normally doing its business. Commendations are not given 
for good practice.  On occasion, exemplary practices may be cited.

Auditors included 11 findings in the Whitehouse Independent School District audit report.  Standards One 
through Four contained two to three findings for each.  Standard Five did not have specific findings; rather, it 
was addressed throughout the 11 findings and accompanying recommendations.

Unlike accreditation methodologies, audits do not have to reach a forced, summative judgment regarding the 
status of a school district or subunit being analyzed.  Audits simply report the discrepancies and formulate 
recommendations to ameliorate them.
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III. FINDINGS

STANDARD 1: The School District Demonstrates Its Control of Resources, 
Programs, and Personnel.
Quality control is the fundamental element of a well-managed educational program.  It is one of the major 
premises of local educational control within any state’s educational system.

The critical premise involved is that, via the will of the electorate, a local board of trustees establishes local 
priorities within state laws and regulations.  A school district’s accountability rests with the school board and 
the public.

Through the development of an effective policy framework, a local school board provides the focus for 
management and accountability to be established for administrative and instructional staffs, as well as for its 
own responsibility.  It also enables the district to make meaningful assessments and use student learning data as 
a critical factor in determining its success.

Although educational program control and accountability are often shared among different components of a 
school district, ultimately fundamental control of and responsibility for a district and its operations rests with 
the school board and top-level administrative staff.

What the Auditors Expected to Find in the Whitehouse Independent School District:

A school system meeting TCMAC-CMSi Curriculum Audit™ Standard One is able to demonstrate its control 
of resources, programs, and personnel.  Common indicators are:

• A curriculum that is centrally defined and adopted by the board of trustees;

• A clear set of policies that establish an operational framework for management that permits 
accountability;

• A clear set of policies that reflect state requirements and local program goals and the necessity to use 
achievement data to improve school system operations;

• A functional administrative structure that facilitates the design and delivery of the district’s 
curriculum;

• A direct, uninterrupted line of authority from school board/superintendent and other central office 
officials to principals and classroom teachers;

• Organizational development efforts that are focused to improve system effectiveness;

• Documentation of school board and central office planning for the attainment of goals, objectives, and 
mission over time; and 

• A clear mechanism to define and direct change and innovation within the school system to permit 
maximization of its resources on priority goals, objectives, and mission.  

Overview of What the Auditors Found in the Whitehouse Independent School District:

This section is an overview of the findings that follow in the area of Standard One.  Details follow within 
separate findings.

Auditors analyzed the Whitehouse School District board policies and noted there were board policies available 
for each curriculum audit standard.  However, the existing board policies often lacked the specific characteristics 
necessary to adequately provide quality control for curriculum management responsibilities.  Board policies 
were created or revised as a result of updates from the Texas Association of School Boards (TASB).  One district 
administrator was charged with the responsibility to organize and communicate all TASB policy reviews.  Both 
district and campus administrators were included in the development process, depending upon the content of the 
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potential policy.  There was not an ongoing, periodic review of existing board policies, however.  Lastly, board 
policy updates were disseminated to district administrators through team meetings, which occurred after every 
board meeting.  Principals were responsible for communicating policy changes to their staff members.  With 
additional specificity and ongoing updates to reflect current practices, board policies could meet audit criteria.

Auditors found the Whitehouse Independent School District in the beginning stages of developing planning 
procedures and processes.  Historically, there had been little opportunity for collaboration within and among 
district employee groups.  District leadership expected to begin strategic planning once the curriculum 
management audit report was received.  The district and campus improvement plans did not meet audit criteria 
for adequacy.  The plans’ strategies did not include specific tasks and timelines.  Often, strategies were noted 
to have been accomplished, but were included without revision to the next year’s plans.  Further, the formative 
and summative measures were often general in nature and did not require specific assessment strategies to 
determine effectiveness.  

Finding 1.1:  Board policies are inadequate to provide for quality control of curriculum management and 
related district functions.

Comprehensive board policies are the most critical source of direction and control in any effective school district.  
Board policies set district expectations for the design, development, delivery, monitoring, and measurement of 
the district curriculum and a means for managing innovation and change within the district.  Policies exist to 
guide decision making and promote decisions that are congruent with district goals, priorities, and values.  

The development and adoption of board policies with input from district personnel are essential responsibilities 
of school board trustees.  For policies to effectively guide decisions at all levels of the organization, the language 
must be directive and specific as to philosophy, intent, and required actions.  When policies are not sufficiently 
specific or do not exist, accountability is hindered, and district operations can be inconsistent or contradictory.

To determine the quality of the policy framework in the Whitehouse Independent School District, the auditors 
examined all board policies found online on the district website.  Interviews were also conducted with board 
trustees, district administrators, campus administrators, and teachers about the presence and quality of district 
policies relative to curriculum management and related district functions.

Board policies were developed by Whitehouse Independent School District personnel as the Texas Association 
of School Boards (TASB) sent updates or as legal matters dictated.  One district administrator, the Director of 
Student Auxiliary Services, managed the board policy development and publication process.  Departments and 
administrators would review the TASB suggestions, depending upon the scope and content of the potential 
policy.  The superintendent and Director of Student Auxiliary Services would then review the local policy 
before board presentation.  

As auditors compared the district’s existing board policies to audit criteria, they found multiple board policies 
associated for each standard.  However, in totality, the district’s board policies were inadequate in meeting 
the curriculum management criterion of 70 percent, receiving a rating of 48 percent.  While policies did meet 
audit criteria (70 percent) for Standard One Control with 83 percent of the characteristics noted, the other four 
standards did not meet audit criteria because of a lack of specificity or missing components.
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Auditors reviewed all board policies found on the Whitehouse Independent School District website.  Those 
policies directly related to curriculum quality control and selected for further analysis are displayed in Exhibit 
1.1.1.  

Exhibit 1.1.1

Curriculum Management Board Policies Reviewed by Audit Team
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Policy 
Identification Policy Title

Most 
Recent 

Adoption/ 
Revision 

Date
Section A:  Basic District Foundations
AE Educational Philosophy 1/29/2008
Section B:  Local Governance
BJA Superintendent Qualification and Duties 11/7/2006
BJCB Superintendent Professional Development 5/15/2003
BJCD Superintendent Evaluation 11/7/2006
BQ Planning and Decision-Making Process 9/30/2003
BQA Planning and Decision-Making Process District-Level 7/12/2004
BQB Planning and Decision-Making Process Campus-Level 7/12/2004
Section C:  Business and Support Services
CE Annual Operating Budget 5/23/2014
CS Facility Standards 10/31/2013
Section E:  Instruction
EFA Instructional Resources Instructional Materials 3/7/2012
EFAA Instructional Materials Selection and Adoption 3/1/2013
EG Curriculum Development 7/12/2004
EHAA Basic Instructional Program Required Instruction 10/31/2013
EHBA Special Programs Special Education 5/22/2015
EHBB Special Programs Gifted and Talented Students 5/12/2011
EHBC Special Programs Compensatory/Accelerated Services 2/18/2010
EIE Academic Achievement Retention and Promotion 9/20/2012
EK Testing Programs 9/27/2015
EKB Testing Programs State Assessment 3/15/2016
EKBA State Assessment - English Language Learners/LEP Students 12/18/2014
EKC Testing Programs - Reading Assessment 10/31/2013
EKD Testing Programs - Mathematics Assessment 2/18/2010
Section F:  Students
FB Equal Education Opportunity 3/15/2016
Section G:  Community and Governmental Relations
GA Access to Programs, Services, and Activities 9/27/2015
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Auditors analyzed the policies listed in Exhibit 1.1.1 for congruence with the 27 curriculum management quality 
criteria.  Exhibit 1.1.2 presents the results of this analysis.  The criteria are organized under the five Curriculum 
Audit™ standards.

Exhibit 1.1.2

Characteristics of Good Policies on Curriculum Management
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Written Directive Statements— 
Policies/Regulations that…. Relevant Policy Adequate Inadequate

1.  Provide for CONTROL
1.1 A taught and assessed curriculum that is aligned to the district 
written curriculum 

EG X  

1.2 Philosophical statements of district’s curriculum approach EG Partial*  
1.3 Board adoption of the written curriculum EFA, EFAA, EG X  
1.4 Accountability for the design and delivery of the district 
curriculum through roles and responsibilities

BP, BJA, EFA, 
EFAA, EG

X  

1.5 Long-range, system-wide planning:  both the process and plan BJA, BQ, BQA, 
BQB, EFAA, EG

X  

1.6 Functional decision-making structure BJA, EFA, EG X  
    
2.  Provide for DIRECTION
2.1 Written curriculum, with aligned criterion-referenced 
formative assessments for all subject areas at all grade levels

EG X  

2.2 Provides periodic review/update of the curriculum and aligned 
resources and assessments

BJA, EFA, EG Partial*  

2.3 Textbook/resource alignment to curriculum and assessment EFA Partial*  
2.4 Content area emphasis EHAA, EG X  
2.5 Program integration and alignment to the district’s written 
curriculum

EG  X

    
3.  Provide for CONNECTIVITY AND EQUITY
3.1 Predictability of written curriculum from one grade and/or 
instructional level to another

EG  X

3.2 Vertical articulation and horizontal coordination of the 
curriculum

  X

3.3 Training for staff in the delivery of the curriculum BJA, EG X  
3.4 Delivery of the adopted district curriculum EG X  
3.5 Monitoring the delivery of the district curriculum EG Partial*  
3.6 Equitable student access to the curriculum, instructional 
resources, and learning environment

EHBA, EHBB, 
EHBC, FB, GA

X  

    
4.  Provide for FEEDBACK
4.1 A student assessment process EHBC, EIE, EK, 

EKB, EKBA, EKC, 
EKD, EG

X  

4.2 A program assessment process EG  X
4.3 Use of data from assessment to determine program/curriculum 
effectiveness and efficiency

EG Partial*  

4.4 Reports to the board about program effectiveness BJA, EG Partial*  
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Exhibit 1.1.2 (continued)
Characteristics of Good Policies on Curriculum Management

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Written Directive Statements— 
Policies/Regulations that…. Relevant Policy Adequate Inadequate

5.  Provides for PRODUCTIVITY 
5.1 Program-centered budgeting BJA, CE, EG  X
5.2 Resource allocation tied to curriculum priorities CE, EG X  
5.3 Environment to support curriculum delivery BJA, CS  X
5.4 Support systems focused on curriculum design, deployment, 
and delivery

BJA, EG  X

5.5 Data-driven decisions for the purpose of increasing student 
learning

BJA, BQ, BQB, EG, 
EHBC

X  

5.6 Change processes for long-term institutionalization of district 
priority goals

BQ, BQA, BQB  X

Total  13 14
Percentage of Adequacy  48%

*Partial ratings are tallied as inadequate.
©2013 CMSi

As can be seen in Exhibit 1.1.2, Whitehouse Independent School District board policies met 13 of the 27 
characteristics or 48 percent.  The Curriculum Audit™ standards require 70 percent of the criteria be met for 
policies to be considered adequate to direct district curriculum management functions.  While acknowledging 
that the district policies had some language meeting at least a portion of the criterion, a rating of “partially met” 
is still considered inadequate for the purposes of the audit.  A discussion of each audit characteristic organized 
by the five standards, follows:

Standard One:  Control

Within this standard, five criteria were rated as adequate and one was found to be partially adequate.  

Criterion 1.1:  A taught and assessed curriculum that is aligned to the district written curriculum 
(Adequate)

Board Policy EG clearly stated, “The taught and tested curriculum shall be aligned with the written curriculum.”  
Further, the policy required a district curriculum of aligned written, taught, and tested components.

Criterion 1.2:  Philosophical statements of district’s curriculum approach (Partially Adequate)

References to the district’s curriculum approach philosophy were found in Board Policy EG.  This policy 
required curriculum development and implementation to include written, taught, and tested curricular 
components.  Further, the written curriculum was to address “student self-directedness, intrinsic goal setting, 
self-evaluation, persistence, and shall be designed to empower students to maximize their learning potential.”  
The policy did not specifically delineate beliefs about how children learn and what kind of instruction was most 
effective, however.

Criterion 1.3:  Board adoption of the written curriculum (Adequate)

Board Policy EFA outlined instructional resources and materials guidelines and stated that the “ultimate 
authority for determining and approving the curriculum and instructional program of the District lies with the 
Board.”  Board Policy EFAA outlined procedures for the instructional materials selection team.  Board action 
was required for the final approval of all resource selections.  Finally, Board Policy EG defined the curriculum 
development process and set the expectation that annual recommendations of course offerings and curriculum 
alterations would be reviewed by the superintendent and “submitted to the Board for approval.”
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Criterion 1.4:  Accountability for the design and delivery of the district curriculum through roles and 
responsibilities (Adequate)

Roles and responsibilities for curriculum design and delivery were noted in several board policies.  Board Policy 
BJA outlined the duties of the superintendent.  This position was to provide leadership “for the development of 
an educational system.”  Further, the superintendent was to make curricular decisions based on district goals 
and objectives.  Data were to be utilized to develop instructional recommendations.  Board Policy EFA set the 
expectation for the board to adopt instructional resources after professional staff members made appropriate 
selections.  Board Policy EFAA outlined the process and set the membership expectations for the resource 
selection team.  The curriculum development policy, Board Policy EG, outlined the duties of the board, 
superintendent, designees, principals, and teachers in curriculum development, implementation, and evaluation.  
The board was to approve all district curriculum, including resources, courses, and document updates.  The 
superintendent or designee was responsible for the implementation of the curriculum management system.  
Designees were also to be technical advisors for the pace and cycle of curriculum management.  Teachers were 
to provide instruction to enable students to master the district’s written curriculum and provide contributions 
to curriculum review.  Principals were to assist teachers in the implementation process and monitor instruction.

Criterion 1.5:  Long-range, system-wide planning:  both the process and the plan (Adequate)

General district planning expectations were included in Board Policies BQ, BQA, and BQB.  Board Policy 
BQ expected the board to periodically review the district’s mission and goals and approve district and campus 
objectives.  The district’s planning process was to “improve student performance.”  Board Policy BQA included 
the planning guidelines for the “District Educational Improvement Committee,” and Board Policy BQB noted 
the planning requirements for the “Site-Based Decision-Making Team” at the campus level.  Board Policy 
BJA called for the superintendent to “oversee annual planning for instructional improvement and monitor for 
effectiveness.”  The policy also set the expectation for ongoing evaluation of instructional programs and the 
identification of improvement areas needed to attain desired levels of student achievement.  Board Policy 
EFAA included the ongoing planning process that was to be followed in selecting instructional materials.  The 
curriculum development policy, Board Policy EG, called for “a systematic ongoing program of curriculum 
review and development.”  The policy required a curriculum management plan to be designed and implemented.  
Course and curriculum alterations were to be approved annually by the board, and curriculum review was to be 
completed “at least every five years.”  

Criterion 1.6:  Functional decision-making structure (Adequate)

Board Policy BJA set expectations for the superintendent’s decision making in terms of curriculum and 
instruction and the overall educational program.  Board Policy EFA noted that professional staff members 
could select instructional resources in accordance with the board policy and state-mandated curriculum.  The 
board was to approve the district’s curriculum and instructional program, however.  This policy also extended 
the responsibility for resource review and selection to professional staff members as part of a district-wide 
committee.  Board Policy EG outlined curricular decision making in terms of board, superintendent, designee, 
teacher, and principal responsibilities.  The board adopted the curriculum.  The superintendent or designee 
implemented the curriculum management system.  Other superintendent designees provided technical assistance 
to principals.  Teachers were to teach the district curriculum and provide curriculum development contributions.  
Finally, principals were to assist teachers in instructional delivery and interpreting student assessment results.  

Standard Two:  Direction

District policies completely addressed two characteristics of the standard.  Two criteria were partially adequate, 
and one criterion was not congruent with audit standards.  

Criterion 2.1:  Written curriculum, with aligned criterion-referenced formative assessments for all 
subject areas at all grade levels (Adequate)

Board Policy EG required a written, taught, and tested curriculum for all “programs/subject areas.”  The 
curriculum development process was to be “responsive to the school, community, and state requirements.”  
The written curriculum was accountable for student “self-directedness, intrinsic goal setting, self-evaluation, 
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persistence and empowerment.”  The policy called for the taught and assessed curriculum to be aligned with 
the written curriculum.  Further, curriculum guides were to be developed to include state, national, and local 
standards.  The development of formative assessments at each campus was under the direction of the principal.  
District personnel were to develop assessment items aligned with the district’s written curriculum, as well.  
A variety of assessment formats were to be utilized, including “multiple-choice, essay, teacher observation, 
student-demonstrated competencies,” and other authentic measures.

Criterion 2.2:  Provides periodic review/update of the curriculum and aligned resources and assessments 
(Partially Adequate)

Board Policy BJA set one of the duties of the superintendent as the annual oversight of instructional improvement 
planning.  Requirements for the selection and adoption of instructional resources were found in Board Policy 
EFA.  This policy required instructional resources to be selected to “deliver, support, enrich, and assist in 
implementing the District’s educational program.”  The policy included guidelines for resource selection but 
did not connect a timeline or review process to the written curriculum review cycle found in Board Policy 
EG.  Board Policy EG included curriculum review and alteration requirements by stating that the curriculum 
would be reviewed annually by the superintendent or designee and recommendations presented to the board 
for adoption.  Further, curriculum frameworks/guides were to be reviewed at least in a five-year cycle.  Review 
and update of district instructional resources were not specifically noted in the curriculum development policy. 

Criterion 2.3:  Textbook/resource alignment to curriculum and assessment (Partially Adequate)

Board Policy EFA set the expectations for instructional resources and materials.  Instructional resources were to 
“assist in implementing the District’s educational program.”  Further, the selection criteria noted that resources 
were to be “consistent with the general educational goals of the state and District and the aims and objectives 
of individual schools and specific courses consistent with District and campus improvement plans.”  Specific 
requirements for or description and dimensions of curriculum-resource-assessment alignment were not found 
in board policies, however.

Criterion 2.4:  Content area emphasis (Adequate)

Board Policy EG required that revision of curriculum frameworks/guides be completed at least every five years.  
Also included in the policy was the expectation that student achievement data would be utilized to determine 
specific areas in which revision was needed.  Board Policy EHAA defined the required state curriculum for both 
core and non-core courses/subjects for the state of Texas.  School districts were required to offer foundational 
courses in English language arts/reading, mathematics, science, and social studies.  Enrichment curriculum was 
also defined to include additional languages, health, physical education, fine arts, career/technical education, 
technology, religious literature, and personal finance.  Lastly, districts could offer additional elective courses but 
could not deviate from the required core and foundational curricula.

Criterion 2.5:  Program integration and alignment to the district’s written curriculum (Inadequate)

The curriculum development policy, Board Policy EG, noted that the development and improvement of programs 
was supported in the curriculum development process.  Procedures were to be developed to determine the 
effectiveness of instructional programming, including student assessment data.  However, no policy language 
was found specifying that adopted programs or interventions intended to support the regular curriculum be 
aligned to the standards of those courses.  Board policy was silent in regard to program or intervention selection 
criteria and/or implementation procedures.

Standard Three:  Connectivity and Equity

In this standard, two characteristics were rated as inadequate, one partially adequate, and the other three met 
curriculum audit quality criteria.  
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Criterion 3.1:  Predictability of written curriculum from one grade and/or instructional level to another 
(Inadequate)

Board Policy EG directed the formation and review of district curriculum for “all programs/subject areas.”  
Written curriculum guides were to utilize state, national, and local standards.  The guides were to include the 
purpose, function, and expectations for each course.  Unit/lesson expectations and formative assessments were 
to be developed for each course at the campus level.  Teachers were required to teach the district curriculum but 
could teach beyond the curriculum when student mastery was demonstrated.  Differentiation was described in 
terms of meeting the unique needs of identified students only.  Board policies did not address the predictability 
of the written curriculum from goals to program objectives to learner objectives to activities to assessments.  A 
scope and sequence enabling a spiraling curriculum from one grade to the next with each level building on and 
expanding the learnings of the one below was not mentioned in board policies.

Criterion 3.2:  Vertical articulation and horizontal coordination of the curriculum (Inadequate)

Expectations for vertical articulation and horizontal coordination of the curriculum were not included in the 
district’s board policies.

Criterion 3.3:  Training for staff in the delivery of the curriculum (Adequate)

Board Policy BJA noted the superintendent’s duty to manage the district’s staff development program.  In 
particular, the policy expected that staff development be monitored “for effectiveness in improving district 
performance.”  Board Policy EG required training for teachers in at least three areas.  Teachers were to evaluate 
their instructional programs “based on the construction, validation, interpretation, and analysis of student 
performance and results.”  Secondly, teachers were to receive instructional technology training.  Lastly, teacher 
professional development was to include “instructional strategies that enhance student performance.”  

Criterion 3.4:  Delivery of the adopted district curriculum (Adequate)

Board Policy EG required that teachers “follow the written curriculum developed for their teaching assignments.”  
Further, the policy went on to say that teachers were “responsible for providing instruction and instructional 
activities that allow students to master the goals and objectives specified in the District’s written curriculum.”

Criterion 3.5:  Monitoring the delivery of the district curriculum (Partially Adequate)

Monitoring was addressed in Board Policy EG.  The superintendent or designee was to implement the 
curriculum management system.  Technical advisors were to oversee the curricular pace and advise principals.  
Principals were to assist teachers in curriculum delivery by “monitoring instruction in the classrooms.”  Specific 
requirements for monitoring instruction were not included in the policy.  Audit criteria require principals to 
monitor (1) what is taught in classrooms; (2) the content, context, and cognitive type of content and instruction; 
(3) alignment of resources; (4) strategies employed for mastery; and (5) grade level equivalency.  In effect, 
principals assure “the right stuff” is taught in the right manner.

Criterion 3.6:  Equitable student access to the curriculum, instructional resources, and learning 
environment (Adequate)

Equitable student access was noted in several district policies.  Board Policy EHBA provided expectations 
for equal access to all district services for students with disabilities.  Board Policy EHBB referred to the 
procedures for identification of gifted and talented students and ensured “the fair assessment of students with 
special needs, such as the culturally different, the economically disadvantaged, and students with disabilities.”  
Board Policy EHBC set the expectation that at risk students would be provided with “accelerated and/or 
compensatory educational services.”  Equal educational opportunities were addressed in Board Policy FB with 
the following statement, “The District shall provide necessary services and supports to provide students equal 
access to educational opportunities.”  Accommodations were noted as potential options.  Board Policy GA, 
the nondiscrimination policy of the district, stated, “No person shall, on the grounds of race, color, or national 
origin, be excluded from participation, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any 
district program or activity.”  Further, the policy set the expectation for full participation in district programs 
and activities regardless of “a person’s race, religion, color, sex, or national origin.”
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Standard Four:  Feedback

When reviewing this standard, auditors found one characteristic completely met audit expectations, two were 
partially adequate, and one criterion was rated inadequate.  

Criterion 4.1:  A student assessment process (Adequate)

Student assessment was mentioned in Board Policy EIE in terms of using state assessment results to determine 
grade level promotion.  Board Policy EK outlined the state legal requirements for districts in adopting additional 
criterion- or norm-referenced tests.  Noted in Board Policy EKB were the state assessment guidelines and 
accommodation expectations.  Board Policies EKBA, EKC, and EKD referenced state testing requirements 
and methods for diagnosing students with language, reading, or mathematics deficiencies.  Board Policy EG 
required the district curriculum to include a “tested” component.  Further, the curriculum was to be evaluated 
based on student performance on “local and state-mandated tests.”  The policy required that “district assessment 
procedures shall be developed as each curriculum is designed.”  Formative assessments were to be developed 
at the campus level to match unit/lesson expectations.  Lastly, the district was to develop “assessment items 
that align with the goals and objectives specified in the District’s written curriculum.”  These items were to be 
purchased or developed by teacher committees and utilize a variety of formats.  The assessment results were to 
be “reported to the Board annually.”  Teachers were to analyze the results to meet individual needs of students 
such as “acceleration, remediation, reinforcement, and extension.”

Criterion 4.2:  A program assessment process (Inadequate)

Board Policy EG set the expectation that instructional programming would be evaluated in terms of student 
mastery of “appropriate specific learning expectations.”  The effectiveness of the instructional program was to 
be determined “in part, by the performance of students on local and state-mandated tests.”  However, although 
board policy stated that procedures for instructional programming effectiveness would be established, policies 
did not include a plan or framework to attain that goal.  No guidelines for developing, approving, implementing, 
evaluating, or reassessing programs were noted in the district policies.

Criterion 4.3:  Use of data from assessment to determine program/curriculum effectiveness and efficiency 
(Partially Adequate)

Board Policy EG, as noted previously, stated that the instructional program’s success was to be determined, 
“in part, by the performance of students on local and state-mandated tests.”  Other information to be used for 
this evaluation was not specified in the policy.  The district was to provide training for teachers in evaluating 
the classroom instructional program by analyzing student performance results.  The cycle of curriculum 
development was to be determined based on student achievement data.  The use of student achievement data 
to determine the success or efficiency of specific programs and/or interventions was only vaguely included as 
being part of the district’s overall instructional program.  Specific program/intervention evaluation guidelines, 
including references to precise data, timelines, and assessment techniques, were not included in board policy.

Criterion 4.4:  Reports to the board about program effectiveness (Partially Adequate)

Board Policy BJA set the general expectation that the superintendent was to keep the board informed of 
“significant issues.”  In Board Policy EG, the superintendent was directed to make curricular recommendations 
to the board annually.  Curricular revisions were to be based on student achievement data.  Student assessment 
results were to be reported to the board on an annual basis as well.  Reports to the board concerning specific 
programs and/or interventions were not included, however, in the district’s policies.

Standard Five:  Productivity

This standard had two criteria that met audit quality characteristics completely.  Four criteria were not adequate, 
however.

Criterion 5.1:  Program-centered budgeting (Inadequate)

Board Policy BJA expected the superintendent to administer a budget development process that was based 
on district priorities.  Board Policy CE explained the components of the annual operating budget.  Budget 
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considerations included:  education goals, specific program goals, and alternatives.  Input from both the district- 
and campus-level planning and decision-making committees was to be sought as well.  The district budget was 
also addressed in Board Policy EG.  An annual budget was to be adopted by the board to fund “the development 
of a written curriculum, curriculum training, materials and resources to teachers, and develop assessments 
necessary to effectively implement the aligned written curriculum.”  Funding decisions were to be made based 
on district goals and priorities.  To be adequate, district budgeting policies must require program organization 
with activity specifications including all costs attributable to each program, collaborative budget allocation 
decision making by a group including teachers and principals, use of evaluative feedback on programs in 
budget decision making, and cost-benefit information of goals and budget allocations1.  Those attributes were 
not included in current board policies.

Criterion 5.2:  Resource allocation tied to curriculum priorities (Adequate)

Board Policy CE set the expectation that the budget reflect “district programs and activities” and provide the 
resources to implement them.  Budget planning was to include district and campus goals.  Further, budget 
planning and evaluation was to take place on a monthly basis.  Board Policy EG explicitly noted that curriculum 
development, training, resources, and assessments were to be funded through the budgetary process.

Criterion 5.3:  Environment to support curriculum delivery (Inadequate)

Environmental support of curriculum delivery was addressed in two district policies.  Board Policy CS outlined 
the state requirements for building project specifications.  Specific requirements for classroom spaces were 
included.  Board Policy BJA addressed district environmental issues only by expecting the superintendent to 
oversee facility maintenance.  Facilities planning processes or guidelines supporting the educational environment 
for curriculum delivery were not specifically delineated in board policy.

Criterion 5.4:  Support systems focused on curriculum design, deployment, and delivery (Inadequate)

Board Policy BJA set the expectation for the superintendent to plan and manage district operational departments.  
Goals and targets for specific departments were to be established, but their connection to supporting curriculum 
design, deployment, and delivery were not clearly delineated.  Board Policy EG required the superintendent or 
designee to implement the curriculum management plan.  Superintendent designees were to advise principals.  
Principals were to assist teachers in curriculum delivery by monitoring lesson plans, teacher-made tests, 
student assessment results, and observing instruction.  The policy did not include any examples of operational 
department support for the curriculum management process, however.

Criterion 5.5:  Data-driven decisions for the purpose of increasing student learning (Adequate)

District planning policies included references to data-driven decisions in several board policies.  Board 
Policy BJA expected the superintendent to use appropriate data to develop recommendations for the district’s 
instructional program.  A regular evaluation system of instructional programs was to be created utilizing 
student achievement data to identify areas of improvement.  Board Policy BQ stated that the district’s mission 
and goals would be periodically reviewed by the board in terms of improving student performance.  Data 
were to be gathered to determine whether planning and decision making were positively impacting student 
performance results.  Board Policy BQB outlined the guidance for the campus improvement teams.  Objectives 
were to be developed in support of the district’s goals and “specific to academic achievement of students 
served by the campus.”  Board Policy EHBC contained guidelines for a needs assessment to be utilized to 
identify at risk students and provide “accelerated and/or compensatory educational services.”  Board Policy 
EG noted that curriculum development and revision was to be based on student achievement results.  The 
policy further required procedures for evaluating the effectiveness of the district’s instructional programming.  
Instructional effectiveness was to be based “in part, by the performance of students on local and state-mandated 
tests.”  Teachers were to monitor student progress on assessments and determine “acceleration, remediation, 
reinforcement, and extension.”

1  See School Budgeting for Hard Times:  Confronting Cutbacks and Critics.  Corwin Press, 2011.
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Criterion 5.6:  Change processes for long-term institutionalization of district priority goals (Inadequate)

Board Policies BQ, BQA, and BQB outlined the planning processes and operational structures for both district 
and campus improvement committees.  In particular, Board Policy BQ noted that the district goals and mission 
would be periodically reviewed.  However, the board policies did not include information concerning the change 
process for the long-term institutionalization of district priority goals.  

A summary of the overall auditor ratings of board policies by standard is found in Exhibit 1.1.3 which follows.

Exhibit 1.1.3

Summary Ratings of the Auditors’ Analysis of Board Policy  
To Determine Quality and Degree of Adequacy

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Standard Number of 
Criteria

Number of 
Possible Points Points Given

Percentage of Points 
Relative to 70%  

Standard for 
Adequacy

One 6 6 5 83
Two 5 5 2 40

Three 6 6 3 50
Four 4 4 1 25
Five 6 6 2 33

Overall Rating  
For all Criteria 27 27 13 48%

©2013 CMSi

Exhibit 1.1.3 illustrates:

• The overall adequacy rating of the Whitehouse Independent School District board policies was 48 
percent.  

• Standard One was the only standard meeting audit criteria (83 percent).  

• A rating of at least 70 percent is required by audit standards for adequacy.
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Grade 6 reading objective displayed

In addition to their review of board policies, the auditors interviewed board trustees, district administrators, 
campus administrators, and teachers relative to the presence, quality, and use of board policies.  Specifically, 
those policies designed to provide quality control for effective management of the curriculum and other related 
district functions were discussed.  Representative comments follow:

• “As TASB sends updates, we make changes and updates.” (Board Trustee)

• “We’ve developed few new policies over the last several years.” (Board Trustee)

• “I can’t remember making any major changes to local policies.  Each year we look at some policies.  We 
review student conduct.” (Board Trustee)

• “We don’t do a lot of board policy reviews.” (Board Trustee)

• “We usually review [board policy] when there is an issue.  We don’t have a system to review.” (District 
Administrator)

• “The administrative team looks at updates from TASB.” (District Administrator)

• “Board policies are sent out once adopted to the principals.” (Campus Administrator)

• “We have guidelines and expectations now.” (Campus Administrator)

Use of Board Policies

After reviewing the district’s board policies, auditors conducted interviews with board trustees as well as 
district and campus administrators in order to determine who was using board policies and how they were 
being used.  School board trustees noted during interviews that the development of board policies took place as 
the Texas Association of School Boards presented updates.  New policies were considered by the board with a 
first informational reading, allowing time for research and discussion, and board action usually occurred at the 
following board meeting.  No cycle of review of existing board policies was in place at the time of the audit, 
however.  

The Director of Student Auxiliary Services was responsible for the organization of Texas Association of School 
Boards (TASB) policy reviews.  He and the superintendent would examine the updates and determine next steps.  
Depending upon the content and the scope of the potential board policy, administrators, department personnel, 
or committees were brought together to review the TASB suggestions.  Once the board policy was developed or 
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updated, the superintendent would bring the final document to the board for review and action.  Once the board 
approved the policy, the Director of Student Auxiliary Services would oversee that a hardcopy was published 
for the board office and the online version was uploaded to the district website.  The superintendent and/or 
administrators involved in the board policy update would bring the final version to the administrative team 
meeting after each board meeting.  Campus administrators were responsible for sharing the updates with their 
staff members.  At the time of the audit, this process had been in place for just a few months.  Two board policies 
had been reviewed and adopted using this procedure.

Auditors also reviewed survey information concerning the use of district board policies.  Prior to the site 
visit, auditors conducted online surveys with district stakeholders (principals/assistant principals, teachers, and 
parents).  Principals and assistant principals were asked if there was adequate direction in policy for all campus-
level decision making.  Their responses are illustrated in Exhibit 1.1.4.

Exhibit 1.1.4

Campus Administrator Perceptions of Board Policy Direction Adequacy  
For Campus Decision Making  

Based on Survey Information (N=20)
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Strongly 
Agree
20%

Agree
70%

Disagree, 
10%

Strongly 
Disagree

0%

As noted in Exhibit 1.1.4:

• The majority of principals and assistant principals (70 percent) agreed that board policy provided 
adequate direction for campus-level decisions.

• Twenty (20) percent of the campus administrators strongly agreed that board policy provided direction.

• In 10 percent of the cases, principals and assistant principals disagreed that board policy was adequate 
to enable building-level decision making.

Summary

Overall, the auditors found a board policy structure in place that was designed to meet state and federal 
compliance requirements, but was inadequate to provide direction for key curriculum management functions 
that ensure alignment of the written, taught, and tested curricula.  Board policies were found for all five audit 
standards but some lacked sufficient detail to meet the requirements of each characteristic.  An organized 
process had been created recently to develop new policies when informed by TASB and communicate those 
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changes to district personnel, but a periodic review of existing board policies was not present.  With additional 
detail and the update of board policies to reflect current practices, the board policies could meet audit criteria.  

Finding 1.2:  Evidence of planning in the Whitehouse Independent School District was limited and did 
not direct key district functions to promote sound governance of the educational program.  District and 
campus improvement plans were not tightly connected and monitored for results to promote change.  

A characteristic of an effective school district is the ability to consistently engage in long- and short-range 
planning focused on the attainment of agreed upon goals and priorities.  The planning function in a school 
system charts the course for progress.  Structured planning establishes the vision and mission for all district 
efforts and affords the district an opportunity to assess and reassess its beliefs, values, commitments, and 
resources in terms of the vision and mission.

The planning process provides a framework for systematic action, including the development of procedures 
and operations necessary to carry out the district’s priority goals.  Embedded in this planning is the ability to 
modify and adjust direction based upon such factors as student needs, new legislation, or community changes.  
The planning process and ensuing plans assist a district to anticipate emerging needs, develop a framework for 
systematic action toward the attainment of organizational goals, and strategically focus activities that create the 
desired outcomes.  Such planning provides clear direction and serves to sustain focus over time.

The auditors reviewed the district improvement plans, campus improvement plans, board policies, and other 
planning documents provided by district personnel.  In addition, information relative to planning was gathered 
through interviews with board trustees, district administrators, campus administrators, and teachers.

The auditors found that the Whitehouse Independent School District developed both district and campus 
improvement plans as required by state statute.  A district strategic plan was to be formulated once the curriculum 
management audit report was received.  The Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement Plan 2016-
17 had been completed with little revision from previous plans because the curriculum audit was in process.  
Each campus improvement plan was to link its goals to the district goals.  The auditors found the presence and 
quality of district-wide planning did not meet audit standards.  Further, they found the district and campus-level 
plans were inadequate to meet audit quality standards.  The district and campus improvement plans used the 
same format, which resulted in both versions having similar weaknesses.  In particular, plan strategies did not 
identify the steps and/or tasks needed to be performed to complete the strategies.  Although the improvement 
plans contained both formative and summative evaluation components, they were often too general to determine 
the expected outcomes for student achievement.  Lastly, the strategies were often repeated from year to year 
with no revisions even, in cases in which they had been designated as accomplished previously.  

In addition to the planning documents mentioned above, auditors also reviewed the district’s board policies 
and job descriptions.  A school system’s values and beliefs in regard to planning are critical and are typically 
expressed through board policy.  In addition, planning expectations for individual positions may be found in job 
descriptions.  Board policies addressed planning as follows:

• Board Policy BJA: Superintendent Qualifications and Duties noted planning expectations for the 
superintendent of the school district.  Mechanisms to communicate to and from staff members were 
to be established for several areas, including planning.  Further, the superintendent was to “Oversee 
annual planning for instructional improvement and monitor for effectiveness.”  Planning was to be 
included for district operational departments resulting in “goals, targets, or priorities.”  Lastly, planning 
activities were to be coordinated, consistent with board policy, and communicated to stakeholders.

• Board Policy BQ:  Planning and Decision-Making Process required the ongoing review and revision 
of the district’s mission and goals.  District and campus goals were to coordinate and support each 
other.  The board of trustees was responsible for approving the district and campus planning processes, 
ensuring legal requirements were met.  Both district and campus committees were to involve parents 
“in the development of such plans and in the process for campus review and improvement of student 
academic achievement and campus performance.”  The superintendent was to periodically report to the 
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board concerning the planning process, including a review of procedures, recommendations for process 
revisions, and progress of the plans’ strategies.

• Board Policy BQA:  Planning and Decision-Making Process District-Level addressed the district-
level committee membership and responsibilities.  The superintendent or designee was the board’s 
representative and chairperson of the committee.  Campus- and district-based staff, parents, business, 
and the community were to be included as committee participants.  The purpose of this committee was 
to review “the District’s educational goals, objectives, and major District-wide classroom instructional 
programs.”  The committee was to serve in an advisory role.  However, this committee was charged 
with the responsibility of approving district-wide staff development.  

• Board Policy BQB:  Planning and Decision-Making Process Campus-Level required the creation 
of a campus-level committee for purposes of planning and site decision making.  The principal had 
the responsibility to develop campus performance objectives supporting district goals and campus 
academic achievement.  The committee was to serve in an advisory role.  However, campus professional 
development activities were approved by this committee.  Membership of the campus committee was to 
include campus professional staff members, parents, businesses, and the community.  

Board policies set expectations for both district and campus level planning and the development of associated 
improvement plans.  Roles and responsibilities for district personnel in regard to planning were included in 
policy as well.  

Auditors also reviewed district job descriptions to determine planning responsibilities.  Job descriptions 
delineating those duties included the following:

• Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction—The individual in this position was to work 
with other district stakeholders to identify current and future district needs.  Further, s/he was to create 
plans and determine goals aligned with the district’s strategic plan.  Planning was also to be utilized to 
determine the training needed to meet district goals.

• Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction—This job description included the same planning 
expectations as noted in the assistant superintendent’s.  The only caveat was that this position’s 
responsibility in terms of training planning was a supportive role.

• Principal (Elementary and Secondary) and Director of Alternative Education—Planning responsibilities 
included encouraging active involvement by staff members in decision-making processes, and soliciting 
input from the campus improvement committees.  In particular, the principal was to “direct planning 
activities.”  The campus planning process was to be utilized to establish campus performance objectives.   

• Assistant Principal (Elementary and Secondary)—The planning responsibilities of these positions 
included “taking a leadership role in planning activities,” and participating in the development of the 
campus improvement plans.

• Teacher—The teacher’s job description referenced planning in terms of planning appropriate 
instructional activities for at risk and gifted students.

Administrator job descriptions noted planning responsibilities in terms of plan development, determination of 
district/campus goals and needs, and soliciting stakeholder involvement.  The teacher’s job description did not 
include references to district- or campus-wide planning expectations.  

Auditors first address the presence and quality of district planning processes, overall.  This discussion is followed 
by assessments of the quality of the plans, themselves.  Auditors hold the district’s improvement plan up against 
audit criteria.  Next, they review campus-level improvement plans. 
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Grade 6 student completing a main idea activity

District- and Campus-Level Improvement Planning

Auditors were provided with district improvement plans for four years (2013-2017).  Campus improvement 
plans were available for three years (2013-14, 2014-15, and 2015-16).  They reviewed these and other documents 
to determine the presence and quality of district- and campus-level planning in the Whitehouse Independent 
School District.  

The Curriculum Management Audit™ has established a set of characteristics of what it expects to see in effective 
district-wide planning by school systems.  In the following three exhibits, auditors provide their ratings of 
district- and campus-level planning design (the process and the product), deployment (strategic actions to 
prepare for implementation), and delivery (carrying out actions) of district plans.  

The first level addresses the presence and quality of district-wide planning processes, overall (Exhibit 1.2.1).

Exhibit 1.2.1

District-wide Planning:  Design, Deployment, and Delivery  
Characteristics and Auditors’ Ratings

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

There is evidence that…
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
1. Policy Expectations: The governing board has placed into policy the 

expectation that the superintendent and staff collectively discuss the future 
and that this thinking should take some tangible form without prescribing a 
particular template, allowing for flexibility as needed.

X

2. Vision/Direction: Leadership has implicit or explicit vision of the general 
direction in which the organization is going for improvement purposes. That 
vision emerges from having considered future changes in the organizational 
context.

X

3. Data-driven: Data influence the planning and system directions/initiatives. Partial*
4. Budget Timing: Budget planning for change is done in concert with other 

planning, with goals and actions from those plans driving the budget planning. X
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Exhibit 1.2.1 (continued)
District-wide Planning:  Design, Deployment, and Delivery  

Characteristics and Auditors’ Ratings
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

There is evidence that…
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
5. Day-to-Day Decisions: Leadership makes day-to-day decisions regarding the 

implicit or explicit direction of the system and facilitates movement toward 
the planned direction.

X

6. Emergent/Fluid Planning: Leadership is able to adjust discrepancies 
between current status and desired status, facilitates movement toward the 
desired status, and is fluid in planning efforts (emergent in nature).

X

7. Deliberate Articulated Actions: Staff are involved in a purposeful way 
through such efforts as school/unit improvement planning, professional 
development councils, and district task forces that are congruent with the 
articulated direction of the system or system initiatives.

X

8. Aligned Professional Development: Professional development endeavors are 
aligned to system planning goals and initiatives. X

Total 3 5
Percentage of Adequacy 38%

*Partial ratings are tallied as inadequate.
©2013 CMSi

As shown in Exhibit 1.2.1, three characteristics were rated as adequate, one characteristic was partially adequate, 
and four characteristics were rated as inadequate.  For the percentage of adequacy calculation, partial adequacy 
is considered to be inadequate.  In order to meet the audit standard, at least six of eight characteristics must be 
rated as adequate.  Therefore, the presence and quality of the district long-range planning processes, overall, did 
not meet curriculum audit standards with a percentage of 38.  The following provides further detail relative to 
the auditors’ assessment of the first level criteria.

Characteristic One:  Policy Expectations (Adequate)

A number of board policies, as shown previously, discussed the board’s expectation that planning occur 
at various levels of the system.  Board Policy BJA expected the superintendent to oversee “planning for 
instructional improvement” and monitor its effectiveness.  Further, the policy required district operations 
departments to establish goals, targets, and priorities.  Board Policy BQ was the most comprehensive planning 
policy.  This policy directed the development of both district and campus improvement plans to improve student 
performance and be in accordance with both federal and state requirements.  Further, committee responsibilities 
were outlined, including ongoing reports to the board concerning plan progress.

Characteristic Two:  Vision/Direction (Adequate)

The district improvement plans reviewed by auditors contained the mission, vision, and value statements 
approved by the board.  Campus improvement plans, which were also board approved, always contained at least 
a campus mission statement, and most contained a vision statement, as well.  A few campus improvement plans 
also included value statements.  Board Policy BQ required that the board “periodically review the District’s 
mission and goals to improve student performance.”  

Characteristic Three:  Data-driven (Partially Adequate)

Board Policy BJA set the requirement for the superintendent to “ensure appropriate data are used in developing 
recommendations and making decisions regarding the instructional program and resources.”  Board Policy BQ 
noted that data was to be gathered to conduct the required biennial evaluation.  Board Policy BQB stated that 
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campus improvement objectives were to be “specific to the academic achievement of students served by the 
campus.”  Auditors did not find comprehensive, multiple-year student achievement data displayed in district or 
campus improvement plans, however.  A summary of strengths and weaknesses was included at the beginning 
of each document, but district/campus trend results over time were not included to illustrate the summaries.

Characteristic Four:  Budget Timing (Adequate)

Board Policy CE expected budget planning to be clearly linked to the district’s overall program planning.  The 
budget was to reflect “the District’s programs and activities and provide the resources to implement them.”  
The budget planning process was to incorporate the general educational goals, specific program goals, and 
consider alternatives to achieving those goals.  Budget planning was considered an ongoing process and was to 
be included in monthly activities.  

Characteristic Five:  Day-to-Day Decisions (Inadequate)

Auditors found that district planning was in the infancy stage.  District leadership had instituted regularly 
scheduled district and campus administrative team meetings at the time of the audit.  Further, district leadership 
planned to create a strategic plan based on the curriculum audit findings and recommendations.  Because of 
the historical absence of planning opportunities, district and campus leaders did not make day-to-day decisions 
regarding the implicit or explicit direction of the system utilizing planning information or the existing district 
or campus plans.  

Characteristic Six:  Emergent/Fluid Planning (Inadequate)

Board Policy BQ directed the superintendent to report to the board “on the status of the planning process, 
including a review of the related administrative procedures, any revisions to improve the process, and progress 
on implementation of identified strategies.”  Board Policies BQA and BQB required district and campus 
improvement committees to gather broad-based input from all stakeholders and provide information to those 
groups on a systematic basis.  

The reviewed district improvement plans, which ran over a course of four years (2013-2017), all contained the 
same goal statements.  Performance objectives were also identical.  In a few cases, strategies had been added or 
deleted.  The formative reviews noted that some strategies had been successfully completed; however, the same 
strategies without alterations were often repeated in multiple improvement plans.  

Campus improvement plan goals, performance objectives, and strategies were revised from year to year in 
the majority of reviewed improvement plans.  However, there were instances of identical improvement plans 
over three years at some campuses.  Further, although strategies had been noted as accomplished, they were 
included in future plans.  In some instances, district goals, performance objectives, and strategies from the 
district improvement plans were used in campus plans without revisions to the verbiage.  Instead of identifying 
campus expectations, the statements listed district-wide targets.

The district and campus improvement plan’s only ongoing progress tracking component was the formative 
reviews.  The “Evidence that Demonstrates Success” category did not always contain documentation that 
would demonstrate the strategy had been successful.  Because the district and campus improvement plans were 
often repetitions from the previous year’s plans, and because strategies that had been accomplished were often 
included in future plans, it appeared that discrepancies in the performance objectives and strategies were not 
identified and adjusted during the plan year or as yearly plans were developed.  

Characteristic Seven:  Deliberate Articulated Actions (Inadequate)

Board Policy BQ required both district- and campus-level improvement committees.  The district’s most recent 
improvement plan had been developed with few changes from the previous year’s plan because the curriculum 
management audit was planned.  Interview information indicated that, most often, campus improvement plans 
were created by campus principals as compliance documents.  In some cases, teacher and/or department input 
had been sought, but results were mixed as to what degree the campus plans were working documents guiding 
all actions.  School district personnel also noted that a strategic plan would be developed as a result of the audit 
findings and recommendations.  Professional Learning Communities were planned to begin for the 2017-18 
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school year.  PLC training was scheduled for both district and campus administrators.  Purposeful planning 
activities were just being developed and organized at the district level to address future goals and activities at 
the time of the audit.  

Characteristic Eight:  Aligned Professional Development (Inadequate)

District professional development activities were scheduled for the beginning of each school year and during 
the summer as flexible days required for teacher certification.  A number of choices were provided to teachers, 
and they individually selected areas of interests.  Book studies, technology support, Texas Essential Knowledge 
and Skills (TEKS), and mathematics strategies were examples offered for the 2016-17 school year.  All 
professional development trainings offered were not specifically noted in district and campus improvement 
plans.  Campuses also had professional development budgets available, and individual teachers, grade levels, 
or departments could request to go to regional trainings.  Whether those individual teacher trainings were 
aligned with campus and district goals was not documented.  Instructional consultants provided professional 
development for individual teachers or small groups on individual campuses at their discretion, but with 
principal approval.  Both district and campus plans contained strategies requiring professional development.  
However, the professional development strategies were not specific enough to contain tasks to ensure ongoing 
follow-up and coaching or evaluation in terms of increased student achievement.  Professional development 
follow-up and collaboration with peers was campus specific.   

In summary, overall district planning processes did not meet audit standards to provide clear direction for 
systemic change and sound governance of the district’s educational program.

Auditors conducted online surveys with district stakeholder groups (principals/assistant principals, teachers, 
and parents) in preparation for the onsite visit.  One of the statements to which principals and assistant principals 
were asked to respond was, “I am well aware of the district’s goals and mission that drive the work of our 
district and individual schools.”  Exhibit 1.2.2 displays the levels of agreement of the survey respondents.

Exhibit 1.2.2

Campus Administrator Awareness of District Mission and Goals  
Based on Survey Information (N=20)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Strongly 
Agree
25%

Agree
55%

Disagree, 
15%

Strongly 
Disagree

0%

No 
Response

5%

As can be seen in Exhibit 1.2.2:

• The majority of respondents (55 percent) agreed that they were aware of the district’s mission and goals.
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• Twenty-five (25) percent of the principals and assistant principals strongly agreed with this statement.

• Fifteen (15) percent of the respondents disagreed that they were aware of the district’s goals and mission.  

• One survey respondent or five percent of the group did not answer the question.

During site visits and scheduled interviews, staff members shared information about the district’s communication 
efforts, planning processes, and the development of the district’s strategic plan.  Representative comments 
follow:

Planning processes and communication opportunities

• “We have regular monthly meetings with administrators the day after the board meeting.  The cabinet 
meets every Monday.  We have a shared agenda.” (District Administrator)

• “Systems and processes are on the way to be strong. Systems could be tightened up and communicated 
better.” (District Administrator)

• “There’s a communication gap, but we don’t know where the gap is.” (District Administrator)

•  “Communication has greatly improved, but goals and mission probably could be emphasized more 
frequently.” (Principal/Assistant Principal Survey)

• “Communication is from the top down.  We feel like we are the last to know and not just the curriculum.” 
(Campus Administrator)

Strategic plan

• “This [strategic plan] is going to be our work for the next 5-7 years so we want to get it right.  We will 
have community members involved.” (District Administrator)

• “We want to get the [audit] results and implement the recommendations.” (Board Trustee)

• “We want to see what’s deficient and act on recommendations.  More than something on paper.  We 
want to go to the next level.” (Board Trustee)

Auditors next assessed the quality of the Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement Plan 2016-
2017.  This plan was selected because a district strategic plan was going to be developed based on the results 
of the curriculum audit.  

The Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement Plan 2016-2017 was a compliance document 
prepared for the Texas Education Agency.  In the next level of analysis, the auditors rated the quality of the 
district’s improvement plan with a set of Curriculum Management Audit™ characteristics of a quality district-
wide plan.  The following exhibit provides the characteristics and auditors’ ratings of this plan.

Exhibit 1.2.3

Quality of the District-wide Plan for Design, Deployment, and Delivery
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Characteristics
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
1. Reasonable and Clear:  The plan is reasonable; it has a feasible number 

of goals and objectives for the resources (financial, time, people) available.  
Moreover, the goals and objectives are clear and measurable.

Partial*

2. Emergent/Fluid: The plan allows for emergent thinking, trends, and changes 
that impact the system both internally and externally. X

3. Change Strategies:  The plan incorporates and focuses on those action 
strategies/interventions that are built around effective change strategies (e.g., 
capacity building of appropriate staff).

Partial*
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Exhibit 1.2.3 (continued)
Quality of the District-wide Plan for Design, Deployment, and Delivery

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Characteristics
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
4. Deployment Strategies:  The plan clearly delineates strategies to be used to 

support deploying the steps and tasks outlined in the plan (e.g., orientation to 
the change, staff development on the proficiencies needed to bring about the 
change, communication regarding planned change). 

X

5. Integration of Goals and Actions: All goals and actions in the plan are 
interrelated and congruent with one another. Partial*

6. Evaluation Plan and Implementation:  There is a written plan to evaluate 
whether the objectives of the plan have been met (not to evaluate whether 
or not the activities have taken place). Evaluation components of plans are 
actions to be implemented; plans are evaluated for their effects or results, and 
they are then modified as needed.  There is both frequent formative evaluation 
and annual summative evaluation, so that plans are revised as needed.

X

7. Monitoring: Systems are in place and are being implemented for assessing 
the status of activities, analyzing the results, and reporting the outcomes that 
take place as the plan is designed and implemented.

Partial*

Total 0 7
Percentage of Adequacy 0%

*Partial ratings are tallied as inadequate.
©2013 CMSi

Analysis of the district improvement plan indicated that four characteristics partially met audit standards, and 
three were found to be inadequate.  For the percentage of adequacy calculation, partial adequacy is considered 
to be inadequate.  In order to meet audit standards, at least five out of seven characteristics must be completely 
met.  The following is a discussion of each characteristic.

Characteristic One:  Reasonable and Clear (Partially Adequate)

The district improvement plan had nine goals and generally had one to four performance objectives associated 
with each goal.    Each of the performance objectives was then broken into multiple strategies for a total of 104.  
Because the strategies were divided by performance objective, they usually ranged from one to eight strategies 
per objective.  However, goals eight and nine were outliers.  These two migrant student goals each had their 
own individual improvement plan, containing a total of 30 activities.  Nine overall goals were numerous, and 
with the additional two plans for goals eight and nine, managing, much less attaining, all 104 strategies would 
be difficult on an annual basis.  

The goals and performance objectives were clearly written, and some were measurable.  For example, one 
performance objective noted a clear percentage increase to be attained during the plan time frame, “Attain the 
Advanced College and Career Readiness standard for at least 25 percent of all students.”  However, in one 
case, a performance objective included the wording “improve awareness,” which would be difficult to ascertain 
simply on the stated summative assessment (attendance data).  Both formative reviews of strategies and a 
summative evaluation category for each performance objective were included in the plan. 

Characteristic Two:  Emergent/Fluid (Inadequate)

Strategies did not require research or emergent thinking.  They were a list of activities to be completed.  
Accountability for future trends and/or changes that could impact the system was not clearly delineated in the 
strategies.  Although four formative reviews for each strategy were included in the plan, there was no description 
of in-progress changes, which could be a result of information gained or from emergent thinking, trends, and 
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changes impacting the system.  Further, when the three previous district improvement plans were reviewed in 
comparison to the 2016-17 improvement plan, the goals and performance objectives were often repeated from 
one plan to the next.  Although there were some strategy additions and deletions, many of the same strategies 
were repeated throughout the four reviewed plans.  In some cases, the formative reviews indicated that strategies 
had been successfully accomplished in previous plans; yet, they were listed again without revision in the most 
recent improvement plan.  Interview information indicated that few changes were made to the most current 
district improvement plan since the curriculum management audit was imminent. 

Characteristic Three:  Change Strategies (Partially Adequate)

Staff development opportunities were included as strategies for several performance objectives.  More 
often, however, the strategies tended to be discrete tasks rather than true opportunities for capacity building.  
Techniques such as professional development differentiation, practice, and follow up were not included as 
strategies in the plan.  A coaching model was included as one strategy in evaluating and monitoring instruction 
and differentiation.   Interview information indicated that collaboration opportunities differed by core area and 
campus.

Characteristic Four:  Deployment Strategies (Inadequate)

The district improvement plan listed strategies, staff responsible for monitoring, and both formative reviews 
and summative evaluations.  It was unclear whether those staff members responsible for monitoring the strategy 
were also responsible for implementing the strategy.  The “Evidence that Demonstrates Success” category 
sometimes listed agendas, plans, materials, and assessments, but did not identify specific measurable results.  In 
some cases, the strategies tended to be generalized, and the tasks necessary to complete them were not identified 
in the plan.  An example was, Goal 2, Performance Objective 2, Strategy 3, “Incorporate targeted math training 
to address implementation of math TEKS.”  The strategy did not define the expectation of “incorporate;” did not 
identify how the training would be deployed; did not identify the staff responsible for the deployment; did not 
include specific training content information; and did not include meaningful evaluation techniques to ensure 
the strategy implementation.  Communication techniques were not included in the district improvement plan 
strategies.  

Characteristic Five:  Integration of Goals and Actions (Partially Adequate)

The district’s improvement plan’s performance objectives related to each district goal with which they were 
associated.  However, the performance objectives and accompanying strategies tended to be stand alone 
statements with little connection to other goals and performance objectives of the plan.  For instance, technology 
performance objectives did not include strategies relating to student achievement or curriculum and instruction 
goals.  One human resource performance objective did include a reference to increased student achievement as 
a result of retaining a highly qualified work force.

An essential component of any plan consisting of goals, performance objectives, and strategies is that successful 
completion of all strategies will tie directly to and result in successful completion of the goals.  One example in 
which the strategies were too generalized to ensure successful attainment of the performance objective was Goal 
1:  Performance Objective 3, which stated, “Attain the Advanced College and Career Readiness standard for at 
least 25 percent of all students.”  Strategies, as written, did not adequately address the performance objective.  

• Use assessment instruments (STAAR, EOC, SAT/ACT, AIMSWeb, TELPAS, and local assessments) to 
identify performance needs for all accountability groups.

• Identify resources for students and parents regarding high-level achievement criteria for the state testing 
program, Advanced Placement, National Merit Scholars, College Entrance and CTE Certification.

Even if all of the strategies were completely accomplished, it is unlikely that the performance objective would 
be met.  The strategies did not identify what would be done once the performance needs of the accountability 
groups were targeted.  Once the resources were identified, no information was included as to how the information 
would be disseminated to students and parents.  Further, the role resource identification would play in the goal 
attainment was not described.  
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Characteristic Six:  Evaluation Plan and Implementation (Inadequate)

The “Evidence that Demonstrates Success” category of the district improvement plan was an avenue to evaluate 
whether strategies of the plan were met.  However, the category simply listed assessments, rosters, reports, 
agendas, etc., and did not include expectations or results.  No blueprint or plan was available to determine 
whether the overall goals and performance objectives of the plan were met (not simply to evaluate whether 
or not the strategies had taken place).  There were summative evaluations and formative reviews included in 
the plan.  However, summative evaluations tended to be a list of formal assessments and district/state reports.  
The improvement plan document did not include specific results from all of these summative assessments.  
The previous year’s assessment results were represented in summary within the plan’s introduction.  Strategy 
formative review examples included:  student referrals, lesson plans, participant numbers, meeting agendas, 
reports, and student assessment data.  There were no ongoing benchmarks or six/nine-week assessment results 
denoted in the formative reviews.  The degree of improvement expected was most often not included in the 
performance objectives or strategies.  In one case, a 25 percent expectation was noted in a performance objective.  

It was unclear as to whether the formative review information would be utilized to alter the plan during the 
year of implementation.  In several cases, the formative review information indicated that the strategies had 
been accomplished during previous plans but were repeated without alteration in the current improvement plan.  
The improvement plan contained no technique to move strategies to a monitoring status and revise or create 
alternative strategies to meet the goal and/or performance objective. 

Characteristic Seven:  Monitoring (Partially Adequate)

The district improvement plan contained both summative evaluation instruments and formative strategy reviews.  
Further, at least one district employee was identified with the responsibility to monitor the strategies.  Interview 
information indicated that the district’s improvement plan purposely mirrored previous improvement plans 
since information from the curriculum audit would be utilized for future plans.  Communication techniques 
were also included in board policy for the associated district improvement team meeting information.  The 
board of trustees was to receive ongoing updates from the superintendent concerning the status of district 
planning, but whether the status of the district’s improvement plan and associated results would be formally 
communicated was unclear.

In summary, one of a school system’s key tools for communication of values, priorities, and intentions is through 
the district’s improvement plan.  The Whitehouse Independent School District’s Improvement Plan 2016-17 did 
not meet audit standards in terms of design, implementation, or evaluation.  Goals, performance objectives, 
and strategies were often repeated without alteration from year to year throughout the reviewed district’s 
improvement plans (2013-17).  The plan’s strategies were often too general, and the action steps required 
to implement them were not included.  Specific, measurable results were often not denoted in the evaluation 
components.  The actual attainment of the district goals and performance objectives was not addressed in the 
district plan with a specific multi-year record of goal, performance objective, and strategy results, including 
comprehensive student achievement data.  

The principal and assistant principal survey also requested information concerning the district improvement 
plan.  This employee group was asked for levels of agreement with this statement, “I am well aware of the 
district improvement plan that drives the work of the district and individual schools.”  The responses are noted 
in Exhibit 1.2.4.
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Exhibit 1.2.4

Campus Administrator Awareness of the District Improvement Plan  
Based on Survey Information (N=20)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Strongly 
Agree
15%

Agree
70%

Disagree, 
15%

Strongly 
Disagree

0%

As can be seen in Exhibit 1.2.4:

• Seventy (70) percent of the principals and assistant principals agreed that they were aware of the 
district’s improvement plan.

• In that same vein, 15 percent of the respondents strongly agreed with the statement.

• There were members of this group who did not agree with the statement, however.  Fifteen (15) percent 
of the principals and assistant principals noted they were not “well aware of the district improvement 
plan.”

In the third level of analysis, auditors typically examine campus and department improvement plans.  District 
personnel provided campus improvement plans for each of the eight campuses.  Therefore, for the purposes of 
the following assessment, auditors focused on campus-level improvement plans for the 2015-16 academic year.  
The 2016-17 improvement plans were in development at the time of the audit.

In this analysis, auditors rated the quality of campus-level improvement plans against the audit’s expectations 
for planning at that level.  In order to meet the minimum audit adequacy expectation, at least six of eight 
characteristics rated must be rated as adequate.
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Exhibit 1.2.5

Quality of School-level Plans  
For Design, Deployment, and Delivery

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Characteristics
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
1. Congruence and Connectivity:  Goals and actions are derived from, 

explicitly linked to, and congruent with the district plan’s goals, objectives, 
and priorities.  

Partial*

2. Reasonable and Clear:  The plan is reasonable; it has a feasible number of 
goals and objectives for the resources available (finances, time, people). The 
goals and objectives of the plan are clear and measurable.

Partial*

3. Emergent/Fluid:  The plan allows for emergent thinking, trends, and 
changes that impact the system both internally and externally. X

4. Change Strategies:  The plan incorporates and focuses on those action 
strategies/interventions that are built around effective change strategies (e.g., 
capacity building of appropriate staff).

Partial*

5. Deployment Strategies:  The plan clearly delineates strategies to be 
used to support deploying the steps and tasks outlined in the plan (e.g., 
orientation to the change, staff development on the proficiencies needed to 
bring about the change, communication regarding planned change).

X

6. Integration of Goals and Actions:  All goals and actions in the plan are 
interrelated and congruent with one another. Partial*

7. Evaluation Plan and Implementation: There is a written plan to 
evaluate whether the objectives of the plan have been met (not to evaluate 
whether or not the activities have taken place). Evaluation components of 
plans are actions to be implemented; plans are evaluated for their effects or 
results and modified as needed.  There is both frequent formative evaluation 
and summative evaluation, so that plans are revised as needed.

X

8. Monitoring: Systems are in place and are being implemented for 
assessing the status of activities, analyzing the results, and reporting 
outcomes that take place as the plan is designed and implemented.

Partial*

Total 0 8
Percentage of Adequacy 0%

*Partial ratings are tallied as inadequate.
©2013 CMSi

As shown in Exhibit 1.2.5, five of the characteristics at this level were rated as partially adequate and three 
were found to be inadequate.  For the percentage of adequacy calculation, partial adequacy is considered to be 
inadequate.  The percentage of adequacy was zero percent.  Therefore, the quality of the school-level planning 
did not meet the audit standards.  The following provides further details relative to the auditors’ assessment of 
the third level criteria.

Characteristic 1: Congruence and Connectivity (Partially Adequate)

The goals of each campus improvement plan were often restatements of the district improvement plan goals.  
In several cases, district goal statements were revised to address campus concerns.  One campus plan identified 
district goals with each campus goal and utilized the performance objectives as campus goal statements.  
However, all district goals were not always explicitly linked in the campus improvement plans.  For instance, 
the two district migrant student goals were referenced in a minority of the 2015-16 campus improvement plans 
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as strategies aligned to other goals.  District performance objectives were also reworded and included as campus 
performance objectives in some plans.  However, in one case, the campus did not alter the district plan verbiage, 
and the campus plan did not address actual campus expectations.

Characteristic 2: Reasonable and Clear (Partially Adequate)

Goals and performance objectives were clearly written, albeit, sometimes in general terms.  There were 
performance objectives and strategies in some campus plans that were clearly measurable, including expected 
improvement percentages (e.g., “Increase 4th grade Writing to 90 percent on STAAR”).  However, not all 
strategies and evidence documentation were written to adequately measure their success.  For example, one 
campus strategy stated, “Implement more coordinated and effective teaching strategies for instruction with 
aligned TEKS,” and the accompanying evidence was “assessment results.”  There was no description of how 
the coordination would be monitored or what effective teaching strategies would be utilized.  Further, there was 
no evidence included in the documentation that would reveal whether the “coordinated and effective teaching 
strategies” had been implemented.

Auditors did find the number of goals and performance objectives manageable in most campus plans.  Generally, 
the campus plans had six to nine overall goals and one to four performance objectives for each goal; one school 
did have seven performance objectives for one goal.  Strategies to reach the goals and performance objectives 
were fairly numerous, however, ranging from 30 to 130.  The strategies were divided among the performance 
objectives and ranged from one strategy to 34. Completing the large number of strategies with fidelity in some 
campus plans may not be easily managed in the improvement plan’s one year timeframe.

Characteristic 3: Emergent/Fluid (Inadequate)

Campus improvement plans allowed for the possibility of emergent thinking through staff development 
strategies, but did not specifically identify content with the most recent research and trends.  Auditors found no 
strategies that directly addressed responses to internal and external change.  Further, in several campus plans, 
goals, performance objectives, and strategies had changed very little over the three years of improvement plans 
reviewed (2013-2016); therefore, it appeared that internal and external changes were not addressed in the plans.

Characteristic 4: Change Strategies (Partially Adequate)

Change strategies were addressed in the campus plan strategies in the form of professional development 
trainings, peer observations, consultation opportunities, cohort meetings, grade level collaboration/meetings, 
walk-throughs, and formal appraisals.  In one school’s improvement plan, Professional Learning Communities 
were referenced.  Capacity building techniques to support change over time, such as professional development 
practice, coaching, and follow-up, were not formally included as strategies in most campus plans.  Further, many 
campus improvement plans repeated “accomplished” strategies from plan to plan without revision, indicating 
that change was either not taking place or not accounted for in the development of the plans.

Characteristic 5: Deployment Strategies (Inadequate)

All of the campus plans identified strategies to be undertaken in order to accomplish each campus goal and 
performance objective.  The plans did not include deployment strategies that completely and clearly delineated 
all tasks required to carry out the strategy and support goal attainment (e.g., orientation to the change, staff 
development on the proficiencies needed to bring about the change, and communication regarding planned 
change).

Characteristic 6: Integration of Goals and Actions (Partially Adequate)

In all cases, auditors were able to perceive how the campus plans’ strategies related and supported the campus 
goals and performance objectives with which they were associated.  However, there were variations across 
the campus plans as to their integration and congruency with district goals.  Explicit references to the district 
improvement plan goals were found in one campus plan only.  However, the campus goals reviewed were 
congruent with district goals and, in some cases, were the actual district goals.  The campus performance 
objectives were sometimes repetitions of the district’s but, most often, unique to the campus.  Campus plan 
strategies differed from campus to campus as they were based on campus needs as determined by the principal 
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and site-based committee.  There were variations in the quality of these strategies with most not specifically 
including all tasks and actions needed to accomplish the strategy.  Further, strategies were not always assessed 
appropriately.  An example was, “Provide high quality staff development for teachers to meet the needs of 
students.”  Class rosters, purchase orders, graduation rate, and state assessment result were listed as evidence.  
Whether high quality staff development was delivered and whether there was a correlation between the evidence 
and the training would be difficult to ascertain.

Characteristic 7: Evaluation Plan and Implementation (Inadequate)

There was no written plan to evaluate whether the overall goals and performance objectives of the plan were 
met (not to evaluate whether or not the activities had taken place).  The “Evidence that Demonstrates Success” 
category was included with each strategy, however.  This category often contained a list of state tests, national 
tests, benchmarks, state reports, graduations rates, and enrollment rosters for instructional strategies.  Non-
academic strategies included measures such as surveys, inventories, and purchase order data but did not include 
previous results or specific strategy expectations.  

The format of all campus improvement plans also included summative evaluations and formative strategy 
reviews.  The summative evaluations were lists of instruments to be utilized for assessments but did not include 
expected results.  The formative reviews included five categories:  no progress, some progress, considerable 
progress, accomplished, and discontinue.  In a minority of campus plans, expected student growth percentages 
were included as performance objectives or in strategy statements.  Most often, performance objectives denoted 
generally increasing student achievement, improving performance, or addressing student needs.  There was no 
indication of what degree of improvement would constitute success.  

In all cases, there was no evidence that plans would be revised as needed, based on the results of the plan 
evaluation categories.  In fact, auditors noted strategy repetitions from plan to plan, although strategies had been 
designated as “accomplished” during the previous year’s plan.  

Characteristic 8: Monitoring (Partially Adequate)

Summative assessment instruments were identified for monitoring campus progress toward campus goals and 
performance objectives.  Formative reviews of the campus plan strategies were also included on a quarterly 
basis in all district plans.  Persons responsible for monitoring strategies were also identified in the improvement 
plans.  Reporting mechanisms were noted in board policy for campus stakeholders and the board of trustees.  
However, the campus improvement plans did not include a format for reporting ongoing assessment information 
during the plan year.  Assessment information was included in summary in the introduction of each plan, but no 
assessment comparisons were available to demonstrate multiple year data.  No reporting device was included 
in the campus plans to explain strategy additions, revisions, or deletions.  In fact, no documentation of strategy 
additions, revisions, or deletions were noted in the plans.

In summary, auditors found the quality of individual campus improvement plans inadequate to meet audit 
standards.  

Survey information was also collected from both campus administrators and teachers concerning the campus 
improvement plans.  In particular, campus administrators were asked to determine the degree to which the 
campus improvement plans were utilized for decision making and planning.  They were able to select from the 
following:

• It is the primary driver for decision making.

• It drives decision making to a large degree.

• It is somewhat a driver for decision making, but other factors are used more.

• It is only used slightly as a driver for decision making.
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Exhibit 1.2.6 displays the responses.

Exhibit 1.2.6

Campus Administrator Perceptions of Campus Improvement Plan Use for Decision Making  
Based on Survey Information (N=20)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Exhibit 1.2.6 notes the following:

• The use of campus improvement plans as the primary decision making device was noted in 10 percent 
of the campus administrator survey responses.

• Just over half (55 percent) of the principals and assistant principals use the campus improvement plans 
to a large degree for decision-making purposes.

• Thirty (30) percent of the respondents noted that campus plans were utilized, but other factors were 
used to a greater degree.

• In five percent of the cases, principals and assistant principals indicated that the campus plans were 
utilized only slightly.
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Teachers were asked to determine their level of agreement with the following statement, “My school has an 
improvement plan focused on a defined set of academic goals, which direct my work with students.”  The 
teacher responses are noted in Exhibit 1.2.7.

Exhibit 1.2.7

Teacher Perceptions of Campus Improvement Plan Use for Instructional Direction  
Based on Survey Information (N=254)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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As can be seen in Exhibit 1.2.7:

• Twenty-one (21) percent of the teacher respondents strongly agreed that their campus plans contained 
academic goals directly relating to their work with students.

• The majority of teachers (55 percent) agreed that the campus plans directed their work with students.

• Five percent of the teachers disagreed that the campus plans directed their instructional activities, and 
one percent strongly disagreed.

• Seven percent of the teachers responding to the survey noted that they didn’t know if the campus 
improvement plans and the associated academic goals drove their work with students.  

• Twenty-seven (27) or 11 percent of the total teacher respondent group did not answer the question.

Auditors interviewed board trustees, district administrators, campus administrators, and teachers about the 
quality and use of the district and campus improvement plans.  Comments concerning the development and use 
of the improvement plans follow:

• “Principals usually develop the campus plans.  We need teachers to develop Smart Goals.  PLCs will 
drive campus plans in the future so they’ll be living documents.” (District Administrator)

• “The plans are similar from one year to the next.” (District Administrator)

• “Improvement plans are never discussed at administrator meetings.” (Principal/Assistant Principal 
Survey)

• “The campus plan is done in pieces.  Each assistant principal talks with their department teachers.  We 
try to keep it up to date.” (Campus Administrator)

• “We look at it [campus improvement plan], but it’s not a living, breathing document.” (Campus 
Administrator)  
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Summary

In summary, district-level planning did not meet audit criteria.  Because of the change in district leadership, 
structures to provide for planning were being created.  District personnel expected to develop a strategic plan 
based on the results of the curriculum management audit.  The district and campus improvement plans, annual 
documents required for state compliance, did not meet audit standards for adequacy.  The plans’ components 
were not sufficiently detailed or measured to ensure attainment of district goals.
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STANDARD 2: The School District Has Established Clear and Valid Objectives 
for Students.
A school system meeting this audit standard has established a clear, valid, and measurable set of pupil standards 
for learning and has set the objectives into a workable framework for their attainment.

Unless objectives are clear and measurable, there cannot be a cohesive effort to improve pupil achievement 
in the dimensions in which measurement occurs.  The lack of clarity and focus denies to a school system’s 
educators the ability to concentrate scarce resources on priority targets.  Instead, resources may be spread too 
thin and be ineffective in any direction.  Objectives are, therefore, essential to attaining local quality control via 
the school board.

What the Auditors Expected to Find in the Whitehouse Independent School District:

Common indicators the TCMAC-CMSi auditors expected to find are:

• A clearly established, board-adopted system-wide set of goals and objectives for all programs and 
courses;

• Demonstration that the system is contextual and responsive to national, state, and other expectations as 
evidenced in local initiatives;

• Operations set within a framework that carries out the system’s goals and objectives;

• Evidence of comprehensive, detailed, short- and long-range curriculum management planning;

• Knowledge, local validation, and use of current best practices and emerging curriculum trends;

• Written curriculum that addresses both current and future needs of students;

• Major programmatic initiatives designed to be cohesive;

• Provision of explicit direction for the superintendent and professional staff; and 

• A framework that exists for systemic curricular change.

Overview of What the Auditors Found in the Whitehouse Independent School District:

This section is an overview of the findings that follow in the area of Standard Two.  Details follow within 
separate findings.

A curriculum management plan was not in place in the Whitehouse Independent School District at the time of 
the audit.  However, auditors found documentation of district-level curriculum management planning in Board 
Policy EG:  Curriculum Development.  Auditors reviewed Board Policy EG and other district documentation to 
determine their adequacy in relation to the audit standards for an effective curriculum management plan.  The 
document met one of the 15 total criteria for adequacy or seven percent. Nine of the standards were partially 
met.  This was less than the audit minimum of 70 percent for adequacy.  

The auditors found that the district’s written curriculum documents did not meet audit criteria for the scope of 
the written curriculum with 59 percent, overall.  The high school scope only had 42 percent of the core courses 
with written curriculum documents.  The elementary had 100 percent of core courses with written documents 
and the middle grades had 62 percent.  Therefore, the elementary curriculum scope met audit standards, but the 
secondary scope was inadequate to direct instruction in the core areas. 

The auditors found that the district’s written curriculum documents did not meet the basic quality characteristics 
of the audit in most cases.  Weaknesses included a lack of a common format, inconsistent approaches to 
assessment, the absence of specific prerequisites, the absence of instructional strategies, and little delineation 
of resources within the documents.
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Further analyses were conducted in the core areas of English language arts, mathematics, science, and social 
studies to determine internal consistency of objectives to textbooks and district assessment items.  When the 
content, context, and cognition of district-adopted resources and assessments were compared to the Texas 
Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) objectives, alignment deficiencies were identified in both areas, 
although to a higher degree in assessments.

Finding 2.1:  The Whitehouse Independent School District lacks a comprehensive curriculum management 
plan to direct and implement the design, delivery, revision, and evaluation of curriculum across the 
school district.

A school district with a strong curriculum management system has a written plan that outlines and guides 
the design and delivery of curriculum.  The plan provides the process for curriculum development, adoption, 
implementation, monitoring, evaluation, and revision for all courses of study.  A comprehensive curriculum 
management plan outlines a clear directional focus for curriculum that aligns with district goals.  To be 
comprehensive, the plan should be based on a framework that includes state and national standards, incorporates 
monitoring of professional development to improve curriculum-related performance of the staff, and provides 
for equal access to the curriculum for all students.  A comprehensive curriculum management plan is designed to 
function with other major plans, the district textbook adoption cycle, the professional development program, and 
the budgeting process.  This provides for a systematic process for curriculum management that is thoughtfully 
designed, vertically articulated for a clear progression of learning K-12, and horizontally coordinated within 
grade levels across campuses.

The audit expects that specific aspects of responsibility for curriculum management are explicit, clarified, and 
monitored.  Specific responsibilities lie at the district level and should be tightly held, while other curriculum 
delivery functions can be loosely held.  Exhibit 2.2.1 illustrates this delineation.  Such delineation is essential to 
balance the consistency and quality of student learning while supporting flexibility and autonomy at campuses 
to meet unique needs.  When there is lack of clarity for such aspects of curriculum management, it is likely there 
will be inconsistencies across schools within the district, contributing to inadequate preparation of students for 
external assessments.

Exhibit 2.1.1

Tightly Held vs. Loosely Held Curriculum Management Functions and Components

District Level
Tightly-held

(Nonnegotiable)

School/Classroom Level
Loosely-held

(Within the Boundaries of the Tightly-held but 
Negotiable by School/Teacher)

Ends
(Curriculum and Aligned Assessments)

Means
(Instruction and Programs)

• Mission
• Goals
• Standards
• Priorities
• Curriculum-Outcomes/Student Expectations/

Objectives
• Assessment—Aligned to curriculum, criterion-

based, benchmark, formative, and diagnostic

• Differentiation of when which students 
get which standards/outcomes/student 
expectations/objectives

• Processes, procedures
• Instructional strategies
• Resources, textbooks, media, technology
• Programs (e.g., AVID, specific commercial 

programs, etc.)
• Groupings
• Staffing
• Teacher-based assessments for diagnostic 

purposes and immediate feedback to teacher 
and students
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Exhibit 2.1.1 shows curriculum management functions and components for district personnel to consider when 
allowing campus administrators and teachers to make independent decisions about how instruction is delivered 
and students grouped, which strategies and resources are used in the delivery of instruction, and how staff is 
assigned. These decisions must be aligned with the tightly-held functions and components of the district’s end 
goals, mission, student learning objectives, and student assessments in content, context, and cognitive type.  
A comprehensive curriculum management plan provides essential direction on how the district will align the 
written, taught, and tested curriculum.

To determine whether the Whitehouse Independent School District had curriculum management planning in 
place, auditors examined board policies, job descriptions, district/campus improvement plans, and curricular 
documents supplied by district personnel.  They also visited all campuses and most core classrooms in the 
district.  Interviews were conducted with board trustees, district administrators, campus administrators, and 
teachers concerning curriculum management practices.

The auditors found documentation for district-level curriculum management planning in Board Policy EG:  
Curriculum Development, although not all aspects of the policy were being implemented at the time of the 
audit.  This policy as well as the following board policies, job descriptions, and the Whitehouse Textbook 
Adoption Procedures were utilized to determine their congruency with the quality standards of the curriculum 
management plan audit criteria.  In combination, these documents completely met one, or seven percent, of the 
curriculum management plan characteristics.  Nine other criteria were rated as partially meeting audit criteria 
requirements.  For adequacy calculations, partial adequacy is considered to be inadequate.  To meet curriculum 
audit standards, 11 of 15 criteria, or 73 percent, must be completely present in district documents.  The current 
process of curriculum management planning in Whitehouse Independent School District is inadequate when 
measured against audit criteria.

Along with Board Policy EG:  Curriculum Development, auditors also reviewed additional board policies for 
curriculum management components.  The following board policies provided guidance for that aspect of the 
school district’s curriculum:

• Board Policy BAA:  Board Legal Status Powers and Duties required the board to “Establish performance 
goals for the District concerning the academic and fiscal performance indicators.”  The board was also 
to “Adopt a policy to establish a District- and campus-level planning and decision making process as 
required under Education Code 11.251.”

• Board Policy BJA: Superintendent Qualifications and Duties noted several instructional management 
tasks.  The superintendent was to oversee instructional planning, require curricular decisions based 
on goals and objectives, use appropriate data for instruction recommendations, evaluate instructional 
programs, and provide and monitor staff development to improve district performance.

• Board Policy DP: Personnel Positions expected principals to have “a working knowledge of curriculum 
and instruction,” and “the ability to evaluate instructional programs and teaching effectiveness.”

• Board Policy EFA: Instructional Resources Instructional Materials set the purpose of instructional 
resources and materials as supporting the district curriculum.  Selection criteria included: support 
educational goals contained in improvement plans, meet high standards, be appropriate for student age 
and course, and motivate students.  Further, the policy noted that the school board was the “ultimate 
authority for determining and approving the curriculum and instructional program of the District.” 

• Board Policy EFAA:  Instructional Materials Selection and Adoption provided the definition of 
“instructional materials” and stated, “The Board shall adopt a policy for selecting instructional materials.  
Final selections must be recorded in Board minutes.”

• Board Policy EG:  Curriculum Development was the most comprehensive curriculum policy.  It 
outlined general guidelines for curriculum adoption, revision, alignment, assessment, documents, and 
training.  Further, it required a curriculum management plan “be designed and implemented to carry 
out this policy.” 
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Board policies expected district and campus administrators to oversee and evaluate instructional planning and 
instructional programs.  Instructional materials and resources were to be selected based on their alignment 
and support of the district curriculum.  Further, a curriculum management plan was to be “designed and 
implemented.”

The auditors also reviewed the Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement Plan 2016-2017 for 
curriculum management criteria.  Goal 2: Curriculum and Instruction was intended “to provide a quality 
education through a well-developed and aligned curriculum.”  Further, specificity of accomplishing this goal 
was detailed in three performance objectives:

• Complete the curriculum alignment framework and scope and sequence in language arts, math, social 
studies, science, music, art, CTE courses, health and physical education.

• Evaluate and monitor instructional strategies in an effort to provide a quality educational program in 
all subjects.

• Develop an assessment program that allows teachers to give feedback and make needed changes.

The auditors found that the district’s improvement plan provided expectations for an aligned curriculum in 
specific courses.  However, monitoring was limited to instructional strategies only and did not specifically 
mention the delivery of curricular content.  Lastly, assessment was noted in terms of providing students with 
feedback.  Teacher use of assessment in terms of informing instruction and making instructional decisions was 
not clearly delineated.

First graders at Cain Elementary practicing  reading skills

Auditors reviewed job descriptions to determine if roles and responsibilities for the management of curriculum 
were clearly articulated in the Whitehouse Independent School District.  The following is a summary of 
curriculum management responsibilities found in district job descriptions:

• Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction had the responsibility of assisting the 
Superintendent and overseeing the Curriculum and Instruction Department. The job description 
further listed responsibilities “in providing leadership in developing, achieving, and maintaining the 
best possible education programs and services; to provide district-wide coordination of instructional 
support programs; and to provide leadership and management relative to instructional support program 
implementation, services, and sustainment.”

• Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction’s primary purpose was to assist and provide 
leadership and management for the development of education programs and “instructional support 
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implementation, services, and sustainment.”  S/he was to be knowledgeable in evaluating instruction 
programs and teaching effectiveness.  Major curricular responsibilities included:

 ○ Provide leadership in curriculum and instruction.

 ○ Identify current and future needs of the District.

 ○ Create plans and identify goals that are in alignment with the District’s strategic plan.

 ○ Participate in the planning, development and implementation of training.

• Director of Instructional Programs provided “leadership for instruction programs,” and assisted 
with “planning, implementing and evaluating instructional programs with the Executive Director of 
Curriculum and Instruction.” 

• Instructional Consultants’ major responsibilities and duties included:

 ○ Work with teachers, in their respective content areas, to develop curriculum and assessment 
instruments. 

 ○ Facilitate the writing and construction of performance criteria and assessment materials.

 ○ Provide staff development in their respective subject content areas.

 ○ Assist teachers with research-based instructional strategies.

 ○ Evaluate program effectiveness.

• Principals’ (Secondary and Elementary) duties included the monitoring of instructional processes and 
providing needed instructional resources. 

The auditors found that job descriptions and responsibilities provided some expectations for instructional 
planning, but lacked sufficient content and specificity to direct comprehensive curriculum development, 
implementation, and evaluation planning in the Whitehouse Independent School District.  

District board policies, as described previously, specifically Board Policy EG: Curriculum Development, 
job descriptions, and the WISD Textbook Adoption Procedures were examined to determine their adequacy 
in meeting audit criteria for effective curriculum management planning.  The curriculum audit identifies 
15 characteristics of a quality curriculum management plan. These characteristics are described in Exhibit 
2.1.2, accompanied by the auditor’s assessment of each.  An “X” in the “Adequate” column indicates that the 
characteristic was met.  “Partial” indicates that not all parts of a characteristic were present.  An “X” in the 
“Inadequate” column indicates that the characteristic was not met.  A comprehensive curriculum management 
plan as described in Exhibit 2.1.2 directs not only the design of the curriculum, but also the scope and cycle of 
implementation and review, the roles and responsibilities of various stakeholders, the procedures for alignment, 
and the strategies for assessment and for using assessment data for revision and improvement.  In order for the 
district’s curriculum management planning to be considered adequate, the district’s planning approach should 
demonstrate inclusion of at least 11 of the 15 (73 percent) components.
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Exhibit 2.1.2

Curriculum Management Plan Components  
Auditors’ Assessment of District Approach
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Characteristics:
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
1. Describes the philosophical framework for the design of the curriculum, including 

such directives as standards-based, results-based, or competency-based; the 
alignment of the written, taught, and tested curriculum; and the approaches used in 
delivering the curriculum.

Partial*

2. Identifies the timing, scope, and procedures for a periodic cycle of review of 
curriculum in all subject areas and at all grade levels. Partial*

3. Defines and directs the stages of curriculum development. X
4. Specifies the roles and responsibilities of the board, central office staff members, 

and school-based staff members in the design and delivery of curriculum. Partial*

5. Presents the format and components of all curriculum, assessments, and instructional 
guide documents. Partial*

6. Directs how state and national standards will be considered in the curriculum. This 
includes whether or not to use a back loaded approach, in which the curriculum is 
derived from high-stakes tested learnings (topological and/or deep alignment), and/
or a frontloaded approach, which derives the curriculum from national, state, or 
local learnings.

Partial*

7. Requires for every content area a focused set of precise student objectives/student 
expectations and standards that are reasonable in number so the student has adequate 
time to master the content.

X

8. Directs that curriculum documents not only specify the content of the student 
objectives/student expectations, but also include multiple contexts and cognitive 
types.

X

9. Specifies the overall beliefs and procedures governing the assessment of curriculum 
effectiveness.  This includes curriculum-based diagnostic assessments and rubrics 
(as needed).  Such assessments direct instructional decisions regarding student 
progress in mastering prerequisite concepts, skills, knowledge, and long-term 
mastery of the learning.

X

10. Directs curriculum to be designed so that it supports teachers’ differentiation 
of instructional approaches and selection of student objectives at the right level 
of difficulty. This ensures that those students who need prerequisite concepts, 
knowledge, and skills are moved ahead at an accelerated pace, and that students who 
have already mastered the objectives are also moved ahead at a challenging pace.

Partial*

11. Describes the procedures teachers and administrators will follow in using 
assessment data to strengthen written curriculum and instructional decision making. Partial*

12. Outlines procedures for conducting formative and summative evaluations of 
programs and their corresponding curriculum content. X

13. Requires the design of a comprehensive staff development program linked to 
curriculum design and its delivery. X

14. Presents procedures for monitoring the delivery of curriculum. Partial*
15. Establishes a communication plan for the process of curriculum design and delivery. Partial*

Total 1 14
Percentage of Adequacy 7%

*Partial ratings are tallied as inadequate
©2013 CMSi   
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As can be noted from Exhibit 2.1.2, one audit characteristic of comprehensive curriculum management 
planning was considered adequate. The auditors found there were characteristics partially adequate in some 
aspects of curriculum management.  Partial ratings do not count toward adequacy, but the auditors acknowledge 
the district’s efforts to establish some clarity.  Auditors concluded that current documents were inadequate to 
direct the planning for the design, delivery, revision, and evaluation of curriculum management.  Curriculum 
documents lacked direction for aligned curriculum guides, did not describe how assessment data were to be 
used to strengthen the curriculum, and did not identify a plan to communicate design and delivery or celebrate 
progress and quality.  Specific findings related to each of the 15 characteristics are further described below. 

Characteristic 1:  Describes the philosophical framework for the design of the curriculum (Partially 
Adequate)

Board Policy EG required all curriculum guides to provide and support motivational interventions for students 
that emphasize self-directedness, intrinsic goal setting, self-evaluation, and persistence to empower students to 
maximize their learning potential.  Curriculum documents were to include state, national, and local standards, 
implying a standards-based approach; the taught and tested curriculum was to be aligned with the written 
curriculum.  The content of the objectives was to be analyzed so that assessments were aligned in that dimension.  
However, sound approaches for instructional delivery were not addressed or described in the policy.

Characteristic 2:  Periodic cycle of curriculum review of all content areas and all grade levels (Partially 
Adequate)

Board Policy EG required all curriculum to be reviewed at least every five years.  Student achievement data 
was to be utilized to determine the areas to be revised.  However, there were no procedures for curriculum 
development or review contained in the policy.  The Whitehouse Independent School District Textbook Adoption 
Procedures did outline the steps in evaluating and selecting textbooks and resources, but contained no linkage 
to the district’s curriculum review process.

Characteristic 3: Defines and directs the stages of curriculum development (Inadequate)

Board Policies EFA and EFAA contained references to textbook and resource selection and adoption procedures.  
Board Policy EG expected the development of a curriculum management plan.  However, these board policies 
did not address the stages of a curriculum development process. 

Characteristic 4:  Specifies the roles and responsibilities of the board, central office staff members, and 
school-based staff members in the design and delivery of the curriculum (Partially Adequate)

While board policies and job descriptions contained general references to curricular roles and responsibilities, 
they lacked sufficient specificity to delineate the relationships and lines of authority associated with curriculum 
and instructional responsibilities.  Following is a sample of qualifications for specific jobs and the responsibilities 
and duties associated with those jobs in regard to curriculum development, which were noted by auditors: 

• Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction:  “…to provide leadership in developing, 
achieving, and maintain the best possible education programs; to provide district-wide coordination 
of instruction support; to provide leadership and management relative to instructional support program 
implementation, services, and sustainment.”  

• Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction:  “Work collaboratively with Assistant Superintendent 
to provide leadership in developing, achieving, and maintaining the best possible education programs; 
to provide district-wide coordination of instruction support; to provide leadership and management 
relative to instructional support program implementation, services, and sustainment.” 

• Director of Instructional Programs:  “Knowledge of curriculum and instruction, curriculum design and 
implementation,” and “Assist with planning, implementing and evaluating instructional programs with 
the Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction.” 
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• Instructional Consultants:  “Work with teachers to develop curriculum and assessment instruments; 
conduct staff development; facilitate the writing and construction of performance criteria; facilitate the 
preparation of curriculum alignment materials.” 

• Principals:  “Monitor instructional processes; provide instructional resources and materials.” 

• Teachers:  “Develop and implement lesson plans, use appropriate instructional and learning strategies, 
and conduct assessment of student learning styles.” 

Board policies and job descriptions provided some general direction regarding roles and responsibilities 
related to curriculum planning and development.  Although some curriculum duties were assigned in regard to 
curriculum planning and implementation, auditors noticed duplication of assignments without delineation of 
ultimate responsibility.  Absent were specific assignment duties and responsibilities associated with developing, 
writing, reviewing, and revision of curriculum documents.  The duplication and absence of these factors left 
these processes up to individual discretion with little accountability for results.

Characteristic 5:  Presents the format and components of all curriculum, assessment, and instructional 
documents (Partially Adequate)

Board Policy EG noted that curriculum guides were to be developed as the district’s written curriculum.  The 
written curriculum was to include the purpose and function of the program, the program expectations, course 
expectations, and goals/objectives.  State, national, and local standards were also to be included.  However, 
components, such as suggested resources, how the standard was to be performed, the amount of time to be 
spent learning, prerequisite learnings, and examples of how to approach key concepts in the classroom were 
not addressed.  Although Board Policy EG stated, “All curriculum guides shall use a format approved by the 
Superintendent or designee,” the format of the written curriculum, assessments, and instructional documents 
was not illustrated.  Further, interview information and document review indicated that the described curriculum 
guides and the associated components were not in use at the time of the audit.  

Characteristic 6:  Directs how state and national standards will be considered in the curriculum (Partially 
Adequate)

Board Policy EG contained directives that the district curriculum was to include state, national, and local 
standards.  The audit team received no documentation requiring curriculum development to use either a back 
loaded or a front loaded approach, however.  

Characteristic 7:  Require for every content area a focused set of precise student objectives, reasonable 
in number (Inadequate)

Board Policy EG noted a variety of expectations concerning curricular objectives.  District assessment items 
were to align with the goals and objectives specified in the district’s curriculum.  The curriculum was to include 
local goals and objectives, as well as state, national, and local standards.  However, no guidance was found 
in the reviewed documents that spoke to the preciseness or the number of objectives to provide students with 
adequate specificity and time for mastery.

Characteristic 8:  Directs that curriculum documents not only specify the content of student objectives/
student expectations, but also include multiple contexts and cognitive types (Inadequate)

No district documents were found that required district curriculum documents to specify objectives with 
multiple contexts and cognitive types.  

Characteristic 9:  Specifies the overall beliefs and procedures governing the assessment of curriculum 
effectiveness (Adequate)

The district expectation of an alignment of the written, taught, and tested curriculum was found in Board Policy 
EG.  District assessments were to be aligned with goals and objectives specified in the written curriculum.  
Additionally, assessments were to include a variety of assessment format options, including multiple-choice, 
essay, teacher observations, student-demonstrated competencies, and other alternative and authentic measures. 
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Assessment of curriculum effectiveness was to be determined, in part, by the performance of students on local 
and state-mandated tests. 

Characteristic 10:  Directs curriculum to be designed so that it supports teachers’ differentiation of 
instructional approaches and selection of student objectives at the right level of difficulty (Partially 
Adequate)

Board Policy EG directed teachers to monitor student progress for acceleration, remediation, reinforcement, and 
extension of the curriculum as indicated by a student’s assessed performance.  While instructional differentiation 
was expected to occur to address the unique needs of identified students, the instruction was to be derived from 
curriculum that was common to all students.  The board policy did not link differentiation to curriculum design 
nor refer to selecting objectives at the right level of difficulty to provide for those students needing prerequisite 
skills or for those students who had already mastered the objectives.  

Characteristic 11:  Describes the procedures teachers and administrators will follow in using assessment 
data to strengthen the written curriculum and instructional decision making (Partially Adequate)

Board Policy EG referenced the use of assessment data, in part, to determine areas where curriculum revision 
was needed.  Assessment of the effectiveness of the instructional program was to be determined on student 
performance as well.  Formative assessment development was required in the policy, but how the assessment 
information would be utilized on an ongoing basis to affect instruction was not described.

Characteristic 12:  Outlines procedures for conducting formative and summative evaluations of programs 
(Inadequate)

No requirement or direction for the use of formative and summative evaluation of programs was found.  Policy 
gave no clear direction requiring the use of formative or summative assessment data for the evaluation of 
district programs.  There was no evidence that a systematic process existed in the district for determining which 
programs were effective and should be continued and which programs should be discontinued for failing to 
achieve desired results.

Characteristic 13:  Requires the design of a comprehensive staff development program linked to 
curriculum design and delivery (Inadequate)

Board Policy EG clearly directed that professional development opportunities were to be provided for teachers 
to improve their skills in the assessment of the effectiveness of the curriculum and instructional program.  
In particular, training was to address student performance and results, instructional technology, and teaching 
strategies.  There was no comprehensive professional development plan, however, to provide direction, 
coordination of training, and evaluation of effectiveness in terms of student achievement.  Further, staff 
development linked to curriculum design was not noted in the board policy.

Characteristic 14:  Presents procedures for monitoring the delivery of curriculum (Partially Adequate)

Board Policy EG stated, “Principals shall assist teachers in a professional implementation of the District’s 
written curriculum …by monitoring instruction in classrooms.”  Interview information indicated that formal 
evaluations, walk-throughs, and instructional consultant observations took place in district classrooms.  Online 
survey responses from teachers and campus administrators indicated that over 90 percent of principals and 
assistant principals were observing classrooms on a daily to weekly basis.  However, Board Policy EG, apart 
from mentioning principal monitoring, did not outline any other monitoring responsibilities, procedures, or 
timelines.

Characteristic 15:  Establishes a communication plan for the process of curriculum design and delivery 
(Partially Adequate)

Board Policy EG set the expectation that the school board would receive an annual report concerning the 
curriculum development process. However, the auditors were not presented with a plan to enable a deliberate 
and strategic process to communicate curriculum design and delivery.
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Overall, auditors found one of the components of a comprehensive curriculum management plan fully adequate 
(seven percent).  Nine components had some degree of adequacy, but critical elements were missing.  Five 
characteristics of an effective curriculum management plan were not met. 

Summary

The auditors found that the Whitehouse Independent School District did not have a comprehensive curriculum 
management plan in place to direct the design, implementation, and evaluation of the district’s curriculum.  
While some direction regarding curriculum design, implementation, and evaluation was communicated 
through board policies, Board Policy EG, in particular, job descriptions, and the WISD Textbook Adoption 
Procedures, the direction provided lacked sufficient specificity, content, and consistency to ensure deployment 
of a comprehensive curriculum management plan in the Whitehouse Independent School District. 

Finding 2.2:  The scope of the written curriculum delineating standards and objectives in a K-12 
progression of learning expectations is adequate to guide classroom instruction in core courses at the 
elementary level but inadequate at the secondary level.

Curriculum documents are the written guides that provide direction for teachers as they plan for classroom 
instruction. Comprehensive curriculum documents contain objectives for student learning, prerequisite skills 
required prior to learning, instructional materials and resources available to teachers, classroom strategies that 
describe how to approach key concepts or skills, and assessment methods tied to each objective.  A complete 
set of curriculum documents includes written curriculum for all subjects and courses taught. These documents 
increase the likelihood that students will have equitable access to the district curriculum and provide for 
consistency and focus across schools, grades, and courses.  The lack of a curriculum document for a course or 
subject area causes teachers to rely on other resources for planning and delivering instruction. These resources 
may or may not be aligned with the system’s intended curriculum.  

The scope of the written curriculum refers to the extent to which the taught curriculum is covered by written 
curricular documents.  The scope is considered adequate if 100 percent of the four core subject areas have 
written curriculum. Because auditors were reviewing only core subject areas for the Whitehouse Independent 
School District, English language arts/reading, mathematics, science, and social studies were analyzed. 

To determine the scope of the district’s written curriculum, auditors examined all documents that were provided 
by district personnel, including board policies and job descriptions. Additionally, auditors analyzed the district’s 
K-12 online curriculum and instruction documents, course handbooks, curriculum resources, school master 
schedules, and course listings. The audit team interviewed board trustees, district administrators, campus 
administrators, and teachers regarding the scope of the district’s curriculum as well.

The auditors determined the scope of the Whitehouse Independent School District curriculum was adequate for 
core courses at the elementary level (K-5), but inadequate at sixth grade, junior, and senior high school levels. 
One-hundred percent of the core curriculum must have guiding curricular documents to meet the audit adequacy 
criterion.  It should be noted that auditors do not consider commercially produced, purchased programs, or 
textbooks as curriculum.  These are materials and resources available to teachers to support delivery of the 
written curriculum, not supplant it. This finding addresses only the scope of the written curriculum.  The quality 
of the written core curriculum reviewed by auditors is addressed in Finding 2.3. 

Auditors examined board policies to determine the board’s expectations for a district curriculum.  The following 
board policies were reviewed:

• Board Policy EFA: Instructional Resources; Instructional Materials clearly noted that “the ultimate 
authority for determining and approving the curriculum and instructional program” was the board of 
trustees.

• Board Policy EHAA: Basic Instructional Program—Required Instruction (All Levels) stated, “The 
District shall ensure that all children in the District participate actively in a balanced curriculum designed 
to meet individual needs.” State statute, 19 TAC 74.2, required a foundation curriculum in kindergarten 
through grade 12  to include: “English Language Arts and Reading; Mathematics; Science; and Social 
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Studies, consisting of Texas, United States, world history, government, geography, and economics with 
emphasis on the free enterprise system and its benefits.”

• Board Policy Exhibit AE: Education Philosophy stated Texas educational expectations in part, “The 
students in the public education system will demonstrate exemplary performance in:  GOAL 1: The 
reading and writing of the English language.  GOAL 2:  The understanding of mathematics.  GOAL 3:  
The understanding of science.  GOAL 4:  The understanding of social studies.”

• Board Policy EG: Curriculum Development was the district’s most comprehensive curriculum policy.  
The policy expected quality control of the district’s curriculum and responsiveness to outside agency 
requirements.  The superintendent and professional staff were to develop a curriculum development 
plan with aligned written, taught, and tested curricular components.  The district’s curriculum was to 
be adopted, reviewed, and developed on a periodic basis.  Further, the policy outlined the components 
of the district’s written instructional and curriculum guides and included professional development “for 
teachers to improve their skills in the assessment of the effectiveness of the curriculum and instructional 
program.”  The policy required curriculum guides “in all program/subject areas.”

Board policies provided the expectation that district curriculum and associated components would be developed 
on an ongoing basis for all subject areas.  Further, the curriculum was to be approved by the board of trustees.

Grade 6 ELA student using SmartBoard for editing practice

Auditors also examined the job descriptions to determine if curriculum scope responsibilities were contained in 
those documents.  Several job descriptions contained references to curriculum development:

• Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction had the responsibility of assisting the 
Superintendent “in providing leadership in developing, achieving, and maintaining the best possible 
education programs and services; to provide district-wide coordination of instructional support programs; 
and to provide leadership and management relative to instructional support program implementation, 
services, and sustainment.”

• Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction’s primary purpose was to assist and provide 
leadership and management for the development of education programs and “instructional support 
implementation, services, and sustainment.”

• Director of Instructional Programs provided “leadership for instruction programs,” and assisted 
with “planning, implementing and evaluating instructional programs with the Executive Director of 
Curriculum and Instruction.” 
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• Instructional Consultants were to work with teachers in their respective content areas to “develop 
curriculum and assessment instruments.”  They were to “facilitate the writing and construction of 
performance criteria and assessment materials,” in addition to providing staff development in their 
respective subject content areas.

Overall, the auditors noted job descriptions contained general references to curriculum development 
expectations.  No specific curriculum development responsibilities were noted, however, with the exception of 
the instructional consultants.  The individuals in these positions were primarily responsible for the facilitation 
of the development of curriculum “instruments” within their specific subject area.

In researching the availability of curriculum guides for all course offerings and subject areas, auditors learned 
that several specialized areas in the district had course or subject offerings but primarily utilized the Texas 
Essential Knowledge and Skills or outside institution curriculum. These programs and courses fall under the 
categories of special education, concurrent enrollment, and English language learners. Courses falling within 
these categories have not been included in the scope exhibits for the following reasons:

• Auditors learned from interviews and by looking at curriculum documents that teachers were to provide 
special education students access to the regular core curriculum whenever possible.  For these students, 
the extent to which they followed the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) was ultimately 
directed by their Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) rather than special education curricular 
documents.

• Concurrent courses provided by Tyler Junior College and other approved colleges allowed qualified 
students to receive dual credit for core high school and college courses. The institution in which the 
student was enrolled provided curriculum and standards for those courses. 

• English Language Learners (ELL) courses had textbook resources available, but instruction was 
guided by the relevant content area standards, the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), and 
individual needs of students, similar to special education IEPs.  Some curriculum guidance documents 
were available from the state, but they were not the primary drivers of instruction in the district.

Exhibit 2.2.1 illustrates the scope of the written curriculum for the core content areas of kindergarten through 
grade 5 based on documents provided to the auditors.  The exhibit displays a listing of content areas taught, the 
grade level at which the content is taught, the availability of a curriculum document, the total number of areas 
needing written curriculum, and an indication of the number of curriculum documents that existed at the time 
of the audit. An “X” indicates that a curriculum document was available.

Exhibit 2.2.1

Scope of the Written Curriculum by Subject Area in Grades K-5
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Courses
Courses Offered by Grade Levels Courses 

Requiring 
Curriculum

Written 
Curriculum 

GuidesK 1 2 3 4 5

Core Content Courses
English Language Arts/Reading X X X X X X 6 6
Mathematics X X X X X X 6 6
Science X X X X X X 6 6
Social Studies X X X X X X 6 6

Total of Elementary Core Courses 24 24
Total Scope of Elementary Core Courses 100%

Key: X = Course offered and curriculum document available
Data Source: WISD Curriculum Documents
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Exhibit 2.2.1 indicates that 24 of 24 (100 percent) of elementary core courses had written curriculum available.  
The scope for all core curriculum at the elementary level was considered adequate with 100 percent of elementary 
courses having curriculum documents available.

Based on this analysis, the scope of the written elementary school curriculum for the core courses is considered 
adequate to direct the teaching process.

Exhibit 2.2.2 shows the scope of the written curriculum in core courses at in the middle grades (grade 6 and the 
junior high).  Grades 6-8 are included in this review.

Exhibit 2.2.2

Scope of the Written Curriculum by Subject Area in Grades 6-8
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Courses
Courses Offered by 

Grade Levels
Courses 

Requiring 
Curriculum

Courses 
with 

Curriculum6 7 8
Core Content Courses

English Language Arts
ELA 6 X   1 1
ELA 6 PAP X   1  
ELA 7  X  1 1
ELA 7 PAP  X  1  
ELAR 8   X 1 1
ELAR 8 PAP   X 1  
Mathematics
Math 6 X   1 1
Math 6 PAP X   1 1
Math 7  X  1 1
Math 7 PAP  X  1 1
Math 8   X 1 1
Math 8 PAP   X 1 1
Pre-Algebra PAP   1  
Algebra I   X 1 1 
Science
Science 6 X   1 1
Science 6 PAP X   1  
Science 7  X  1 1
Science 7 PAP  X  1  
Science 8   X 1 1
Science 8 PAP   X 1  
Social Studies
Social Studies 6 X   1 1
Social Studies 6 PAP X   1  
Texas History 7  X  1 1
Texas History 7 PAP  X  1  
U.S. History 8   X 1 1
U.S. History 8 PAP   X 1  

Total of Middle Grade (6-8) Core Courses 26 16
Total Scope of Middle Grade Core Curriculum 62%

Note: X = Grade levels in which course was offered
Data Source: WISD Curriculum Documents 
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Indicated in Exhibit 2.2.2:

• Overall, 26 core courses were offered in grades 6 through 8.  Sixteen (16), or 62 percent, of the courses 
had a written curriculum document.  This did not meet the 100 percent requirement for adequacy.

• One hundred (100) percent of the regular core content area courses had written curriculum documents.  
None of the Pre-Advanced Placement (PAP) core content area courses in English language arts, science, 
or social studies had written curriculum documents available.

• The core area of math had the largest percentage of curriculum documents available.  Seven of eight 
written curriculum documents, including Pre-Advanced Placement (PAP), were provided for 88 percent 
adequacy. 

Based on this analysis, the scope of the grade 6 and junior high school curriculum for the core courses was 
considered inadequate to direct instruction.

Exhibit 2.2.3 presents the scope of the written curriculum for core courses in grades 9-12.  

Exhibit 2.2.3

Scope of Written Curriculum by Subject Area in Grades 9-12
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Content Area Grade 
Levels

Courses Requiring 
Curriculum

Courses with 
Curriculum

Core Content Area
English Language Arts
English I 9 1 1
English I PAP 9 1  
English II 10 1 1
English II  PAP 10 1  
English III 11 1 1
English III AP 11 1  
English III Dual Credit 11 1  
English IV 12 1 1
English IV AP 12 1  
English IV Dual Credit 12 1  
Literary Genre 10-12 1  
Creative and Imaginative Writing 10-12 1  
Business English 12 1  
College Preparation English Language Arts 12 1  
Mathematics    
Algebra I 9-12 1 1
Algebra II 10-12 1 1
Algebra II PAP 9-11 1 1
College Algebra 12 1  
Geometry 9-12 1 1
Geometry PAP 9-12 1 1
Mathematics Models 10-12 1 1
Calculus PAP 11-12 1 1
Pre-Calculus  11-12 1 1
Calculus (AB) AP 11-12 1  
Calculus I 12 1 1
Calculus I Dual Credit 12 1  
Fundamentals of College Math 11-12 1 1
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Exhibit 2.2.3 (continued)
Scope of Written Curriculum by Subject Area in Grades 9-12

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Content Area Grade 
Levels

Courses Requiring 
Curriculum

Courses with 
Curriculum

Statistics and Risk Mgt. 12 1  
Statistics Dual Credit 12 1  
Statistics AP 11-12 1  
Money Matters 10-12 1  
College Prep Math 12 1  
Engineering Mathematics 11-12 1  
Science    
Biology 9 1 1
Biology PAP 9 1  
Biology AP 10-12 1  
Integrated Physics & Chemistry 10 1 1
Chemistry  10-11 1 1
Chemistry PAP 10-11 1  
Chemistry AP 11-12 1  
Earth and Space Science 12 1 1
Environmental Systems 11-12 1 1
Physics 11-12 1 1
Physics 1 AP 11-12 1  
Physics 2 AP 11-12 1  
Physics C AP 11-12 1  
Advanced Animal Science 12 1  
Astronomy 11-12 1 1
Anatomy & Physiology Honors 11-12 1 1
Social Studies    
World Geography 9-12 1 1
World Geography PAP 9-12 1  
U.S. History 10-12 1 1
U.S. History PAP 10-12 1  
U.S. History AP 10-12 1  
World History 11-12 1 1
World History AP 11-12 1  
U.S. Government 12 1 1
U.S. Government AP 12 1  
U.S. Government Dual Credit 12 1  
Texas Government Dual Credit 12 1  
Economics 12 1 1
Psychology 10-12 1 1
Sociology 10-12 1  
Human Geography AP 11-12 1  
Military History 10-12 1  
Reel America: American History through Film 10-12 1  

Total of High School Core Courses 66 28
Total Scope of High School Core Curriculum 42%

Data Source:  WISD Curriculum Documents; Whitehouse High Course Selection Guide 2016-17;Whitehouse End of Course 
Selection Guide 2016-17
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As noted in Exhibit 2.2.3:

• Sixty-six (66) core area course offerings were listed in the high school course selection guide for grades 
9 through 12. 

• Twenty-eight (28), or 42 percent, of the high school courses had a written curriculum document.  This 
did not meet the 100 percent requirement for core adequacy. 

• Subject area core coverage calculations ranged from a low of 29 percent in English language arts to a 
high of 53 percent in mathematics.

• No curriculum documents were presented for any Pre-Advanced Placement (PAP), Advanced Placement 
(AP), or dual credit English language arts, science, or social studies core courses.

Based on this analysis, the scope of the written high school curriculum for core content area is considered 
inadequate to meet the audit criteria of 100 percent for core curricular coverage.

Exhibit 2.2.4 provides a summary of the data presented in Exhibits 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3.

Exhibit 2.2.4

Scope of the Written Curriculum Summary in Kindergarten through Grade 12
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016
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As can be noted in Exhibit 2.2.4:

• Auditors identified a total of 116 core content area courses. 

• The elementary (K-5) core courses met audit criteria with 100 percent coverage.

• District core area course offerings had written curriculum for 68 of 116 courses in total, or 59 percent.  
This did not meet the 100 percent audit standard for core content area courses.

In addition to reviewing district curriculum documents and policies, the auditors also conducted interviews with 
board of trustees, district/campus administrators, teachers, and parents to identify opinions and beliefs about 
the scope of the written curriculum in the Whitehouse Independent School District.  During interviews auditors 
received a variety of comments related to the scope of the written curriculum.  Following is a representative 
sample of the comments:

• “We don’t have a system that is aligned to the state.  We are missing curriculum.” (District Administrator)

• “We have been very fragmented with curriculum.” (District Administrator)
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• “There is a little more than just TEKS.  They need a real curriculum that gives them examples.” (Campus 
Administrator)

• “We have a lack of true curriculum documents—a map for what teachers should be teaching.” (Campus 
Administrator)

• “Each school should be learning the same thing.  They need to be on the same page if they move.” 
(Parent)

Summary

Board Policy EG:  Curriculum Development required a written curriculum guide for all courses offered in the 
district.  The scope of the district’s written curriculum was adequate at the elementary level with 100 percent 
coverage, but was inadequate at the secondary level with 59 percent.  Core courses at the sixth grade and 
junior high had curricular documents available for 62 percent of the courses.  The high school core courses had 
curriculum for 42 percent of the core content areas.  This did not meet audit standards of quality requiring 100 
percent coverage for all core courses.

Finding 2.3:  The overall quality of the core written curriculum in the Whitehouse Independent School 
District is inadequate in both basic quality and deep alignment to provide clear guidance for effective 
teaching and learning.

Written curriculum documents are the district’s way of providing teachers with guidance for planning and 
delivering effective instruction.  Quality curriculum guides provide the framework that aligns the written, taught, 
and tested curriculum.  They focus instruction on essential learning and connect the curriculum vertically and 
horizontally within the system while providing clear learning objectives, aligning those objectives with the test 
curriculum, and specifying prerequisite skills necessary for student success.  Additionally, quality guides specify 
instructional tools and resources that align with the intent of the learning objectives and provide instructional 
strategies to engage students during classroom instruction.  When guides are incomplete or nonexistent, teachers 
must make independent decisions about instruction that can create inconsistencies among classrooms and result 
in less predictable learning among all students.

In order to determine the quality of the Whitehouse Independent School District written curriculum, 
auditors examined board policies to identify quality expectations and job descriptions to determine roles and 
responsibilities in curriculum development.  They reviewed all curriculum documents presented to them as 
curriculum guides.  Auditors interviewed board trustees, district administrators, campus administrators, and 
teachers for their opinions regarding curriculum quality and use.

Overall, the auditors found that the 68 Whitehouse Independent School District curriculum documents presented 
lacked the quality necessary to support sound classroom instruction in the four core areas.  However, six of 
68, or nine percent, of the guiding curricular documents met the minimum quality criteria of at least 12 out 
the possible 15 points using the curriculum audit standards.  Further frames of analysis indicated issues with 
internal consistency between the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) objectives when compared to 
the adopted textbooks and local assessment items.  Interview and survey information indicated that teachers 
were relying on a variety of different resources in place of the district curriculum for guidance in planning and 
delivering instruction.

Auditors reviewed district board policies to determine curriculum quality expectations and direction as to the 
content and format of curriculum documents.  References to the characteristics desired in the district’s written 
curriculum were found in the following policies:

• Board Policy EG: Curriculum Development specified policies to “be followed by the Superintendent 
and professional staff,” requiring a curriculum development plan with aligned components, which 
included the “written, taught, and tested curriculum.”  Further, the policy outlined components of the 
district’s written instructional and curriculum guides as follows:

 ○ The purpose and function of the program;
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 ○ Program expectations;

 ○ Course expectations; and

 ○ State, national, and local standards.

Additionally, the policy stated, “All curriculum guides shall use a format approved by the Superintendent 
or designee.”  Further, teachers were to “provide contributions to curriculum development through 
curriculum committees.”

• Board Policy EHAA:  Basic Instructional Program - Required Instruction (All Levels) stated that “The 
District’s local instructional plan may draw on state curriculum frameworks and program standards as 
appropriate.”  Also, “The District shall ensure that all children in the District participate actively in a 
balanced curriculum designed to meet individual needs.  Education Code 28.002(g)”

• Board Policy EHAC:  Basic Instructional Program-Required Instruction (Secondary) provided the 
details of required courses to be offered at the secondary schools.

• Board Policy EIA: Academic Achievement - Grading/Progress Reports to Parents required that “The 
District shall establish instructional objectives that relate to essential knowledge and skills for grade-
level subjects or courses.  These objectives shall address the skills needed for successful performance 
in the next grade or next course in a sequence of courses.”

Board policies, directly and indirectly, set expectations for curriculum guide format, as well as content aligned 
to support the district’s academic program.  Texas statutes noted in policies outlined the required courses of the 
state.  

Auditors also reviewed district job descriptions, noting curricular quality requirements.  Several job descriptions 
contained expectations for personnel in this regard:

• Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction was to assist the Superintendent “in providing 
leadership in developing, achieving, and maintaining the best possible education programs and services; 
and to provide district-wide coordination of instructional support programs.” 

• Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction was to assist and provide leadership and management 
for the development of education programs and “instructional support implementation, services, and 
sustainment.”

• Director of Instructional Programs provided “leadership for instruction programs,” and assisted 
with “planning, implementing and evaluating instructional programs with the Executive Director of 
Curriculum and Instruction.” 

• Instructional Consultants were to work with teachers to “develop curriculum and assessment instruments.”  
They were to “facilitate the writing and construction of performance criteria and assessment materials,” 
in addition to providing staff development for the implementation of the district curriculum.

Job descriptions noted responsibilities to create and evaluate the district curriculum.  The administrators’ specific 
curriculum development responsibilities were not clearly delineated in the documents, however, and, in some 
cases, responsibilities seemed to overlap.

Auditors analyzed 68 core area curricular documents for quality.  The school district provided for all grade level 
and core areas:  pacing calendars, referred to as scope and sequences; Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills 
(TEKS) information; daily instructional time charts; and district assessment samples.  These documents were 
analyzed in totality to determine curricular congruence to audit quality standards.

Overall, the audit team found the quality of the written curriculum to be inadequate to provide teachers with 
sufficient information to direct and plan their instruction to ensure alignment and consistency within a school 
and across the district.  Only nine percent of curriculum documents met the minimum audit criteria for basic 
quality.  No consistent curriculum format was found across the district, campuses, or in core subject areas.  
Most curriculum documents contained only the TEKS objectives in six- or nine-week units.  The district was 
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moving to a nine-week teaching calendar.  A formalized scope and sequence that outlined objectives and 
mastery expectations for multiple grade levels and provided access for all grade levels to all instructional staff 
was not in place at the time of the audit.  Few resource references or instructional approaches were found in the 
curriculum documents.

In response to the audit teams’ request for curriculum guides, district personnel provided access to 68 core area 
curriculum documents from kindergarten through grade 12.  Auditors examined all curriculum documents made 
available in electronic versions and in hard copy to determine the quality of the written curriculum.  

The audit team evaluated guides using five criteria for minimal basic components for curriculum document 
quality and specificity.  The criteria are shown in Exhibit 2.3.1.  A guide may receive a rating of zero (0) to three 
(3) for each criterion.  A three (3) represents the highest rating possible.  Based on the five audit criteria, a guide 
may receive an overall rating of 15 points.  A guide must receive a rating of at least 12 points to be considered 
of sufficient quality to guide instruction.  

Exhibit 2.3.1

Curriculum Management Improvement Model Frame One Analysis:   
Minimal Basic Components for Curriculum Document Quality and Specificity

Point 
Value Criteria

Criterion One:  Clarity and Specificity of Objectives
0 No goals/objectives present
1 Vague delineation of goals/learner outcomes
2 States tasks to be performed or skills to be learned

3 States for each objective the what, when (sequence within course/grade), how actual standard is 
performed, and amount of time to be spent learning

Criterion Two:  Congruity of the Curriculum to the Assessment Process
0 No assessment approach
1 Some approach of assessment stated
2 States skills, knowledge, and concepts that will be assessed
3 Keys each objective to district and/or state performance assessments

Criterion Three:  Delineation of the Prerequisite Essential Skills, Knowledge, and Attitudes 
0 No mention of required skill
1 States prior general experience needed
2 States prior general experience needed in specified grade level

3 States specific documented prerequisite or description of discrete skills/concepts required prior 
to this learning (may be a scope and sequence across grades/courses if PreK-12)

Criterion Four:  Delineation of the Major Instructional Tools
0 No mention of textbook or instructional tools/resources
1 Names the basic text/instructional resource(s)
2 Names the basic text/instructional resource(s) and supplementary materials to be used

3 States for each objective the “match” between the basic text/instructional resource(s) and the 
curriculum objective

Criterion Five:  Clear Approaches for Classroom Use
0 No approaches cited for classroom use
1 Overall, vague statement on approaching the subject
2 Provides general suggestions on approaches
3 Provides specific examples of how to approach key concepts/skills in the classroom

©2013 CMSi
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The criteria in Exhibit 2.3.1 represent the tightly held/loosely held components of quality curriculum discussed 
in Finding 2.1.  Criteria one, two, and three represent the curriculum components that must be tightly controlled 
by the district.  If teachers are not uniformly working toward the same objectives and assessing mastery in 
the same way (Criteria One and Two), consistency of instruction and achievement is compromised.  Criterion 
Three—Delineation of the Prerequisite Essential Skills, Knowledge, and Attitudes—must be tightly held by the 
district in order to ensure that instruction is efficient and moves students through learning pathways smoothly.  
Criteria Four and Five represent the loosely held components of quality curriculum, allowing teachers to choose 
from a menu of resources and instructional strategies that will target their particular students’ academic needs, 
strengths, and interests.  When all of these elements are provided to teachers, they can use their energies to 
design and apply high quality instruction and creative approaches for effective teaching and learning.

After rating the curriculum documents, auditors summarized the results in several ways.  Exhibits 2.3.2 through 
2.3.4 report core curriculum ratings for each set of curriculum documents by grade level:  elementary (K-5), 
middle grades (grade 6 and junior high), and high school (9-12).  Exhibit 2.3.2 shows the auditors’ ratings of 
core curriculum documents for grades K-5.

Exhibit 2.3.2

Auditors’ Ratings of Core Curriculum Guides Grades K–5  
On Minimal Basic Components and Specificity Criteria

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Curriculum Document Date
Criteria

Total 
Rating1 2 3 4 5

Obj. Asmt. Prereq. Res. Appr.
English Language Arts/Reading
Grade K ELA/Reading 2016 2 0 0 1 0 3
Grade 1 ELA/Reading 2016 2 0 0 0 0 2
Grade 2 ELA/Reading 2016 2 0 0 1 0 3
Grade 3 ELA/Reading 2016 2 0 0 0 0 2
Grade 4 ELA/Reading 2016 2 1 0 1 1 5
Grade 5 ELA/Reading 2016 2 0 0 0 1 3

ELA/Reading Total - 6 Guides 12 1 0 3 2 18
ELA/Reading Mean Rating 2.0 0.2 0.0 0.5 0.3 3.0

Mathematics
Grade K Mathematics 2016 2 0 0 0 2 4
Grade 1 Mathematics 2016 2 0 0 0 3 5
Grade 2 Mathematics 2016 2 0 0 0 3 5
Grade 3 Mathematics 2016 2 0 0 0 3 5
Grade 4 Mathematics 2016 2 0 0 0 3 5
Grade 5 Mathematics 2016 2 0 0 0 1 3

Mathematics Total - 6 Guides 12 0 0 0 15 27
Mathematics Mean Rating 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 4.5
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Exhibit 2.3.2 (continued)
Auditors’ Ratings of Core Curriculum Guides Grades K–5  

On Minimal Basic Components and Specificity Criteria
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Curriculum Document Date
Criteria

Total 
Rating1 2 3 4 5

Obj. Asmt. Prereq. Res. Appr.
Science
Grade K Science 2016 2 0 0 3 3 8
Grade 1 Science 2016 2 2 0 3 3 10
Grade 2 Science 2016 2 1 0 3 3 9
Grade 3 Science 2016 1 3 3 3 3 13
Grade 4 Science 2016 2 2 2 3 3 12
Grade 5 Science 2016 2 2 2 3 3 12

Science Total - 6 Guides 11 10 7 18 18 64
Science Mean Rating 1.8 1.7 1.2 3.0 3.0 10.7

Social Studies
Grade K Social Studies 2016 1 0 0 0 1 2
Grade 1 Social Studies 2016 2 0 0 0 1 3
Grade 2 Social Studies 2016 2 0 0 0 1 3
Grade 3 Social Studies 2016 2 0 0 3 0 5
Grade 4 Social Studies 2016 2 0 0 2 1 5
Grade 5 Social Studies 2016 1 0 0 3 0 4

Social Studies Total - 6 Guides 10 0 0 8 4 22
Social Studies Mean Rating 1.7 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.7 3.7

Core Courses Total - 24 guides 45 11 7 29 39 131
Core Courses Total Mean Rating for 

Each Criterion 1.9 0.5 0.3 1.2 1.6 5.5

Data Source: WISD Curriculum documents presented to auditors

Exhibit 2.3.2 indicates the following:

• Twenty-four (24) K-5 level core documents were examined for quality. 

• Elementary core curricular documents ranged from an overall low in grades 1 and 3 English language 
arts and grade K Social Studies of two points for quality to a rating of 13 in grade 3 science.  This 
occurred because objectives were keyed to instructional resources and specific examples of how to 
approach concepts in the classroom. Three science curricular documents met the minimum adequacy 
score of 12, receiving ratings of 12 to 13 points.

• Science was the highest scoring core content area at the elementary level with 10.7 points overall.

• The average rating for the K-5 core curriculum documents was 5.5 points out of a possible 15 points.  
A rating of 12 is necessary to meet minimum basic audit criteria.

• Criterion 1, specificity of objectives, received the strongest rating of 1.9 points across all core content 
and elementary grade levels.  All core courses included delineation of learner outcomes or objectives.

• Criteria 4 and 5, resources and approaches, received the next highest overall ratings with 1.2 and 
1.6, respectively.  Most core course instructional documents that included resources were generic 
lists of books and documents without any connection to particular TEKS objectives.  Core courses 
with instructional approaches in their documentation included detailed critical lesson components, 
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specific lesson background information, PowerPoint presentations, videos, lesson activities, and TEKS 
instructional strategies.

• Criteria 2 and 3, assessments and prerequisites, received the lowest ratings with 0.5 and 0.3, respectively.  
Assessment information, which was included in the curriculum documents as unit assessment items or 
TEKS objectives designated as readiness or supporting standards, was found only in some guides.  Few 
core curriculum documents included the delineation of prior learnings in a previous grade, or a scope 
and sequence across grade levels to enable teachers to ascertain what learnings came before and what 
would be expected in the future.

Overall, the K-5 curriculum guides were found to be inadequate to guide instruction with 5.5 points received 
overall. Of 24 elementary core course curricular documents, three science curricular documents met the 
minimum audit rating of at least 12 points.

The auditors’ ratings of middle level (grade 6 and junior high) core curriculum documents are presented in 
Exhibit 2.3.3.

Exhibit 2.3.3

Auditors’ Ratings of Core Curriculum Guides Grades 6–8  
On Minimal Basic Components and Specificity Criteria

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Curriculum Document Date
Criteria

Total 
Rating1 2 3 4 5

Obj. Asmt. Prereq. Res. Appr.
English Language Arts
Grade 6 English Language Arts 2016 2 0 0 0 0 2
Grade 7 English Language Arts 2016 1 1 0 1 1 4
Grade 8 English Language Arts 2016 1 0 0 2 1 4

ELA Total -3 Guides 4 1 0 3 2 10
ELA Mean Rating 1.3 0.3 0.0 1.0 0.7 3.3

Mathematics
Grade 6 Mathematics 2016 2 1 0 0 0 3
Grade 6 PAP Mathematics 2016 2 1 0 0 0 3
Grade 7 Mathematics 2016 2 2 0 0 0 4
Grade 7 PAP Mathematics 2016 2 1 0 0 0 3
Grade 8 Mathematics 2016 1 1 0 0 0 2
Grade 8 PAP Mathematics 2016 2 1 0 0 0 3
Algebra I 2016 2 2 0 0 0 4

Mathematics Total -7 Guides 13 9 0 0 0 22
Mathematics Mean Rating 1.9 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2

Science
Grade 6 Science 2016 2 2 2 3 3 12
Grade 7 Science 2016 2 2 2 3 3 12
Grade 8 Science 2016 2 1 2 3 2 10

Science Total -3 Guides 6 5 6 9 8 34
Science Mean Rating 2.0 1.7 2.0 3.0 2.7 11.4
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Exhibit 2.3.3 (continued)
Auditors’ Ratings of Core Curriculum Guides Grades 6–8  

On Minimal Basic Components and Specificity Criteria
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Curriculum Document Date
Criteria

Total 
Rating1 2 3 4 5

Obj. Asmt. Prereq. Res. Appr.
Social Studies
Grade 6 Social Studies 2016 2 0 0 0 0 2
Grade 7 Texas History 2016 1 1 0 1 1 4
Grade 8 US History 2016 1 1 0 0 0 2

Social Studies Total - 3 Guides 4 2 0 1 1 8
Social Studies Mean Rating 1.3 0.7 0.0 0.3 0.3 2.6

Core Courses Total - 16 guides 27 17 6 13 11 74
Core Courses Total Mean Rating for Each 

Criterion 1.6 1.0 0.5 1.1 0.9 5.1

Data Source: WISD Curriculum documents presented to auditors.

The following can be noted in Exhibit 2.3.3:

• Sixteen (16) core content curriculum documents were examined in grades 6-8.

• The curricular documents ranged in overall quality from a low of two points in English language arts 
(grade 6), mathematics (grade 8), and social studies (grades 6 and 8) to a high of 12 in science (grades 
6 and 7).  The science documents in grades 6 and 7 met the minimum requirement for quality, 12 points 
of the 15 possible.  

• None of the English language, mathematics, or social studies guides (grades 6-8) received an adequacy 
rating of 12.  The mean score for English language arts guides examined was 3.3; mathematics guides, 
3.2; and social studies guides, 2.6, all considered inadequate to effectively direct instruction.

• The overall average rating for the middle grades (grade 6 and junior high) core curriculum guides was 
5.1 out of a possible 15 points, not meeting the 12 points required by audit standards.

• Criterion 1, specificity of objectives, received the strongest rating of 1.6 points across all core content 
and middle level grades.  Most core courses included delineation of learner outcomes or objectives by 
stating the tasks to be performed or skills to be learned for each of the TEKS objectives for a specific 
course.

• All other criteria for minimal basic components for quality curriculum documents received scores of 
1.1 or less.

Overall, the grades 6-8 curriculum guides were found to be inadequate to guide instruction with 5.1 points 
received overall.  Of the 16 middle level core course curricular documents, two science curricular documents 
(grades 6 and 7) met the minimum audit rating of at least 12 points.
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Exhibit 2.3.4 displays the ratings for high school core curriculum documents (English language arts, mathematics, 
science, and social studies).  Grades 9-12 were included in this analysis.

Exhibit 2.3.4

Auditors’ Ratings of Core Curriculum Guides Grades 9-12  
On Minimal Basic Components and Specificity Criteria

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Curriculum Document Date
Criteria

Total 
Rating1 2 3 4 5

Obj. Asmt. Prereq. Res. Appr.
English Language Arts
English I 2016 2 2 3 0 1 8
English II 2016 2 2 3 3 2 12
English III 2016 1 0 3 1 0 5
English IV 2016 2 1 3 2 2 10

ELA Total - 4 Guides 7 5 12 6 5 35
ELA Mean Rating 1.8 1.3 3.0 1.5 1.3 8.8

Mathematics
Algebra I 2016 2 2 3 0 2 9
Algebra II 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Algebra II PAP 2016 2 0 3 0 3 8
Geometry 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Geometry PAP 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Math Models 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Pre-Calculus 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Calculus PAP 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Calculus 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Foundations of College Math 2016 1 0 3 0 0 4

Mathematics Total - 10 Guides 19 2 30 0 5 56
Mathematics Mean Rating 1.9 0.2 3.0 0.0 0.5 5.6

Science      
Biology 2016 1 0 3 0 0 4
Integrated Chemistry & Physics 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Chemistry 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Physics 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Anatomy and Physiology 2016 1 0 3 0 0 4
Astronomy 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Earth and Space 2016 1 0 3 0 0 4
Environmental Systems 2016 1 0 3 0 0 4

Science Total - 8 Guides 12 0 24 0 0 36
Science Mean Rating 1.5 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 4.5
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Exhibit 2.3.4 (continued)
Auditors’ Ratings of Core Curriculum Guides Grades 9-12  

On Minimal Basic Components and Specificity Criteria
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Curriculum Document Date
Criteria

Total 
Rating1 2 3 4 5

Obj. Asmt. Prereq. Res. Appr.
Social Studies
World Geography 2016 1 0 3 0 0 4
U.S. History 2016 2 1 3 1 2 9
World History 2016 1 1 3 1 1 7
Economics 2016 1 0 3 1 0 5
Government 2016 2 0 3 0 0 5
Psychology 2016 1 1 3 1 1 7

Social Studies Total - 6 Guides 8 3 18 4 4 37
Social Studies Mean Rating 1.3 0.5 3.0 0.7 0.7 6.2

Core Courses Total - 28 guides 46 10 84 10 14 164
Core Courses Total Mean Rating for Each 

Criterion 1.6 0.5 3.0 0.6 0.6 6.3

Data Source: WISD Curriculum documents presented to auditors, WISD High School Course Selection Handbook 2016-17

As can be noted from Exhibit 2.3.4:

• One of the 28 curriculum documents (English II) examined in grades 9-12 received a rating of 12 out 
of a possible 15 points, which is considered necessary for adequacy.

• The documents ranged in quality from a low of four points (Foundations of College Math, Biology, 
Anatomy & Physiology, Earth & Space, Environmental Systems, and World Geography) to a high of 
12 points in English II.

• The total average rating for core high school curriculum was 6.3 out of a possible 15 points, which does 
not meet the minimal quality rating of 12.

• The criterion with the highest mean rating was “prerequisites” with an average of score of three.  High 
school curriculum documents scored the highest in this criterion since the high school course handbook 
provided prerequisites for high school courses and subjects with specific skills and knowledge required. 
These were available to teachers as well as to students.

• The criterion with the lowest mean rating (0.5) was assessment.  Few curriculum documents made 
mention of any assessment.

Overall, the grades 9-12 curriculum documents were found to be inadequate to guide instruction with 6.3 points 
received overall.  Of the 28 high school core course curricular documents, one English language arts curricular 
document met the minimum audit rating of at least 12 points (English II).
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Exhibit 2.3.5 provides a summary of the auditors’ ratings of the core curriculum document quality in the 
Whitehouse Independent School District.

Exhibit 2.3.5

Summary of Auditors’ Ratings of Curriculum Guide Quality
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Grade Level
Total 

Number of 
Guides Rated

Mean Ratings
1 2 3 4 5 Total 

RatingObj. Asmt. Prereq. Res. Appr.
Core Content Area Curriculum Guides

K-5 24 1.9 0.5 0.3 1.2 1.6 5.5
6-8 16 1.6 1.0 0.5 1.1 0.9 5.1
9-12 28 1.6 0.5 3.0 0.6 0.6 6.3

K-12 Mean Ratings  
(Core Courses) 68 1.7 0.7 1.3 1.0 1.0 5.6

Data Source: WISD Curriculum documents presented to auditors, WISD High School Course Selection Handbook 2016-17

Comments related to the ratings for each criterion in Exhibit 2.3.5 follow:

• The total core mean rating of all core curriculum documents K-12 was 5.6.  Twelve (12) is considered 
adequate in quality to direct instruction.

• The highest scoring level was high school with 6.3 points overall in the core areas, followed by the 
elementary level with 5.5 points, and grade 6 and the junior high (7-8) with 5.1 points. These scores do 
not meet the minimal quality rating of 12 points.

• Criterion 1, specificity of standards, was the strongest across all campus levels with an average of 1.7 
in core content, followed by Criterion 3, prerequisites, with an average of 1.3 out of a possible three 
points.

• Criteria 2, 4, and 5 received overall averages of one or less. 

The following summaries provide further information about the ratings for each criterion shown in previous 
exhibits:

Criterion 1:  Clarity and Specificity of Objectives

Mean Rating:   Elementary – 1.9       Middle School – 1.6       High School – 1.6

To obtain a three rating, curriculum documents must clearly state what it is students should be able to do or 
learn; indicate how the student will perform the standard; specify the sequence when the objectives should 
be taught within the course or grade (may be presented as a pacing guide or calendar); and indicate in small 
meaningful units, such as hours or class period spans, the amount of time to be spent learning. A majority of 
core curriculum guides included standards that stated specific identifiable skills and concepts to be learned, 
receiving a two (2) rating.  However, some guides included only Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) 
numbers without stating the objectives; these documents received a one (1) rating.  While time frames were 
included for estimated learning of objectivities, they were often in multi-week or nine-week units rather than 
smaller, more meaningful time periods necessary to teach a specific standard or concept.  Most guides did not 
detail how students were to perform specific standards.

Criterion 2:  Congruity of the Curriculum to the Assessment Process

Mean Rating:  Elementary – 0.5       Middle School – 1.0       High School – 0.5

To obtain a three in this criterion, each objective is clearly identified with assessments used in the district and/
or by the state.  Curriculum documents that stated some approach of assessment scored one; those that stated 
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skills, knowledge, and concepts to be assessed scored a two.  Most curriculum documents provided minimal 
linkage to assessment of standards on district or state levels. Although some curriculum documents stated some 
approach of assessment or stated skills and concepts to be assessed, no guides aligned each objective to district 
and state assessments.  This criterion received the lowest overall mean rating of 0.7.  

Criterion 3:  Delineation of the prerequisite essential skills, knowledge, and attitudes

Mean Rating:   Elementary – 0.3       Middle School – 0.5       High School – 3.0

To obtain a three in this criterion, documented prerequisites or a description of discrete skills/concepts required 
prior to the targeted learning should be clearly delineated.  A scope and sequence or learning progression 
would comprise such a document.  Few elementary and middle level curriculum guides delineated prerequisite 
essential skills; however, because the Whitehouse Independent School District high school course guides 
contained detailed prerequisite information, all high school curriculum guides scored a three in this criterion.  A 
comprehensive (PreK-12) scope and sequence was not found on the website or in the district guides offered for 
review.  Overall, this criterion received the second highest mean rating of 1.3 because of the high school core 
curricular documents.

Criterion 4:  Delineation of the major instructional tools

Mean Rating:  Elementary – 1.2       Middle School – 1.1       High School – 0.6 

To obtain a three for this criterion, a match between the basic text/instructional resource(s) and each curriculum 
objective must be evident.  Sixty-six (66) percent of district curriculum documents did not list any types of 
instructional resources, tools, or textbooks.  This criterion received an overall mean rating of 1.0.

Criterion 5:  Clear approaches for classroom use

Mean Rating:   Elementary – 1.6       Middle School – 0.9       High School – 0.6

District curriculum guides receiving a score of three named specific examples of how to approach key concept/
skills in the classroom.  Nineteen (19) percent of all curriculum guides provide specific examples of how to 
approach key concepts and skills in the classroom. Other guides referenced vague teaching strategies that were 
not linked to particular objectives or student expectations.  Most documents had no approaches or instructional 
strategies to be used in classroom teaching. This criterion received an overall mean rating of 1.0.

It is important to note that formats varied across grade levels (elementary, grade 6, junior high, and high school) 
and content.  The inconsistent format resulted in varied elements being included.  Overall, the guides did not 
provide specificity regarding the amount of time needed to teach each learning objective, a linkage between 
the objective and district/state assessments, the delineation of prerequisite skills and knowledge, the alignment 
of basic resources and each objective, and strategies to aid teachers in delivering instruction in the classroom.

In addition to the analysis of curriculum guides for adequacy, auditors conducted interviews with board trustees, 
district administrators, campus administrators, and teachers.  Online survey comments were also examined.  
Comments describing curriculum document quality included:

• “New TEKS have some new content and terms, so we spent a lot of time to explore what does this 
mean.  We thought that was more important than pulling them out to write curriculum.” (District 
Administrator)

• “The math scope and sequence is not organized and doesn’t flow.” (District Administrator)

• “Not sure if the district has checked the alignment of the program to the TEKS.” (District Administrator)

• “Curriculum needs to be consistent and communicated clearly.” (Teacher Survey)

• “For the last ten years, curriculum has changed.  There has never been any consistency within our 
district.” (Teacher Survey)

• “Teachers are looking for a more thorough scope and sequence with more examples of technology use, 
group work, and meaningful activities.” (Teacher Survey)
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Summary of the Five Criteria

The audit team found that overall quality of the curriculum documents in the Whitehouse Independent School 
District was inadequate to provide direction for teachers to facilitate learning and promote alignment of the 
written, taught, and tested curriculum.  Only six of the 68 core curriculum guides reviewed in this initial 
analysis met quality criteria for minimal basic components and specificity.  Most lacked the precision and 
specificity among assessments, resources, and teaching strategies needed to enhance teacher preparation and 
delivery and improve achievement for all students.  

Stanton-Smith Elementary Texas region display

Internal Consistency

While the basic elements of curriculum design provide a fundamental analysis of design quality, further analysis 
of internal consistency helps determine if the curriculum design is consistent in other aspects to accomplish 
the district’s goals for student learning.  As curriculum is revised, these analyses may be helpful in viewing 
current documents to ensure the inclusion of the information contained in the following areas.  Frames reviewed 
included:  the match of district-adopted resources to the TEKS objectives and the connection of assessment 
items from the district-wide tests to the curriculum objectives found in the Texas Essential Knowledge and 
Skills (TEKS).  These two reviews were selected based on the availability of adopted resources and local 
assessment items.  These analytical approaches focus on connectivity and predictability of curriculum.  When 
a sample of grade levels was used, auditors selected grade levels from elementary, middle (grade 6 and junior 
high), and high school.  Additionally, auditors used a sample of three objectives in each grade level and subject 
where objectives were measured by state tests.  Usually, grades 3, 5, 8, and 9 were reviewed.  

Auditors’ reports of these further frames of analyses have been divided as follows:

I. Congruence of district-adopted resources to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) 
objectives; an analysis of the alignment of the textbooks’ instructional ideas to the appropriate TEKS.

II. Congruence of assessment items in district-wide tests to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills 
(TEKS) objectives; an analysis of the district assessment bank items to individual TEKS.

The audit team conducted in-depth analyses of the district’s curricular documentation to determine the depth 
of alignment that existed at the time of the audit.  Auditors first compared the district’s adopted instructional 
textbook instructional activities to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS).  

Congruency of Instructional Resources with District Objectives

The choice and congruency of instructional resources are critical to the delivery of the written curriculum.  
Teachers should be able to depend on the quality of resources to support planning, delivery, and assessment 
of instruction.  When instructional resources and materials are congruent with the objectives, there is a 
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greater likelihood that teachers will deliver the intended curriculum effectively.  A well-designed curriculum 
includes instructional resources that match the content (the topic or objective of the material), context (how 
the information is framed and/or how learning is to occur), and cognitive domain (level of intellectual capacity 
required to learn the material) of each learning objective for which students are held accountable.

To accomplish the first analysis of the internal consistency in the written curriculum, the auditors used Texas 
Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) in grades and courses measured by state tests in core courses and 
examined the congruence of district-adopted resources.  Auditors examined the congruency between instructional 
support provided in district-adopted instructional texts and TEKS objectives in terms of content, context, and 
cognition.  

Exhibit 2.3.6 presents a summary of the congruency between the adopted textbooks/resources and the related 
objectives in the sampling. When resources could not be considered aligned, or were only partially aligned, with 
the related content, there was no further analysis for context or cognition.

Exhibit 2.3.6

Internal Consistency of Instructional Resources to TEKS  
English Language Arts/Reading:  Grades 3, 5, 8, and English I

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

TEKS Instructional Resource 
Congruency

Content Context Cognition 
Grade 3 English Language Arts/Reading

3.4(B) Use context to determine the 
relevant meaning of unfamiliar words 
or distinguish among multiple meaning 
words and homographs.

Texas Treasures Teachers Edition, 
Unit 2 “Let’s Trade!”
“Context Clues,” p. 165

Yes Yes Yes

3.8(B) Describe the interaction of 
characters, including their relationships 
and the changes they undergo.

Texas Treasures Teachers 
Edition, Unit 4 “Seven Spools of 
Thread,” pp. 10-33, 33B; “Make 
Inferences,” pp. 291-293

Yes Yes Yes

3.13(B) Draw conclusions from the 
facts presented in text and support those 
assertions with textual evidence.

Texas Treasures Teachers Edition, 
Unit 4 Unit V “Unique Animals 
of the Southwest,” pp. 238-261; 
“Draw Conclusions,” p. 261B

Yes Yes Yes

Grade 5 English Language Arts/Reading
5.2(A) Determine the meaning of grade- 
level academic English words derived 
from Latin, Greek, or other linguistic 
roots and affixes.

Curriculum Central Affixes/Roots 
Mini-Lessons

Yes Yes Yes

5.2(B) Use context (e.g., in sentence 
restatement) to determine or clarify 
the meaning of unfamiliar or multiple 
meaning words.

Teachers Edition Texas Treasures 
Unit 1, p. S11, Vocabulary 
Strategies: Context Clues

Yes Yes Yes

5.6(B) Explain the roles and functions 
of characters in various plots, including 
their relationships and conflicts.

Teachers Edition Texas Treasures 
p. 177 Literary Element: Hero;  
p. 668 Develop Comprehension: 
Character and Plot

Yes Yes Yes

Grade 8 English Language Arts
8.2(B) Use context (within a sentence 
and in larger sections of text) to 
determine or clarify the meaning of 
unfamiliar or ambiguous words or words 
with novel meanings.

Context in sections of text; pp. 16, 
134, 188, 280, 289, 774-776.

Yes Yes Yes
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Exhibit 2.3.6 (continued)
Internal Consistency of Instructional Resources to TEKS  

English Language Arts/Reading:  Grades 3, 5, 8, and English I
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

TEKS Instructional Resource 
Congruency

Content Context Cognition 
Grade 8 English Language Arts (continued)

8.6(A) Analyze linear plot developments 
(e.g., conflict, rising action, falling 
action, resolution, subplots) to determine 
whether and how conflicts are resolved.

Plot Development: pp. 36-37, 50-
51, 66-67, 162-163

Partial
Does not 
address 
whether 

conflicts are 
resolved

--- ---

8.10(A) Summarize the main ideas, 
supporting details, and relationships 
among ideas in text succinctly in ways 
that maintain meaning and logical order.

Summarizing main ideals with 
stated TEKS details: pp. 890-891, 
924-925, 974-975

Yes Yes Yes

English I English Language Arts
9.5(B) Analyze how authors develop 
complex yet believable characters in 
works of fiction through a range of 
literary devices, including character 
foils.

Literature, “The Necklace,” pp. 
200-236; What makes a Character 
memorable

Yes Yes No
Analysis not 

included

9.9(A) Summarize text and distinguish 
between a summary that captures the 
main ideas and elements of a text and 
a critique that takes a position and 
expresses an opinion.

Literature, “Testimony Before the 
Senate” by Michael J. Fox, pp. 
670-677; “The Future in My Aim” 
by Edwidge Danticat, pp. 492-498

Yes Yes Yes

9.12 (C) Compare and contrast coverage 
of the same event in various media (e.g., 
newspapers, television, documentaries, 
blogs, internet)

Literature, Media Study:  How do 
you get the news? pp. 600-602: 
Media Study: from The Cask of 
Amontillado by Joyce Chopra, 
pp. 384-385; American History by 
Judity Cofer, pp. 962-974

Yes Yes Yes

Data Source: Whitehouse Curriculum Website; STAAR Assessed Standards documents; Grades 3 and 5 Teachers Editions 
Macmillan/McGraw Hill Texas Treasures (2011); Grades 8 and English I Holt McDougal Literature (2010)

Found in Exhibit 2.3.6:

• All three samples in third grade were congruent in content, context, and cognition between district 
instructional recourses and the TEKS objectives.

• In the fifth grade English language arts/reading samples, all sampled instructional resources matched 
the TEKS in content, context, and cognition. 

• At grade 8, the TEKS and instructions resources were congruent in content, context, and cognition 
in two of the three samples.  In one case, partial content congruity was noted; therefore, context and 
cognition could not be determined.

• English I (ninth grade) was congruently aligned between instructional resources and selected sample 
TEKS in content and context.  However, cognitive type was not a match in one case as analysis was 
not included.

Eighty-three (83) percent of the English language arts/reading content, context, and cognition samples matched 
when comparing the instructional resources to the TEKS.  Ninety-two (92) percent of the examples matched in 
content; 92 percent matched in context; and 83 percent matched in cognition.
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Auditors also reviewed the guiding document TEKS objectives and instructional resources in mathematics for 
content, context, and cognitive type.  Grades 3, 5, 8, and Algebra I were used for the analysis. The results can 
be found in Exhibit 2.3.7.

Exhibit 2.3.7

Internal Consistency of Instructional Resources to TEKS  
Mathematics:  Grades 3, 5, 8, and Algebra I

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

TEKS Instructional Resource Activities
Congruency

Content Context Cognition
Grade 3 Math

3.4K:  Solve one-step problems 
involving multiplication within 100 
using strategies based on objects; 
pictorial models, such as arrays, area 
models, and equal groups; properties 
of operations; or recall of facts.

Activity 1. Square tiles, math board 
- You make an array by placing the 
same number of tiles in each row. 
Make an array with 3 rows of 6 tiles to 
show the tomato plants. 

Yes Yes Yes

3.5B:  Represent and solve 
multiplication problems within 100 
using arrays, strip diagrams, and 
equations.

There are 6 groups of 4 students who 
play the trumpet in the marching band. 
How many students play the trumpet 
in the band? First use a strip diagram 
to show each group of students. 

Partial 
No 

equations

--- ---

3.6C:  Determine the area of 
rectangles with whole number 
side lengths in problems using 
multiplication related to the number 
of rows times the number of square 
units in each row.

Find the area of the rectangle. Each 
unit is 1 square meter (box depicted 
with 4 squares by 8 squares).

Yes Yes Yes

Grade 5 Math
5.3E:  Solve for products of decimals 
to the hundredths, including 
situations involving money, using 
strategies based on place-value 
understandings, properties of 
operations, and the relationship to 
the multiplication of whole numbers.

Charlie has an adult Netherlands 
dwarf rabbit that weighs 1.2 
kilograms. Cliff’s adult Angora rabbit 
weighs 2.9 times as much as Charlie’s 
rabbit. How much does Cliff’s rabbit 
weigh?

Partial 
All 

operations 
not 

included.

--- ---

5.3K:  Add and subtract positive 
rational numbers fluently.

Find the sum or difference. 21.54 + 
4.758

Partial 
Subtraction 

not 
included.

--- ---

5.4F:  Simplify numerical 
expressions that do not involve 
exponents, including up to two levels 
of grouping.

In the wild, an adult giant panda 
eats about 30 pounds of food each 
day. Write and simplify a numerical 
expression that shows how many 
pounds of food 6 pandas eat in 3 days. 

Yes Yes Yes

Grade 8 Math
8.4B:  Graph proportional 
relationships, interpreting the unit 
rate as the slope of the line that 
models the relationship.

Tomas rides his bike at a steady rate 
of 2 miles every 10 minutes. Graph 
the situation. Find the unit rate of this 
proportional relationship.

Yes Yes Yes
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Exhibit 2.3.7 (continued)
Internal Consistency of Instructional Resources to TEKS  

Mathematics:  Grades 3, 5, 8, and Algebra I
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

TEKS Instructional Resource Activities
Congruency

Content Context Cognition
Grade 8 Math (continued)

8.4C:  Use data from a table or 
graph to determine the rate of 
change or slope and y-intercept 
in mathematical and real-world 
problems.

Some carpet cleaning costs are shown 
in the table.  The relationship is linear.  
Find and interpret the rate of change 
and the initial value for this situation.

Yes Yes Yes

8.5I:  Write an equation in the 
form y = mx + b to model a linear 
relationship between two quantities 
using verbal, numerical, tabular, and 
graphical representations.

The table shows the volume of water 
released by Hoover Dam over a 
certain period of time.  Graph the data, 
and find the slope and y-intercept from 
the graph.  Then write the equation for 
the graph in slope-intercept form.

Partial --- ---

Algebra I
A.2B:  Identify mathematical 
domains and ranges and determine 
reasonable domain and range values 
for given situations, both continuous 
and discrete.

The linear function m- 50 - 9d 
represents the amount m (in dollars) of 
money you have after buying d DVDs. 
(a) Find the domain of the function. 
Is the domain discrete or continuous? 
Explain (b) Graph the function using 
its domain (c) Find the range of the 
function.

Yes Yes Yes

A.6C:  Write quadratic functions 
when given real solutions and graphs 
of their related equations.

Stem: Write the quadratic function 
represented by the graph.

Yes Yes Yes

A.10D:  Rewrite polynomial 
expressions of degree one and degree 
two in equivalent forms using the 
distributive property.

Factor 5x2 - 8x – 4. Yes Yes Yes

Data Source: Whitehouse ISD Curriculum Documents; Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills; Grades 3, Grade 5, and Grade 8 
Texas Go Math! Houghton Mifflin Harcourt; Algebra 1, Texas Algebra 1 Larson, Boswell

Exhibit 2.3.7 notes the following:

• Twelve (12) samples were reviewed in mathematics for alignment of instructional resources to TEKS 
in content, context, and cognitive type.

• Grade 3 mathematics samples were congruent in content, context, and cognition in two of the three 
cases.  In one example, content was partially matched because all areas of the TEKS were not included.

• Grade 5 examples matched in all three areas in once case.  In two samples, content was partially 
matched and further analysis in context and cognition could, therefore, not be conducted.

• In the area of mathematics, grade 8 was matched partially in content in one case. This partial match 
occurred because all of the TEKS components were not addressed in the instructional resource.

• Algebra I was congruent in content, context, and cognition all three of their instructional resource 
samples.

Complete congruence in content, context, and cognition occurred in eight mathematics samples.  Sixty-seven 
(67) percent of the content, context, and cognition examples were completely matched when comparing the 
TEKS to the instructional resources. 
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Science TEKS were also compared with the instructional resources in grades measured by state tests:  grade 
5, grade 8, and biology.  Content, context, and cognition comparisons for science can be seen in Exhibit 2.3.8.

Exhibit 2.3.8

Internal Consistency of Instructional Resources to TEKS  
Science:  Grades 5, 8, and Biology

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

TEKS Instructional Resources 
Congruency

Content Context Cognition 
Grade 5 Science

5.5(D) Identify changes that can occur in 
the physical properties of the ingredients 
of solutions such as dissolving salt in 
water or adding lemon juice to water.

Lesson 9: Mixtures, pp. 60-61, 
Solutions, pp. 62-63

Yes Yes Yes

5.7 (C) Identify alternative energy 
resources such as wind, solar, 
hydroelectric, geothermal, and biofuels.

Unit 5: Alternative energy, 
Solar and Wind, p. 130; 
Geothermal, p. 130; 
Hydroelectric, p. 131; Biofuels, 
p. 132

Yes Yes Yes

5.8(C) Demonstrate that Earth rotates 
on its axis once approximately every 24 
hours causing the day-night cycle and the 
apparent movement of the Sun across the 
sky.

Unit 4, Lesson 3: Rotation of 
Earth, pp. 104-105; Sunrise/
Sunset (apparent movement of 
Sun), pp. 105-109

Yes Yes Yes

Grade 8 Science
8.5(A) Describe the structure of atoms, 
including the masses, electrical charges, 
and locations, of protons and neutrons in 
the nucleus and electrons in the electron 
cloud.

Atomic Structure, pp. 32-47; 
Masses pp. 53-58; Charges and 
location of particles, pp. 49-51; 
Electron cloud, pp. 60-65.

Yes Yes Yes

8.6(B) Differentiate between speed, 
velocity, and acceleration.

Activities for differentiation of 
speed, velocity, acceleration: 
pp. 168-188 

Yes Yes Yes

8.7(B) Demonstrate and predict the 
sequence of events in the lunar cycle.

Moon phases, pp. 319-
339; Predictions, pp. 324; 
Demonstration, p. 330 

Yes Yes Yes

Biology
B.4(C) Compare the structures of viruses 
to cells, describe viral reproduction, and 
describe the role of viruses in causing 
diseases such as human immunodeficiency 
virus (HIV) and influenza.

Viral structure, pp. 160-164;  
Viral reproduction,  pp. 165-
166; Viral Disease, pp.  170-
172 

Partial                     
No 

comparison 
of viruses to 

cells.

--- ---

B.6(F) Predict possible outcomes of 
various genetic combinations such as 
monohybrid crosses, dihybrid crosses and 
non-Mendelian inheritance. 

Monohybrid crosses, pp. 340-
41; Dihybrid crosses, pp. 346-
48; Non-Mendelian inheritance, 
pp. 354-356.

Yes Yes Yes

B.9(A) Compare the structures 
and functions of different types of 
biomolecules, including carbohydrates, 
lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. 

Biomolecule functions and 
chemical structures, pp. 49-57 

Yes Yes Yes

Data Source: Whitehouse Curriculum Website; Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills; Grades 5 and 8, Teachers Editions Gateways 
to Science (2011); Biology, Gateways to Biology Teacher Edition (2010).
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As can be seen in Exhibit 2.3.8:

• Grade 5 TEKS were complete matches to textbook resources in content, context, and cognition with 
instructional resources in all samples.

• In content, context, and cognition, grade 8 resources and TEKS samples were congruent in all three 
cases. 

• Biology instructional resource content partially matched when compared to the TEKS objective in one 
sample.  Context and cognition could, therefore, not be analyzed.  The two other examples matched in 
all three aspects.

In eight of the nine samples (89 percent), there was complete congruence in content, context, and cognitive type 
when comparing the instructional resources to TEKS objectives in the science core area.

Finally, auditors examine the core area of social studies for congruence between instructional resources adopted 
by the district and TEKS objectives. Grades 8 and U.S. History objectives are measured by state tests and were, 
therefore, utilized for the review.  Exhibit 2.3.9 displays the analysis in the selected grade level and course.

Exhibit 2.3.9

Internal Consistency of Instructional Resources to TEKS  
Social Studies:  Grade 8 and U.S. History
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

TEKS Instructional Resources Congruency
Content Context Cognition

Grade 8 U.S. History
USH 8.4 The student understands 
significant political and economic 
issues of the revolutionary era (e) 
analyze the arguments for and against 
ratification.

Articles of Confederation,  
p. 154; Constitution, pp. 172, 
203

Yes Yes Yes

USH 8.9 The student understands 
the effects of Reconstruction on the 
political, economic, and social life of 
the nation (d) identify the effects of 
legislative acts such as the Homestead 
Act, the Dawes Act, and the Morrill 
Act. 

Reconstruction of the West 
Homestead Act, p. 571B; 
William Dawes Act, p. 571F  
Morrill Act, p. 571C

Yes Yes Yes

USH 8.16 The student understands 
the process of changing the US 
Constitution and the impact of 
amendments on American Society (a) 
The student is expected to summarize 
the purpose for and process of 
amending the U.S. Constitution.

U.S. Constitution Purpose and 
process for changing, pp. 167-
168, 204-205

Yes Yes No
Summary 

is not 
required.
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Exhibit 2.3.9 (continued)
Internal Consistency of Instructional Resources to TEKS  

Social Studies:  Grade 8 and U.S. History
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

TEKS Instructional Resources Congruency
Content Context Cognition

High School Grade 10 U.S. History
USH. 2 The student understands 
traditional historical points of 
reference in U.S. history from 1877 to 
the present.  The student is expected 
to: (a) identify the major eras in U.S. 
history from 1877 to the present and 
describe their defining characteristics.

Progressive age, pp. 306-419; 
Roaring Twenties, pp. 434-457; 
Great Depression, pp. 462-488; 
WWI, pp. 374-391; New Deal, 
pp. 488-507; WWII, pp. 536-
595: Cold War, pp. 405, 606; 
Post-cold war, pp. 848-851; 
Watergate, pp. 802-807; Viet 
Nam War era, pp. 734-753; 
Great Society, pp. 689-691, 719, 
741; Globalization, pp. 871-873, 
91-921

Yes Yes Yes

USH. 12 The student is expected to 
(a) analyze the impact of physical 
and human geographic factors on the 
settlement of the Great Plains, the 
Klondike Gold Rush, the Panama 
Canal, the Dust Bowl, and the levee 
failure in New Orleans after Hurricane 
Katrina.

Great Plains, pp. 202-214; 
Klondike Gold Rush, pp. 212-
13; Panama Canal, pp. 360-367; 
Dust Bowl, p. 474; Katrina, p. 
868i

Yes Yes                           No
Student 
is not 

required 
to analyze 

impact. 

USH. 16 the student is expected 
to (a) analyze causes of economic 
growth and prosperity in the 1920s, 
including Warren Harding’s Return 
to Normalcy, reduced taxes, and 
increased production efficiencies.  

Harding’s domestic issues and 
Return to Normalcy, pp. 419-
21; Business of America and 
Economic Policies, pp. 420-427 

Yes Yes No
Student 
is not 

required 
to analyze 

causes.
Data Source: Whitehouse Curriculum Guides; Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills; Grades 8, Texas United States History: Early 
Colonial Period Through Reconstruction, Houghton, Mifflin, Harcourt (2016); Grade 10, Texas The Americans: United States 
History Since 1877 (2016)

Noted in Exhibit 2.3.9:

• Grade 8 social studies instructional resources matched the TEKS completely in two examples.  The 
cognitive type of the resource activity did not match the TEKS in one case.

• Grade 10 U.S. History TEKS and instructional resources aligned in content and context in all three 
samples but were incongruent in two examples in cognition.

In social studies there were matches in content, context, and cognition in three of six samples (50 percent).  
Content and context types were congruent with TEKS objectives and instructional resources in 100 percent of 
all examples.  Incongruencies occurred in cognitive types in both eighth grade and U.S. History.

In conducting the review of internal consistency between district-adopted instructional resources and Texas 
Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), auditors found most samples were congruently aligned in content, 
context, and, to a lesser degree, cognition in the core subjects of English language arts/reading, mathematics, 
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science, and social studies.  Auditors summarized their internal consistency findings per core area.  Exhibit 
2.3.10 describes the comparisons of the core subject areas.

Exhibit 2.3.10

Summary of Internal Consistency of Instructional Resources  
And the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills  

In English Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Core Area
Number of 
Objectives 
in Sample

Content 
Congruent

Context 
Congruent

Cognition 
Congruent

Total 
Congruency

# % # % # % Percent
English Language Arts 12 11 92 11 92 10 83 89
Mathematics 12 8 67 8 67 8 67 67
Science 9 8 89 8 89 8 89 89
Social Studies 6 6 100 6 100 3 50 83
Total and Percentage 39 33 87 33 87 29 72 82

As Exhibit 2.3.10 shows: 

• The average internal consistency of instructional resources to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills 
was 82 percent.  

• The lowest congruency match of resources to the TEKS, overall, was mathematics (67 percent).

• The highest overall average for the core areas was English language arts and science with 89 percent 
each.   

• Alignment of content, context, and cognition, overall, was 87 percent in content, 87 percent in context, 
and 72 percent in cognition over the 39 samples. 

Based on these analyses, the internal consistency of alignment of instructional resources to the Texas Essential 
Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) in content and context was at higher levels when compared to cognition in 
both English language arts and social studies.  Content, context, and cognition percentages matched in both 
mathematics and science, 92 and 89 percent, respectively.

Congruence of District Assessment Items to TEKS Objectives

The auditors also compared the alignment of assessment items from district tests presented to the audit team 
to selected district curriculum Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) objectives.  Such alignment is 
considered necessary to provide for transfer of learning from instruction to assessment.

Auditors selected district TEKS objectives from curriculum documents for the core areas of English language 
arts/reading, mathematics, science, and social studies and assessment items from the district’s six-week tests.  
Auditors selected three objectives in each grade where objectives are measured by state tests, usually grades 3, 
5, 8, and 9.  Auditors used a sampling of objectives (TEKS) containing associated test items for the analysis.  
The congruency of assessment items to the TEKS were analyzed by content, context, and cognition.  Content 
refers to the information to be learned.  Context is the format in which the material is presented.  Cognition is 
the dimension of Bloom’s Taxonomy in which the material is assessed.  Auditors selected TEKS objectives in 
which context analysis could be performed to provide guidance for future curricular revisions.  A comparison 
was then made between the TEKS and the assessment item.  Exhibit 2.3.11 describes the comparisons in 
English language arts/reading.  Grades 3, 5, and 8 were utilized for the analysis because district assessment 
items were not available for ninth grade English I.
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Exhibit 2.3.11

Internal Consistency of District Test Items to TEKS  
English Language Arts/Reading:  Grades 3, 5, and 8

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

TEKS District Test Items  Congruency
Content Context Cognition 

Grade 3
3.4(B) Use context to determine 
the relevant meaning of 
unfamiliar words or distinguish 
among multiple meaning words 
and homographs.

Read the following sentence:  
Each boy anxiously wondered 
where the little zoo was.
What does anxiously mean in this 
sentence?

Yes Yes Yes

3.8(B) Describe the interaction 
of characters, including their 
relationships and the changes 
they undergo.

Sean and Sam’s father cannot 
take them to the zoo because
A  the boys had been 
misbehaving.
B  he would be out of town.
C  he had to work all weekend.
D  Nana was coming to visit.

Partial
Does not 
address 

changes in 
relationships

--- ---

3.13(B) Draw conclusions from 
the facts presented in text and 
support those assertions with 
textual evidence.

Padded toes are very important to 
lions, tigers, leopards, and foxes 
because they
F  help them move quietly to hunt 
prey.
G  allow them to pounce on their 
prey.
H  keep their feet soles cool when 
moving.
J  enable them to move gracefully 
while they hunt.

Yes Yes Yes

Grade 5
5.2(A) Determine the meaning 
of grade-level academic English 
words derived from Latin, 
Greek, or other linguistic roots 
and affixes.

Which of the following words 
uses the suffix -er as used in the 
word freezer?
A  eraser
B  mother
C  bother
D  cover

No 
Meanings not 

included.

--- ---

5.2(B) Use context (e.g., 
in sentence restatement) to 
determine or clarify the meaning 
of unfamiliar or multiple 
meaning words.

In paragraph 3, the word nurse 
means -
A  feeds
B  hospital workers
C  helps
D  nurtures

Yes Yes Yes

5.6(B) Explain the roles and 
functions of characters in 
various plots, including their 
relationships and conflicts.

No test item found. No --- ---
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Exhibit 2.3.11 (continued)
Internal Consistency of District Test Items to TEKS  
English Language Arts/Reading:  Grades 3, 5, and 8

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

TEKS District Test Items  Congruency
Content Context Cognition 

Grade 8
8.2(B) Use context (within a 
sentence and in larger sections 
of text) to determine or clarify 
the meaning of unfamiliar or 
ambiguous words or words with 
novel meanings.

Read this dictionary entry for the 
word practice. (Four definitions 
given) What is the definition of 
practice as it is used in line 7?  (of 
larger reading text)
A  Definition 1
B  Definition 2
C  Definition 3
D  Definition 4

Yes Yes Yes

8.6(A) Analyze linear plot 
developments (e.g., conflict, 
rising action, falling action, 
resolution, subplots) to 
determine whether and how 
conflicts are resolved.

Which of the following best 
describes the conflict in the play?
A  The dentist tries to extract 
the young lady’s tooth, but she 
refuses to use gas.
B  The dentist insists the young 
lady pay him five shillings, but 
she offers him more.
C  The dentists treats the young 
lady with some respect, but she 
has a low opinion of him.
D  The dentist believes he is a 
talented remover of teeth, but the 
young lady knows otherwise.  

Partial
Does not 
address 
conflict 

resolution.

--- ---

8.10(A) Summarize the main 
ideas, supporting details, and 
relationships among ideas in text 
succinctly in ways that maintain 
meaning and logical order.

No test item found. No --- ---

Data Source: WISD District Tests presented to Auditors

As illustrated in Exhibit 2.3.11:

• Three sample objectives were reviewed in each of the selected state tested grade levels for a total of 
nine comparisons.

• In the third grade, two of the three assessment item samples were completely aligned with the TEKS in 
all three areas:  content, context, and cognition.  One sample had partial alignment in content; therefore, 
context and cognition could not be analyzed.

• In grade 5 English language arts/reading, one assessment sample was completely aligned in content, 
context, and cognition.  One assessment example was not a match in content, therefore, context and 
cognition could not be determined.  In the one remaining sample TEKS objective, no test item was 
found for comparison.
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• One assessment item, in grade 8, had complete congruency in content, context, and cognition.  One 
assessment item had partial congruence in content, which resulted in no determination for context and 
cognition.  No test item was found in district assessments for sample three.

Overall, in English language arts/reading, there was complete congruence in content, context, and cognition 
when comparing the TEKS to the district test items in four of the nine examples.  Content, context, and cognition 
types were congruent in 44 percent of the samples.  Two (22 percent) of the sampled TEKS were not found in 
district tests.  District assessments for state tested grades/courses did not include English I.

Auditors also reviewed the mathematics core area for congruence between the TEKS objectives and district 
assessment items in content, context, and cognition.  Grades 3, 5, and 8, grades with mathematics state testing, 
were utilized for the analysis.  Algebra I, a state tested course, was not included as the district did not present 
local assessments for this course.  Results are displayed in Exhibit 2.3.12.

Exhibit 2.3.12

Internal Consistency of District Test Items to TEKS  
Mathematics:  Grades 3, 5, and 8

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

TEKS District Test Items Congruency
Content Context Cognition

Grade 3
3.4K: solve one-step 
problems involving 
multiplication within 100 
using strategies based on 
objects; pictorial models, 
such as arrays, area models, 
and equal groups; properties 
of operations; or recall of 
facts.

Picture of 7 tricycles
Sherry was riding her tricycle with her 
friends.  Each tricycle has 3 wheels.
How many wheels were on the road?
A 9
B 10
C 18
D 21

Yes Yes Yes

3.5B: represent and solve 
multiplication problems 
within 100 using arrays, strip 
diagrams, and equations.

Leighanne, John and Emily each had 
one box of crayons.  Each box contains 
8 crayons.  They put all of their 
crayons in a tote tray on their table. (2 
rows of 12 crayons) Which number 
sentence can be used to find how many 
crayons they had in the tote tray?
A  3+8+24 = ?
B  8x24 = ?
C  24-8 = ?
D  3X8 = ?

Yes Yes Yes

3.6C: determine the area of 
rectangles with whole number 
side lengths in problems 
using multiplication related 
to the number of rows times 
the number of square units in 
each row

No test item found No --- ---
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Exhibit 2.3.12 (continued)
Internal Consistency of District Test Items to TEKS  

Mathematics:  Grades 3, 5, and 8
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

TEKS District Test Items Congruency
Content Context Cognition

Grade 5
5.3K: add and subtract 
positive rational numbers 
fluently

Emma’s mom made 2.4 pounds of 
fudge.  Emma and her brother ate 1.35 
pounds of the fudge. How much fudge 
was left?
A 3.75 pounds
B 1.05 pounds
C 1.11 pounds
J 1.59 pounds

Yes Yes Yes

5.4F: simplify numerical 
expressions that do not 
involve exponents, including 
up to two levels of grouping

Which expression has a value of 4?
A 16 - [(13 = 7) - (12 + 4)]
B  [(16 - 13) + 7] - (12 + 4)
C  16/ [(13 + 7) - (12 + 4)]
D 16/[ (13 - 7) + (12 - 4)]

Yes Yes Yes

5.3E: solve for products of 
decimals to the hundredths, 
including situations 
involving money, using 
strategies based on place-
value understandings, 
properties of operations, 
and the relationship to the 
multiplication of whole 
numbers

Arnoldo used his knowledge of whole 
numbers to find the product of 0.4 x 
$0.06. He wrote 4 x 6 = 24, then he 
placed the decimal point in the product.  
Which shows the correct placement of 
the decimal point in the product?
A $24.00
B $0.024
C $0.24
D $2.40

Yes Yes Yes

Grade 8
8.4B: graph proportional 
relationships, interpreting 
the unit rate as the slope 
of the line that models the 
relationship

The total number of washcloths, 
y, contained in x packages can be 
represented by the equation y+8x.  
Which of the following graphs best 
represents this situation?  4 graphs 
displayed

Yes No
Student not 
required to 

graph.

No

8.4C: use data from a table 
or graph to determine the 
rate of change or slope and 
y-intercept in mathematical 
and real-world problems.

What is the y-intercept of the line 
whose equation is y-2X =4?
A  -2
B   2
C  -4
D   4

Yes No
Real world 

problem 
is not 

addressed.

No

8.5I: write an equation in the 
form y = mx + b to model a 
linear relationship between 
two quantities using verbal, 
numerical, tabular, and 
graphical representations.

Which equation can be used to 
describe the relationship between x and 
y shown in the graph below?  (Graph)
A  y = 3x + 2
B   y = -3X – 6
C   y = 3x – 6
D   y = - 3x + 2

Partial                
Verbal and 

tabular 
representation 

are not 
included in 
problem.

---            ---

Data Source: WISD District Tests presented to Auditors
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Shown in Exhibit 2.3.12:

• In the third grade comparisons in mathematics, there was complete alignment in content, context, and 
cognition in two of the three samples when comparing test items to the TEKS.  One third grade sample 
was not found in district assessments presented to auditors.

• At grade 5, complete alignment in content, context, and cognition was found in all three mathematics 
samples.

• In grade 8, two samples were congruent in content.  Context of the assessment items to the TEKS 
were not congruent in two samples and cognition was mismatched in two samples and could not be 
determined in the third.

In mathematics, five of the 9 comparisons were completely congruent in content, context, and cognition.  Fifty-
six (56) percent of the samples were congruent in all three modalities when comparing the assessment items to 
the TEKS.  One of nine (11 percent) test items was not found in district assessments.

Science was also analyzed for content, context, and cognition agreement between the district six-week test 
items and the TEKS objectives.  Grades 5, 8, and Biology, the only state tested grade levels in science, were 
utilized for the analysis.  Exhibit 2.3.13 illustrates the results of this analysis.

Exhibit 2.3.13

Internal Consistency of District Test Items to TEKS  
Science:  Grades 5, 8, and Biology

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

TEKS District Test Items
Congruency

Content Context Cognition
Grade 5

5.5(D) Identify changes that can 
occur in the physical properties 
of the ingredients of solutions 
such as dissolving salt in water 
or adding lemon juice to water.

No test item found. No --- ---

5.7(C) Identify alternative 
energy resources such as wind, 
solar, hydroelectric, geothermal, 
and biofuels.

No test item found. No --- ---

5.8(C) Demonstrate that 
Earth rotates on its axis once 
approximately every 24 hours 
causing the day-night cycle and 
the apparent movement of the 
Sun across the sky.

Which of these cycles is a direct result 
of Earth’s rotation?  (Picture of earth on 
its axis rotating)
A  Seasons
B  Moon phases
C  Rainfall and evaporation
D  Day and night

Yes No
Demonstration. 
Not required of 

student.

No

Grade 8
8.5(A) Describe the structure 
of atoms, including the masses, 
electrical charges, and locations, 
of protons and neutrons in the 
nucleus and electrons in the 
electron cloud.

The following statement is recorded in 
a student’s lab journal.  What edit, if 
any, needs to be made to the underlined 
section?
An element’s mass number tells you the 
number of protons in its nucleus.
A Replace with word atomic.
B Replace with the word neutron.
C Remove and replace with nothing.
D No adjustment needs to be made.

Yes Yes Yes
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Exhibit 2.3.13 (continued)
Internal Consistency of District Test Items to TEKS  

Science:  Grades 5, 8, and Biology
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

TEKS District Test Items
Congruency

Content Context Cognition
8.6(B) Differentiate 
between speed, velocity, and 
acceleration.

No test item found. No --- ---

8.7(B) Demonstrate and predict 
the sequence of events in the 
lunar cycle.

Waxing of the moon occurs between 
which two lunar phases?
A  New moon and full moon
B  Last quarter and new moon
C  Full moon and last quarter
D  Last quarter and first quarter

Yes No
Demonstration. 
Not required, 

only prediction.

No

Biology
B.4(C) Compare the structures 
of viruses to cells, describe 
viral reproduction, and describe 
the role of viruses in causing 
diseases such as human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 
and influenza.                    

An important difference between 
viruses and living cells is that viruses --
A  cannot reproduce outside of cells
B  contain more nuclei than cells
C  cannot mutate but cells can
D  need an energy source but cells do 
not

Partial
No 

description 
of viral 

reproduction

--- ---

B.6(F) Predict possible 
outcomes of various genetic 
combinations such as 
monohybrid crosses, dihybrid 
crosses and non-Mendelian 
inheritance. Readiness Standard.

Which set of parents can most likely 
produce a child with type O blood?
A  one parent with type AB blood, and 
the other parent with type A blood
B  one parent with type AB blood, and 
the other parent with type O blood
C  one parent with heterozygous type 
A blood, and the other parent with type 
O blood
D  one parent with homozygous type 
A blood, and the other parent with 
homozygous type B blood

Yes Yes Yes

B.7(A) Analyze and evaluate 
how evidence of common 
ancestry among groups is 
provided by the fossil record, 
biogeography, and homologies, 
including anatomical, 
molecular, and developmental. 

The chart below compared the base 
sequences of homologous segments of 
DNA from various primates.  Based 
on this data, which primate is the least 
closely related to humans?  (DNA Base 
Sequence Comparison Chart)
A  Gorilla
B  Chimpanzee
C  Baboon
D  Lemur

Yes Yes Yes

Data Source: WISD District Tests presented to Auditors

Exhibit 2.3.13 shows:

• Three of the nine science examples, 33 percent, matched in all three areas: content, context, and 
cognition.

• One grade 5 TEKS and assessment item matched in content, but not in context or cognition.  Two 
selected TEKS items were not found in district assessments.
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• One eighth grade sample was completely congruent in content, context, and cognition when comparing 
assessment items to TEKS objectives.  One sample was congruent in content but not in context or 
cognition. The third sample TEKS item was not found in district assessments.

• Biology TEKS and assessment items had total congruency in content, context, and cognition in two 
samples. The remaining sample was partially congruent in content; therefore, context and cognitive 
type could not be assessed.

When examining science TEKS in comparison to district test items, there were three samples in which there 
was complete congruency in content, context, and cognition.  Fifty-six (56) percent of the content examples 
were matches. Thirty-three (33) percent of the science samples were congruent in context and cognition. Three 
sample items, 33 percent, of selected TEKS items were not found in district assessments.

Lastly, social studies TEKS and district assessment items were reviewed for congruence in content, context, 
and cognition.  Grade 8 U.S. History and grade 10 U.S. History were the only social studies courses in which 
objectives were measured by state tests.  However, the Grade 8 U.S. History local assessment items were 
not keyed to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) objectives and were, therefore, not analyzed.  
Exhibit 2.3.14 illustrates the results of this analysis for Grade 10 U.S. History.

Exhibit 2.3.14

Internal Consistency of District Test Items to TEKS  
Social Studies:  Grade 10 U.S. History

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

TEKS District Test Items
Congruency

Content Context Cognition
U.S. History Grade 10

USH.2 The student understands traditional 
historical points of reference in U.S. history 
from 1877 to the present.  The student is 
expected to: (a) identify the major eras in 
U.S. history from 1877 to the present and 
describe their defining characteristics.

No test item found. No --- ---

USH. 16 the student is expected to (a) 
analyze causes of economic growth and 
prosperity in the 1920s, including Warren 
Harding’s Return to Normalcy, reduced 
taxes, and increased production efficiencies.  

No test item found. No --- ---

USH. 12 The student is expected to (a) 
analyze the impact of physical and human 
geographic factors on the settlement of 
the Great Plains, the Klondike Gold Rush, 
the Panama Canal, the Dust Bowl, and the 
levee failure in New Orleans after Hurricane 
Katrina.

The picture below shows the 
building of the locks for the 
Panama Canal. (Picture of Canal) 
The Panama Canal was built--
A by the Spanish to connect the 
Caribbean to the Atlantic Ocean 
to facilitate shipping.
B to provide a route for goods 
to be transported from Central 
America to South America.
C by the French to connect the 
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans to 
enhance ship-carried trade.
D to provide a safer and faster 
route for ships to cross from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean.

Partial
Does not 
address 
human 

geographic 
factors.

--- ---

Data Source: WISD District Tests presented to Auditors
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Displayed in Exhibit 2.3.14:

• One grade 10 U.S. History sampling was partially congruent in content, but could not be analyzed in 
context or cognition.

• Two samplings of TEKS objectives could not be matched to district assessment items in Grade 10 U.S. 
History.

Overall, in social studies (Grade 10 U.S. History) one sample was analyzed and was partially congruent in 
content.  Assessment items were not found in the local tests that matched the selected TEKS objectives for the 
other two samples.  Grade 8 U.S. History district test items were not keyed to the TEKS objectives and were, 
therefore, not analyzed.  

In conducting the review of internal consistency between district assessment items and the Texas Essential 
Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) objectives, auditors found most samples were not aligned in content, context, 
or cognition in the state tested core subjects of English language arts/reading, mathematics, science, and social 
studies.  Auditors summarized their internal consistency findings per core subject area.  Exhibit 2.3.15 describes 
the comparisons of core subject areas.

Exhibit 2.3.15

Summary of Internal Consistency of District Assessment Items  
To the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills  

For English Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Core Area
Number of 
Objectives 
in Sample

Content 
Congruent

Context 
Congruent

Cognition 
Congruent

Total 
Congruency

# % # % # % %
English Language Arts 9 4 44 4 44 4 44 44
Mathematics 9 7 78 5 56 5 56 63
Science 9 5 56 3 33 3 33 41
Social Studies 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total and Percentage 30 16 45 12 33 12 33 37

As Exhibit 2.3.15 shows, the core area average internal consistency of district assessment items to the Texas 
Essential Knowledge and Skills was 37 percent.  The lowest congruency match of resources to the TEKS was 
social studies content, context, and cognition at zero percent.  The highest was mathematics content congruency 
at 63 percent.  Alignment of content for all core areas was 45 percent, context was 33 percent, and cognition was 
33 percent.  Based on these samples, the internal consistency of district assessment items to the Texas Essential 
Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) was lacking in alignment in content, context, and cognition. 

Exhibit 2.3.16

Summary of Internal Consistency of Key Components of Curriculum Design:   
Instructional Resources and Assessment Items  

For English Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Curriculum Design 
Component

Content 
Congruent

Context 
Congruent

Cognition 
Congruent Average 

Instructional Materials Percent 87 87 72 82
Assessment Item Percent 45 33 33 37
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As Exhibit 2.3.16 shows, the average congruency of instructional resources/materials to the TEKS is 82 percent 
and assessment items to TEKS 37 percent.  Alignment of content was the highest category for both areas.  
Cognition was the lowest scoring category for both areas.  Assessment items could not be located in several 
cases for the selected TEKS, making the ratings lower when compared to the instructional resources.

Based on the samples compared by auditors, internal consistency of instructional resources and district 
assessment test items indicated weaknesses in content, context, and cognitive congruency when comparing 
these categories to the TEKS objectives.  In some cases, content was partially matched but did not include all 
aspects of the TEKS.  Alignment mismatches in context and cognition usually occurred because the resource 
activity or test item did not include all requirements listed in the objective for mastery.  Missing test items 
affected the congruency analysis for assessments. 

Use of the Written Curriculum

Consistent use of quality curriculum documents to support teaching and learning in classrooms is critical in 
establishing quality control of the educational program of a school district.  In order for students to have equal 
access to the adopted curriculum with comparable opportunities for achievement, teachers at all district sites 
and all grade levels should provide instruction to support student mastery of district goals and objectives.  
Having access to and using the adopted primary and supplemental resources to support student achievement is 
equally important for all teachers.

In addition to reviewing district curriculum documents and policies, an online survey with campus administrators, 
teachers, and parents was conducted to identify opinions and beliefs about the use of the written curriculum in 
the Whitehouse Independent School District.  The auditors asked teachers what resources they most frequently 
used to plan and deliver instruction.  Teachers ranked from one to seven, in level of importance, what they 
consistently used from the following choices: 

• I use the district-adopted textbook(s) and resources.

• I use the district-developed curriculum.

• I use my own ideas and/or resources.

• I talk with my colleagues.

• I use online resources provided/recommended by the district.

• I use online resources I located myself or suggested by colleagues.

• Other.
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Teachers rank ordered their preferences in order of importance.  Exhibit 2.3.17 displays the first choice of the 
responding teachers.

Exhibit 2.3.17

Teacher Perceptions of Primary Resources Used to Plan Classroom Instruction  
Based on Survey Information (N=197)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016  

Textbooks
17%

District 
Curriculum

19%

Own 
Ideas/Resources

20%

Talk with 
Colleagues

17%

District Online 
Resources

5%

Personal/ 
Colleague 

Online 
Resources

17%

Other
5%

As can be noted in Exhibit 2.3.17:

• In 81 percent of the survey responses, teachers were not using the district curriculum for planning 
instruction.  Nineteen (19) percent of the respondents noted that the district curriculum was their 
primary resource in planning instruction.

• Responding teachers noted in the surveys that they used district resources such as textbooks (17 percent) 
and online information (five percent) to plan instruction.  

• In combination, district resources were the primary sources for teachers in only 41 percent of the survey 
respondents.

• The majority of responding teachers utilized information not based on the district curriculum to plan 
instruction such as personal/colleague online resources (17 percent), talking with colleagues (17 
percent), and their own ideas/resources (20 percent).  The “other” category was noted in five percent of 
the surveys as the teachers’ primary resource for planning instruction.

During interviews and in survey comments, a variety of staff members expressed their opinions concerning the 
use of the district curricular documents.  Some representative comments follow:

• “What I see is that they are using only the textbook.” (District Administrator)

• “Textbooks are what’s used.” (Campus Administrator)

• “We have some [teachers] that just use the textbook regardless of whether it is aligned.” (District 
Administrator)

• “We use the TEKS to teach.  We have the six-week scope and sequence.” (Teacher)
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• “Teachers close the doors and do their own thing.” (District Administrator)

• “I don’t use any of the curriculum materials provided except for social studies.  It is too much material 
or worksheet focused.” (Teacher Survey)

Based on the survey, only 19 percent of the responding teachers used the district’s written curriculum as the 
primary source for instructional planning.  Resources other than district affiliated information were utilized for 
planning in 59 percent of the surveys (teacher ideas, colleagues, websites, and other).  Survey and interview 
information indicated that textbooks were also relied upon.  Because there were internal consistency issues 
noted in textbook resources, reliance on just those resources may not prepare students adequately for the state 
assessment requirements.  Further, resources other than the district curriculum may or may not be congruent 
with district curricular goals and could result in inconsistency across grade levels and campuses. 

Summary

The auditors reviewed 68 curriculum documents to determine the quality of the guidance documents provided 
to teachers for delivering the curriculum.  Quality documents should score a minimum 12 points.  However, 
the mean rating for all district core curriculum documents was 5.6 points.  Overall, the quality of the curricular 
documents in the Whitehouse Independent School District was inadequate to provide teachers with consistent 
and clear direction for effective planning, teaching, and learning.

The further frames of analyses revealed weaknesses in the internal consistency (content, context, and cognition) 
of TEKS’ objectives to district-adopted instructional resources.  An average of eighty-two (82) percent of the 
39 instructional resource examples were congruent in all three categories.  When comparing district assessment 
items to the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) objectives in content, context, and cognition, there 
was an average congruence in 37 percent of the 30 samples.  Auditors found that the resource samples were 
aligned to the TEKS more often than the assessment items, but the deep alignment needed to support optimal 
student achievement was still lacking, especially in context and cognition. 

From the survey information, only 20 percent of the responding teachers reported they used the district curriculum 
as their first choice to drive instruction.   District resources such as textbooks (17 percent) and district online 
information (five percent) were also noted as “first choices” in planning instruction in the teacher surveys.  In 
the majority of cases (59 percent), however, teachers responded in the survey that they utilized information not 
necessarily aligned with the district curriculum as their primary planning resources.
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STANDARD 3: The School District Demonstrates Internal Consistency and 
Rational Equity in Its Program Development and Implementation.
A school system meeting this Curriculum Audit™ standard is able to show how its program has been created as 
the result of a systematic identification of deficiencies in the achievement and growth of its students compared 
to measurable standards of pupil learning.

In addition, a school system meeting this standard is able to demonstrate that it possesses a focused and coherent 
approach toward defining curriculum and that, as a whole, it is more effective than the sum of its parts, i.e., any 
arbitrary combinations of programs or schools do not equate to the larger school system entity.

The purpose of having a school system is to obtain the educational and economic benefits of a coordinated and 
focused program for students, both to enhance learning, which is complex and multi-year in its dimensions, and 
to employ economies of scale where applicable.

What the Auditors Expected to Find in the Whitehouse Independent School District:

The TCMAC-CMSi auditors expected to find a highly-developed, articulated, and coordinated curriculum in 
the school system that was effectively monitored by the administrative and supervisory staffs at the central and 
site levels.  Common indicators are:

• Documents/sources that reveal internal connections at different levels in the system;

• Predictable consistency through a coherent rationale for content delineation within the curriculum;

• Equity of curriculum/course access and opportunity;

• Allocation of resource flow to areas of greatest need;

• A curriculum that is clearly explained to members of the teaching staff and building-level administrators 
and other supervisory personnel;

• Specific professional development programs to enhance curricular design and delivery;

• A curriculum that is monitored by central office and site supervisory personnel; and

• Teacher and administrator responsiveness to school board policies, currently and over time.

Overview of What the Auditors Found in the Whitehouse Independent School District:

This section is an overview of the findings that follow in the area of Standard Three.  Details follow within 
separate findings.

District instructional expectations, although general in nature, were not consistently observed during the site 
visits to 145 core classrooms.  Direct instruction that was student-centered was the most prevalent teaching 
practice in both elementary and secondary classrooms to varying degrees, 47 percent in elementary and 22 
percent in secondary.  Although, most administrators identified student engagement as a desired instructional 
activity, hands-on and technology use occurred in a minority of core classrooms.  Artifact analysis indicated 
instances of student work at lower TEKS levels than the assigned grades.  Cognitive types noted in classroom 
artifacts were primarily knowledge, comprehension, and application.  The district expectation for rigor and 
higher order thinking skills was not being met.

The auditors noted inequalities in staff and student demographics and in placement and/or identification in 
various district programs in the Whitehouse Independent School District.  African American students were 
under-represented in gifted/talented placements and enrollment in Pre-Advanced Placement (PAP)/Advanced 
Placement (AP) courses and over-represented in retentions and suspensions.  The economically disadvantaged 
student group was under-represented in PAP/AP course enrollments and over-represented in retentions.  Gender 
and ethnicity inequalities were also noted in teacher demographics when compared to student enrollments.  All 
district students were not accessing or experiencing district programs and opportunities to the same degree.
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At the time of the audit, the Whitehouse Independent School District did not have a staff development 
plan, and other district documentation lacked the characteristics necessary to meet the audit quality criteria 
for an adequate program.  However, professional development activities occurred in the school district and 
had increased with the addition of four data review days for the 2016-17 school year.  While professional 
development activities were taking place in the district, ongoing follow-up and coaching were primarily left 
to the instructional consultants.  There was no organized, systemic process to account for all district, campus, 
and individual professional development activities, or to evaluate the activities based on behavior changes and 
long-term student performance.

Finding: 3.1:  The instructional practices in Whitehouse Independent School District do not consistently 
align with district expectations, and student work products do not reflect high levels of rigor.

A key determinant of a district’s capacity to impact student achievement is the effective delivery of written 
curriculum.  Research-based teaching strategies that are stimulating and focused promote student learning in 
all segments of the student population, regardless of gender, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status.  Diversifying 
teaching methods promotes student growth, combats student boredom, and addresses diverse student learning 
styles and needs.  In an effective school district, leadership establishes explicit expectations regarding the 
nature and quality of instruction, communicates those expectations to teachers, observes classroom activities to 
ensure that they meet expectations, analyzes data generated during observations, and uses those data to modify 
curriculum and instruction.  

To determine district expectations for classroom instructional practices, auditors reviewed district documents, 
including board policies, district and campus improvement plans, job descriptions, evaluation instruments, 
and other guiding documents.  Auditors also visited all district schools and 145 classrooms in which core 
instruction was occurring during the time of the site visits.  Finally, auditors interviewed board of trustees, 
district administrators, building principals, assistant principals, teachers, and parents regarding instructional 
practices.   

Auditors found little written guidance to direct teachers in how to deliver the written curriculum in district 
documentation.  Board policy instructional strategy references were general expectations.  Individual job 
descriptions mentioned the utilization of research-based practices (but did not define them), differentiation 
techniques, and technology integration. Some campus improvement plans contained references to instructional 
strategies and student grouping configurations.  However, those strategies were campus specific.  Interview 
information indicated that both district and campus administrators expected to see student engagement and 
higher order thinking skills.  

Although the instructional expectations available to teachers were general in nature, auditors found instructional 
practices didn’t consistently reflect those general recommendations or the references noted in district documents.  
Teaching practices observed during the on-site visits revealed that the most common teacher practice was student-
centered direct instruction, 47 percent at the elementary and 22 percent at the secondary.  Teaching practices at 
the secondary level were more evenly distributed than at the elementary level across categories.  The majority of 
observed student activities were active listening/participating strategies with hands-on activities and technology 
use noted in a minority of district core classrooms.  District expectations of higher order thinking strategies 
were not observed in the majority of snapshot data collected, with knowledge and comprehension being the 
most predominant cognitive types.  Artifact analysis revealed examples of TEKS identifications not aligned 
with the artifact content, and examples of artifacts that were congruent with TEKS, but below their designated 
grade levels.  Cognitive types of the artifacts were primarily knowledge, comprehension, and application across 
the core areas.  

Auditors reviewed board policies to determine district instructional approaches.  The following board policies 
addressed expectations for classroom teaching practices:

• Board Policy AE (Exhibit):  Educational Philosophy stated the Texas public education mission, goals, 
and objectives.  Several objectives related to general instructional expectations by noting that educators 
were to challenge students and utilize “creative and innovative techniques.”  Further, technology was 
to be implemented to increase student learning. 
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• Board Policy EG:  Curriculum Development did not describe specific instructional practices but did 
note that teachers were to provide instructional activities to enable students to master the district’s 
written curriculum.  The policy spoke to instructional differentiation as a means to meet the unique 
needs of identified students.  Professional development was to be provided to teachers in “instructional 
strategies that enhance student performance.”

According to board policy, instructional practices in the Whitehouse Independent School District consisted of 
general instructional expectations with no specific methodology descriptions.  

Auditors also reviewed job descriptions to determine district expectations for determining instructional practices.  
Those with references to instructional strategies follow:

• Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction – This job description described instruction in 
general terms with the responsibility to oversee the district’s educational programs and services.

• Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction – The instructional duties were generally referenced 
in the responsibility to collaborate with the assistant superintendent to oversee the district’s educational 
program and services.

• Director of Instructional Programs – The individual in this position was responsible for the federal and 
state programs of the school district (grants, Title, compensatory education, 504 plans, etc.)   Instruction 
was noted in one of the duties with the statement, “Assist teachers with instructional strategies as 
needed.”  

• Director of Alternative Education – This position was responsible for the alternative center.  Specifically, 
the instructional duty noted that “expectations for staff performance with regard to instructional 
strategies” was to be defined by the individual in this position.

• Elementary Principal – One of the general duties for this position was to set high standards for 
instructional services.  

• Secondary Principal – This job description described instructional duties in the same general manner as 
the elementary principal.  Additionally, the principal was to develop “expectations for staff performance 
with regard to instructional strategies.”

• Assistant Principal PK-6 and Secondary – Both job descriptions expected personnel to reinforce the 
instructional strategy expectations.  Technology use was also included as a duty with the following 
statement, “Promote the use of technology in the teaching/learning process.”

• Elementary Reading/ELA and Social Studies Instructional Consultant – This individual was to provide 
leadership in providing effective and positive instruction to students.  Assistance was to be provided to 
teachers in “identifying and applying various research-based instructional strategies.”  Demonstrations 
were to be conducted in classrooms, and teaching methods were to be analyzed.

• Elementary Mathematics/PE/Health Instructional Consultant – This position contained the same 
responsibilities as noted above for the ELA consultant.  However, an additional duty was included that 
noted that classroom visitations and observations were to be utilized to improve teacher performance.

• Teacher – This job description expected students to be provided with learning activities, strategies, 
and experiences to meet their needs.  Teachers were to prepare lessons to accommodate differences in 
learning styles.  Further, technology was to “strengthen the teaching/learning process.”

General oversight expectations of the district’s educational program and associated services were noted in 
many of the administrative job descriptions reviewed.  Instructional strategies were to be defined, developed, 
and reinforced.  Although research-based instructional strategies were mentioned in one job description, those 
strategies were not specified.  Technology inclusion and differentiation were also noted in a few of the job 
descriptions.  However, the reviewed job descriptions did not define the district preferred instructional strategies, 
nor did they reference district documents, which would define them.
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Auditors also noted that the district and campus improvement plans referred to instructional practices within 
those documents’ performance objectives and strategies.  Instructional practice references noted by auditors in 
the Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement Plan 2016-17 follow:

• Goal 2, Performance Objective 2:  Evaluate and monitor instructional strategies used by all teachers in 
an effort to provide a quality educational program in all subjects so that all students experience a high 
level of academic success.

• Goal 2, Performance Objective 2, Strategy 4:  Utilize the coaching model implemented by the 
instructional consultants to improve student performance through the use of effective instructional 
strategies and differentiation.

The 2015-16 campus improvement plans were also available to auditors for review.  Instructional strategy and 
student grouping expectations located in the campus improvement plans are noted below:

• Provide instruction and practice using higher order thinking skills in all academic areas targeting the 
TEKS and specific readiness standards.

• Implement more coordinated and effective teaching strategies for instruction aligned with TEKS.

• Provide small group instruction for identified students through intense reading and math instruction.

• Use technology applications, curriculum, and available resources for providing innovative instructional 
practices in and away from the classroom setting.

• Collaboratively implement more effective teaching strategies for math and reading and more coordinated 
instruction and materials.

• Teachers will focus on one process standard (Figure 19s:  summarization, making inferences, intertextual 
links, universal questioning, and establishing purpose) within each lesson.

• Teachers will incorporate cooperative learning activities and pull small groups based on strengths/
weaknesses with standards/objectives.

• Incorporate differentiated instruction in all classes to meet the needs of all students.

• Incorporate cooperative groups with hands-on and manipulative-based instruction to engage all learners.

• Provide ongoing lessons by identifying specific learning strategies based off of each student’s needs.

• Use of the “Flipped Classroom” gives the students opportunity to pre-learn the material before they 
come to class or absent students an opportunity to be exposed to the information in spite of not being 
there.

• Use Fay Whitlow’s manipulatives in order to give students a kinesthetic opportunity to learn.

The district and campus improvement plans referenced the general use of effective teaching strategies but did 
not define the actual practices in most cases.  Several campus strategies specifically identified the strategies 
and grouping methods that were to be utilized.  Examples included:  higher order thinking skills, small groups, 
process standards, cooperative learning, hands-on, manipulatives, and “Flipped Classrooms.”  
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Auditors also conducted online surveys with three stakeholder groups prior to the site visit.  Those groups 
were principals/assistant principals, teachers, and parents.  Auditors requested information about instructional 
practices from the teachers’ group, in particular.  The teacher survey asked, “How clearly are district expectations 
for instructional practices communicated to you?”  Exhibit 3.1.1 displays the responses to this question.

Exhibit 3.1.1

Teacher Perceptions of District Instructional Practice Clarity  
Based on Survey Information (N=201)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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As can be seen in Exhibit 3.1.1:

• The teachers who responded to the survey noted that in 52 percent of the cases, district instructional 
expectations were adequately communicated.

• Forty (40) percent of the teachers expressed that district instructional expectations were very clear.

• Teachers responding to the survey question indicated inadequate communication of instructional 
practices in four percent of the results.

• Five percent responded, “There is no communication about such practices.” 
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Second, the survey asked how the district’s instructional expectations were communicated to them.  The answer 
choices and percentages of respondents for each category are found in Exhibit 3.1.2.

Exhibit 3.1.2

Strategies for Communicating District Instructional Practices  
Based on Teacher Survey Information (N=201)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Exhibit 3.1.2 shows the following:

• Responding teachers noted that of the six categories (monitoring instruction, professional development, 
written curriculum, campus administrators, central office, and board policy), board policy was extremely 
clear when compared to the others (55 percent).

• The communication categories were also noted as clearly conveying instructional practices with a range 
from 43 percent (central office) to 61 percent (monitoring instruction).

• Teachers responding to the survey question noted in some cases that instructional expectations were 
only “somewhat clear.”  Responses in that category were: central office (27 percent), board policies 
(22 percent), professional development (22 percent), the written curriculum (19 percent), campus 
administrators (15 percent), and monitoring (14 percent).

• Some respondents noted the communication strategies were not clear.  Eleven (11) percent of the 
respondents noted that the written curriculum, central office (10 percent), and board policy (nine 
percent) did not clearly explain the district’s instructional expectations.

Survey responses indicated that the majority of teachers (92 percent) felt that the district’s preferred instructional 
practices were clearly communicated to them.  Most often, teachers noted that board policy was extremely clear 
as to the district’s instructional expectations.  Other communication modes were also noted as clear in the 
majority of cases.

To determine how the district’s intentions matched actual observed activities in classrooms, the auditors 
visited all schools in the system and 145 classrooms in which core instruction was occurring at the time of 
the visit.  During each school visit, auditors categorized instruction using a snapshot protocol instrument.  The 
protocol was a broad observation, and auditors recorded the lesson objective, student orientation, dominant 
teacher/student activities, student grouping patterns, technology use, the lesson cognitive type, differentiation 
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strategies, and elementary literacy components.  The validity of the auditors’ observations is dependent upon the 
assumption that what was observed in the sample minutes was representative of a “typical” day.

Students participating in a cell membrane  activity in biology at the high school

Teacher Instructional Practices, Student Learning Activities, and Student Grouping Patterns

Exhibit 3.1.3 presents the definitions for the categories used in classifying teacher instructional practices, 
student learning activities, and student grouping patterns during the auditors’ site visits.

Exhibit 3.1.3

Explanation of Recorded Classroom Instructional Practices

Teacher Instructional Practices
Direct Instruction-
Teacher Centered

Teacher verbally leading the entire class through a learning activity, e.g., 
lecture, demonstration, projector, or questions and answers.

Direct Instruction-
Student Centered

Teacher actively engaging the entire class in discussion, sharing, and 
other activities.

Small Group/Pairs 
Instruction

Teacher is engaged in direct instruction with a small group or pairs while 
other students are completing a different task(s).  Examples include 
reading groups, centers, or tutoring a small group.

Individual  
Instruction

Teacher is working one-to-one with student, often in turn while other 
students work independently or in groups.  Examples include oral 
reading, editing, writing, and giving brief assessments.

Assisting Students
Teacher working with students in pairs, small lab groups, or individually 
about specific steps or actions the student(s) should use, not simply 
providing praise or feedback.

Monitoring Teacher circulating about the classroom visually monitoring the students 
as they work.

Giving Directions Teacher providing students with directions relative to the task at hand, 
one to which they are transitioning, or some other directions.

Not Engaged with 
Students

Teacher doing an activity not focused on students, such as correcting 
papers, taking attendance, reading, or doing other paperwork or 
computer work.
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Exhibit 3.1.3 (continued)
Explanation of Recorded Classroom Instructional Practices

Student Learning Activities

Transition Students are moving from one activity to another (from video to direct 
instruction, from recess to class change to lesson).

Warm up/review Students are engaged in some form of warm-up activity or review of 
previously learned material.

Lab/hands-on Students are doing an experiment or creating/building a project.

Video Students are watching a video/movie or projected content that is movie-
like in nature.

Centers Students are completing activities in a center-time arrangement.

Using Manipulatives Students are using manipulatives (counting blocks, base ten sticks, 
letters, etc.).

Reading-Whole Class 
or Small Groups

Students are reading the same material in either a whole class or small 
group setting.

Reading-
Individual Choice 
(Differentiated)

Students are reading individualized reading material.

Writing Students are participating in a writing activity, e.g., creating, drafting, or 
revising.

Testing Students are taking some form of assessment.

Passive Listening Students are listening to a presentation without interacting with the 
material.

Active Listening Students are listening to a presentation but are actively asking questions 
and participating in the discussion.

Using Technology Students are using any type of technology (computers, calculators, or 
projectors) passively or actively.

Worksheet Students are completing a worksheet or activity book exercise.
Student Grouping Patterns

Large Group-Teacher 
Centered

Students are involved as a whole class in a common activity that is 
primarily teacher directed, such as receiving direct instruction, watching 
a movie, listening to a lecture, or watching a demonstration.

Large Group-Student 
Centered

Students are involved as a whole class in a common activity that is 
primarily student directed, such as student presentations, student 
demonstrations, or student lead discussions.

Small Group-Low 
Level

Students are divided into groups but may not be interacting with each 
other (e.g., reading silently).  If there is interaction, the activity is low 
level, such as completing a group worksheet.

Small Group-High 
Level

Students are actively working in small groups involved in an activity 
that uses structured cooperative learning processes and/or higher order 
thinking skills.  Examples include laboratory experiment/investigation, a 
multi-stage project, or complex problem-solving activities.

Seat Work-Low Level Students are working individually on some type of low level exercise or 
a prepared worksheet.

Individual Work-High 
Level

Students are working individually on products demanding higher order 
thinking skills or individual projects (e.g., creative writing).

First, teacher instructional practices observed by the audit team were categorized in accordance with the 
previous definitions.  It is important to note that the segments of classroom activities observed by auditors were 
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quite brief in duration (normally, three to five minutes), and types of activities varied depending on the time of 
the day classrooms were visited.  The brief observation has been documented as adequate to identify the type of 
teacher activity under way at the time of the school visitation. Teacher instructional practice data were analyzed 
by level:  elementary (PreK-5) and secondary (6-12).  Exhibit 3.1.4 shows the types of teacher instructional 
practices observed in the pre-kindergarten/elementary classrooms visited and percentages of those activities.  

Exhibit 3.1.4

Frequency of Teacher Instructional Practices Observed by Auditors  
In Elementary Grades PreK–5

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Exhibit 3.1.4 shows the following:

• The most frequent teacher instructional practice observed at the elementary level (PreK-5) was student-
centered direct instruction (47 percent).

• The second category most often present during the short classroom visits was monitoring (15 percent).

• Small groups or pairs (13 percent) and assisting students (12 percent) were the next most predominant 
teacher practices noted.

• Giving directions and individual instruction were the least observed teacher practices in grade PreK-5 
with four and three percent, respectively.
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Auditors also examined the predominant teacher instructional practices at the secondary level.  Exhibit 3.1.5 
shows the percentage of frequency of teacher instructional practices observed in the observed classrooms in the 
sixth grade, junior, and senior high schools.

Exhibit 3.1.5

Frequency of Teacher Instructional Practices Observed by Auditors  
In Secondary Grades 6–12

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Displayed in Exhibit 3.1.5:

• The most common teacher instructional practices observed by auditors at the secondary level, grades 
6-12, were direct instruction/student centered (22 percent) and monitoring students (21 percent).

• Assisting students and direct instruction/teacher centered were the next most common practices 
observed at the secondary level with 16 percent each.

• Giving directions (13 percent) and teachers having no student engagement (10 percent) were also noted 
in observed core classrooms in grades 6-12.

• Small group/pairs and individual instructional practices were seen in one percent each of the core 
classroom visits.

Snapshot data reveal teacher instructional practices in the core areas were primarily direct instruction that 
was student centered (47 percent) at the elementary level.   At the secondary level, the observed instructional 
practices utilized by teachers were more evenly dispersed with 22 percent noted as student-centered direct 
instruction, but 21 percent of the teachers were monitoring students during the classroom visits, as well.
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Student learning activities were also observed by the audit team and were categorized in accordance with the 
definitions in Exhibit 3.1.3.  Student activities were recorded by level:  elementary (Pre-K through grade 5) and 
secondary (grades 6-12).  Exhibit 3.1.6 shows the percentage of frequency for each category of student learning 
activities observed in the elementary classrooms visited.

Exhibit 3.1.6

Frequency of Student Learning Activities Observed by Auditors  
In Elementary Grades PreK–5

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Student Learning Activities PreK-5

Exhibit 3.1.6 notes the following:

• The most frequent student learning activities observed in the elementary core classrooms were active 
listening and participating (32 percent).

• Writing and using manipulatives were the categories next most noted with 15 and 14 percent, respectively.

• Completing a worksheet (10 percent), students reading individualized selections/books (10 percent), 
and lab/hands-on activities (eight percent) were categories also observed during the snapshot data 
visitations.

• The remaining student activity categories (warm-up/review, centers, reading as a whole class, watching 
a video, or testing) accounted for five percent or less each of observed student learning activities.  
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Auditors also reviewed the student learning activities by secondary level (sixth grade, junior, and senior high 
schools).  Exhibit 3.1.7 shows the percentage of frequency of student learning activities observed by the audit 
team in grades 6-12. 

Exhibit 3.1.7

Frequency of Student Learning Activities Observed by Auditors  
In Secondary Grades 6–12

Whitehouse Independent School District
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As can be seen in Exhibit 3.1.7:

• Active listening/participating and completing a worksheet were the primary student activities seen in 
secondary school core classes, 25 and 22 percent, respectively.  

• Students engaged with some type of technology (computers, phones, scientific calculators, etc.) was the 
next most predominant category with 14 percent.  

• Writing activities took place in 10 percent of the secondary classes included in the snapshot data.

• At the secondary level all other possible student activities (warm up/review, lab/hands on, centers, 
watching a video, using manipulatives, reading as a whole class, transition, or listening passively 
ranged from three to seven percent in each category.
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Auditors also conducted an online survey with district stakeholder groups.  Parents were asked to respond to 
a question concerning the learning activities that their child(ren) experienced in the classrooms of the school 
district.  Exhibit 3.1.8 shares the parent perspective to the following statement, “My child’s teacher successfully 
engages my child in challenging, hands-on learning activities.” 

Exhibit 3.1.8

Parent Perceptions of Classroom Instructional Practices  
Based on Survey Information (N=624)

Whitehouse Independent School District
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Noted in Exhibit 3.1.8:

• Twenty-three (23) percent of the responding parents strongly agreed their children experienced 
challenging, hands-on activities.

• Parents responded they agreed with the statement, “My child’s teacher successfully engages my child 
in challenging, hands-on learning activities,” in 64 percent of the online surveys.

• Parents who disagreed that their children were receiving challenging, hands-on instruction accounted 
for 12 percent of the survey responses.  Two percent of the parent respondents strongly disagreed.

The student learning activities observed by auditors in the core classrooms during the site visit revealed that 
active listening/participating was observed most often at both the elementary (32 percent) and secondary (25 
percent) levels.  Although the majority of parents (87 percent) felt their children were engaged with challenging, 
hands-on activities, these strategies were observed in eight percent of the elementary core classrooms and in 
seven percent at the secondary level.
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As part of each classroom visit the auditors recorded the predominant student grouping arrangements observed.  
Data gathered were analyzed by elementary (PreK-5) and secondary (6-12) levels.  Exhibit 3.1.9 displays the 
student grouping data at the elementary level.  

Exhibit 3.1.9

Frequency of Student Grouping Classifications Observed by Auditors  
In Elementary Grades PreK–5
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Exhibit 3.1.9 displays the following:

• The most frequent student grouping pattern observed in core classrooms in grades pre-kindergarten 
through grade 5 was that of individual students doing high level work (36 percent).

• The second most observed student grouping in grades PreK-5 was large group-student centered (26 
percent).

• Small group arrangements participating in high level activities accounted for 17 percent of the snapshot 
data at the elementary level.

• The remaining student grouping categories were also observed:  large group-teacher centered (12 
percent), seatwork at a low level (seven percent), and small group at a low level of cognition (three 
percent).
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Auditors also reviewed the student grouping arrangements at the secondary level (grade 6, junior, and senior 
high schools).  Exhibit 3.1.10 shows the percentage of frequency of student groupings observed by the audit 
team in grades 6-12. 

Exhibit 3.1.10

Frequency of Student Grouping Classifications Observed by Auditors  
In Secondary Grades 6–12
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As can be seen in Exhibit 3.1.10:

• Large groups that were teacher centered were observed as the most predominant student grouping 
pattern in the core classrooms at the secondary level (24 percent).

• Students engaged in individual high level work was the second most predominant grouping observed 
in the snapshot data at the secondary level with 21 percent, followed closely by large groups that were 
student centered with 20 percent.  

• Small student groups were noted by auditors in 21 percent of the secondary core snapshot data with 
small groups at a high level in 18 percent and small groups at a low level in three percent.

• Students in individual placements working at a low level of cognition were observed in 14 percent of 
the secondary core classrooms.

If teacher and student snapshot data represented what was occurring in classrooms, the elementary core 
classrooms were most often arranged for students to work individually on high level work (36 percent).  At 
the secondary level, students were most often in large groups that were teacher centered (24 percent).  Small 
groups participating in high level work such as cooperative learning occurred in 17 percent of the elementary 
core classrooms observed and in 18 percent at the secondary level.  The district expectation of high levels of 
student engagement was not widely observed during the site visits.
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Objective Presence and Congruency

Interview information indicated that lesson objectives were an integral part of the teachers’ planning processes 
and included in daily lesson plans.  Further, at some campuses, the lesson objective was to be clearly displayed 
for students using the white board, SmartBoard, or some other technique.

Auditors recorded whether the lesson objective was present either in writing or verbally.  Further, auditors noted 
for the classes having an objective present whether the objective and the lesson content matched.  Exhibit 3.1.11 
displays the percentage of frequency that the lesson objective was observed by auditors during the snapshot 
visits.  Exhibit 3.1.12 indicates whether the observed lesson objective matched the lesson content during the 
classroom visit.

Exhibit 3.1.11

Frequency of Lesson Objectives Observed by Auditors in Grades PreK-12
Whitehouse Independent School District
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Exhibit 3.1.11 displays the frequency that the lesson objective was observed either in written or verbal form by 
auditors as they visited district core content classrooms.  In 71 percent of the classrooms, an objective was noted 
either verbally or in writing.  In 29 percent of the observations, the lesson objective was not present.
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Once the lesson objective was determined, auditors also examined whether the objective was congruent with 
the lesson content observed.  Exhibit 3.1.12 contains that information.

Exhibit 3.1.12

Congruency of Lesson Objectives to Lesson Content  
Observed by Auditors in Grades PreK-12
Whitehouse Independent School District
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In classrooms where an objective was observed (71 percent), auditors also analyzed whether that objective 
matched the instructional content of the lesson.  Exhibit 3.1.12 indicates that in 91 percent of the cases, the 
observed objective matched the instructional content.

In the majority of observed core classrooms at all levels of the system (71 percent), a lesson objective was 
determined by auditors.  Of those classrooms in which the objective was noted, in 91 percent of the observations, 
the objective matched the lesson content.

Student Orientation

As auditors entered classrooms, they noted the number of students who appeared oriented to their work.  
Categories used were all/most, about three-fourths, about one-half, and few/none.  At all levels of the district, 
students were oriented to their work.  Ninety-seven (97) percent of all students observed during the short 
classroom visits were oriented to the lessons.  Two percent fell in the three-fourths category and in only one case 
was the few/none category observed.

Daily Five

At the elementary level, auditors were asked by district personnel to note the utilization of the literacy Daily 
Five instructional practice.  The instructional techniques included in the Daily Five were designed to provide 
a framework for structuring literacy time.  Interview information indicated that participating grade levels 
depended on the campus.  Therefore, Pre-Kindergarten through grade 3 were utilized for the data collection.  
Auditors recorded all of the techniques noted during the short visits to classrooms.  The Daily Five strategies 
noted in elementary classrooms (PreK-3) are found in Exhibit 3.1.13.
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Exhibit 3.1.13

Frequency of Daily Five Strategies Observed by Auditors  
In Elementary Grades PreK-3
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As can be seen in Exhibit 3.1.13:

• In 38 percent of the PreK-3 grade classes, the Daily Five strategies were not observed.  

• In the classes in which Daily Five strategies were observed, all strategies observed were recorded.

• The most common Daily Five strategies were Read to Self and Word Work, each noted in 22 percent of 
the PreK-3 core classrooms.

• Reading to Someone was the next most observed category with 20 percent.

• Listening to Reading occurred in 13 percent of the snapshot data.

• Work on writing was seen in seven percent of the core PreK-3 classes.

In summary, the Daily Five were noted in the majority of site visit data in grades PreK-3 (62 percent).  The three 
most common strategies observed were:  Read to Self, Word Work, and Read to Someone.  There was no clear 
district directive as to whether the Daily Five was required or for which grade levels.

Instructional Differentiation

The auditors also looked for evidence of differentiation of instruction to address individual student needs.  They 
gathered these data in 145 classrooms.  The following exhibit shows the percentage of classrooms in which the 
auditors observed the following three forms of differentiation: 

• Content: differences in the material to be learned or skills developed;

• Context: differences in the student mode of response; and

• Cognitive type:  differences in the cognitive rigor demanded of students.
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It should be noted that the auditors may not have been aware of all instances of differentiation, either due to the 
length of time they were in any given classroom or lack of awareness of subtle forms of differentiation during 
the observation period.

Exhibit 3.1.14

Evidence of Differentiated Instruction (Content, Context, or Cognitive Demand)  
During Classroom Observations

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Exhibit 3.1.14 contains the differentiation data observed:

• The auditors observed differentiation of content in 20 percent of classrooms.

• They saw differentiation of student mode of response (context) in 12 percent of classrooms.

• The auditors noted differentiation of cognitive demand in 11 percent of classrooms.

To attain further information about district instructional practices and, in particular, about differentiation 
techniques, online surveys were conducted prior to the site visit.  The campus administrator group and teachers 
were asked to respond to statements regarding instructional differentiation.  The first statement asked each 
group how often differentiation strategies were utilized in district classrooms.  Exhibit 3.1.15 displays the 
responses of the principal/assistant principal and teacher groups.
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Exhibit 3.1.15

Principals/Assistant Principals and Teachers Perception of Differentiation  
Based on Survey Information (N=18; 206)
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016
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Exhibit 3.1.15 shows:

• The majority of teacher respondents indicated that differentiation was used daily (53 percent); principals 
reported daily differentiation at 22 percent.  

• Campus administrators indicated differentiation was used “at least weekly” or “several times a month,” 
each response receiving 33 percent.  Teachers responded that they used differentiation “at least weekly” 
in 37 percent of the surveys.  Seven percent of the teachers noted they used differentiation with students 
several times a month.

• Teacher respondents also noted that differentiation was utilized “several times a quarter” in one percent 
of the responses.  Campus administrators ranked this category zero.

• Teachers reported that differentiation was “rarely” used in two percent of the surveys with campus 
administrators noting 11 percent in this category.
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Principals and assistant principals were also asked how effective they felt their teachers were in differentiating 
instruction to meet students’ individual needs.  Exhibit 3.1.16 shows the administrator responses.

Exhibit 3.1.16

Campus Administrator Perception of Differentiation Effectiveness  
Based on Survey Information (N=19)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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As can be seen in Exhibit 3.1.16:

• Principals and assistant principals agreed in 63 percent of the responses that when their teachers 
differentiated instruction, they were effective.

• Eleven (11) percent of principals and assistant principals strongly agreed that their teachers were 
effective in differentiating.

• Twenty-six (26) percent of campus administrators responding to the survey disagreed that their teachers 
were effective in utilizing differentiation techniques.

In summary, differentiation techniques were observed during the core area snapshot visits in a minority of 
classrooms.  Content differentiation was noted in 20 percent, context differentiation in 12 percent, and cognitive 
type differentiation in 11 percent.  Survey information indicated the both campus administrators and teachers 
reported that differentiation techniques were utilized but with differing frequencies (campus administrators—22 
percent daily and teachers—53 percent daily).  The survey information also indicated that principals/assistant 
principals said that the teachers’ differentiation techniques were either strongly effective or effective in 74 
percent of the responses.  Differentiation was noted in district documentation as an instructional expectation.  
Differentiation techniques were not observed in the majority of the site visits (80-89 percent), although over 
half of the teachers noted in the survey they utilized differentiation daily.
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Cognitive Demand of Observed Classrooms

Because district personnel utilized Bloom’s Taxonomy for data analyses, auditors also collected classroom 
snapshot data using those descriptors.  Auditors analyzed instruction observed in the brief classroom visits 
and determined the highest overall cognitive type observed.  Exhibit 3.1.17 explains the descriptions of each 
category auditors utilized to determine the cognitive type of the 145 classrooms visited.

Exhibit 3.1.17

Description of Cognitive Types in Bloom’s Taxonomy

Cognitive 
Domain Definition of Type Additional Clarification Comments

Knowledge Includes those behaviors and 
test situations that emphasize the 
remembering, either by recognition 
or recall, of ideas, material, or 
phenomena.

Ranges from the specific and relatively concrete 
types of behaviors to the more complex and 
abstract ones, including the interrelations and 
patterns in which information can be organized 
and structured.

Remembering is the major psychological process 
involved.

Comprehension When confronted with a 
communication, written or oral, they 
are expected to know what is being 
communicated and to be able to make 
some use of the material or ideas 
contained in it.

Three types:  translation, interpretation, and 
extrapolation.

Emphasis is on the grasp of the meaning and 
intent of the material.

Application Apply comprehension in a situation 
new to the student without prompting; 
requires transferring of knowledge and 
comprehension to a real situation.

Emphasis is on the remembering and bringing 
to bear upon given material the appropriate 
generalizations or principles.

Analysis Break down the material into its 
constituent parts, make explicit the 
relationships among the elements, 
and then recognize the organizational 
principles of the arrangement and 
structure that holds together the 
communication as a whole.

Emphasis is on the breakdown of the material 
into its constituent parts and detection of the 
relationship of the parts and of the way they are 
organized.

Not to be confused with the comprehending 
the meaning of something abstract (which is 
comprehension).

Synthesis Putting together elements and parts 
so as to form a whole to a pattern or 
structure not clearly there before.

Focus on creative ability of the student but 
within limits of a framework.

Must draw upon elements from many sources 
and put these together in a structure or pattern 
not clearly there before.

Should yield a product.
Evaluation Making of judgments about the value, 

for some purpose, of ideas, works, 
solution, methods, material, etc.

Involves use of criteria as well as standards for 
appraising the extent to which particulars are 
accurate, effective, economical, or satisfying.  
May be quantitative or qualitative.

Are not opinions but judgments based on criteria.
Source:  Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Benjamin Bloom, Editor, Longman, 1956
©2013 CMSi
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Exhibit 3.1.18 displays the results of the data collected on the highest type of cognition observed during 
the classroom visits.  The results of this analysis were reported as percentages based on the total number of 
classrooms in which data was collected.

Exhibit 3.1.18

Percentage of Highest Type of Cognition Observed  
During Brief Classroom Visits PreK-12

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Exhibit 3.1.18 indicates:

• The most frequently observed cognition type was comprehension with 46 percent of the snapshot data 
in core classrooms PreK-12.

• Knowledge was noted by auditors second most often in 32 percent of the cases.

• Application was seen in 17 percent of the core classroom site visits.

• Analysis was noted as the highest cognitive type in five percent of the classroom visitations.

• Bloom’s Taxonomy categories for synthesis and evaluation were not observed during the site visits by 
auditors.

If the snapshot data were representative of classroom instruction, then the cognitive types observed was 
comprehension and knowledge (78 percent).  Reliance on basic types of cognition was primarily noted in the 
core classrooms.  Cognitive complexity was not observed in the vast majority of core classrooms visited.
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Technology Use

Auditors also noted technology utilization during the brief classroom visits.  Specifically, the auditors observed 
and recorded the number of times that technology was in use by teachers and students.  Examples of technology 
auditors noted included document projectors, computers, and scientific calculators.  Further, auditors determined 
how the technology was being used by students and teachers, passively or actively.  The results of the collected 
data for teachers are found in Exhibit 3.1.19.

Exhibit 3.1.19

Use of Technology by Teachers Observed During Brief Classroom Visits
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016
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Exhibit 3.1.19 shows the following:

• Teachers were not observed using technology either actively or passively in 55 percent of the core 
classrooms observed during the site visit.

• In 45 percent of classrooms in which technology was utilized by the teacher, passive use was predominant 
with 27 percent (e.g., SmartBoard or document projector display).

• Teachers were actively utilizing technology in 18 percent of the core observations.  Examples included 
manipulating the SmartBoard or instructing with a projected scientific calculator.
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Student use of technology observed during the snapshot visits is found in Exhibit 3.1.20.

Exhibit 3.1.20

Use of Technology by Students Observed During Brief Classroom Visits
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016
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As can be seen in Exhibit 3.1.20:

• Students were not using any type of technology in 79 percent of the core classrooms observed.

• Of the 21 percent of classes in which students were utilizing technology, 17 percent of the students were 
actively using computers, SmartBoards, calculators, etc. 

• In four percent of the observations, students were passively using classroom technology.
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Auditors also utilized the survey data collected from parents, principals/assistant principals, and teachers to 
determine the use of technology in the school district.  Parents were asked to respond to the statement, “My child 
frequently uses technology in the classroom to complete activities and/or projects.”  Exhibit 3.1.21 displays the 
parent responses.

Exhibit 3.1.21

Parent Perceptions of Technology Use by Students  
Based on Survey Information (N=678)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Exhibit 3.1.21 notes the following information:

• The majority of responding parents agreed with the statement that their child(ren) use technology often 
with 66 percent either in strong agreement or agreement.

• Eleven (11) percent of the respondents disagreed with the statement, and two percent strongly disagreed.

• Twenty-one (21) percent of the parents responding to the survey did not know whether technology was 
utilized.
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They survey also asked campus principals and assistant principals to determine their level of agreement with 
the statement, “Teachers in my building appropriately integrate the use of technology into their instruction.”  
Exhibit 3.1.22 reveals the principal and assistant principal viewpoints.

Exhibit 3.1.22

Campus Administrator Perceptions of Technology Integration  
Based on Survey Information (N=18)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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As seen in Exhibit 3.1.22:

• Eleven (11) percent of the campus administrators strongly agreed that teachers were integrating 
technology into instruction with 78 percent agreeing to this statement.

• Principals and assistant principals disagreed with this statement in 11 percent of the responses.

• Two administrators did not complete the item.

In summation, auditors observed teachers and students using technology either actively or passively in a 
minority of core classrooms, 45 percent for teachers and 21 percent for students.  Although the majority of 
parents (66 percent) and campus administrators (89 percent) expressed that technology was utilized often and 
integrated into instruction, auditors did not observe this in the majority of snapshot data.

Auditors also conducted interviews with board of trustees members, district administrators, principals, 
assistant principals, teachers, and parents concerning instructional strategies and approaches used in the district 
classrooms.  Some representative comments are noted below:

Instructional Strategies

• “Instruction is dependent upon the quality of teacher rather than systematic.  The core is not healthy.  
We rely on individuals.” (District Administrator)

• “There’s been no training in instructional strategies.” (District Administrator)

• “We’ve tried hands on and real world strategies.  It’s difficult to buy into change.” (District Administrator)

• “The Instructional Consultants determine what is needed as far as instructional strategies for individual 
teachers.  They’ll pull small groups.” (District Administrator)

• “Instructional strategies are up to us.” (Teacher)

• “We encouraged teachers to do more hands-on strategies with all students.” (District Administrator)
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• “We have teachers who have always taught here, so they don’t recognize that what they have always 
done may not work anymore for all kids.”  (Campus Administrator) 

• “Teachers self-report their use of strategies and we do T-TESS walk-throughs to check.” (Campus 
Administrator)

What Administrators Monitor

• “I look for students to be on task, engaged, and question wait time.” (Campus Administrator)

• “I look for a clear objective, student to student interaction, and teaching correct content.”  (District 
Administrator) 

• “I expect to see student engagement.  Students doing more to help each other instead of teacher talk, 
students grouped together at tables, and 5E model of teaching.” (Campus Administrator)

Differentiation

• “We need to differentiate and access prior knowledge.” (Campus Administrator)

Technology

• “District-wide, there are no expectations for technology use in the classrooms.  It is building dependent.” 
(District Administrator)

• “Technology is a huge problem.  We are so behind.  We are always playing catch up.”  (Campus 
Administrator)

Content Analysis of Student Artifacts

Instruction in classrooms is an integral component of the written, taught, and tested curriculum program of a 
school district.  If high expectations and rigor are expectations of a district’s curriculum, student work (artifacts) 
should reflect those expectations in order to make achievement of district goals a reality.  The content of student 
artifacts should align with district curriculum at the appropriate level of difficulty and rigor.

Therefore, as part of curriculum delivery, the auditors also reviewed artifacts utilized by teachers to instruct 
students in district classrooms.  To determine the degree to which student instructional materials aligned to the 
written curriculum, all teachers were asked to select example artifacts per core course, noting the Texas Essential 
Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) objective to which the artifact related.  Auditors examined every submitted 
artifact from each grade level and course from the four core content areas (English language arts, mathematics, 
science, and social studies).  Auditors examined 398 student instructional artifacts.  Auditors determined the 
actual grade level of the artifact by using the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) for each grade and 
course.  Artifacts were assessed as being at, below, or above the TEKS grade level.  If artifacts were below or 
above grade level, the actual grade was determined by using the TEKS.  Auditors then assessed the level of 
cognition for each using Bloom’s Taxonomy (see Exhibit 3.1.17).

For the TEKS grade level analysis, auditors calibrated the instructional level of the student artifact by comparing 
the content skill area or concept to the TEKS for each course at particular grade levels.  The actual grade level 
of each artifact was then tallied for each grade level to derive a percentage.  For example, if grade 4 had six 
artifacts and three were determined to be at grade level and three at one grade level below (grade 3), then 50 
percent were at grade level and 50 percent were at third grade.

These data were then placed in an exhibit showing the distribution of the actual artifact grade levels, as determined 
by the analysis.  The calibrated grade levels were then multiplied by the number of artifacts to determine the 
average level of difficulty for all artifacts in that grade level.  Using the same fourth grade example, three 
artifacts are on grade level and three one grade level below, we multiply three by three (3 artifacts by grade 
3) for a score of nine and three by four (3 artifacts by grade 4) for a score of 12.  These numbers are added 
together for a score of 21 and then divided by the total number of artifacts collected at the fourth grade level, 
six.  A score of 3.5 is derived, meaning that the average grade level represented by the artifacts is grade 3.5, not 
a grade equivalency.  Additionally, it should be noted that it is the activity of the artifact that is evaluated, not a 
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student’s actual work.  The student’s work product may represent an even lower or higher grade level than the 
artifact itself expects.

The classroom artifacts were collected prior to the site visit.  Core subject teachers selected example artifacts 
for each of the core subjects or courses they taught.  Each artifact was to display the matching Texas Essential 
Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) objective selected by the teacher.  In some cases, there were examples of selected 
TEKS objectives that were not congruent with the artifact content.  Because district curriculum documentation 
was primarily the grade level TEKS pacing, it was important that teachers know the TEKS content; therefore, 
these mismatched examples were included in the exhibits.  However, when the grade level average was 
determined, they were not included.

Auditors are not suggesting that student work should be at grade level all of the time.  Individual student needs 
must be accommodated.  However, the artifacts collected were designed as classroom activities.  Auditors also 
are not suggesting that these artifacts fully represent the level and cognitive type of all district student work.  
This analysis allows district leaders to determine if there is a propensity for student work below grade level or 
of low cognitive demand.

Exhibits 3.1.23 and 3.1.24 summarize the results of this analysis for English language arts artifacts when 
compared to the TEKS.  Exhibit 3.1.23 represents elementary analysis (PreK-5), and Exhibit 3.1.24 displays 
the secondary analysis (grades 6-12).

Exhibit 3.1.23

Curriculum Calibration of Student Artifacts in PreK through Grade 5  
With English Language Arts Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Grade Level 
Noted on 
Artifact

Percent of Student Artifacts Compared with Grade 
Level TEKS Distributed by Grade

Average 
Grade 
Level

 Incongruent 
TEKS* K 1 2 3 4 5  

Kindergarten 6 94      0
Grade 1 5 33 62     0.7
Grade 2   28 72    1.7
Grade 3   11 5 84   2.7
Grade 4     6 94  3.9
Grade 5 6  6 6 13 6 63 4.2
* = Incongruent TEKS not included in average grade level computation.

Exhibit 3.1.23 notes the following:

• The kindergarten English language arts artifacts that were matched to TEKS were completely on grade 
level.  All other grade levels contained artifact samples that were ascertained to be below their given 
grades.

• Grade 1 artifacts were on grade level in 62 percent of the reviewed samples.  Thirty-three (33) percent 
were below grade level, and five percent did not have a matched TEKS.  The average grade level of 
artifact content was below first grade.

• Seventy-two (72) percent of the second grade artifacts were on grade level with 28 percent analyzed to 
be one grade level below.

• Third grade artifacts in English language arts were matched with TEKS grade level objectives in 84 
percent of the cases reviewed.  Of the artifact samples below grade level, five percent were at second 
grade and 11 percent at first grade.
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• Grade four artifacts were found to be at grade level in 94 percent of the examples when compared to 
English language arts TEKS.  Six percent were at the third grade level.

• Fifth grade was analyzed to have 63 percent of the artifacts at grade level, but 31 percent were below 
grade level, ranging from first to fourth grades.

• Kindergarten was the only grade level judged to have all TEKS associated artifacts on grade level.  
Most grades were within one to three tenths of meeting their designated grade levels.  Fifth grade 
English language arts artifacts were eight tenths below grade level.

Exhibit 3.1.24 illustrates the same information for English language arts at the secondary level.  English courses 
utilized at the high school for the artifact analysis were English I-IV.

Exhibit 3.1.24

Curriculum Calibration of Student Artifacts in Grades 6 through 12  
With English Language Arts Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Grade 
Level 

Noted on 
Artifact 

Percent of Student Artifacts Compared with Grade Level TEKS 
Distributed by Grade

Average 
Grade 
Level

 Incongruent 
TEKS* 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12  

Grade 6 15 15   69       5.5
Grade 7 14    7 79      6.9
Grade 8 14      86     8
Grade 9        100    9
Grade 10 50        50   10
Grade 11 66         33  11
Grade 12 25          75 12
* = Incongruent TEKS not included in average grade level computation.

Exhibit 3.1.24 notes:

• In the secondary analysis (grades 6-12), the average grade level of English language arts artifacts met 
the actual grade level in all but two cases.  Grades 6 and 7 were below their grades by five tenths and 
one tenth, respectively.  Only those artifacts with associated TEKS were considered for average grade 
level analysis.

• Grade 6 artifacts were at grade level in 69 percent of the cases and below grade level (grade 3) in 15 
percent.  Fifteen (15) percent of the artifacts did not have a TEKS matched in content.

• English language arts artifacts in grade 7 were determined to be at grade level in 79 percent of the 
samples.  Seven percent were one grade level below (grade 6), and 14 percent were not identified with 
an appropriate TEKS objective.

• Grade 8 artifacts were on grade level in 86 percent of the samples.  In 14 percent of the examples, the 
identified TEKS did not match the artifact content.

• Ninth grade artifacts were on grade level in 100 percent of the reviewed samples.

• In tenth grade, 50 percent of the artifacts were on grade level, and 50 percent were judged to have a 
mismatched TEKS.
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• At grade 11, the English language arts artifacts were congruent with grade level TEKS in 33 percent 
of the samples.  In 66 percent of the examples, the grade level TEKS was not a match to the artifact 
content.

• Grade 12 artifacts were found to be matched with grade level TEKS in 75 percent of the samples.  
Twenty-five (25) percent of the artifacts had no congruent TEKS.

Exhibits 3.1.25 and 3.1.26 display the calibrations for mathematics, elementary (PreK-5) and secondary (6-12).

Exhibit 3.1.25

Curriculum Calibration of Student Artifacts in PreK through Grade 5  
With Mathematics Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Grade Level 
Noted on 
Artifact

Percent of Student Artifacts Compared with Grade Level 
TEKS Distributed by Grade

Average 
Grade 
Level

 Incongruent 
TEKS* K 1 2 3 4 5  

Kindergarten 15 85      0
Grade 1 8  92     1
Grade 2 9  27 64    1.7
Grade 3     100   3
Grade 4     20 80  3.8
Grade 5      20 80 4.8
* = Incongruent TEKS not included in average grade level computation.

As seen in Exhibit 3.1.25:

• The average grade level for elementary mathematics was at the designated TEKS grade level except 
in grades 2, 4, and 5.  Those three grades were found to be below grade level.  Only artifacts with 
associated TEKS were used for this computation.

• Kindergarten, first, and second grades had artifacts that did not match the designated TEKS, 15, eight, 
and nine percent, respectively.

• Kindergarten mathematics artifacts were found to be matched to kindergarten TEKS in 85 percent of 
the examples.

• Grade 1 artifacts were on grade level with associated TEKS in 92 percent of the cases.

• Grade 2 mathematics artifacts were on grade level in 64 percent of the examples, but 27 percent were 
judged to be at the first grade level.

• One hundred (100) percent of grade 3 artifacts were at the third grade TEKS level.

• Both grades 4 and 5 each had 80 percent of their artifacts associated with grade-level TEKS and 20 
percent one grade level below.
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The secondary mathematics analysis is found in Exhibit 3.1.26.  Courses used for grade level artifact analyses 
were:  Grade 9—Algebra I, Grade 10—Geometry, Grade 11—Algebra II, and Grade 12—Pre-Calculus.

Exhibit 3.1.26

Curriculum Calibration of Student Artifacts in Grades 6 through 12  
With Mathematics Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Grade Level 
Noted on 
Artifact

Percent of Student Artifacts Compared with Grade Level 
TEKS Distributed by Grade

Average 
Grade 
Level

 Incongruent 
TEKS* 6 7 8 9 10 11 12  

Grade 6  100       6
Grade 7   100      7
Grade 8    100     8
Grade 9     100    9
Grade 10 25     75   10
Grade 11       100  11
Grade 12        100 12
* = Incongruent TEKS not included in average grade level computation.

As displayed in Exhibit 3.1.26, the average grade level in secondary mathematics met the actual TEKS grade 
level in all cases.  Twenty-five (25) percent of the tenth grade artifacts did not have a designated TEKS that 
matched the artifact content.  Only artifacts with associated TEKS were used for the average grade level 
evaluation.

Science artifacts were compared to Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills objectives, as well.  Summary 
information for the elementary grades follows in Exhibit 3.1.27:

Exhibit 3.1.27

Curriculum Calibration of Student Artifacts in PreK through Grade 5  
With Science Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Grade Level 
Noted on the 

Artifact

Percent of Student Artifacts Compared with Grade Level 
TEKS Distributed by Grade

Average 
Grade 
Level

 Incongruent 
TEKS* K 1 2 3 4 5  

Kindergarten  100      0
Grade 1  25 75     0.8
Grade 2    100    2
Grade 3    22 78   2.8
Grade 4     33 67  3.7
Grade 5 29    14  57 4.6
* = Incongruent TEKS not included in average grade level computation.
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As can be seen in Exhibit 3.1.27:

• The average grade level in elementary science was at grade level in kindergarten and grade 2.  Artifacts 
for grades 1, 3, 4, and 5 were found to be below the grade level TEKS.

• All of the kindergarten and grade 2 artifacts were matched with their appropriate grade level TEKS in 
100 percent of the examples.

• Grade 1 artifacts were noted to be on grade level in 75 percent of the reviewed samples and at 
kindergarten level in 25 percent.

• Artifacts were on grade level when compared to TEKS objectives in 78 percent of the third grade 
examples.  Twenty-two (22) percent were below grade level (second grade).

• Science artifacts in grade 4 were at grade level in 67 percent of the reviewed samples and below grade 
level (grade 3) in 33 percent.

• Fifty-seven (57) percent of grade 5 artifacts were on level when compared to science TEKS.  Fourteen 
(14) percent were found to be two grade levels below at the third grade level, and 29 percent of the 
artifacts could not be judged because of mismatched TEKS.

The secondary science calibration information can be found in Exhibit 3.1.28.  In cases in which multiple 
courses were noted on artifacts for one grade level, they were analyzed and combined in one grade level 
category.  Courses utilized for the artifact and TEKS analysis were:  Grade 9—Biology, Grade 10—Chemistry, 
Grade 11—Physics, and Grade 12—Earth/Space, Environmental Systems, and Integrated Physics/Chemistry.

Exhibit 3.1.28

Curriculum Calibration of Student Artifacts in Grades 6 through 12  
With Science Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Grade Level 
Noted on the 

Artifact

Percent of Student Artifacts Compared with Grade Level 
Standards Distributed by Grade

Average 
Grade 
Level

 Incongruent 
TEKS* 6 7 8 9 10 11 12  

Grade 6 25 75       6
Grade 7   100      7
Grade 8    100     8
Grade 9 17    83    9
Grade 10      100   10
Grade 11 40      60  11
Grade 12        100 12
* = Incongruent TEKS not included in average grade level computation.

Illustrated in Exhibit 3.28:

• The average grade was assessed to be at the designated grade level for all grades, 6-12.  Three grade 
levels (6, 9, and 11) had science artifacts with TEKS that did not match the artifact content.  Those 
artifacts were not used to compute the average grade level.

• Artifacts for grades 7, 8, 10, and 12 were associated with their designated grade level TEKS in all cases.

• Grade 6 artifacts were found to be at the appropriate grade level in 75 percent of the samples.  Twenty-
five (25) percent of the samples did not have congruent designated TEKS.
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• Artifacts at grade 9 were congruent with their designated grade level in 83 percent of the examples.  
Seventeen (17) percent of the artifacts did not have TEKS that were matched in content.

• Sixty (60) percent of the artifacts in grade 11 were congruent with their grade level TEKS.  Forty (40) 
percent of the samples did not have appropriately associated TEKS and could not be analyzed.

Finally, the auditors reviewed the student artifacts for social studies and completed the same calibration analysis.  
Exhibits 3.1.29 and 3.1.30 display this information for elementary and secondary levels.

Exhibit 3.1.29

Curriculum Calibration of Student Artifacts in PreK through Grade 5  
With Social Studies Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Grade Level 
Noted on 
Artifact

Percent of Student Artifacts Compared with Grade Level 
TEKS Distributed by Grade

Average 
Grade 
Level

 Incongruent 
TEKS* K 1 2 3 4 5  

Kindergarten 9 91      0
Grade 1  9 82 9    1.1
Grade 2    100    2
Grade 3 17   33 50   2.6
Grade 4     17 83  3.8
Grade 5 17      83 5
* = Incongruent TEKS not included in average grade level computation.

As seen in Exhibit 3.1.29:

• Kindergarten, grade 2, and grade 5 artifacts were averaged to be at the appropriate grade level for each 
grade.  Grade 1 artifacts were found to be above grade level with grades 3 and 4 below grade level.

• Kindergarten, grade 3, and grade 5 had artifacts that were designated with mismatched TEKS.

• Kindergarten social studies artifacts were on grade level when compared to TEKS in 91 percent of the 
cases.

• Grade 1 artifacts were on grade level in 82 percent of the examples and below by one grade level in nine 
percent of the artifacts reviewed.  Nine percent of the examples were noted to be at the second grade 
level of TEKS content.

• Grade 2 artifacts were all connected to grade 2 TEKS for 100 percent.

• Grade 3 had 50 percent of their artifacts judged to match grade 3 TEKS.  Thirty-three (33) percent were 
one grade level below.

• Eighty-three (83) percent of the artifacts and TEKS were on grade level in the fourth and fifth grades.  
In the fourth grade, 17 percent were one grade level below.  At the fifth grade, 17 percent of the artifacts 
did not have matching TEKS.
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The secondary calibration information for social studies can be found in Exhibit 3.1.30.  Courses used for the 
grade level calibration analysis were:  Grade 9—World Geography, Grade 10—U.S. History, Grade 11—World 
History, and Grade 12—American Government.

Exhibit 3.1.30

Curriculum Calibration of Student Artifacts in Grades 6 through 12  
With Social Studies Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Grade Level 
Noted on 
Artifact

Percent of Student Artifacts Compared with Grade Level 
TEKS Distributed by Grade

Average 
Grade 
Level

 Incongruent 
TEKS* 6 7 8 9 10 11 12  

Grade 6  100       6
Grade 7   100      7
Grade 8    100     8
Grade 9 33    67    9
Grade 10 25     75   10
Grade 11 33      67  11
Grade 12        100 12
* = Incongruent TEKS not included in average grade level computation.

Noted in Exhibit 3.1.30:

• The secondary social studies average grade level for artifacts was at grade level in every case.  Grades 
9, 10, and 11 had artifacts that were not designated with congruent content but were not utilized for the 
average grade calculation.

• One hundred (100) percent of social studies artifacts at grades 6, 7, 8, and 12 were determined to be on 
grade level.  

• Sixty-seven (67) percent of the artifacts at grades 9 and 11 were judged to be at grade level with 33 
percent of the artifacts having incongruent TEKS.

• Grade 10 artifacts were found to be on grade level with associated TEKS in 75 percent of the samples.  
Twenty-five (25) percent of the artifacts could not be judged because the associated TEKS were 
incongruent in content with the artifact.

Exhibit 3.1.31 provides a summary of calibration data for all core content areas.  By comparing the actual level 
of difficulty with the expected grade level, auditors arrived at a calculation of the number of years or months 
behind or above grade level for each content area at each grade level.  Each month is considered to be one tenth 
of a school year (e.g., an average of two months below grade level is seen as -0.2, and a score of zero (0) denotes 
the average of the sample artifacts was on grade level).
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Exhibit 3.1.31

Calibration Summary of All Core Content Areas  
And Years/Months Behind or Above Grade Level

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Grade Level English 
Language Arts Mathematics Science Social Studies

K 0 0 0 0
1 -0.3 0 -0.2 +0.1
2 -0.3 -0.3 0 0
3 -0.3 0 -0.2 -0.4
4 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.2
5 -0.8 -0.2 -0.4 0
6 -0.5 0 0 0
7 -0.1 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0

Noted in Exhibit 3.1.31:

• In English language arts, the reviewed artifacts in grades kindergarten and grades 8-12 were on grade 
level in this content area.  All other grade levels were found to be deficient ranging from one (grades 4 
and 7) to eight (grade 5) months behind grade level.

• In mathematics, all but three grades were at their level when sampling artifacts.  Grades 2, 4, and 5 were 
below grade level ranging from two (grades 4 and 5) to three (grade 2) months behind.

• In science, all artifacts were noted at the appropriate grade level in all but four cases.  In grades 1, 3, 4, 
and 5, samples of artifacts were noted to be below grade level.  Deficiencies ranged from two (grades 
1 and 3) to four (grade 5) months.

• In social studies, 10 grade levels and courses were at or above grade level expectations.  Grade 1 was 
above grade level by one month.  Grades 3 and 4 were below grade level by four and two months, 
respectively.

• Kindergarten and grades 8-12 artifacts were on grade level in all core areas.

Overall, auditors found that the selected student work artifacts in the Whitehouse Independent School District 
were at grade level across the core content areas in kindergarten and in grades 8-12.  Because of the number of 
elementary student artifacts judged to be below grade level, the majority of (K-5) grade levels for the core areas 
depicted deficiencies.  There was one example of artifacts above grade level at grade 1 social studies.  Lastly, 
teachers were not always successful in determining the matching grade level TEKS for all artifacts.

Cognitive Type Analysis

Cognitive type is an indicator of the level of thinking required to carry out a given task.  Auditors expect 
the cognitive types of the written, taught, and tested curriculum to be congruent with each other, preventing 
students from being surprised by any cognitive demands placed on them during high stakes testing situations.  
The various assignments and activities collected in district classrooms (artifacts) should reveal a range of 
cognitive demands enabling students to have ample opportunities to practice cognitive skills they will need to 
be successful on assessment material.
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Because school district personnel most often used Bloom’s Taxonomy to illustrate higher order thinking 
strategies, auditors used this same instrument to perform an analysis of cognitive type for the artifacts presented.  
Exhibit 3.1.17 displays Bloom’s Taxonomy in detail.  Auditors examined each core area artifact used in the 
previous analyses and noted the cognitive type of each artifact for a total of 398.  Those totals were divided by 
the total number of artifacts in that core content area to determine the percentage.  Data were arranged by grade 
levels, elementary (PreK-5) and secondary (6-12).  Exhibits 3.1.32 and 3.1.33 summarize the cognitive analyses 
of the four core content areas, English language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies, by grade levels.

Exhibit 3.1.32

Student Artifacts by Cognitive Type  
PreK through Grade 5

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Core Area
Bloom’s Taxonomy Cognitive Type

Know Compre Appl Analy Synth Eval
English Language Arts 60 29 11 0 0 0
Mathematics 83 8 10 0 0 0
Science 40 30 26 2 2 0
Social Studies 69 10 18 0 4 0
Note:  Percentages do not always equal 100 due to rounding adjustments.
Data Source: Student Artifacts

Exhibit 3.1.32 reveals the following about the cognitive rigor required of students as exemplified through the 
sample artifacts:

• In elementary English language arts, the greatest percentage of artifacts was the knowledge type of 
cognition with 60 percent.  Comprehension was the second largest category with 29 percent.  Eleven 
(11) percent of the English language artifacts at the elementary level were judged to be the application 
type.  No higher order cognitive types (analysis, synthesis, and evaluation) were reviewed.

• In elementary mathematics, artifacts required knowledge most often (83 percent).  The next most 
common was application (10 percent).  Comprehension was noted in eight percent of the cases.  
Analysis, synthesis, and evaluation were not found.

• Elementary science artifacts were most often judged to be knowledge (40 percent), comprehension (30 
percent), and application (26 percent).  The analysis and synthesis cognitive types were noted in two 
percent each of the artifact samples.

• Elementary social studies artifacts were predominately the knowledge type (69 percent).  Application 
was the second highest category with 18 percent.  Comprehension was found in 10 percent of the 
artifacts.  Four percent were judged to be the synthesis type of cognition.

• No elementary artifacts were considered as evaluation type examples.
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The same type of analysis was conducted for the secondary level in all four core content areas.  Exhibit 3.1.33 
shows the cognitive analysis for the core area of mathematics.

Exhibit 3.1.33

Student Artifacts by Cognitive Type  
Grades 6 through 12

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Core Area
Bloom’s Taxonomy Cognitive Type

Know Compre Appl Analy Synth Eval
English Language Arts 24 42 22 0 11 0
Mathematics 58 10 23 3 6 0
Science 40 24 30 3 3 0
Social Studies 48 28 16 4 4 0
Note:  Percentages do not always equal 100 due to rounding adjustments.
Data Source: Student Artifacts

In Exhibit 3.1.33, it may be noted:

• Most of the English language arts artifacts at the secondary level required comprehension (42 percent).  
Knowledge and application cognitive types were the next most numerous with 24 and 22 percent, 
respectively.  The synthesis cognitive type was noted in 11 percent of the reviewed artifacts.

• In secondary mathematics, cognitive demand was predominately in one area, knowledge (58 percent).  
Artifacts were also assessed as application in 23 percent of the cases.  Comprehension cognition was 
noted in 10 percent of the artifacts.  Both analysis and synthesis cognitive types were found in secondary 
artifacts with three and six percent, respectively.

• In secondary science, the knowledge cognitive type was noted in 40 percent of the artifacts.  The 
second largest category was application with 30 percent.  Comprehension came next with 24 percent 
of the secondary science artifacts in this category.  Artifacts were judged to be in both the analysis and 
synthesis categories with three percent each.

• In social studies, cognitive types were distributed over five of six areas.  The largest cognitive category 
was knowledge with 48 percent of the artifacts.  Comprehension was the second largest category with 
28 percent.  Application was noted in 16 percent of the artifacts.  Both analysis and synthesis types of 
cognition were found in four percent each of the social studies artifacts.

• No secondary artifacts were reviewed as belonging to the evaluation cognitive category.
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Cognitive rigor was also addressed in the online survey questions asked of parents.  Parents responded to the 
following statement, “My child’s needs for academic acceleration and cognitively rigorous instruction are being 
met.”  Exhibit 3.1.34 displays the parent responses.

Exhibit 3.1.34

Parent Perceptions of Instructional Cognitive Rigor  
Based on Survey Information (N=619)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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As can be seen in Exhibit 3.1.34:  

• The majority of the parents responding to the survey agreed (67 percent) or strongly agreed (16 percent) 
that instruction was rigorous and met their child(ren)’s needs.

• Sixteen (16) percent of the parent group disagreed with that their children’s academic needs for rigor 
were being met.

• Two percent of the responding parents strongly disagreed with the statement.

Auditors found that, in all core areas, the majority of artifacts demanded knowledge, comprehension, and 
application.  Higher order cognitive types, such as analysis and synthesis, were noted in a minority of artifacts.  
Evaluation was not noted in any core area artifact presented to auditors.  The majority of parents (83 percent) 
strongly agreed or agreed that rigorous instruction was taking place for their students.  However, the cognitive 
types of student artifacts analyzed did not match the parent opinions of rigorous instruction.

During interviews with district administrators, campus administrators, and teachers, several representative 
comments were made concerning the cognitive demands of the curriculum in the Whitehouse Independent 
School District, including the following:  

• “Students need to think critically and work with others.  We need to access background knowledge.” 
(District Administrator)

• “Rigor is not there.” (District Administrator) 

• “In elementary, they [teachers] don’t identify and differentiate the upper level math and reading.” 
(Parent)

Summary

The auditors found that district documents, including board policies and job descriptions, provided general 
references to research-based methods but did not define that methodology.  District and campus plans did 
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contain specific individual instructional strategies in some cases such as higher order thinking skills, cooperative 
learning, and flipped classrooms.  Further, interview information indicated that student engagement and higher 
order thinking were important instructional techniques to district and campus administrators.

In the auditors’ short classroom visits in which teacher instructional practices were observed, direct instruction 
that was student centered was the primary mode of curriculum delivery.  Active listening and participating were 
the student activities most often noted.  Lesson objectives were clear in the majority of observed classrooms 
(71 percent) and matched lesson content in 91 percent of the snapshot data.  Differentiation (content, context, 
and cognition) and technology use were noted in a minority of the core classrooms visited.  Cognitive demand 
during the core observations was primarily of the knowledge and comprehension types.

Classroom artifacts were noted to be below the appropriate grade level in grades 1-7 in the core areas reviewed, 
resulting in the average grade level of the artifacts being below the actual grade level.  Grade 1 social studies 
was the only example of an average grade level above the designated grade.  The artifacts’ cognition types were 
primarily at knowledge, comprehension, and application levels.

Finding 3.2:  Student demographics reflect an imbalance in gender and ethnicity representation in 
identification and access to comparable programs, services, and learning opportunities.

Quality school systems are committed to success for all learners.  In such school systems, all students have 
equal access to district programs and services, enabling every student the same opportunities to excel.  Access 
to these programs and services is not to be determined by gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, or language 
proficiency.  Further, there should not be disproportionate representations of particular student groups in 
retentions, disciplinary incidents, graduation/dropout rates, or specialized program enrollments.

The terms equal and equity are not synonymous.  While the term equal means “exactly the same,” equity denotes 
“fairness.”  The audit refers to “equity” as the allocation of resources based on need.  Rather than distributing 
resources based on a per pupil allocation, equity requires that additional resources be directed to students with 
greater needs.  Without equal access to programs and services and equitable distribution of resources, school 
systems perpetuate the disparities among students that a public school education was designed to ameliorate.

To determine if students had equal access and equitable support in the Whitehouse Independent School 
District, the auditors reviewed board policies, district planning documents, student enrollment information, 
and participation reports compiled by school district staff members and the state of Texas.  They interviewed 
board trustees, district administrators, campus administrators, teachers, and parents.  Auditors also visited core 
classrooms in all schools and collected “snapshot” observational data.

The auditors noted inequalities in staff and student demographics and in placement and/or identification in 
various district programs in the Whitehouse Independent School District.  Board policy included the required 
legal non-discrimination language and referenced the district’s intent to provide all students with equal access 
to educational opportunities.  The district mission noted that “all” students were to be prepared for society, but 
African American students were under-represented in gifted/talented placements and enrollment in Pre-Advanced 
Placement (PAP)/Advanced Placement (AP) courses and over-represented in retentions and suspensions.  The 
economically disadvantaged student group was under-represented in PAP/AP course enrollments and over-
represented in retentions.  Gender and ethnicity inequalities were also noted in teacher demographics when 
compared to student enrollments.

Auditors reviewed district board policies to determine the district’s intent in providing equitable programs and 
services for all students.  The following board policies addressed these issues:

• Board Policy AE:  Educational Philosophy relayed the belief system of the state of Texas concerning 
student learning.  “The mission of the Texas public education system is to ensure that all Texas children 
have access to a quality education that enables them to achieve their full potential and full participation 
now and in the future in the social, economic, and educational opportunities in our state and nation.”

• Board Policy EHBA:  Special Programs Special Education was the legal nondiscrimination policy 
requiring full participation in district programs and services for students identified with disabilities. 
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• Board Policy FB:  Equal Education Opportunity was the district’s nondiscrimination policy that dealt 
with students.  In particular, the policy required the district to provide the “necessary services and 
supports to provide students equal access to educational opportunities.”

• Board Policy GA:  Access to Programs, Services, and Activities described the general non-discrimination 
policy of the school district for both students and employees.  This policy was the legal document that 
contained prohibitions of discrimination due to race, color, national origin, religion, or sex.  

As indicated above, board policies referred to legal non-discrimination requirements.  Further, local board 
policies addressed specific equal access expectations for district educational opportunities.

Auditors also reviewed the most recent district improvement plan, Whitehouse Independent School District 
Improvement Plan 2016-17.  The document contained the district’s mission, vision, and value statements.

• Mission—The Whitehouse Independent School District is dedicated to preparing all students through 
the shared responsibility of teachers, students, parents, and community to live successfully in today’s 
society.

• Vision—It is the vision of the Whitehouse ISD that all students will be treated equally and achieve 
high levels of success in their academic endeavors, their creative and physical endeavors, as well as 
their emotional and psychological experiences.  The district also envisions that students will respect 
themselves as well as their peers in all that they do.  The district also desires that all students will 
become the best that they can be.

• Value Statements—

 ○ All students can learn.

 ○ All people have the right to be accepted and treated with respect.

 ○ Schools will be safe, orderly, and caring environments.

 ○ Effective teaching and learning is the responsibility of the family, school, and community.

 ○ High academic and behavioral standards are expected.

The previous components of the district’s improvement plan expected all students to be prepared for the future 
and learn in an effective environment.  The vision statement noted that students were to “be treated equally” 
rather than equitably, however.

Auditors reviewed district student enrollment data for three separate school years (2013-14, 2014-15, and 2015-
16).  To determine the student composition of the school district, enrollment information was analyzed by 
disaggregated student groups.  Auditors summarized the district enrollment information by multiple student 
categories.  Those student categories included:  gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, special education, 
gifted and talented, and English as a Second Language (ESL).  Exhibit 3.2.1 displays the disaggregated student 
enrollment information by percentage.
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Exhibit 3.2.1

Summary of Disaggregated Student Enrollment  
In Numbers and Percentages

Whitehouse Independent School District
2013-14 to 2015-16
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2015-16 2,302 2,413 567 3,230 575 158 9 25 151 1,849 403 371 142 4,715
Percent 49 51 12 69 12 3 1 1 3 39 9 8 3  
 
2014-15 2,324 2,414 526 3,275 581 167 6 31 152 1,824 430 373 143 4,738
Percent 49 51 11 69 12 4 1 1 3 38 9 8 3  
 
2013-14 2,238 2,348 517 3,214 540 139 8 29 139 1,747 402 351 119 4,586
Percent 49 51 11 70 12 3 1 1 3 38 9 8 3  
Note:  Percentages do not always equal 100 due to rounding adjustments.

Data Source:  WISD PEIMS Edit and Reports Data Review Documents

As displayed in Exhibit 3.2.1:

• The total student enrollment in the Whitehouse Independent School District increased by 152 students 
between 2013-14 and 2014-15.  There was a small decrease in the total number of enrollees in 2015-16 
by 23 students. 

• Males and females were distributed across the three years of data in similar patterns with the number of 
males exceeding females in all cases (males 51 percent, females 49 percent).

• Whites were the largest ethnic group of students during the three years of data with 70 percent in 2013-
14 with a drop of one percent in 2014-15 (69 percent).  The 2015-16 percentage continued to be at 69 
because of the decrease in the total number of district students.

• The second largest student group with an overall percentage of 12 over all three years analyzed was 
Hispanic.  The number of Hispanic students rose in 2014-15 but dropped slightly in 2015-16, making 
no difference in the overall percentage.

• The African American student group was very close in size to the Hispanic group.  The number of 
African American students rose each year over the last three years by a total of 50 students.  The 
percentage of students falling into this ethnicity was 11 in 2013-14 and 2014-15 and increased to 12 in 
2015-16, even with the total number of district students decreasing.

• Three percent of the district’s total student population was identified as Asian in 2013-14 and 2015-16.  
In 2014-15, four percent of the district’s students were Asian.  

• The Multiple Race category was represented by three percent of the total district enrollment over the 
reviewed years. 

• Few students were identified in the Pacific Islander and American Indian categories, accounting for 
around one percent each district-wide.

• Students identified as economically disadvantaged because of their free/reduced lunch status was 38 
percent in 2013-14 and 2014-15 with an increase of one percent in 2015-16.
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• Nine percent of the students enrolled in district schools over the three years of reviewed data were 
identified as special education students with Individual Education Plans.  

• Eight percent of the district’s students were identified in the gifted and talented program during the 
three-year time frame. 

• English as a Second Language (ESL) students accounted for three percent of the total district enrollment 
from 2013 to 2016.

Auditors also analyzed the economically disadvantaged student group in detail.  During interviews with district 
staff members, references were made to this group’s growth and ethnic composition.  Exhibit 3.2.2 displays the 
current school year’s data as of September 2016.

Exhibit 3.2.2

Ethnicity of Students in the Economically Disadvantaged Student Group  
In Numbers and Percentages

Whitehouse Independent School District
2016-17
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2016-17
Economically Disadvantaged Totals 464 1,043 420 46 0 9 97 2,079
Economically Disadvantaged Percent 22 50 20 2 0 1 5 44
District Enrollment Percent 13 67 13 3 1 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) Representation Percent 9 -17 7 -1 -1 0 2  
Note:  Percentages do not always equal 100 due to rounding adjustments.
Data Source:  WISD Demographic Count/Percentage

Exhibit 3.2.2 illustrates:

• As of September, 2016, the economically disadvantaged student group accounted for 2,079 students or 
44 percent of the district’s student population, an increase of five percent over the previous school year.

• The African American student group accounted for 13 percent of the district’s current student enrollment 
and 22 percent of the economically disadvantaged group.

• White students accounted for 50 percent of the economically disadvantaged student group and 67 
percent of the total district students.  

• Hispanic students made up 20 percent of the economically disadvantaged grouping and 13 percent of 
the total district enrollment.

• Asian, American Indian, and Multi-Race students accounted for the remaining members of the group 
for a total of eight percent equal to their total district enrollment numbers.

• Although, African American, Hispanic, and Multiple Race students were over-represented based on the 
district’s total enrollment in these groups, the majority of students in the economically disadvantaged 
group was White.

In summary, there was an overall increase of 129 students in district enrollment in the three years of data.  The 
African American student enrollment increased slightly, while the White student enrollment decreased slightly.  
The economically disadvantaged student group was predominately white (50 percent) at the time of the audit.  
This group’s members were growing in numbers across all years of data from 38 percent in 2013-14 to the 
September 2016 count of 44 percent.  
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Staff and Student Characteristics

In an effective school system, the diversity of the staff reflects the diversity of the student population.  
Proportionate representation in ethnic and gender composition of staff and students provides students with role 
models and contributes to their sense of belonging.  The number of Whitehouse Independent School District 
teachers disaggregated by gender and ethnicity was available to auditors for three school years.  Exhibit 3.2.3 
displays a category comparison of students and district teachers during three school years, 2013-14, 2014-15, 
and 2015-16.

Exhibit 3.2.3

Ethnicity of Students and Teachers in Numbers and Percentages
Whitehouse Independent School District

2013-14 to 2015-16
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2015-16
Teacher Percent 81 19 2 96 2 1 1 0 1
Student Percent 49 51 12 69 12 3 1 1 3
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent 32 -32 -10 27 -10 -2 0 -1 -2

2014-15
Teacher Percent 81 19 2 96 1 1 1 0 1
Student Percent 49 51 11 69 12 4 1 1 3
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent 32 -32 -9 27 -11 -3 0 -1 -2

2013-14
Teacher Percent 80 20 2 95 2 1 1 0 1
Student Percent 49 51 11 70 12 3 1 1 3
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent 31 -31 -9 25 -10 -2 0 -1 -2

Note:  Percentages do not always equal 100 due to rounding adjustments.
Data Source:  WISD PEIMS Edit and Reports Data Reviews

As can be seen from Exhibit 3.2.3:

• The majority of district teachers over the three years of data were females.  Females were over-
represented when comparing them to the student population by 31 percent in 2013-14 and growing to 
32 percent in 2014-15 and 2015-16.  Males were, therefore, under-represented in the teaching force.

• The percentage of African American teachers was at two percent from 2013 to 2016.  This was an 
under-representation when compared to students by nine to 10 percent in the data reviewed.

• Hispanic students were also under-represented by the teaching staff by 10 to 11 percent for the reviewed 
school years.

• Asian and Multiple Race student groups were under-represented when compared to the teaching staff 
by two to three percent from 2013 to 2016.

• The other ethnicities (American Indian and Pacific Islander) were made up of one percent or less each of 
the student population.  Because of the small numbers, the student and teacher representations matched 
in most cases except for Pacific Islander in which there were no teachers identified in that group.
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The male, African American, Hispanic, Asian, and Multiple Race student groups were under-represented when 
compared to the make-up of the teaching force in the Whitehouse Independent School District over the three 
years reviewed.  White teachers were over-represented during this same time frame in comparison to the student 
population.  African American students were the only sub-population that increased over all three years of data. 

Student Participation Special Programs

The auditors reviewed enrollment data for programs serving special populations to determine if students 
participating in the programs were representative of the total district population.  Auditors expect to find 
enrollments in special programs proportional to the gender, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status of the district’s 
total student enrollment.  Auditors reviewed several district programs to determine the proportional status of 
student participation based on their total district enrollment.  Auditors began with special education student 
identification.  Exhibit 3.2.4 displays the special education enrollment over three years of data disaggregated by 
gender and ethnicity by number and percentage.

Exhibit 3.2.4

Students Enrolled in Special Education in Numbers and Percentages  
Disaggregated by Gender and Ethnicity
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 201613-14 to 2015-16
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2015-16
SPED Number 135 268 58 266 54 6 0 2 17 403
SPED Percent 33 67 14 66 13 1 0 1 4 9
District Enrollment Percent 49 51 12 69 12 3 1 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -16 16 2 -3 1 -2 -1 0 1  

2014-15
SPED Number 135 295 59 290 57 8 0 1 15 430
SPED Percent 31 69 14 67 13 2 0 1 3 9
District Enrollment Percent 49 51 11 69 12 4 1 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -18 18 3 -2 1 -2 -1 0 0  

2013-14
SPED Number 137 265 63 275 50 3 0 0 11 402
SPED Percent 34 66 16 68 12 1 0 0 3 9
District Enrollment Percent 49 51 11 70 12 3 1 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -15 15 5 -2 0 -2 -1 -1 0  

Note:  Percentages do not always equal 100 due to rounding adjustments.
Data Source:  WISD PEIMS Edit and Reports Data Reviews
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Exhibit 3.2.4 notes the following:

• The representation of special education students based on gender revealed that males were over-
represented in all three years of data, ranging from a low of 15 percent in 2013-14 to a high of 18 
percent in 2014-15.  Therefore, females were under-represented in the three years reviewed.

• African American students were over-represented in the three years of special education data, although 
the percentage decreased from five percent in 2013-14 to two percent in 2015-16.  The percentage 
decrease occurred because fewer students in total were identified as special needs.

• White students were under-represented by two percent in 2013-14 and 2014-15 and three percent in 
2015-16.

• Hispanic student special education identifications were very close to what would be expected based 
on the total district enrollment, differing by only one percent in two years of data and matching in the 
other year (2013-14).

• The number of students in the Asian, Pacific Islander, and American Indian categories was small, less 
than 10 students identified in each group.  The special education identifications were close to what 
would be expected.

• The Multiple Race category grew from 11 to 17 identified students during the three years of data.  The 
category was over-represented in only one year of data (2015-16), but the sample size was small. 

• The special education overall percentage was nine percent of the total district enrollment over the three 
years reviewed.

Teacher working with a small group of fourth grade students  
on a mathematics activity at Brown Elementary  School

Another program supported by the Whitehouse Independent School District was the gifted and talented 
program.  Students were identified and served through specialized programs at the elementary campuses and at 
the secondary level through honors, Pre-Advanced Placement (PAP), and Advanced Placement (AP) classes.  
Exhibit 3.2.5 illustrates the number and percentage of students served in that program based on their gender and 
ethnicity over three years.
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Exhibit 3.2.5

Students Enrolled in Gifted and Talented in Numbers and Percentages  
Disaggregated by Gender and Ethnicity
Whitehouse Independent School District

2013-14 to 2015-16
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2015-16
Gifted Number 180 191 5 300 31 26 0 2 7 371
Gifted Percent 49 51 1 81 8 7 0 1 2 8
District Percent 49 51 12 69 12 3 1 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent 0 0 -11 12 -4 4 -1 0 -1  

2014-15
Gifted Number 183 191 5 302 34 26 0 2 5 374
Gifted Percent 49 51 1 81 9 7 0 1 1 8
District Percent 49 51 11 69 12 4 1 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent 0 0 -10 12 -3 3 -1 0 -2  

2013-14
Gifted Number 184 167 4 283 33 23 0 2 6 351
Gifted Percent 52 48 1 81 9 7 0 1 2 8
District Percent 49 51 11 70 12 3 1 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent 3 -3 -10 11 -3 4 -1 0 -1  

Note:  Percentages do not always equal 100 due to rounding adjustments.
Data Source:  District PEIMS Edit and Reports Data Reviews

Exhibit 3.2.5 indicates:

• The total percentage of identified gifted and talented students has remained at eight percent over the 
three years of data.

• The number of students identified for the gifted and talented program was what would be expected 
based on the total district enrollment in gender for the last two school years (2014-15 and 2015-16).

• African American students were under-identified in all three years of data, growing from 10 percent 
under in 2013-14 and 2014-15 to 11 percent in 2015-16 because of the difference in the total number 
of students identified.  Four African American students were identified in 2013-14 and five in 2014-15 
and 2015-16.

• White students were over-identified for the gifted and talented program by 11 percent in 2013-14 and 
by 12 percent in 2014-15 and 2015-16.  The number of white students identified increased by an overall 
amount of 17 students over the three years of data.

• Hispanic students were under-represented in the program over all three years of data, ranging from three 
percent under in 2013-14 and 2014-15 to four percent under in 2015-16.  Actual numbers of Hispanic 
students participating in the program ranged from a low of 31 in 2015-16 to a high of 34 in 2014-15.
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• Although the Asian student group was small, accounting for only three percent of the total district 
enrollment, this group was over-represented in the gifted and talented program by three to four percent 
over the three years of data.

• The other ethnic student groups, Pacific Islander and American Indian, accounted for less than one 
percent each in total district enrollment.  No Pacific Islander students were identified for the program, 
and two American Indian students were identified in the three years of data reviewed.

• The Multiple Race student group accounted for three percent of the total student population of the 
school district.  The group was under-identified by one to two percent, ranging in number from five to 
seven students during the three years of reviewed data.

Auditors also reviewed student enrollments in specialized courses offered to secondary students.  The Pre-
Advanced Placement (PAP) and Advanced Placement (AP) courses were available to students in grade 6, 
junior high, and senior high schools.  Auditors reviewed the district’s student enrollment information for three 
school years, 2013-14, 2014-15, and 2015-16.  This information was disaggregated by gender, ethnicity, and 
economically disadvantaged.  Exhibit 3.2.6 contains this information.

Exhibit 3.2.6

Students Enrolled in Pre-Advanced Placement and Advanced Placement Courses  
In Numbers and Percentages Disaggregated by Gender, Ethnicity, and Socioeconomic Status

Whitehouse Independent School District
2013-14 to 2015-16
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2015-16
PAP and AP Enrollment 570 540 78 819 111 71 2 7 22 239 1,110
PAP and AP Percent 51 49 7 74 10 6 1 1 2 22 45
District Percent 49 51 12 69 12 3 1 1 3 39  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent 2 -2 -5 5 -2 3 0 0 -1 -17  

2014-15
PAP and AP Enrollment 654 520 85 867 118 69 1 10 24 140 1,174
PAP and AP Percent 56 44 7 74 10 6 1 1 2 12 47
District Percent 49 51 11 69 12 4 1 1 3 38  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent 7 -7 -4 5 -2 2 0 0 -1 -26  

2013-14
PAP and AP Enrollment 529 455 47 755 93 56 1 7 25 171 984
PAP and AP Percent 54 46 5 77 9 6 1 1 3 17 40
District Percent 49 51 11 70 12 3 1 1 3 38  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent 5 -5 -6 7 -3 3 0 0 0 -21  

Note:  Percentages do not always equal 100 due to rounding adjustments.
Data Source:  District enrollment data
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Exhibit 3.2.6 illustrates:

• The percentage of students enrolled in Pre-Advanced Placement (PAP) and Advanced Placement (AP) 
ranged from a high of 47 percent in 2014-15 to a low of 40 percent in 2013-14.  The total number of 
students decreased by 64 students in 2015-16 from the previous year.

• Males were under-represented in the PAP and AP enrollments in all three years of data, although the 
difference decreased in 2015-16 to two percent.  Females are, thereby, over-represented by the same 
percentages.

• African American students were under-represented in the accelerated course enrollments in the three 
years of data, averaging a five percent difference in what would be expected based on their total district 
enrollment percentage.

• Hispanic students were under-represented by two to three percent throughout the three reviewed years.

• Asian students enrolled in PAP and AP courses exceeded their district enrollments by two to three 
percent across all three years of data.

• Although both the Pacific Islander and American Indian student groups were small, the percentages 
enrolled in the PAP and AP courses matched the district enrollment expectations.

• The Multiple Race student group accounted for three percent of the district’s student enrollment; and 
their enrollment in PAP and AP did not meet expectations based on district enrollment as they were 
under-represented by one percent in 2014-15 and 2015-16.

• The economically disadvantaged group of students accounted for 38 to 39 percent of the total student 
population, but was under-represented in the PAP and AP course enrollments in all three years of data.  
The largest deficit occurred in 2014-15 with a 26 percent difference.  Economically disadvantaged 
student enrollments in PAP and AP courses increased in 2015-16 by 99 students.  However, the student 
group was still under-represented by 17 percent.

In summary, students identified for special education services were over-represented by males and African 
Americans.  Those students selected for the district’s gifted and talented program were over-represented based 
on their total student enrollments by the White and Asian groups.  Under-representation occurred in the African 
American, Hispanic, and Multiple Race student groups.  Pre-Advanced Placement and Advanced Placement 
course enrollments were under-represented by African Americans and the economically disadvantaged student 
groups and, to a lesser degree, Hispanics and Multiple Race students.  Over-representation in PAP and AP class 
enrollments occurred in the White and Asian student groups.

Auditors also reviewed the numbers of students identified for retentions and suspensions.  The same type of 
analysis was conducted comparing the student identification percentages to what would be expected based on 
the total district student enrollments in each student group.  Exhibit 3.2.7 displays the retention information for 
the last three school years, 2013-14, 2014-15, and 2015-16.
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Exhibit 3.2.7

Students Identified for Retention by Numbers and Percentages  
Disaggregated by Gender, Ethnicity, and Socioeconomic Status

Whitehouse Independent School District
2013-14 to 2015-16
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2015-16
Retained Number 17 27 12 28 4 0 0 0 0 28 44
Retained Percent 39 61 27 64 1 0 0 0 0 64 1
District Percent 49 51 12 69 12 3 1 1 3 39  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -10 10 15 -5 -11 -3 -1 -1 -3 25  

2014-15
Retained Number 29 44 14 46 11 1 0 1 0 48 73
Retained Percent 40 60 19 63 15 1 0 1 0 66 8
District Percent 49 51 11 69 12 4 1 1 3 38  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -9 9 8 -6 3 -3 -1 0 -3 28  

2013-14
Retained Number 33 34 10 41 10 3 0 3 0 35 67
Retained Percent 49 51 15 61 15 4 0 4 0 52 8
District Percent 49 51 11 70 12 3 1 1 3 38  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent 0 0 4 -9 3 1 -1 3 -3 14  

Note:  Percentages do not always equal 100 due to rounding adjustments.
Data Source:  WISD Documents

As can be found in Exhibit 3.2.7:

• The total number of retentions decreased from eight percent of the total district student enrollment in 
both 2013-14 and 2014-15 to one percent in 2015-16. 

• Males were over-represented in retentions in 2014-15 (nine percent) and 2015-16 (10 percent).  Females 
were, therefore, under-represented in both of those years.

• African American students were over-represented in all three years of reviewed data.  The percentages 
increased each year from four percent in 2013-14 to an over-representation of 15 percent in 2015-16.  
This percentage increase occurred because the total number of retentions decreased that year.  The 
actual numbers of African American retentions ranged from 10 to 14 during the reviewed time frame.

• White students were under-represented in all three year of data with a range of five percent below in 
2015-16 to nine percent below in 2013-14.  The actual number of White student retentions decreased a 
total of 18 students from 2014-15 to 2015-16.

• Hispanic student retentions were over-represented in two years of data but decreased to an under-
representation of 11 percent in 2015-16.  The retention numbers for this student group decreased from 
a high of 11 students in 2014-15 to a low of four students in 2015-16.
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• The remaining student groups, Asian, Pacific Islander, American Indian, and Multiple Races ranged 
from zero to four students retained during the three-year period.  No generalizations were made based 
on the small numbers.  

• The economically disadvantaged student group was over-represented in retentions across all three 
years analyzed, ranging from a low of 14 percent in 2013-14 to a high of 28 percent in 2014-15.  The 
total number of retentions actually decreased to the lowest level (28) in 2015-16, but the total district 
retentions also decreased, making the percentage higher.

The Office of Civil Rights (OCR) latest campus reports (July 2015) were available to auditors.  These OCR 
reports included suspension information by campus; both in and out of school suspensions were recorded.  The 
percentage of students suspended was calculated and compared to the campus enrollment percentages for each 
identified group to determine over- and under-representations.  Suspension information by gender and ethnicity 
is identified by campus in Exhibit 3.2.8.  

Exhibit 3.2.8

Campus Student Suspensions by Number and Percentage  
Disaggregated by Gender and Ethnicity
Whitehouse Independent School District

2014-15
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Higgins Elementary 2014-15
Suspension Number 51 156 30 146 20 2 0 0 9 207
Suspension Percent 25 75 14 71 10 1 0 0 4 30
Campus Enrollment Percent 49 51 9 69 15 4 0 0 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -24 24 5 2 -5 -3 0 0 1  

Cain Elementary 2014-15
Suspension Number 22 68 7 66 11 2 0 0 4 90
Suspension Percent 24 76 8 73 12 2 0 0 4 15
Campus Enrollment Percent 48 52 7 71 17 1 1 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -24 24 1 2 -5 1 -1 -1 1  

Brown Elementary 2014-15
Suspension Number 6 22 7 17 0 1 0 1 2 28
Suspension Percent 21 79 25 61 0 4 0 4 7 10
Campus Enrollment Percent 50 50 13 68 7 9 0 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -29 29 12 -7 -7 -5 0 3 4  

Stanton-Smith Elementary 2014-15
Suspension Number 6 40 18 25 2 0 0 0 1 46
Suspension Percent 13 87 39 54 4 0 0 0 2 8
Campus Enrollment Percent 48 52 16 69 9 1 1 1 4  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -35 35 23 -15 -5 -1 -1 -1 -2  
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Exhibit 3.2.8 (continued)
Campus Student Suspensions by Number and Percentage  

Disaggregated by Gender and Ethnicity
Whitehouse Independent School District

2014-15
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Holloway 6th Grade 2014-15
Suspension Number 9 36 11 28 3 0 0 0 3 45
Suspension Percent 20 80 24 62 7 0 0 0 7 13
Campus Enrollment Percent 51 49 9 70 15 3 0 0 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -31 31 15 -8 -8 -3 0 0 4  

Whitehouse Junior High School 2014-15
Suspension Number 26 92 34 60 16 2 0 1 5 118
Suspension Percent 22 78 29 51 14 2 0 1 4 17
Campus Enrollment Percent 45 55 12 70 10 4 1 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -23 23 17 -19 4 -2 -1 0 1  

Whitehouse High School 2014-15
Suspension Number 158 242 95 246 37 5 0 4 13 400
Suspension Percent 40 61 24 62 9 1 0 1 3 29
Campus Enrollment Percent 51 49 11 71 11 3 2 1 3  
Over (+) Under (-) 
Representation Percent -11 12 13 -9 -2 -2 -2 0 0  

Note:  Percentages do not always equal 100 due to rounding adjustments.
Data Source:  OCR Reports July 2015

As can be seen in Exhibit 3.2.8:

• In 2014-15, the total percentage of suspensions ranged from a low of eight percent (Stanton-Smith) to a 
high of 30 percent (Higgins) at the elementary campuses.  At the secondary level (grade 6, junior high 
school, and senior high school) the suspension percentage ranged from 13 percent at sixth grade to 29 
percent at the high school.

• Males were over-represented in suspensions across all campuses; females were under-represented.

• African American students were over-represented in suspensions at every campus, although the 
over-representation at Cain Elementary was only one percent.  The other elementary campuses over-
represented African American students in suspension, ranging from a low of five percent at Higgins to 
a high of 23 percent at Stanton-Smith.  At the secondary level, African American students were over-
represented by 13 percent (high school) to 17 percent (junior high school).

• White students were under-represented in suspensions in five of the seven campuses reviewed, ranging 
from seven percent under (Brown) to 19 percent under (junior high).  In the two campuses that over-
represented white students in suspensions, the percentage was two for each building (Higgins and 
Cain).

• Hispanic students were under-represented in suspensions compared to their district enrollments in six 
of seven campuses.  The junior high school was the only building in which Hispanic students were 
over-represented (four percent).
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• The remaining ethnic groups, Pacific Islander, American Indian, and Multiple Races, had few students 
identified for suspensions across all campuses.  The total enrollment in these student groups varied 
from zero to four percent across the district’s schools.  Because of the small number in these groups, 
the suspension comparisons were close to their total enrollment percentages.

Overall, students retained were over-represented by males, African Americans, and economically disadvantaged 
groups based on the expectations of the total district enrollment.  White and females students were under-
represented in this category based on their district enrollment numbers in all but one case in which females were 
retained aligned with their district population (2013-14).  In and out of school suspension data indicated that 
males and African Americans were suspended more often than what would be expected based on their district 
enrollment patterns at district campuses during 2014-15. 

Auditors also conducted interviews concerning equity issues with board trustees, district administrators, campus 
administrators, teachers, and parents.  Representative comments are noted below:

Demographics

• “Our African American community has been here a long time.  They feel comfortable coming to 
school.” (District Administrator)

• “The economically disadvantaged group is growing.” (District Administrator)

• “I think we are going to have a demographic change, and we’ll need to accommodate different needs.” 
(Campus Administrator)

• “We need a way to close gaps for the economically disadvantaged.  We want kids to do well.” (District 
Administrator)

• “Demographics will start changing, and we’ll be more diverse.  We need to plan for how we accommodate 
the students coming in and who haven’t been part of the district.” (Board Trustee)

Advanced Placement

• “AP [Advanced Placement] enrollment is a struggle.” (Campus Administrator)

• “AP and PAP are relying on summer projects and serve as a gatekeeper to keep some students out.  We 
need to get some underserved students in there.” (District Administrator)

Campus Equality

• “All campuses should be the same.  It shouldn’t depend upon where you live.” (Campus Administrator)

• “Why aren’t all campuses the same?  Is their dynamics different from others?” (Parent)

Summary

The district’s commitment to providing quality educational programs and services to all students was 
demonstrated in the district’s mission, vision, and value statements and board policy.  However, all students are 
not experiencing district programs and services in an equal manner.  The district’s teaching force did not match 
student demographics in gender or some ethnicities.  Imbalances in the gender, ethnic, and socioeconomic 
representations of students in special programs and courses were also evident.  Special education identifications 
noted over-representations in males, and to a lesser degree, African Americans.  Gifted and talented identifications 
were over-represented by White and Asian student groups. Pre-Advanced Placement and Advanced Placement 
course enrollments demonstrated an under-representation of African American, economically disadvantaged, 
and Hispanic students.  Students retained in the district were over-represented by males, African Americans, and 
economically disadvantaged students.  In and out of school suspensions were over-represented by males and 
African Americans across campuses.  Despite the district’s written commitment to serving all district students, 
inequities exist in access to comparable programs, services, and learning opportunities for all students. 
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Finding 3.3:  The district professional development program is inadequate.  Professional development 
efforts exist at both the district and campus levels but are not yet coordinated to provide focus on district 
priorities and to develop staff expertise for sustainability.

An effective professional development program is guided by a comprehensive, long-range plan that provides 
all instructional staff members with the knowledge and skills to deliver the written curriculum.  Consistent 
implementation of the written curriculum among and between classes, grade levels, departments, and campuses 
is a vital part the professional development plan.  A professional development plan coordinated with other 
district and campus plans, linked to identified district needs, in combination with student assessment data, 
results in improved student achievement.

In successful programs, professional development is more than a one-time workshop or training session.  
Professional development is an ongoing, results-based process that involves all segments of a school district.  A 
variety of instructional models is utilized in professional development presentations, mirroring strategies that 
district personnel are expected to use in their own classrooms.  Effective professional development includes 
presentation of content, demonstration of skills, modeling, guided practice, coaching, and intensive follow-up.  
Follow-up activities include meaningful practice of what was presented and monitoring to effectively measure 
the success of the training in improving student achievement.

To determine the effectiveness of the professional development program in the Whitehouse Independent School 
District School District, auditors reviewed board policies, district/campus improvement plans, professional 
development timelines, course and class reports, job descriptions, department emails, and website information.  
Interviews were also conducted with board trustees, district administrators, campus administrators, teachers, 
and parents to determine the degree professional development aligned with district priorities and equipped staff 
members to attain those priorities.

At the time of the audit, the Whitehouse Independent School District did not have a staff development plan.  
Therefore, auditors reviewed other district documentation for characteristics of such a plan.  Auditors found 
after reviewing district board policies, district/campus improvement plans, job descriptions, and the employee 
handbook that district documents, in combination, were inadequate to guide the district’s professional 
development program, meeting 17 percent of the characteristics of an effective staff development program, 
according to audit criteria.  However, professional development activities were occurring in the school district 
with increased training sessions at the beginning of each school year and the addition of four data review days 
for the 2016-17 school year.  Further, campus improvement plans included professional development strategies.  
Individual teachers were supported in attending ongoing trainings for recertification, as well as non-certificated 
employees whose positions required continuous professional development for licensures, certifications, and/or 
highly qualified status.  While professional development activities were taking place in the district at the time of 
the audit, ongoing follow-up and coaching were primarily left to a handful of instructional consultants.  There 
was no organized systemic process to account for all district, campus, and individual professional development 
activities or to evaluate the activities based on behavior changes and long-term student performance.

Auditors reviewed district policies to ascertain the district’s professional development direction.  Board policies 
that specifically mentioned district professional development procedures and goals follow:

• Board Policy AE:  Educational Philosophy described the Texas mission, objectives, and goals for the 
education of students.  One of the objectives noted that technology was to be utilized for effective staff 
development.

• Board Policy BJA:  Superintendent Qualifications and Duties included the performance responsibility 
for the superintendent of overseeing “a program of staff development and monitor staff development 
for effectiveness in improving district performance.”

• Board Policy BJCB:  Superintendent Professional Development set the expectation that team building 
would be one component of the superintendent’s professional development program.

• Board Policy BJCD:  Superintendent and Evaluation noted that one performance descriptor to be 
utilized in the superintendent’s evaluation process was “professional growth and development.”
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• Board Policy BQ:  Planning and Decision-Making Process required that the board would meet the legal 
requirements of staff development.

• Board Policy BQA:  Planning and Decision-Making Process District-Level expected the District 
Educational Improvement Committee to approve all professional development that was to be offered 
district-wide.

• Board Policy BQB:  Planning and Decision-Making Process Campus-Level contained the requirement 
that the Site-Based Decision-Making Team was to approve campus professional development.

• Board Policy DMA:  Professional Development Required Staff Development explained “equivalency 
time.”  The policy allowed teachers to participate in training activities outside the regular school day 
and receive time off during the school year.

• Board Policy EG:  Curriculum Development required training in evaluating instructional programs 
based on the analysis of student performance data, use of technology, and instructional strategies.

The district’s board policies noted that the superintendent was responsible for overseeing the district’s staff 
development program.  Further, the district program was to meet state and federal requirements.  District 
administrators and teachers were to participate in staff development trainings, and three types of trainings were 
expected for teachers.  Board policy did not require a comprehensive plan or direct staff development efforts, 
however.

The auditors were not presented with a comprehensive district professional development plan.  However, the 
Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement Plan 2016-2017 contained references to professional 
development.  In particular, Goal 6 stated:

• Staff Quality, Recruitment, and Retention:  The district will actively recruit and retain highly qualified 
personnel, as well as provide high quality professional development for teachers, instructional leaders, 
and administrators.

Professional development was directly included in one of the district’s nine goals (Goal 6), but both the district 
and campus plans included professional development trainings as strategies to attain other plan goals.

District job descriptions were also reviewed for competencies and expectations in the area of professional 
development.  The following excerpts outline those position job duties:

• Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction—This position description made the following 
statement in regard to professional development responsibilities: “Plan, develop, and implement training 
in order to meet the established needs and goals.”  On an individual level the person in this post was to 
“Continue professional growth by attending appropriate trainings and conferences.”

• Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction—This job description contained professional 
development responsibilities similar to those of the assistant superintendent.  The difference was that 
the person in this position was to participate in the planning, developing, and implementation.

• Instructional Consultant—The professional development job responsibilities included job goals to 
provide staff development in the assigned content areas.  Further, the individuals in these positions 
were to provide feedback to teachers regarding their classroom practices.  New teacher orientation was 
also referenced as a duty in the areas of curriculum and instruction.

• Principal (Elementary) and Director of Alternative Education—These staff members were to orient 
new campus employees.  Further, s/he was to “Confer with subordinates regarding their professional 
growth.  Work with them to develop and accomplish improvement goals.”  These administrators were 
to work with campus planning committees to “plan professional development activities.”

• Principal (Secondary)—This job description required the principal to train staff.  Second, s/he was to 
“Coach staff and help them identify and develop appropriate professional growth opportunities as well 
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as accomplish improvement goals.”  The secondary principal was also to aid campus committees in 
planning professional development trainings.  

• Teacher—The individual in this position was to “Participate in staff development activities.”

The Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction was ultimately responsible for “planning, 
developing, and implementing training.”  The Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction was to 
support that process.  The Instructional Consultants were the only district employees charged with delivering 
professional development to staff members in their job descriptions.  Principals were to interact with staff 
members regarding their professional growth and in planning trainings.  Finally, the teachers were to participate 
in the training activities.

The district’s Employee Handbook 2016-17 also referred to expectations for employee professional development 
with the following statement:

• Staff development activities are organized to meet the needs of employees and the district.  Staff 
development for instructional personnel is predominately campus-based, related to achieving campus 
performance objectives, addressed in the campus improvement plan, and approved by a campus-level 
advisory committee.  Staff development for non-instructional personnel is designed to meet specific 
licensing requirements (e.g., bus drivers) and continue employee skill development.

To assess the effectiveness of the district’s professional development program, auditors examined district 
documents and practices in relation to the audit’s 18 characteristics for effective staff development programs.  
The criteria are built around two major areas:  context and process.  The context criteria address the organization 
and culture in which new learnings are introduced and implemented.  The process criteria refer to how 
professional development efforts take place—the means for the acquisition of the new learnings.  The auditors 
examined board policies, district improvement plans, campus improvement plans, job descriptions, professional 
development documents, and conducted interviews with district and campus staff members to determine 
professional development practices and procedures.  This information was analyzed in comparison to the 
audit criteria.  A summary of current practices for each characteristic of an effective professional development 
program is outlined in Exhibit 3.3.1.

Exhibit 3.3.1

Quality Criteria for Professional Development  
Auditors’ Assessment of Professional Development Program

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Characteristics
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
Policy
1. Has policy that directs staff development efforts.  X
2. Fosters an expectation for professional growth. X  
3. Is for all employees. Partial*  
Planning and Design
4. Is based on careful analysis of data and is data-driven. Partial*  
5. Provides for system-wide coordination and has a clearinghouse function in 

place.  X

6. Provides the necessary funding to carry out professional development goals. X  
7. Has a current plan that provides a framework for integrating innovations 

related to mission.  X

8. Has a professional development mission in place.  X
9. Is built using a long-range planning approach.  X
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Exhibit 3.3.1 (continued)
Quality Criteria for Professional Development  

Auditors’ Assessment of Professional Development Program
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Characteristics
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
10. Provides for organizational, unit, and individual development in a 

systematic manner. Partial*  

11. Focuses on organizational change - staff development efforts are aligned 
with district goals. Partial*  

Delivery
12. Is based on proven research-based approaches that have shown to increase 

productivity.  X

13. Provides for three phases of the change process:  initiation, implementation, 
and institutionalization.  X

14. Is based on human learning and development and adult learning.  X
15. Uses a variety of professional development approaches.  X
16. Provides for follow-up and on-the-job application necessary to ensure 

improvement. Partial*  

17. Expects each supervisor to be a staff developer of staff supervised. X  
Evaluation
18. Requires an evaluation process that is ongoing, includes multiple sources of 

information, focuses on all levels of the organization, and is based on actual 
changed behavior.

 X

Total 3 15
Percentage Rated Adequate 17%

*Partial ratings are tallied as inadequate.
©2013 CMSi

Auditors found the professional development program of the school district to be inadequate, meeting 17 percent 
of the audit criteria.  Criteria found to some extent in district documentation were recorded as partially adequate 
(28 percent).  For audit purposes, partially adequate characteristics are calculated as inadequate, however.  A 
district’s professional development program is considered adequate if it meets 70 percent of the audit criteria.  
Detailed explanations for each of the 18 characteristics of an effective staff development program follow.

Characteristic 1:  Has policy that directs staff development efforts.  (Inadequate)

In the policy review, auditors noted that several board policies referred to requirements for district personnel 
to participate in professional development opportunities.  Board Policy EG contained the most comprehensive 
reference to district-wide professional development with the requirement that teachers were to be trained in 
the analysis of student performance data, technology use, and instructional strategies.  The superintendent 
was directed to oversee the district’s professional development program.  There were no district policies that 
required a comprehensive staff development program clearly linking district and campus staff development 
efforts, however. 

Characteristic 2:  Fosters an expectation for professional growth.  (Adequate)

The board policies with references to professional development expected district staff development to meet all 
legal requirements and encouraged participation by staff members.  Teacher training was to include assessment 
analysis and instructional strategies including technology integration.  All reviewed district and campus 
improvement plans had professional development goals and/or strategies.  Interview information indicated that 
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the district had historically offered professional development trainings at the beginning of each year, and four 
data review days had been added during the 2016-17 school year.  Further, summer professional development 
was available for teacher certification requirements through the district or Region VII.  Non-certificated staff 
members were also supported in completing continuous training hours required for various positions and in the 
renewals of certifications and licenses.

Characteristic 3:  Is for all employees.  (Partially Adequate)

Although the district’s board policies referred to superintendent and teacher training requirements, interview 
information and district training schedules indicated that paraprofessionals, campus administrators, and 
non-certificated personnel were included in district training opportunities.  Various operations department 
employees attended continuous training sessions and trainings to keep certifications and licenses current.  
Further, paraprofessionals and teachers were required to attend trainings to ensure their highly qualified status.  
There was no documentation, however, to ensure that all employee groups received access to staff development 
opportunities, such as clerical or non-licensed operations staff members.

Characteristic 4:  Is based on careful analysis of data and is data-driven.  (Partially Adequate)

The district did not present any written documentation that explained the process in which professional 
development trainings were selected for the district-wide days at the beginning of each school year.  The staff 
development schedules reviewed clearly noted the trainings that were required to comply with state or federal 
mandates.  In some cases, based on the attendance logs, it was clear that a textbook adoption had taken place, 
and associated professional development was scheduled.  The district and campus improvement plans had 
summary student performance data included.  The improvement plan goals generally addressed the student 
results in most cases.  Therefore, the professional development strategies included in the plans were connected 
to the goal and the assessment data for that goal.  However, in many campus plans the professional development 
content was not identified, making it difficult to ascertain whether the goal and, in turn, the assessment data 
were addressed.

Characteristic 5:  Provides for system-wide coordination and has a clearinghouse function in place.  
(Inadequate)

The district and campus improvement teams were required by board policy to approve all professional 
development at the district and campus levels.  While district staff members planned the sessions to be conducted 
at the beginning of the school year, campuses could offer trainings at their discretion.  Interview information 
also indicated that district employees, with the approval of supervisors, could select and attend professional 
development individually, usually through Region VII.  There was no coordinated process to organize and 
approve all professional development offerings centrally for district, campus, and individual employees, or to 
track the connection to district and campus goals.

Characteristic 6:  Provides the necessary funding to carry out professional development goals.  (Adequate)

Board Policy EG required that the board adopt an annual budget to fund, in part, curriculum training.  The 
budget was to be based on district goals and priorities.  The district budget allotment for curriculum and staff 
development had increased over the last three years by a total of $332,706.  The majority of district and campus 
personnel commented during interviews that ample budget was available to conduct professional development 
and send employees to regional training activities.  National conventions were noted to be too expensive 
based on their budget allocations, however.  In the online surveys conducted by auditors prior to the site visit, 
principals and assistant principals were asked if professional development was adequately funded.  The campus 
administrator responses are found in Exhibit 3.3.2.
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Exhibit 3.3.2

Campus Administrator Perceptions of the Adequacy  
Of Professional Development Funding Based on Survey Information (N=19)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Exhibit 3.3.2 reveals the following:

• Seventy-four (74) percent of the campus administrators strongly agreed or agreed that professional 
development was adequately funded to support teachers in improving instruction to meet the diverse 
student needs.

• Twenty-six (26) percent of principals and assistant principals responding to the survey disagreed with 
this statement.

• One campus administrator did not respond to the question.

Characteristic 7:  Has a current plan which provides a framework for integrating innovations related to 
mission.  (Inadequate)

The Whitehouse Independent School District did not have a professional development plan at the time of the 
audit.

Characteristic 8:  Has a professional development mission in place.  (Inadequate)

Although the district and campus improvement plans included the district/campus missions, visions, and, 
usually, value statements, there was no professional development mission in place during the audit time frame.

Characteristic 9:  Is built using a long-range planning approach.  (Inadequate)

A system long-range plan was not in place in the school district at the time of the audit.  A district strategic 
plan was to be formulated once the curriculum audit report was received by district personnel.  Therefore, 
the only plans in place were the district and campus improvement plans, which were annual state compliance 
documents.  The district historically provided professional development trainings at the beginning of each 
school year.  Documentation indicated that there were sessions that were required by law and sessions that 
related to new textbook/software/resource adoptions.  However, there were usually a number of offerings from 
which teachers could choose in their areas of interest.  In some cases, the same sessions were repeated during 
multiple years.  Because the district lacked a long-range strategic plan and did not have a staff development 
plan, district professional development efforts did not address long-term acquisition of skills.
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Characteristic 10:  Provides for organizational, unit, and individual development in a systematic manner.  
(Partially Adequate)

The district’s beginning-of-school professional development sessions were organized by state required trainings 
and curricular/instructional offerings.  In some cases, newly adopted textbooks or software trainings were 
included.  Campus improvement plans contained references to professional development, in most cases, as 
strategies to support goal attainment.  However, in many plans specific content of professional development 
trainings was not identified; for example, “Provide high quality staff development to teachers.”  Lastly, 
individual teachers could self-select sessions of interest at the beginning of school workshops.  Teachers could 
also choose to attend regional trainings during the school year and summer to acquire the necessary ongoing 
certification hours.  Campus administrators usually approved these selections.  Interview information indicated 
that the connection of these individual professional development activities to the specific campus plan goals 
was site specific.  There was no district system to link all three types of professional development to each other 
and to student performance data.

Characteristic 11:  Focuses on organizational change—staff development efforts are aligned with district 
goals.  (Partially Adequate)

The district professional development offerings related to district goals found in the improvement plan or to 
legally required content.  Staff development initiatives noted in the campus plans were linked to specific goals.  
However, in some cases, the professional development strategies did not include content.  Whether the actual 
training related to the campus goal to which it was associated could not be determined.  Further, individual 
employees could attend regional trainings or conferences.  Whether those trainings were aligned with district/
campus goals was dependent upon the administrator’s approval process.

Characteristic 12:  Is based on proven research-based approaches that have been shown to increase 
productivity.  (Inadequate)

Auditors found no documentation that outlined district expectations in how professional development training 
was to be delivered.  The professional development schedules and timelines did not include delivery information, 
although one session included collaboration in the title.  In a minority of cases, identified professional 
development strategies noted in campus improvement plans included collaboration and coaching.  Interview 
information indicated that instructional consultants often worked with individuals and small groups of teachers 
at campuses as coaches.  Further, district leadership shared that Professional Learning Communities were to be 
implemented throughout the district in the 2017-18 school year.  Teachers shared during interviews that they 
often received the same professional development content year after year with no differentiation for knowledge 
or experience levels.  Lastly, improvement plan documentation generally connected strategies, including 
professional development trainings, to student performance results only because of their inclusion with overall 
goals.  In some cases, goal attainment was not measured through student performance results.  Improvement 
plans contained summary data for one year at a time, but did not tie long-term achievement trends to goals or 
strategies, including professional development strategies. 

Characteristic 13:  Provides for three phases of the change process:  initiation, implementation, and 
institutionalization.  (Inadequate)

New teacher orientation was the only level of differentiation noted in district documentation.  The district 
professional development conducted prior to the start of school, did not offer sessions in stages for teachers 
as they built expertise in the subject matter.  Instructional consultants conducted follow-up and coaching with 
individual teachers and small groups, but because teachers could self-select professional development sessions,  
follow-up of all professional development information was inconsistent.  It was unclear as to the campus 
administrators’ roles in professional development follow-up.  Often they were conducting the training rather 
than attending.  At the time of the audit, the district did not have the degree of ongoing monitoring and coaching 
necessary to fully develop all three phases of the change process.
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Characteristic 14:  Is based on human learning and development and adult learning.  (Inadequate)

Book talks, coaching, and collaboration were noted in a minority of training agendas and campus improvement 
plan strategies.  At the time of the audit, much of the teacher professional development was self-selected based on 
interests.  Further, the professional development offerings were not differentiated based on teaching experience 
and pedagogical knowledge.  Instructional consultants were primarily charged with the responsibility to follow-
up on district trainings, but did not have the man-power to adequately coach all professional development 
recipients.  District leadership indicated during interviews that professional development delivery would be 
undergoing some changes in timing and selection for the coming year.

Characteristic 15:  Uses a variety of professional development approaches.  (Inadequate)

At the time of audit, professional development was delivered in one-time sessions at the beginning of each school 
year.  Campuses offered professional development during staff meetings throughout the year, but the content 
and approaches were not tracked centrally.  Individual teachers also enrolled in trainings through the district 
or Region VII during the school year or during the summer for recertification purposes.  The delivery methods 
for those sessions were at the discretion of the trainers.  District instructional consultants utilized follow-up and 
coaching methodology with individual teachers and small groups.  However, because of their small numbers 
(5), they were assigned to actual campuses only a half-day each week.  One campus had Professional Learning 
Communities (PLCs) in place at the time of the audit, and all other campuses were to implement PLCs during 
2017-18.  Interview information indicated that PLC time would afford greater coaching and collaboration 
opportunities. 

Characteristic 16:  Provides for follow-up and on-the-job application necessary to ensure improvement.  
(Partially Adequate)

Instructional consultants often provided professional development follow-up and coaching to individual 
teachers and small groups as they worked at campuses.  However, the consultants were regularly scheduled to 
each campus for only a half day each week.  Although interview and survey information indicated that most 
campus administrators self-reported they were in classrooms daily or at least weekly, professional development 
follow-up was not the primary objective of the administrators as they monitored classrooms.  Representative 
comments are noted below: 

• “I look for students to be on task, engaged, and question wait time.” (Campus Administrator)

• “I look for what the students are doing not what the teachers are doing.  Whoever is doing the work 
is doing the learning.  From replies of students it is obvious if the student is getting it.” (Campus 
Administrator)

• “I look for a clear objective, student to student interaction, teaching correct content.” (District 
Administrator)

If the subject matter noted in the administrator comments were included in specific professional development 
trainings, follow-up would be present.  However, because campus improvement plans often did not include 
specific professional development content, linkage could not be determined.  Job-embedded follow-up sessions 
and coaching were not systematically coordinated across the district for all professional development offered 
in the school district.

Characteristic 17:  Expects each supervisor to be a staff developer of staff supervised.  (Adequate)

The superintendent’s duties, as noted in board policy, required that s/he was responsible for overseeing the 
district’s professional development program.  Further, interview information indicated that the superintendent 
had scheduled one-to-one conferences with all department and campus administrators to develop professional 
goals.  The Assistant Superintendent and Executive Director of Curriculum and Instruction were primarily 
responsible for developing the district’s professional development program.  The job descriptions of the campus 
administrators required that each was responsible for training staff members, as well as coaching them to 
determine their professional development aspirations.  Lastly, principals were to work with campus committees 
to plan appropriate professional development opportunities for their staff members.  
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Characteristic 18:  Requires an evaluation process that is ongoing, includes multiple sources of information, 
focuses on all levels of the organization, and is based on actual change in behavior.  (Inadequate)

Professional development attendee surveys were conducted in some cases after session completions, primarily 
for trainer information.  There was no documentation that trainings were evaluated based on actual changed 
behavior or connection to student performance results.  District and campus improvement plans contained 
professional development strategies.  However, in many cases, the plans did not include specific professional 
development content, making the connection of the annual summary achievement data to specific professional 
development trainings difficult.  Professional development was not evaluated based on long-term student 
achievement trends.

For a school district’s professional development program to be determined as adequate, 70 percent of the 
18 audit criteria outlined previously must be met.  The district professional development program met audit 
characteristics completely in 17 percent of the areas.  Therefore, the professional development program was 
considered inadequate.

District personnel tracked professional development offerings at the district level.  This information was 
available for the previous three years (2013-14, 2014-15, and 2015-16).  Auditors reviewed the training offered 
by the district over those school years.  Exhibit 3.3.3 illustrates the district professional development activities 
by category.

Exhibit 3.3.3

District Professional Development Offerings
Whitehouse Independent School District

2013-14 to 2015-16

Course/Class 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 Total 
Assessment Data and Use     
Data Analysis and Review X X  2
AIMSweb Reports  X  1
PK Report Card  X  1
Formative Assessments  X X 2
Individual Student Accelerated Instruction Plans  X X 2
DMAC and Data   X 1
I Tested Them Now What   X 1
Running Record   X 1
STAAR Test Maker   X 1
Assessment Data and Use Total 1 5 6 12
Curriculum     
ELA Training Rotations X   1
Library Training X   1
PE Scope and Sequence X   1
Literacy Cohort X  X 2
Math Curriculum X X  2
Alpha Phonics in the Classroom  X  1
Edgenuity  X  1
Science  X  1
Spelling Versus Word Study  X  1
Writing about Reading  X  1
The Daily Five  X X 2
Making Meaning with Vocabulary   X 1
Math Textbook   X 1
Math Word Problems and Strip Diagrams   X 1
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Exhibit 3.3.3 (continued)
District Professional Development Offerings

Whitehouse Independent School District
2013-14 to 2015-16

Course/Class 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 Total 
New Teacher Curriculum Orientation   X 1
Social Studies Curriculum   X 1
Social Studies Textbook   X 1
Vocabulary Does a Reader Good   X 1
Word Study   X 1
Write Source   X 1
Writing the Good Stuff   X 1
Curriculum Total 5 7 12 24
Instructional Strategies  
Differentiation by Product, Process, or Content X   1
Differentiation for Special Populations and the 5 E Model X   1
Adaptive PE  X  1
Incorporating Reading/Writing in Elementary Science  X  1
Line Dancing  X  1
Depth and Complexity Icons  X X 2
Tennis Instructional Activities  X X 2
Brain Based Strategies   X 1
Developmentally Appropriate PE   X 1
Dig into Rigor Using Depth and Complexity   X 1
Flipped Classrooms   X 1
Lapbook 101   X 1
Learning Through Play   X 1
Literacy Superheroes   X 1
Motivate the Unmotivated   X 1
Problem Based Learning in Science   X 1
The Fundamental Five   X 1
Tools for Teaching   X 1
What Are My Students Thinking   X 1
Instructional Strategies Total 2 5 14 21
Technology
Microsoft Office Training X   1
Website Development X  X 2
Learning.com   X 1
Technology in the Secondary Classroom   X 1
Using Google Forms   X 1
Virtual Back to School Conference   X 1
Google Drive   X 1
Technology Total 2 0 6 8
Specialized District Programs
Gifted Learner Social/Emotional Needs X   1
Progress Monitoring X   1
RtI Updates X X  2
Autism  X  1
Assessment and Identification X X X 3
Nature and Needs X X X 3
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Exhibit 3.3.3 (continued)
District Professional Development Offerings

Whitehouse Independent School District
2013-14 to 2015-16

Course/Class 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 Total 
504 Accommodations   X 1
Depth and Complexity   X 1
Dyslexia A-Z   X 1
Special Education   X 1
Specialized Program Total 5 4 6 15
Student Emotional/Social Needs
Developing Student Expectations X   1
Poverty Simulation X  X 2
Children of Poverty and Why Try  X  1
Emotional/Social Total 2 1 1 4
Health and Safety
CPR Training X X X 3
Health Advisory Council Program Review  X  1
Human Growth and Development  X  1
Bloodborne Pathogens  X X 2
Bullying Awareness  X X 2
Campus Safety Procedures  X X 2
Child Protective Services Reporting and Protocol  X X 2
Crisis Prevention and Intervention  X X 2
Dating Violence Intervention and Prevention  X X 2
Diabetes Action Plan and Protocol  X X 2
Emergency Procedures  X X 2
Student Medical Protocols and Emergency Health Plans  X X 2
Suicide Prevention and Substance Abuse Intervention  X X 2
Health and Safety Total 1 13 11 25
Lesson Planning
Writing Clear Objectives and Implementation of the Five E Model X   1
Lesson Planning  X  1
Lesson by Design   X 1
Lesson Planning Total 1 1 1 3
Legal Matters
Legal Updates X X  2
UIL Policy Update  X  1
Documentation Training  X  1
Student Records FERPA  X X 2
Legal Updates Special Education   X 1
Legal Matters Total 1 4 2 7
General Information/Misc.
Campus Expectations and Procedures X X X 3
Classroom Management  X  1
Campus Discipline Plans  X X 2
Campus Improvement Plan Development  X X 2
Performance Appraisal Orientation  X X 2
Book Study   X 1
Effective Discipline   X 1
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Exhibit 3.3.3 (continued)
District Professional Development Offerings

Whitehouse Independent School District
2013-14 to 2015-16

Course/Class 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 Total 
Parent Teacher Conferences   X 1
General Information/Misc. Total 1 5 7 13
Grand Total 21 45 66 132
Data Source:  WISD Professional Development Schedules and Lists

As can be seen in Exhibit 3.3.3:

• Ten (10) district categories of professional development training were used for this analysis.

• One-hundred thirty-two (132) total district professional development offerings took place over the 
three years of data.  The professional development offerings increased each year with 2013-14 having 
21.  The 2014-15 school year increased by 24 to 45, and 2015-16 increased by 21 sessions to 66.

• Health and Safety accounted for the highest number of sessions over the three-year period with 25, 
closely followed by Curriculum with 24.  The Curriculum category increased each year from five 
in 2013-14 to 12 sessions in 2015-16, due mainly to English language arts, mathematics, and social 
studies trainings. 

• Instructional Strategies was the next highest category with 21 professional development sessions over 
the reviewed time frame.  The number of sessions held during the 2015-16 school year exceeded all 
other categories for that year with 14.

• Training for Specialized District Programs occurred in 15 total sessions, followed closely by the 
General Information (13) and Assessment (12) categories.  Specialized District Programs pertained 
to specific training for particular student populations such as special education, gifted and talented, 
and dyslexia.  General Information included general district expectations in classroom management, 
improvement plan development, and performance appraisals.  The Assessment category included data 
software, assessment creation, and data analysis.  All three categories contained more sessions in 2015-
16 than in the previous school year.

• All other categories, Technology, Student Emotional/Social Needs, Lesson Planning, and Legal Matters 
ranged from a low of three sessions in Lesson Planning to a high of eight sessions in Technology.  The 
Technology category increased in 2015-16 for zero the year before to six sessions.  The other categories 
were fairly consistent across the three years of data.

Each campus was required to submit a school development plan on an annual basis.  Campus goals were to 
be set and improvement strategies planned to address the goals.  Professional development support activities 
were sometimes included in the campus plans.  The following exhibit displays the professional development 
topics planned by schools for the 2015-16 school year, contained in the most recent campus improvement 
plans available.  All eight campus improvement plans were reviewed.  Exhibit 3.2.4 illustrates the professional 
development planned to meet those campus goals.
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Exhibit 3.3.4

Professional Development Activities  
 Contained in Campus Improvement Plans
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Campus Improvement Plan Trainings Number of 
Campuses

Percent of Total 
Campuses 

Professional Development (Content Not Identified) 7 88
Student Safety 6 75
Technology 6 75
Response to Intervention (RtI)/Tier 5 63
Certification/Highly Qualified 4 50
Special Education/504 Support 4 50
Assessments/Tracking Software 3 38
Student Behavior/Discipline 3 38
Student Sub-Population Support 3 38
Academic/Core Subjects 2 25
Curriculum Development 1 13
Instructional Strategies 1 13
Data Source:  2015-16 Campus Improvement Plans

Exhibit 3.3.4 illustrates:

• All eight district campus improvement plans were utilized for this analysis.  

• Eighty-eight (88) percent of campus improvement plans contained the general strategy statement that 
professional development would be provided to staff members.  Seven campus plans included that 
statement but did not specify particular content or context of the professional development activities.

• Student Safety and Technology were the next two most frequent categories.  Both categories were 
included in 75 percent of the campus plans.

• Response to Intervention (RtI)/Tiers professional development activities were located in 63 percent of 
the campus improvement plans as strategies for goal attainment.

• In 50 percent of the campus plans, trainings were included to meet certification or highly qualified 
status requirements.  Special education trainings including 504 support trainings, were also included in 
50 percent of the plans.

• Assessments/Tracking Software, Student Behavior and Discipline, and Student Sub-Population Support 
staff development each were noted in 38 percent (three schools) of the campus improvement plans.

• Academic/Core Subject training was identified as a strategy in two campus plans or two schools.

• One school identified Curriculum Development for training content, and one campus noted that 
professional development would be conducted in Instructional Strategies.

In summary, the number of district professional development offerings increased over the three years of data.  
In 2015-16, the Curriculum, Instruction, and Technology category offerings grew at a faster pace than other 
categories during that same time period in district-wide professional development.  Campus improvement 
plan professional development strategies were most often not identified with specific content.  Professional 
development specifically related to academic/core subjects, curriculum development, and instructional strategies 
was noted in the fewest campus improvement plans.
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Stanton-Smith Elementary students acting out parts of  speech to a song

Auditors also conducted online surveys with principals/assistant principals and teachers asking for responses 
concerning the status of the professional development program in the school district.  First, campus administrators 
were asked about the training they received in both administrative duties and district curricula.  Administrators 
were asked to determine their agreement with the following two statements:  “The professional development 
I receive in my position as a building administrator sufficiently meets my needs,” and “I have had adequate 
training in the district curricula enabling me to support teachers’ delivery of instruction.”  The results of the 
survey responses are illustrated in Exhibit 3.3.5.

Exhibit 3.3.5

Campus Administrator Perceptions of the Adequacy of Their Professional Development  
Based on Survey Information (N=20)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Exhibit 3.3.5 shows the following:

• Campus administrators agreed and strongly agreed (65 percent) that the general professional 
development they attended sufficiently met their needs.  
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• Thirty-five (35) percent of the principals and assistant principals disagreed or strongly disagreed with 
the statement.

• In the area of professional development associated with the district curriculum, campus administrators 
were less favorable, indicating that they agreed or strongly agreed in 55 percent of the responses that 
they could support teachers in instructional delivery because of the curricular training they had received.

• Forty-five (45) percent of the campus administrators disagreed that the professional development had 
been adequate in the district curriculum.

Teachers and principals/assistant principals were also asked about their use of instructional strategies to meet 
the needs of all students.  Campus administrators were asked to respond to, “Effective implementation of 
professional development is evident as teachers deliver the instruction to meet diverse student needs.”  Teachers 
were asked for their responses to “I have been trained in the strategies for differentiating instruction to meet the 
individual learning needs of my students.”  Exhibit 3.3.6 displays both groups’ levels of agreement.

Exhibit 3.3.6

Campus Administrator and Teacher Perceptions of Professional Development Use  
Based on Survey Information (N=19; N=203)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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 As can be gleaned from Exhibit 3.3.6:

• Eighty-eight (88) percent of the responding teachers agreed or strongly agreed that they had received 
training in differentiation to meet individual learning needs.

• Teachers disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement in 13 percent of the responses.

• Sixty-eight (68) percent of the responding principals and assistant principals agreed or strongly agreed 
that they saw effective implementation of professional development to meet diverse needs of students.

• Campus administrators disagreed that professional development was evident in 32 percent of the 
responses.
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Finally, teachers were asked to give their opinions as to the quality and relevance of district-provided, campus-
provided, and state-provided professional development trainings.  Exhibit 3.3.7 displays the teacher responses.

Exhibit 3.3.7

Teacher Perceptions of the Adequacy of Professional Development Delivery Systems  
Based on Survey Information (N=19)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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As noted in Exhibit 3.3.7:

• Ten (10) to 14 percent of teachers considered all three of the professional development modalities 
excellent.

• When teachers noted that trainings were above average, the campus received the highest percentage of 
responses (63 percent) when compared to the district and state (32 and 27 percent, respectively).

• All three categories (district, campus, and state) were rated as average in similar percentages (45-47).

• In six to eight percent of the responses, teachers noted that professional development was poor in 
quality and relevance at the district, campus, and state.

In summary, campus administrators noted in the online surveys that the general professional development they 
received in their roles as principals and assistant principals served them with a higher degree of adequacy (65 
percent) than the training they received in the district curriculum (55 percent).  Teachers responded positively that 
they had received appropriate professional development to meet diverse student needs (88 percent).  Principals 
and assistant principals indicated that they saw instructional evidence of those strategies in classrooms in 68 
percent of the responses.  Teachers noted that campus professional development was judged to be of higher 
quality than that of the district and the state with the above average category receiving the most responses.

Interview information yielded additional information about the district’s professional development program.  
Comments about the current status and future plans follow:

• “Professional development is campus driven.  It’s dependent upon the principal.” (District Administrator)

• “There’s no district initiative.  We want to be seen as a hub for professional development.” (District 
Administrator)

• “Principals have been given no tools, no professional development.” (District Administrator)

• “Next year we’ll do targeted professional development during the school year, not just the week prior.  
Professional development has not been developed.” (District Administrator)
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• “Haven’t had a great deal of training.  More hands on as you do the job.” (District Administrator)

• “Training for maintenance certifications is supported.” (District Administrator)

• “The new teacher orientation had everything already set up for you.  Technology was ready to go.  Mid-
year hires didn’t have the orientation, though.” (Teacher)

• “Professional development will be monitored through lesson plans and walk-throughs.” (District 
Administrator)

Professional Development Selection

• “Teachers had the freedom to choose to go to what they wanted.  We still have a ways to go – bringing 
people in.” (District Administrator)

• “Teachers have a choice about what they go to.  We have started more in the past three years to say these 
teachers need this.” (District Administrator)

• “There’s a lot of professional development before school that we could choose from.  It’s nice to be able 
to attend what interests you.” (Teacher)

• “Administration encourages teachers to try new things and learn what’s up and coming.  I’ve been 
allowed to grow as a teacher by going to workshops made available to me at Region 7 and outside 
sources.  We also have book studies as a campus.” (Teacher)

• “As I see things come up, I send teachers to get professional development or get professional development 
presenters to come to the campus.” (Campus Administrator)

• “I’ll send teachers to workshops.  I’ll see something and send someone.  Sometimes I’ll direct them to 
go.” (Campus Administrator)

Professional Development Content Needs

• “We need training on interpreting the TEKS and building lessons.” (Campus Administrator)

• “Campus administrators may need more opportunities for growth in the area of curriculum and 
instruction.” (Campus Administrator Survey)

• “Teachers need training and time to collaborate on how to meet the needs of student groups.” (Campus 
Administrator)

• “There hasn’t been a lot of professional development in using technology.” (District Administrator)

• “The department will suggest books for the teacher to read when a question is asked about a particular 
objective.  We want to see modeling and teaching not a given book to read.” (Teacher Survey)

Summary

At the time of the audit, the Whitehouse Independent School District did not have a professional development 
plan.  Auditors reviewed board policies, improvement plans, and job descriptions to determine the extent 
to which quality professional development components existed in the school district.  In combination, the 
district documents met 17 percent of the characteristics of an adequate staff development program.  There 
were components noted in district documentation in 28 percent of the categories but they did not contain the 
specificity or were missing elements necessary to meet audit criteria completely.  

Historically, district professional development trainings were available to staff members at the beginning of 
each school year and as individually selected or required for certification, licensure, or highly qualified status 
renewals.  District professional development sessions offered at the beginning of each school year had increased 
for the past three years with additional trainings in curriculum, instruction, and technology categories.  Further, 
four data review days had been added during the 2016-17 school year.  Interview information and improvement 
plans noted professional development activities at the campus level were conducted during the school year.  
However, in many cases the professional development content was not specifically identified in the campus 
improvement plans.  
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STANDARD 4: The School District Uses the Results from District-Designed and/
or -Adopted Assessments to Adjust, Improve, or Terminate Ineffective Practices 
or Programs.
A school system meeting this audit standard has designed a comprehensive system of assessment/testing and 
uses valid measurement tools that indicate how well its students are achieving designated priority learning goals 
and objectives.  Common indicators are:

• A formative and summative assessment system linked to a clear rationale in board policy;

• Knowledge, local validation, and use of current curricular and program assessment best practices;

• Use of a student and program assessment plan that provides for diverse assessment strategies for varied 
purposes at all levels—district, school, and classroom;

• A way to provide feedback to the teaching and administrative staffs regarding how classroom instruction 
may be evaluated and subsequently improved;

• A timely and relevant database upon which to analyze important trends in student achievement;

• A vehicle to examine how well specific programs are actually producing desired learner outcomes or 
results;

• A database to compare the strengths and weaknesses of various programs and program alternatives, as 
well as to engage in equity analysis;

• A database to modify or terminate ineffective educational programs;

• A method/means to relate to a programmatic budget and enable the school system to engage in cost-
benefit analysis; and

• Organizational data gathered and used to continually improve system functions.

A school district meeting this audit standard has a full range of formal and informal assessment tools that 
provide program information relevant to decision making at classroom, building (principals and school-site 
councils), system, and board levels.

A school system meeting this audit standard has taken steps to ensure that the full range of its programs is 
systematically and regularly examined.  Assessment data have been matched to program objectives and are used 
in decision making.

What the Auditors Expected to Find in the Whitehouse Independent School District:

The auditors expected to find a comprehensive assessment program for all aspects of the curriculum, pre-K 
through grade 12, which:

• Was keyed to a valid, officially adopted, and comprehensive set of goals/objectives of the school 
district;

• Was used extensively at the site level to engage in program review, analysis, evaluation, and 
improvement;

• Was used by the policy-making groups in the system and the community to engage in specific policy 
review for validity and accuracy;

• Was the foci and basis of formulating short- and long-range plans for continual improvement;

• Was used to establish costs and select needed curriculum alternatives; and

• Was publicly reported on a regular basis in terms that were understood by key stakeholders in the 
community.
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Overview of What the Auditors Found in the Whitehouse Independent School District:

This section is an overview of the findings that follow in the area of Standard Four.  Details follow within 
separate findings.

The district did not have a written assessment plan.  There was some evidence of planning for assessment in 
the district, but most of the characteristics of a comprehensive student assessment and program evaluation plan 
were not present to guide district assessment to provide data for decision making regarding student achievement, 
curriculum, instructional approaches, and instructional programs.  The district’s planning for assessment was 
found to be inadequate.

The scope of formal assessment in Whitehouse Independent School District was inadequate at the elementary 
level in which 83 percent of the core courses had some form of state or district-wide assessment.  However, at 
grades 6-8, the scope of assessment was found to be adequate with 100 percent coverage of assessment in the 
core areas.  The high school level was found to be inadequate with 42 percent of the core courses at grades 9 
through 12 having district or state level assessments available.  

In examining the use of formative and summative data in the Whitehouse Independent School District, auditors 
found that an abundance of data was collected in the district and uploaded into the district’s data management 
system (DMAC).  However, neither formative nor summative data were used consistently for curricular and 
instructional decision making in order to improve student achievement.  Auditors found that while classroom 
assessment was in practice in schools, the resulting data use was emergent, limited, and inconsistent.  

District assessment trends were at or above the state results on the State of Texas Assessment of Academic 
Readiness (STAAR) over the past five years of data in the reviewed grade levels and courses in the majority 
of cases.  The trends showed that the scores moved up and down through the reviewed years, showing 
inconsistencies and few gains in performance.  Gaps in district subgroup performance existed especially among 
African American, special education, and economically disadvantaged populations.  

Finding 4.1:  The Whitehouse Independent School District lacks an adequate comprehensive assessment 
plan.  At the elementary and high school grade levels, the scope of assessment is inadequate to monitor 
and evaluate student progress in the core areas of the curriculum; the scope of assessment at the middle 
grades (6-8) is adequate.

A comprehensive student assessment program allows the district to measure the effectiveness of the taught 
curriculum in attaining desired levels of student achievement.  It completes the connection between the written, 
taught, and tested curriculum.  Without assessment, the district has no data-based means of knowing if curriculum 
is appropriate for students, or if it is being implemented as intended in classrooms.  

The audit expectation is that a school system is engaged in comprehensive planning for student assessment.  A 
comprehensive, coherent system for assessment provides teachers, campus administrators, and district leaders 
with the means for determining the effectiveness of the curriculum and instructional practices.  It allows the 
district to gather a variety of data and creates a consistent method for measuring and reporting student progress.  
Without a comprehensive plan, the district may not know what is working and what is not.  The result is a 
variety of approaches and programs that are not coherently planned, implemented, monitored, and evaluated, 
often with no firm connection to student achievement.

In audit terms, the scope of student assessment refers to the presence of some form of state or district-wide 
assessment for every course.  When reviewing assessment scope, auditors do not address the quality of those 
assessments or whether or not each curriculum objective for a given course is assessed.  The audit expectation 
is that some form of formal assessment exists for 100 percent of courses in core content areas (English language 
arts/reading, mathematics, science, and social studies).  

The auditors found no single, comprehensive student assessment and program evaluation plan.  In order to 
determine the extent of assessment planning and the scope of student assessment in the Whitehouse Independent 
School District, auditors examined board policies, job descriptions, online district/campus improvement plans, 
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course listings, and assessment documents provided by the administration or available in the district’s data 
system, DMAC.

In addition to these written documents, auditors conducted on-site observations and interviewed board trustees, 
district administrators, campus administrators, and teachers to gain information about assessment planning and 
the scope of assessment in Whitehouse Independent School District.

Overall, the auditors found that the district’s assessment planning was not comprehensive and was inadequate 
to provide direction for collecting student achievement data and making decisions regarding the effectiveness 
of the curriculum and instructional approaches.  Two out of 15 (13 percent) of the audit quality characteristics 
were met (see Exhibit 4.1.1).  

In terms of the district assessment scope, the auditors found a variety of local and state assessments were used 
at different grade levels in the district.  Analysis of the scope of student assessment showed that at the middle 
grade levels (grades 6-8) the district met the audit standard of 100 percent assessment coverage for the core 
courses.  However, analysis of the scope of student assessment showed that the district did not meet the audit 
standard of 100 percent assessment coverage for the core courses at the elementary or the high school levels.  
The auditors found that 83 percent of the elementary core subject areas had assessments, and the high school 
had assessments in 42 percent of the courses, resulting in the district as a whole having 64 percent coverage of 
core courses with formal assessments. 

The auditors examined board policies to determine if direction was provided relative to the scope of assessment 
in Whitehouse Independent School District.  Auditors found the following:

• Board Policy BJA: Superintendent Qualifications and Duties included as a duty of the superintendent 
“leadership for the planning, organization, operation, supervision, and evaluation of the education 
programs” of the district.  Further, “Oversee annual planning for instructional improvement and monitor 
for effectiveness.” 

• Board Policy EG: Curriculum Development described the curriculum model as including the component 
of “tested curriculum as determined by student assessment.”  It also stated, “The taught and tested 
curriculum shall be aligned with the written curriculum.” Further, “The District shall develop and 
provide assessment items that align with the goals and objectives specified in the District’s written 
curriculum.  The assessment shall include test items that the District may purchase and items developed 
by teacher committees.”

• Board Policy EK: Testing Programs defined a benchmark assessment instrument to be “a district-
required assessment instrument designed to prepare students for a corresponding state-administered 
assessment instrument.”  This policy restricted districts to administering benchmark assessments no 
more than two times for a corresponding state-administered assessment, and for no more than “ten 
percent or a lower percentage of the instructional days in any school year.”  

Overall, the Whitehouse ISD’s board policies indicated the intent to plan for an assessment program, measure 
student achievement, and ensure the alignment of assessment with the written and taught curriculum.  Policies 
addressed both state tests and local teacher-made tests, requiring both to be aligned with written and taught 
curriculum.  Board policy did not specifically require assessment of all subjects taught at all grade levels, 
however.

The auditors also examined job descriptions for administrative and teaching positions to identify responsibilities 
for assessment in the district.  Job descriptions that referred to student assessment planning and scope included 
the following:

• Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction and Executive Director of Curriculum and 
Instruction—These position descriptions both included the expectation, “Evaluate processes and use 
data in order to improve performance and success.” 

• Principal—“Regularly consult the campus-level committee about planning, operation, supervision, 
and evaluation of campus education program.”  The principal was also to “develop annual campus 
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performance objectives,” and to “maintain and use information systems and records necessary to show 
campus progress on performance objectives for each of the Academic Excellence Indicators.”

• Assistant Principal—This position was to “participate in program evaluation measures” and to help the 
principal “develop, maintain, and use information systems to maintain records and track progress on 
campus performance objectives and academic excellence indicators.”

• Instructional Consultants—These positions in each of the content areas were to “assist teachers in 
the development of curriculum and assessment instruments.”  In addition, they were to “facilitate the 
writing and construction of performance criteria and assessment materials.”

• Teacher—“Conduct ongoing assessment of student achievement through formal and informal testing.”

Job descriptions assigned primary duties for planning, creating, and conducting assessments to the instructional 
consultants and to the teacher.  District level administrators were to oversee the assessment process and utilize 
data to make improvements to the educational program.

Brown Elementary kindergarten students working  on the order of the alphabet

Assessment Planning

In the absence of a written assessment plan, the auditors examined the aforementioned board policies, job 
descriptions, online district/campus improvement plans, and district assessment data and looked for evidence 
of various components of a comprehensive student assessment and program evaluation plan, applying the 15 
curriculum management and audit characteristics presented in Exhibit 4.1.1.  It should be noted that auditors 
rated a characteristic as adequate only if it was met completely.
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Exhibit 4.1.1

Characteristics of a Comprehensive Student Assessment  
And Program Evaluation Plan 

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Characteristic (The plan…)
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
1. Describes the philosophical framework for the design of the student assessment 

plan and directs both formative and summative assessment of the curriculum by 
course and grade in congruence with board policy.  Expects ongoing formative 
and summative program evaluation; directs use of data to analyze group, school, 
program, and system student trends.

Partial*

2. Includes an explicit set of formative and summative assessment procedures to carry 
out the expectations outlined in the plan and in board policy.  Provides for regular 
formative and summative assessment at all levels of the system (organization, 
program, and student).

X

3. Requires that formative, diagnostic assessment instruments that align to the district 
curriculum be administered to students frequently to give teachers information for 
instructional decision making.  This includes information regarding which students 
need which learner objectives to be at the appropriate level of difficulty (e.g., 
provides data for differentiated instruction).

Partial*

4. Provides a list of student assessment and program evaluation tools, purposes, 
subjects, type of student tested, timelines, etc. X

5. Identifies and provides direction on the use of diverse assessment strategies for 
multiple purposes at all levels—district, program, school, and classroom—that are 
both formative and summative.

X

6. Specifies the roles and responsibilities of the central office staff and school-based 
staff for assessing all students using designated assessment measures, and for 
analyzing test data.

Partial*

7. Specifies the connection(s) among district, state, and national assessments. X
8. Specifies the overall assessment and analysis procedures used to determine 

curriculum effectiveness. X

9. Requires aligned student assessment examples and tools to be placed in curriculum 
and assessment documents. X

10. Specifies how equity issues will be identified and addressed using data sources; 
controls for possible bias. X

11. Identifies the components of the student assessment system that will be included in 
program evaluation efforts and specifies how these data will be used to determine 
continuation, modification, or termination of a given program.

X

12. Provides for appropriate trainings for various audiences on assessment and the 
instructional use of assessment results. X

13. Delineates responsibilities and procedures for monitoring the administration of the 
comprehensive student assessment and program evaluation plan and/or procedures. X

14. Establishes a process for communicating and training staff in the interpretation of 
results, changes in state and local student achievement tests, and new trends in the 
student assessment field.

Partial*

15. Specifies creation of an assessment data system that allows for the attribution of costs 
by program, permitting program evaluations to support program-based cost-benefit 
analyses. 

X

Total 2 13
Percentage of Adequacy 13%

*Partial ratings are tallied as inadequate.
©2013 CMSi
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Auditors looked for evidence of the audit’s 15 characteristics of a comprehensive student assessment and 
program evaluation plan by examining board policies, job descriptions, and assessment documentation.  To 
meet audit standards, auditors must rate at least 11 of the 15 characteristics (70 percent) as adequate.  As can be 
seen in Exhibit 4.1.1, the district documents completely met two of the 15 characteristics (13 percent).  Thirteen 
(13) of the characteristics were found to be inadequate. (Partial ratings are considered inadequate for adequacy 
rating purposes.)  The following discussion provides more information on evidence found by the auditors 
during this analysis.

Characteristic 1:  Philosophical Framework (Partially Adequate)

There was no clear philosophical framework for the design of a student assessment plan.  Board Policy EG 
directed, “Assessment of the effectiveness of the instructional program shall be determined, in part, by the 
performance of students on local and state-mandated tests.”  The board policy also required that assessment 
procedures “be developed as each curriculum is designed,” and “formative assessments shall be developed at 
each campus with the guidance of the principal.”  This policy was limited regarding directives for the use of 
formative and summative assessment of the curriculum by course and grade, or use of data to analyze group, 
campus, program, and system student trends.

Characteristic 2:  Formative and Summative Assessment Procedures (Inadequate)

Although district and campus improvement plans contained formative and summative assessment categories in 
their templates, no procedures were outlined in any reviewed documentation to carry out the expectations for 
formative and summative assessment at all levels of the system (organization, program, and student).

Characteristic 3:  Formative Diagnostic Assessments (Partially Adequate)

Board Policy EG directed the development of formative assessment instruments aligned to the curriculum for 
each subject area.  Auditors did not find a directive with information regarding the selection of learner objectives 
for individual students at the appropriate level of difficulty in order to provide information for differentiated 
instruction, however.

Characteristic 4:  List of Student Assessment and Program Evaluation Tools (Inadequate)

While the policy directed that a variety of assessments be developed in the curriculum, there was no clear list of 
specific assessment tools, their purposes, who they were intended to test, or timelines for their use.  

Characteristic 5:  Diverse Assessment Strategies (Inadequate)

Board Policy EG noted that district curriculum guides were to include “a variety of assessment options including 
multiple-choice, essay, teacher observation, student-demonstrated competencies, and other alternative and 
authentic measures.” However, auditors found no written direction for the use of diverse formative or summative 
assessment strategies for multiple purposes at all levels—district, program, campus, and classroom.  

Characteristic 6:  Roles and Responsibilities (Partially Adequate)

Job descriptions for the central office administrators, instructional consultants, and teachers referred to 
responsibilities for student assessment and program evaluation in general terms.  The expectation that these 
roles include the ability to analyze data was present, but was not specific as to each position’s designated 
responsibilities.

Characteristic 7:  Connections among District, State, and National Assessments (Inadequate)

Auditors found no description of linkages between adopted and administered district, state, or national 
assessments in planning documents.  District-developed tests were keyed to the state assessment (STAAR) 
objectives, but no indication of connection to national assessments was found.
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Characteristic 8:  Procedures to Determine Curriculum Effectiveness (Inadequate)

Board Policy EG stated, “Assessment of the effectiveness of the instructional program shall be determined, in 
part, by the performance of students on local and state-mandated tests.”  No procedures were outlined as to how 
this was to occur, however.

Characteristic 9:  Aligned Student Assessment Examples in Curriculum Documents (Adequate)

Board Policy EG stated, “The District shall develop and provide assessment items that align with the goals and 
objectives specified in the District’s written curriculum.”  The district provided six-weeks tests that were keyed 
to objectives in the year-at-a-glance documents.    

Characteristic 10: Specification of Means of Identifying and Addressing Equity (Inadequate)

Auditors found no evidence of planning intended to identify and address equity issues, using various data sources 
and controls for possible bias.  An actual process for identifying various types of equity issues, determining and 
implementing appropriate actions, and monitoring the effect on student achievement with controls for possible 
bias was not found in documents presented.

Characteristic 11: Program Evaluation (Inadequate)

Board Policy BJA charged the superintendent with “leadership for the planning, organization, operation, 
supervision, and evaluation of the education programs” of the district.  Board Policy EG directed the district 
to “establish procedures for determining the effectiveness of instructional programming,” but none of the 
documents presented specified how data would be used to determine continuation, modification, or termination 
of a specific program. 

Characteristic 12:  Trainings on Assessment and Instructional Use of Assessment Results (Adequate)

Board Policy EG directed, “The District shall provide professional development opportunities for teachers that 
improve their skills in the assessment of the effectiveness of the curriculum and instructional program.”  This 
training was to include “evaluation of classroom instructional programs based on the construction, validation, 
interpretation, and analysis of student performance assessments and results.”

Characteristic 13: Responsibilities and Procedures for Monitoring (Inadequate)

None of the documents provided to the auditors specified procedures or assigned responsibilities for monitoring 
the administration of a comprehensive assessment and program evaluation plan.  Also, auditors were not 
provided documents describing specifically how progress was to be measured and monitored.  

Characteristic 14:  Process for Communicating with and Training Staff (Partially Adequate)

Board Policy EG provided for training that included “evaluation of classroom instructional programs based 
on the construction, validation, interpretation, and analysis of student performance assessments and results.”  
In addition, the job description for instructional consultants included responsibilities for communicating and 
assisting teachers “in analyzing student assessment data” and for facilitating “analysis of student performance on 
appropriate state assessment instruments.”  No documents were provided to auditors that specifically provided 
direction or guidance for communicating or training staff in changes in state and local student achievement 
tests or new trends in the assessment field.  Interview information indicated that while Professional Learning 
Communities (PLCs) existed at one campus, all other campuses would begin the implementation process in 
2017-18.  With this type of structure, a communication process could be established. 

Characteristic 15: Attribution of Costs by Program (Inadequate)

Auditors found no direction for creation of an assessment data system designed to track costs by program 
enabling program evaluations to support program-based cost-benefit analysis in the district.
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Overall, auditors found elements of a planning process for student assessment and program evaluation, as 
outlined in Exhibit 4.1.1, but did not find a single, comprehensive plan for student assessment and program 
evaluation.  The district had the beginnings of a planning process for student assessment and program evaluation 
in that two characteristics of such a plan were found to be adequate and four were found to be partially adequate.  
Assessment planning, overall, was found to be inadequate, with 13 percent of the criteria meeting audit standards.  

In addition to reviewing documents related to assessment planning, auditors interviewed district administrators, 
campus administrators, and teachers.  Comments collected from these interviews revealed concerns with the 
current state of the district’s assessment system, alignment, and use in the district:

Assessment System and Alignment

• “Common assessments are not aligned with the rigor of state assessments.” (District Administrator)

• “We don’t have an [assessment] system in place that is aligned to the state.” (District Administrator)

• “We think common assessments are common, but they are not aligned with the state test.  We want it to 
align more with the blueprint.”  (District Administrator)

Assessment Use

• “Some [teachers] had a hard time wrapping their mind around data; some have not had sufficient training 
to know how to look at and use data and what it has to do with the TEKS.” (Campus Administrator)

•  “We need to get our common assessments to the rigor we need, then analyze the data and see what the 
students need.” (District Administrator)

• “We need to improve our common assessments and use of the resulting data.” (Campus Administrator)

• “They [teachers] haven’t looked at their test results by TEKS in the past, but we will now.” (Campus 
Administrator)

• “There is no process for analyzing data.  The teachers as a whole don’t know what to do with the 
information.” (District Administrator)

Scope of Assessment

To determine the scope of assessment at the elementary schools, middle level grades (6th grade and junior high 
combined), and high school in the core curricular areas in Whitehouse Independent School District, the auditors 
examined various assessment documents and course listings provided by the administration and available on 
the district website.  Exhibit 4.1.2 displays a list of major assessment tools in use in the district by subject area 
and grade level.  

Exhibit 4.1.2

Major Assessments Administered by the District
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Assessment
Grade Level

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

AimsWeb Reading X X X X X X
X (Reading 
Improve. 

Class)

X (Reading 
Improve. 

Class)

X (Reading 
Improve. 

Class)

AimsWeb Math X X X X X X
X (Math 
Improve. 

Class)

X (Math 
Improve. 

Class)

X (Math 
Improve. 

Class)
Rigby Running 
Records Reading X X X
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Exhibit 4.1.2 (continued)
Major Assessments Administered by the District

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Assessment
Grade Level

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Six- or Nine-Weeks Tests
ELA/Reading X X X X X X X X X X X
Mathematics X X X X X X X X X X X
Science X X X X X X X X X X X
Social Studies X X X X X X X X X X X
Benchmark Tests
ELA/Reading X X X X X X X X
Mathematics X X X X X X X
Science X X X
Social Studies X X
STAAR/EOC
ELA/Reading X X X X X X X X
Mathematics X X X X X X X
Science X X X
Social Studies X X

The following can be gleaned from Exhibit 4.1.2:

• Students at all grade levels were administered at least one formal examination.

• Assessments were given in all core courses in 11 of 13 grade levels.

• AimsWeb for reading and mathematics was administered to all students in grades K-5, but only for 
students in improvement classes in grades 6-8.

• Rigby Running Records Reading was utilized in grades K through 2 to assess reading fluency.

• Six- or nine-weeks tests were given in all subject areas in grades 2-12.

• Benchmark assessments were used once a year in all grade levels and subject areas in which the state 
STAAR test was administered.  

• STAAR/EOC assessments were administered in grades 3-10.
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Auditors examined all core content areas and grade levels to determine the scope of assessment district-wide.  
In order to be considered adequate and meet the audit standards, 100 percent of all core subjects (English 
language arts/reading, mathematics, science, and social studies) for all grades and/or courses must have formal 
assessments.  Exhibit 4.1.3 displays the course offerings in kindergarten through grade 5 in Whitehouse 
Independent School District and identifies those courses with some form of formal, district-wide assessment.

Exhibit 4.1.3

Scope of Assessment by Subject Area and Grade Level, K-5
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Core Areas K 1 2 3 4 5

Grades/ 
Courses 

Requiring 
Assessment

Grades/ 
Courses 

With 
Assessment

Core Courses
English Language Arts/Reading X X X X X X 6 6
Mathematics X X X X X X 6 6
Science O O X X X X 6 4
Social Studies O O X X X X 6 4

Totals of Elementary Core Courses 24 20
Total Scope of Elementary Core Assessment 83%

X = Grades in which course was offered and assessment was present
O = Grades in which course was offered and no assessment was present
Data Source:  Scope information provided by district administration

Exhibit 4.1.3 indicates the district’s scope at the elementary level did not meet audit standards of 100 percent.  
Therefore, the scope of assessment at the elementary level for core courses at 83 percent was rated inadequate.  
The following may be noted from the exhibit:

• All of the grade levels had an assessment in the ELA/Reading core area.

• Mathematics was assessed at all of the elementary grade levels.

• Science and social studies were assessed in all grade levels except kindergarten and first grade.

• The core areas of the elementary grade levels had an assessment scope of 83 percent, which did not 
meet audit criteria of 100 percent.
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Exhibit 4.1.4 displays the scope of assessment at the middle school level, grade 6 and the junior high (7-8) in 
Whitehouse Independent School District.

Exhibit 4.1.4

Scope of Assessments by Subject Area and Grade Level, 6-8
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Courses

Courses 
Offered by 

Grade Level

Courses 
Requiring 

Assessment

Courses 
With 

Assessment
6 7 8

Core Courses
English Language Arts 
English Language Arts/Reading X X X 3 3
English Language Arts/Reading PAP X X X 3 3
Mathematics
Mathematics X X X 3 3
Mathematics PAP X X X 3 3
Algebra I   X 1 1
Pre-Algebra PAP X 1 1
Science
Science X X X 3 3
Science PAP X X X 3 3
Social Studies
Social Studies X X X 3 3
Social Studies PAP X X X 3 3

Totals of Middle Grades (6-8) Core Courses 26 26
Total Scope of Middle Grades Core Curriculum 100%

X = Grade levels in which course was offered and assessment was present.                       
O = Grade levels in which course was offered and no assessment was present.          
Blank = Course was not offered.
Data Source: Scope information provided by district administration.

As can be seen in Exhibit 4.1.4:

• The scope of the English Language Arts/Reading middle grades assessment was 100 percent in the core 
courses offered in grades 6-8, including the Pre-Advanced Placement (PAP) sections.

• Mathematics courses were assessed at all grade levels.  Algebra I was only taught in grade 8 and was 
assessed.

• Science and social studies regular and PAP courses were tested in all three middle grade levels (6-8).

• The core areas of the sixth grade and junior high had an assessment scope of 100 percent, which met 
audit criteria.
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Exhibit 4.1.5 shows the scope of assessment at the high school in Whitehouse Independent School District.

Exhibit 4.1.5

Scope of Assessments by Subject Area and Course  
Grades 9 through 12

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Courses Grade 
Levels

Courses 
Requiring 

Assessment

Courses with 
Assessment

Core Courses
English
English I 9 1 1
English I PAP 9 1 1
English II 10 1 1
English II PAP 10 1 1
English III 11 1 1
English III AP 11 1 1
English III Dual Credit 11 1 0
English IV 12 1 1
English IV AP 12 1 0
English IV Dual Credit 12 1 0
Literary Genre 10-12 1 0
Creative and Imaginative Writing 10-12 1 0
Business English 12 1 0
College Preparation English Language Arts 12 1 0

Total of High School English Courses 14 7
Total Scope of High School English Assessment 50%

Mathematics
Algebra I 9-12 1 1
Algebra II 10-12 1 1
Algebra II PAP 9-12 1 1
College Algebra 12 1 0
Geometry 9-12 1 1
Geometry PAP 9-12 1 1
Mathematics Models 10-12 1 1
Calculus PAP 11-12 1 1
Pre-Calculus 11-12 1 1
Calculus (AB) AP 11-12 1 0
Calculus I 12 1 0
Calculus I Dual Credit 12 1 0
Fundamentals of College Math 11-12 1 1
Statistics and Risk Management 12 1 0
Statistics Dual Credit 12 1 0
Statistics AP 11-12 1 0
Money Matters 10-12 1 0
College Prep Math 12 1 0
Engineering Mathematics 11-12 1 0

Total of High School Mathematics Courses 19 9
Total Scope of High School Mathematics Assessment 47%
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Exhibit 4.1.5 (continued)
Scope of Assessments by Subject Area and Course  

Grades 9 through 12
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Courses Grade 
Levels

Courses 
Requiring 

Assessment

Courses with 
Assessment

Science
Biology 9 1 1
Biology PAP 9 1 1
Biology AP 10-12 1 0
Integrated Physics & Chemistry 10 1 1
Chemistry 10-11 1 1
Chemistry PAP 10-11 1 1
Chemistry AP 10-12 1 0
Earth and Space Science 12 1 1
Environmental Systems 11-12 1 1
Physics 11-12 1 0
Physics 1 AP 11-12 1 0
Physics 2 AP 11-12 1 0
Physics C AP 11-12 1 0
Advanced Animal Science 12 1 0
Astronomy 11-12 1 0
Anatomy & Physiology Honors 11-12 1 0

Total of High School Science Courses 16 7
Total Scope of High School Science Assessment 44%

Social Studies
World Geography 9-12 1 1
World Geography PAP 9-12 1 1
U.S. History 10-12 1 1
U.S. History PAP 10-12 1 1
U.S. History AP 10-12 1 0
World History 11-12 1 1
AP World History 11-12 1 0
U.S. Government 12 1 0
U.S. Government AP 12 1 0
U.S. Government Dual Credit 12 1 0
Texas Government Dual Credit 12 1 0
Economics 12 1 0
Psychology 10-12 1 0
Sociology 10-12 1 0
Human Geography AP 11-12 1 0
Military History 10-12 1 0
Reel America: American History through Film 10-12 1 0

Total of High School Social Studies Courses 17 5
Total Scope of High School Social Studies Assessment 29%

Total of High School Core Courses 66 28
Total Scope of High School Core Assessment 42%

1 = Grade levels in which course was offered and assessment was present 
0 = Assessment was not present
Data Source: Scope information provided by district administration.
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As indicated in Exhibit 4.1.5:

• The scope of high school assessment was 42 percent, which did not meet audit standards of 100 percent.

• English had the most assessment coverage at 50 percent, while social studies had the least coverage at 
29 percent.

• Mathematics had assessments in 47 percent of the courses, while science assessments were present in 
44 percent of the courses.

• All 9th grade courses in the four core areas were assessed.  

• The courses offered at the 12th grade level only had assessments in English IV and Earth and Space 
Science.  The other exclusively 12th grade courses were not assessed.

• Although the Advanced Placement (AP) courses were assessed by the College Board AP tests, students 
were not required to take the tests, and the district did not pay for the tests other than in special requests 
by economically disadvantaged students.  Therefore, the courses were designated as “not assessed.”  
The one exception was English III AP, which was assessed by the state End of Course (EOC) instrument.

Exhibit 4.1.6 displays a summary of the scope of assessment in the Whitehouse Independent School District.  

Exhibit 4.1.6

Summary of Scope of Assessments Administered  
Kindergarten through Grade 12

Whitehouse Independent School District
February 2016

Grade Level
Grades/Courses 

Requiring 
Assessment

Grades/
Courses with 
Assessment

Core Courses
Elementary (K-5) 24 20

Total Elementary Core Scope 83%
Middle Grades (Grades 6-8) 26 26

Total Middle Grades Core Scope 100%
High School (Grades 9-12) 66 28

Total High School Core Scope 42%
Total of District Core Courses 116 74

Total Scope of District Core Curriculum 64%

While the middle grade core courses were assessed completely for 100 percent assessment coverage, only 64 
percent of the district’s total core curricular offerings were formally assessed.  This falls 36 percent below the 
100 percent required for assessment scope in the core areas for the district as a whole.

Summary

In summary, the planning for assessment and program evaluation in Whitehouse Independent School District 
did not meet audit quality standards with a rating of 13 percent.  Board Policy EG provided some direction 
for collecting student achievement data and making decisions regarding the effectiveness of the curriculum 
and instructional approaches.  However, 13 characteristics were found to be partially adequate or inadequate 
regarding planning. Two characteristics were found to be adequate:  aligned assessment examples to be placed in 
the curriculum and guidance documents and training for teachers and administrators in the assessment process 
and use of data.  

The scope of assessment at the elementary level in the core areas was found to be inadequate with 83 percent, 
due to science and social studies both lacking assessments in kindergarten and first grade.  The assessment 
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scope was adequate with 100 percent at the sixth grade and junior high (7-8).  Scope of high school assessment 
inadequate with 42 percent of the core area courses covered.  As a whole, the district assessment scope was 
found to be inadequate at 64 percent.  

Finding 4.2:  Use of formative and summative student assessment and program evaluation data is 
inadequate to inform curricular, instructional, and programmatic decision making.

Use of student assessment data from a variety of sources is essential for sound curriculum management and 
responsible decision making for various district functions, as well as for classroom instruction.  Direction for 
linking feedback to improvement of learning should originate in board policy.  Effective assessment measures 
include student achievement data, survey and follow-up studies, program evaluations, audits, and reviews.  
Formative types of school-based feedback, such as classroom observation data and information gleaned from 
collaborative team analysis of student work, can also inform curricular and instructional decisions.  The resulting 
data from these various sources serve as a basis for improving instruction to facilitate student achievement, as 
well as to inform such work as comprehensive planning, program evaluation, professional development, and 
budget prioritization.  

In effective districts, the student assessment process is ongoing, programmatic, and systemic.  Administrators 
and teachers demonstrate clear understanding of how students are assessed on required testing instruments.  In 
those school systems, all administrators and teachers know how to analyze important trends in the instructional 
program, as well as areas of strength and weakness by classroom, groups of students, and individual students.  
School leaders and teachers make frequent use of assessment data to design classroom instruction aimed at 
improving student achievement.  Various forms of data are used to identify needs that can inform decision 
making at both school and district levels.

Summative assessment is used retrospectively when evaluating programs or student outcomes.  This form of 
assessment is used to determine how well the program, group, or individual achieved predetermined goals.  
Formative assessment, on the other hand, is used at various points during implementation of a program or 
instruction, in time to make changes that will affect outcomes.  In other words, assessments are summative if 
the results are used to judge performance or effectiveness; assessments are formative if the results are used to 
modify programs or instruction in time to affect student learning and program outcomes.  When properly used, 
both summative and formative assessments add value to systemic decision making.  Use of various formative 
and summative data is critical for making sound decisions about program implementation, continuation or 
expansion, modification, or termination of such programs and interventions.  

The auditors examined board policies, job descriptions, the district improvement plan, and assessment instruments 
and their accompanying data to determine the extent to which data were used in curricular, instructional, and 
programmatic decision making in Whitehouse Independent School District.  Auditors conducted interviews 
with board trustees, district/campus administrators, and teachers.  Further, an electronic survey of principals and 
teachers was conducted to better understand how data were used in the district.

Overall, auditors found that an abundance of data was collected in Whitehouse Independent School District.  
However, auditors found that neither summative nor formative data were being used consistently by teachers 
and administrators for curricular and instructional decision making in order to improve student achievement.   
Auditors also found no evidence of a systematic approach to using data for decision making regarding selection, 
implementation, monitoring, or termination of instructional programs.  

Auditors found general references in board policy to guide use of data in formative and summative student 
assessment or use of data in programmatic decision making:

• Board Policy BJA: Superintendent Qualifications and Duties addressed the superintendent’s 
responsibility to “ensure that appropriate data are used in developing recommendations and making 
decisions regarding the instructional program and resources.” The superintendent was also required 
to “oversee a system for regular evaluation of instructional programs, including identifying areas for 
improvement, to attain desired student achievement.”
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• Board Policy EG: Curriculum Development stated, “Student achievement data shall be used to 
determine areas where revision is needed [in the curriculum].”  It further required, “The district shall 
establish procedures for determining the effectiveness of instructional programming.  Assessment 
of the effectiveness of the instructional program shall be determined, in part, by the performance 
of students on local and state-mandated tests.” Lastly, “Teachers shall monitor student progress for 
acceleration, remediation, reinforcement, and extension of the curriculum as indicated by a student’s 
assessed performance.”

• Board Policy EK: Testing Programs referred to district adoption of state-approved, norm-referenced 
assessments and annual, state-funded assessments of students in grade 8 for “diagnosing the academic 
strengths and deficiencies…before entrance into high school” and of students in grade 10 to ascertain 
their “readiness for college and the workplace.”

Board policies expected the evaluation of the district’s educational programs and instruction.  Further, 
assessment information was to be utilized to assess individual student achievement, assessment trends, and 
modify curriculum.  

In addition to board policies, the auditors reviewed the Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement 
Plan 2016-17.  One of the “Student Achievement Needs” regarding the use of data was, “Increased focus on 
data driven instructional interventions and differentiation in an effort to meet the needs and improve student 
performance among low-performing groups.”  Also included under the title of “Staff Quality, Recruitment, and 
Retention Needs” was the statement, “WISD would benefit from placing greater emphasis on analyzing data to 
determine staff development needs.”

Job descriptions directing the use of student assessment and program evaluation data were examined.  They 
included the following:

• Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction and Executive Director of Curriculum and 
Instruction—Both positions included the requirement to “evaluate processes and use data in order to 
improve performance and success.”  Special knowledge and skills included the “ability to use software 
to perform data analysis.”

• Instructional Consultant—Job duties included “Assist in analyzing student assessment data,” and 
“Facilitate analysis of student performance on appropriate state assessment instruments.”

• Principal and Assistant Principal—The campus administrators were expected to have special knowledge 
and skills, including “ability to interpret data” and “ability to evaluate instructional program and 
teaching effectiveness.”  They were also directed to “develop, maintain and use information systems to 
maintain records and track progress on campus performance objectives.”

• Teacher—The teacher’s job description referred to the assessment of student learning styles and using 
that information to plan instruction.  Further, ongoing assessment of students was to be conducted.  
However, no mention was made regarding analyzing or using data from student assessments to inform 
instructional practices or to improve student achievement. 

Job descriptions for administrators indicated they were to conduct evaluations and use the information to reach 
improvement plan goals and improve curricular and instructional programs.  Teachers were to assess students, 
but use of that information in terms of informing instruction was limited to use of learning style data only.

Use of Formative Assessment Data

Formative data are critical for guiding instruction by enabling teachers to modify instruction in a timely manner 
for improved student learning, to differentiate instruction for learner needs, and to make in-progress program 
modifications.  Auditors found the use of formative data in the Whitehouse Independent School District to be 
inadequate.  District and campus assessment data were available to administrators and teachers in the DMAC 
electronic data system and were predominately used in a summative manner.  There were instances in which 
data were used formatively by individual teachers or grade levels, but auditors were unable to discern the 
precise degree to which these data were used to direct daily classroom instruction, rather than simply sorting 
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students into groups.  Auditors examined district documents and assessment tools describing or making use of 
formative assessments.  Auditors used the curriculum management improvement model rubric shown in Exhibit 
4.2.1 to rate the presence of minimum basic components of formative assessment in a school system.  Auditors 
rated each of the five criteria, with three points being the highest possible rating for each.  With a maximum 
rating of 15 points, a district must receive a rating of at least 12 points to meet system audit standards.

Exhibit 4.2.1

Minimal Components of Formative Assessment
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Point 
Value Criteria Auditors’ 

Rating
1. Formal formative student assessments for all curriculum standards/objectives are available for teacher use in 

determining students’ initial acquisition of learning

0 No district formative student assessments to determine initial acquisition of learning are in place 
for any of the curriculum standards.

1
Formative assessments to determine students’ initial acquisition of learning are in place for some 
of the curriculum, including at least two or three academic core areas at a minimum of six grade 
levels.

X

2
Formative student assessments to determine initial acquisition of learning are in place for all 
required core academic courses (mathematics, language arts, science, and social studies) in grades 
2-12.

3 Formative assessments are in place to determine students’ initial acquisition of learning for all 
required and elective subject areas and all grades/courses.

2. Informal formative assessments are available for all appropriate course/grade standards/objectives for teachers to 
use prior to teaching a standard to determine if students possess necessary prerequisites (the concepts,  knowledge, 
and skills that are required before students can successfully master the intended standard or objective)

0 No district formative student assessments to determine whether prerequisite knowledge of learning 
are in place for any of the curriculum standards. X

1
Formative student assessments to determine student prerequisite knowledge of learning are in place 
for some of the curriculum, including at least two or three academic core areas, at a minimum of 
six grade levels.

2
Formative student assessments to determine student prerequisite knowledge of learning are in place 
for all required core academic courses (mathematics, language arts, science, and social studies) in 
grades 2-12.

3 Formative student assessments to determine student prerequisite knowledge of learning are in 
place for all required and elective subject areas and all grades/courses.

3. Informal formative assessments for all standards/objectives are in place for teachers to use prior to teaching a 
standard to determine prior student mastery

0 No district formative student assessments to determine students’ prior mastery of learning are in 
place for any of the curriculum standards. X

1 Formative student assessments to determine prior mastery of learning are in place for some of the 
curriculum, including at least two or three academic core areas at a minimum of six grade levels.

2
Formative student assessments to determine students’ prior mastery of learning are in place for all 
required core academic courses (mathematics, language arts, science, and social studies) in grades 
2-12.

3 Formative student assessments to determine students’ prior mastery of learning are in place for all 
required and elective subject areas and all grades/courses.
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Exhibit 4.2.1 (continued)
Minimal Components of Formative Assessment

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Point 
Value Criteria Auditors’ 

Rating
4. Pools of informal student assessment items for all curriculum standards/objectives are available for teachers to 

use during their ongoing instruction to diagnose students’ current status of learning—both initial acquisition and 
sustained mastery

0 No district item pools for informal district formative student assessments are available for teachers’ 
use as part of their ongoing instruction around the standards.

1
Item pools for informal formative student assessments are available to determine student learning 
for some of the curriculum, including at least two or three academic core areas at a minimum of 
six grade levels.

X

2
Item pools for informal formative student assessments are available to determine student learning 
for all required core academic courses (mathematics, language arts, science, and social studies) in 
grades 2-12.

3 A variety of informal formative student assessments are available to determine student learning for 
all required and elective subject areas and all grades/courses.

5. Formative student assessments are treated as diagnostic tools rather than summative tools

0 Formative student assessments are generally seen as summative in nature, or the distinction 
between the two is not reflected in their use.

1 Some formative student assessments are used appropriately, but most are seen and/or used as 
summative instruments.  Grades are often assigned for scores. X

2 Many formative student assessments are being used appropriately, but there is some use of the 
assessments in a summative way. In some cases, grades are assigned for scores.

3
Formative student assessments are generally used appropriately as diagnostic tools.  No grades are 
given on the assessments; rather, teachers use the information from these assessments to guide their 
instructional decisions regarding each student’s needs.

Total Points 3
©2013 CMSi

Overall, auditors rated the Whitehouse Independent School district three points for presence of minimum 
components of formative student assessment.  This did not meet the minimum system audit standard of 12 out 
of a possible 15 points.  The following discussion provides explanations of each rating.

Criterion 1: Formal Formative Assessments for Initial Acquisition of Learning

Auditors awarded one point for this criterion.  The system audit expectation for this criterion is that formal 
formative assessments are in place to determine students’ initial acquisition of learning for each objective in 
all required and elective courses at all grade levels.  Such assessments for all curriculum standards/objectives 
are administered after adequate opportunity has been provided to learn and practice initial acquisition of an 
objective.  These assessments are only considered formative if they are used for diagnostic purposes to determine 
if further reteaching is needed, and/or if the need exists for future distributed practice to reinforce mastery.  In 
the Whitehouse Independent School District, auditors found that formal, formative assessments were available 
for most core courses at most grade levels.  However, even within a course, the existing formative assessments 
did not address all curriculum standards/objectives.  

Auditors found district instructional consultants, with the help of teacher committees, were making progress 
in this area, however.  In mathematics and language arts, auditors found common unit assessments in all grade 
levels and for the TEKS taught in each six- or nine-week reporting period.  Assessments were not provided 
for teachers in science or social studies in grades K-1. The AimsWeb screener was administered in English 
language arts/reading and mathematics in K-1, as well as in other grade levels, but did not address all TEKS 
taught in those grade levels. Answer keys for six- or nine-week common assessments were keyed with the 
TEKS for each item assessed.  These assessments were scanned into DMAC, which provided teachers and 
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administrators the means to analyze the data.  These data could be used for formative assessment of initial 
acquisition of learning for each student if teachers opened and analyzed the data view for individual students.  
Only with additional work on the part of the administrator, instructional consultants, or teachers could detailed 
data analysis be accomplished for a class, grade level, or campus.  Several courses at the high school level 
lacked common assessments.  Advanced Placement (AP) courses and elective core courses had no common 
assessments for formative use.  

Criterion 2: Informal Formative Assessments to Determine Prerequisite Knowledge

Reviewers awarded zero points for this criterion.  This criterion sets the expectation that at all grade levels 
and for all courses districts possess informal formative assessments for all appropriate standards/objectives, 
thus enabling teachers to determine if students have mastered prerequisite concepts, knowledge, and skills 
required before students can successfully master the intended standards/objectives of the course.  These are 
considered informal assessments because the system provides the assessments for teachers to use whenever 
they choose.  To meet the system review expectations of consistency and produce meaningful data, assessments 
for prerequisite knowledge are expected to be provided at the district level.  No evidence of assessments for 
determining prerequisite knowledge was found by auditors.  

Criterion 3: Informal Formative Assessments to Determine Prior Mastery of Learning

Reviewers awarded zero points for this criterion.  The system audit expectation is that formative student 
assessments to determine students’ prior mastery of learning are in place for all required and elective courses at 
all grade levels.  These are informal assessments in that the system provides them for teachers to use whenever 
they so choose.  No evidence of district-provided assessments to determine prior mastery of learning was found 
among documents presented for review.  

Criterion 4: Informal Formative Assessment Items for Use During Ongoing Instruction

Auditors awarded one point for this criterion, which refers to presence of pools of informal student assessment 
items for all curriculum standards/objectives.  The expectation is that these be available for teachers’ use in 
the course of ongoing instruction.  Informal assessments using these items are intended to assist teachers in 
diagnosis of the current state of learning by assessing individual student performance on the way to sustained 
mastery of given knowledge and skills.  It should be noted these are informal assessments in that the system 
provides the assessment items for teachers to use whenever they choose.  In the district’s DMAC system, 
teachers were able to access pools of assessment suggestions for most of the TEKS, but inclusion of assessment 
items did not exist for all curriculum standards/objectives in all core courses at every grade level.  

Criterion 5: Formative Student Assessments for Use as Diagnostic Tools

This criterion received one point.  For criterion five, the system audit expectation is that student assessment 
tools be used to provide diagnostic information system-wide and at all grade levels.  In the Whitehouse 
Independent School District, district formative assessment data were provided to campus administrators and 
teachers through the DMAC system by the instructional consultants.  The test data were inherently limited to 
the courses for which formative assessments existed.  Interview comments indicated that assessment data were 
used formatively in some cases, but district-wide the data were used most often in a summative manner.  

In summary, auditors found that the presence of formative student assessment did not meet the audit expectations.  
Three points out of a possible 15 were awarded based on the system audit criteria.  A score of 12 points or better 
is needed to meet audit expectations.

Another approach to looking at formative assessment is to ascertain whether or not formative data are being 
presented in such a way that teachers can easily use data to guide instruction.  This analysis is used because 
auditors often find that formative measures exist, but the data are not presented to teachers in a timely or 
meaningful manner.  Exhibit 4.2.2 shows the curriculum audit characteristics of adequacy in a district’s 
approach to formative student assessment—instruments, data, and use.  To meet the audit standard, four of five 
characteristics must be rated adequate.
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Exhibit 4.2.2

Formative Student Assessment Instruments, Data, and Use  
Characteristics of an Adequate Instructional Approach

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016

Characteristic
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
1. Provides teachers with formative achievement data for the students in their 

class(es).  Data from the prior year(s) assessments are available by student, 
so every teacher has data for their new students at the beginning of the year 
or course.

X

2. Identifies for the teacher the individual student’s formative data for every 
discrete objective, his or her respective level of achievement for that 
objective, and where he or she is within that level for each administration 
of the formative assessments. Data include group or subgroup levels of 
achievement for a given concept/standard.

X

3. Presents for every objective the individual formative student achievement 
level within the context of the district’s schedule or sequence of objectives or 
pacing chart.

X

4. Presents teachers with longitudinal data for each student, organized by class 
roster, and specifies the gain required to close any identified achievement 
gaps.  This information is intended to assist teachers in moving all students 
to grade-level performance over the course of their education within the 
district.

X

5. Identifies formative student assessment instruments that teachers may 
use prior to teaching targeted concepts, knowledge, or skills to diagnose 
individual student mastery of those targeted objectives.  These formative 
instruments allow teachers to determine whether students are making desired 
progress over time.

X

Total 1 4
Percentage of Adequacy 20%

©2013 CMSi

As can be noted by Exhibit 4.2.2:

• Only one characteristic was rated as adequate.  The district provided within DMAC many forms of 
data that teachers and administrators could view, sorted by campus, teacher, and individual student.  
Teachers could look at all data from previous years for their current students.  

• The other characteristics were rated as inadequate.  Formative data were not provided for every objective 
in all of the core courses at every grade level within the context of the district’s curriculum guiding 
documents, year-at-a-glance, and/or pacing charts.

• Assessment data in the district were not presented in such a way that teachers could see the gain 
required by individual students to close achievement gaps.  The assessment system also did not provide 
pretests for teachers to use to identify individual student mastery prior to teaching targeted concepts.  

In summary, the formative assessment data presented to teachers did not provide enough information to 
adequately inform their instruction.  Without this type of formative data, teachers lacked the tools needed to 
determine whether students were making desired progress over time.  The district’s approach to formative 
student assessment—instruments, data, and use—was inadequate.
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Auditors also conducted an online survey to determine the use of formative data in the district.  Principals/
assistant principals, teachers, and parents were asked to respond to questions regarding teachers’ use of 
assessment data to determine mastery of objectives and to plan instruction.  The following Exhibit 4.2.3 displays 
the responses to a survey question asked of teachers and principals/assistant principals about the frequency with 
which teachers used assessment data to plan instruction.  

Exhibit 4.2.3

Campus Administrator and Teacher Perceptions of Assessment Data Use Frequency  
To Plan Instruction Based on Survey Information (N=18; N=204)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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As can be noted in Exhibit 4.2.3:

• More teachers (71 percent) than campus administrators (55 percent) reported that teachers used 
assessment data daily, several times a week, or weekly when planning instruction.

• More principals/assistant principals (44 percent) than teachers (23 percent) reported teachers use 
assessment data monthly, rarely, or not at all.

• Seven percent of teachers reported that data use was not applicable to them.
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Parents (632) also responded to a similar question regarding whether their child’s teacher used assessment data 
to plan instruction.  The results are shown in Exhibit 4.2.4:

Exhibit 4.2.4

Parent Perceptions of Teacher Assessment Data Use  
Based on Survey Information (N=632)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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The following can be noted from Exhibit 4.2.4:

• Seventy-five (75) percent of parents who responded strongly agreed or agreed with the statement that 
their child’s teacher used assessment data to meet their child’s needs.

• Twenty-six (26) percent of parents who responded disagreed or strongly disagreed that their children’s 
teachers used assessment data to plan instruction to meet students’ needs. 

Exhibits 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 displayed opinions of whether teachers used student assessment data to plan instruction 
(formatively).  The survey also asked principals and teachers to indicate other ways in which teachers put 
student assessment data to use both formatively (for example, to plan reteaching, to group students for targeted 
instruction) and summatively (to give grades, to place students in courses).  Depending on how the data were 
used, data that at first may seem summative could also be formative.  (For example, referring students for 
intervention could be summative; however, it could be formative if the data were intended to precisely target 
those interventions.)  
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Exhibit 4.2.5 displays principal and teacher responses regarding purposes of student assessment data.  Two 
hundred and three (203) teachers and 18 principals responded to this survey question. Teachers and principals 
were permitted to mark more than one response where appropriate.  

Exhibit 4.2.5

Campus Administrators and Teachers Perceptions of Student Assessment Purposes  
Based on Survey Information (N=18; N=203)

Whitehouse Independent School District
September 2016
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Exhibit 4.2.5 shows:

• Most teachers (92 percent) reported using assessment data in a formative way to plan reteaching.

• Most principals/assistant principals (83 percent) reported that teachers used assessment data to give 
grades (a summative use of data)

• More teachers (70 percent) than campus administrators (56 percent) reported that teachers used 
assessment data to place students in small groups for targeted instruction. 

• More principals/assistant principals (50 percent) than teachers (32 percent) reported that assessment 
data were used to place students in the correct course or level.

• Principals/assistant principals were more likely (78 percent) than teachers (61 percent) to report that 
assessment data were used to refer students for intervention. 

Overall, survey information indicated that teachers reported more often that their use of student assessment 
data was frequent and for formative purposes, while principals reported more often that teacher use of student 
assessment data was less frequent and for summative purposes.   The majority of parents responding to the 
survey felt their children’s teachers were using assessment data to plan instruction and meet students’ needs.

Use of Summative Assessment Data

Next, the auditors considered use of summative assessment data.  Most of the district’s summative student 
assessment data came from state-mandated assessments.  Data arrived from the state and were uploaded into 
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DMAC for access by teachers and administrators.  There was no evidence that district administrators used 
summative assessment data except for the purpose of providing data to teachers at the beginning of the year. 
Auditors found the district’s use of summative data to be inadequate.

Summative data often can be used formatively to assist teachers in designing appropriate instruction for 
individuals and groups.  Auditors attempted to determine whether summative student achievement data were 
presented in such a way that teachers could use them instructionally—in a formative manner.  They found, 
however, that decisions about summative data use most commonly were left up to principals and instructional 
consultants.

As with use of formative student assessment data, the curriculum management system audit has an established 
set of characteristics of an adequate approach to presenting summative student data to teachers.  Exhibit 4.2.6 
presents five curriculum management system audit characteristics for summative data use.  To meet the audit 
standard, a district must earn four of five points.  

Exhibit 4.2.6

Characteristics of Summative Student Assessment  
Data Use for an Adequate Instructional Approach  

Auditors’ Ratings of District Approach
Whitehouse Independent School District

September 2016

Characteristic
Auditors’ Rating

Adequate Inadequate
1. Provides teachers with student achievement data for each student in their 

class(es).  Data from prior years’ assessments are available by student, so 
every teacher has data for their new students at the beginning of the year or 
course.

X

2. Identifies for the teacher the individual student’s summative data for every 
objective, his or her respective level of achievement for that objective, and 
where he or she is within that level. Data include group or subgroup levels 
of achievement for a given concept/standard.

X

3. Presents the student’s summative achievement data for every objective 
within the context of the district’s sequence of objectives or pacing chart. X

4. Presents teachers with longitudinal data for each student, organized by class 
roster, and specifies the gain required to close any identified achievement 
gaps.  This information is intended to assist teachers in moving each student 
to grade-level performance over the course of their education within the 
district.

X

5. Identifies formative student assessment instruments that teachers may 
use prior to teaching targeted concepts, knowledge, or skills to diagnose 
individual student mastery of those targeted objectives based on summative 
achievement data from one or more years.  This allows teachers to 
determine whether students are making desired progress over time.

X

Total 2 3
Percentage of Adequacy 40%

©2013 CMSi

As can be noted from Exhibit 4.2.6:

• Two criteria were rated adequate.  Whitehouse Independent School District’s DMAC system provided 
teachers with achievement data for each student in their class. Data were available by student for the 
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previous year’s state STAAR test and by objective. Data could be viewed by reporting categories or 
individual standards.

• The other three criteria were rated inadequate.  The STAAR data did not include every objective for every 
standard within the district’s curriculum.  It also did not specify the gain required to close achievement 
gaps.

• The assessment system did not identify formative instruments that teachers could use to help determine 
previous mastery of targeted objectives based on summative achievement data from previous years.  
Teachers did not have a way to determine whether students were making desired progress over time.

In summary, district and campus assessment data were provided to administrators and teachers via DMAC.  
However, data reports did not provide adequate information for formative use of inherently summative data. 
The district’s approach to presenting summative student data to teachers for their use was inadequate.

Junior High ELA student using QR codes

In addition to reviewing documents, auditors interviewed board members, district and campus administrators, 
and teachers about the quality and use of student assessment data.  Some teacher and administrator comments 
were concerned with accessing and analyzing data:

• “I’m sure teachers can pull their data.  It is an emphasis on some campuses.”  (District Administrator)

• “Formative assessment has been big, and we are seeing more now.” (District Administrator)

• “Instructional consultants will help train them to pull their own data and look at the heat maps.”  
(Campus Administrator)

• “This year we have Monday after the 9-weeks test off for teachers to look at data and plan.  I gave them 
common planning periods this year for looking at their data.” (Campus Administrator)

• “On some campuses teachers do the data reports, and some of the principals do it.”  (District 
Administrator)

• “The teachers look at how classes did by SE [student expectation] and who needs tutorials in certain 
TEKS.  We will have a day this year to look at the data after 9-weeks test.”  (Campus Administrator)

• “Data is disaggregated, left with the teachers and teachers, decide what to do with it.” (District 
Administrator)
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• “We look at data at the end of nine weeks, and after the common assessments in PLC. Teachers turn in 
sheets of students 75 or below to track those students and provide a binder for those students.” (Campus 
Administrator)

• “We can get test results for our kids through DMAC.  The principal talked about school results briefly.” 
(Teacher)

Other comments revealed concerns about the use of data in the district:

• “Use of the data depends on the campus leadership.  Most teachers just look at pass/no pass and don’t 
look at TEKS mastery unless we have that conversation with them.” (District Administrator)

• “My goal is for teachers to use data to see which kids didn’t master.  We facilitate those conversations, 
but they don’t happen without us.” (District Administrator)

• “We are not using assessment that provides data that is useful.” (District Administrator)

• “DMAC will disaggregate by TEKS and ethnicity. I’m not sure that the teachers look at it that way.” 
(District Administrator)

• “We use AimsWeb as screener and have a cut score. They look at multiple data points, but those might 
not be the same at each campus.” (District Administrator)

• “AimsWeb does not pinpoint exact deficiency.” (District Administrator)

• “We have a concern with testing fidelity—teachers write their own six-weeks tests and results are up 
and down, so we can’t tell if it is good data.” (Campus Administrator)

• “Nine-week tests were built by most of the consultants and given to teachers prior to the test.  Review 
sheets similar to test were given before the test to students, so the data meant nothing.” (District 
Administrator)

• “Another concern is the validity of our tests generators to get the data we need to get to that higher 
level.” (District Administrator)

• “If I didn’t run the data off for the teachers, they wouldn’t run it off.  It was new for teachers to go back 
and retest students themselves and not waiting for another assessment. Generally, we have to facilitate 
questions regarding use of data and how to teach differently as a result.” (District Administrator)

• “We’re going to share scores and drill down.  The majority of teachers don’t know how to drill down.” 
(Campus Administrator)

Further comments reflected concerns regarding two approaches to using data, Professional Learning Communities 
(PLCs) and Response to Intervention (RtI):

• “The RtI process varies by campus.” (District Administrator)

• “RtI was rolled out as consistent, but that person left, so now everybody does their own thing.” (Campus 
Administrator)

• “RtI process has not been given time and process it needs because of lack of training.” (District 
Administrator)

• “RtI—each campus needs consistency across campuses, the forms and flexibility.” (District 
Administrator)

• “PLC idea has not been there.  We are launching that.” (District Administrator)

Summary

In examining the use of formative and summative data in the Whitehouse Independent School District, auditors 
found that neither formative nor summative data were used consistently for curricular and instructional decision 
making in order to improve student achievement. Auditors found that while classroom assessment was in 
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practice at campuses, the resulting data use was limited and inconsistent. The district had a robust system 
for collecting and analyzing data electronically (DMAC), but auditors found little evidence that data were 
effectively analyzed at the teacher level.  Lack of consistent use of meaningful data in the classroom prevented 
teachers from having the level of information needed to be able to differentiate instruction for the unique needs 
of each of their learners.  Structures that allow meaningful use of data, such as Response to Intervention (RtI) 
and the use of Professional Learning Communities (PLCs), were emergent and inconsistently used across the 
district.  District-wide availability and use of formative and summative student assessment data were inadequate 
to provide clear direction for instructional decision making and for improving student achievement.

Finding 4.3:  Achievement levels are above state averages for students performing at the satisfactory 
level or above in all state assessments.  However, trend data show little or no gain in scores over time.  
Achievement gaps exist among student groups and will persist without change in strategic direction, 
instruction, and effective interventions.

Assessment data provide district personnel with information to determine the effectiveness of board-adopted 
curriculum and instructional strategies in relationship to actual student performance.  Assessment data complete 
the feedback loop from the written curriculum to the taught curriculum.  Analyses of assessment data reveal 
performance gaps in individual student learning, grade level deficiencies, and school and district level curricular 
goal progress.

Comparison of student achievement data to a set of standards or to other students at local, state, and national 
levels helps administrators, teachers, and board members determine the effectiveness of district instructional 
programs.  Analyses of achievement trends provide information on how assessment results change over time.  
Data analyses beyond that of the group as a whole help determine if all student subpopulations are achieving at 
the same level and, if not, which groups may need additional resources and interventions to be successful.  In a 
system with effective quality control, performance for all students should improve over time, and performance 
gaps among student subgroup populations should reduce in size.

To collect and analyze district assessment information, the auditors examined board policies, job descriptions, 
planning documents, the district’s assessment management system (DMAC), and the Texas Education 
Agency website.  The auditors also conducted interviews with board trustees, district administrators, campus 
administrators, and teachers.  

Auditors found the percentage of Whitehouse Independent School District students scoring proficient or better 
on the State of Texas Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR) was above state averages.  However, trend 
data indicated little gain over five years in most subject areas and grade levels.  During their examination of 
student achievement data, auditors noted disparities in achievement for African American, socioeconomically 
disadvantaged, English language learners (ELL), and special education students.  Based on trend analyses,  
unless learning conditions are changed, gaps in student achievement among student subgroups will persist.

Auditors examined board policies to determine expectations for student assessment performance in the 
Whitehouse Independent School District.  The following board policies contained references to student 
performance and assessment:

• Board Policy BJA: Superintendent Qualifications and Duties noted that the superintendent was to 
“communicate expectations for high achievement” and was responsible for “identifying areas for 
improvement, to attain desired student achievement.”

• Board Policy BQ: Planning and Decision-Making Process expected the district and campus planning 
processes to “improve student performance.”

• Board Policy BQB: Planning and Decision-Making Process Campus Level required the campus 
performance objectives to be based on “the academic achievement of students served on that campus.”

• Board Policy EG: Curriculum Development required the district’s procedures for determining the 
effectiveness of instructional programming focus on “determining the extent to which students are 
achieving and maintaining their mastery of appropriate specific learning expectations.”
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• Board Policy EK: Testing Programs explained the types of assessments that could be utilized, including 
limitations for benchmark testing.

• Board Policy EKB: Testing Programs State Assessments noted the type of state assessments to be used 
for particular groups of students, including limited English Proficient and special education students.

The board policies referred to expectations that district and campus goals were to be formulated based on 
student performance.  Student achievement results were to be utilized for individual students, student groups, 
trends, and modification of curriculum and instruction.

Auditors also reviewed the district’s job descriptions to ascertain student assessment roles and responsibilities.  
They found the following:

• Superintendent—This position was to “communicate expectations for high achievement” and focus on 
“identifying areas for improvement, to attain desired student achievement.”

• Assistant Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction, and Executive 
Director of Curriculum and Instruction—These job descriptions included “use data in order to improve 
performance” and “ability to use software to perform data analysis.”

• Principal and Assistant Principals—These job descriptions called for “the ability to interpret data” for 
“tracking campus performance objectives and academic excellence indicators.”

• Instructional Consultant—This position was to “assist in analyzing student assessment data” and to 
“facilitate analysis of student performance on appropriate state assessment instruments.”

• Teacher—One of the job duties was to “Conduct ongoing assessment of student achievement through 
formal and informal testing.”  However, there was no mention of using data to plan instruction that 
would improve student achievement.

Job descriptions referred to assessing students and meeting their needs.  However, they were lacking in the 
specificity necessary to organize and utilize student achievement results to impact student performance.

Auditors also reviewed the Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement Plan 2016-2017 and the 2015-
16 campus improvement plans available on the Whitehouse ISD website for references to student achievement 
data.  The following assessment information was found in the plans:

• Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement Plan 2016-2017 contained student enrollment 
demographics and a student achievement summary.  Strengths and Needs regarding student achievement 
were listed.  Goals included performance objectives related to state testing, local assessments, and 
grade reporting.  Performance gaps among African American, economically disadvantaged, and special 
education student populations were noted.  

• The 2015-16 campus improvement plans also contained needs assessments, enrollment demographics, 
and summaries of achievement on the STAAR tests.  Achievement strengths and achievement needs 
were described for each campus.  Goals included performance objectives related to state testing.  Action 
steps included increasing the utilization of DMAC to analyze data and to strengthen the RtI process to 
meet the needs of students.

The Whitehouse Independent School District planning documents included annual summaries of STAAR 
achievement results.  Goals were derived from this summary data, in some cases, based on the lowest student 
achievement results from the previous year. 
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District Student Achievement Trend Data

Exhibit 4.3.1 displays the reading scores on the STAAR tests from 2012 – 2016 for grades 3, 5, and 8 and the 
End of Course (EOC) for the English Language Arts II test.  The STAAR assessments are the state’s current 
testing instruments.  The percentage of students meeting proficiency on the state assessments was analyzed and 
compared.

Exhibit 4.3.1

Comparison of State and District Student Proficiency on STAAR  
In ELA Reading: Grades 3, 5, 8, and EOC ELA II

Whitehouse Independent School District
2012-2016

STAAR Proficiency, by Percent
 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Grade 3
State 78 81 76 77 74
WHISD 88 92 90 88 88

Difference 10 11 14 11 14
Grade 5

State 78 77 86 87 75
WHISD 90 91 95 98 92

Difference 12 14 9 11 17
Grade 8

State 81 83 90 88 82
WHISD 86 89 96 94 92

Difference 5 6 6 6 10
Grade 10 EOC ELA Reading II

State  79 69 72 66
WHISD  83 81 77 75

Difference  4 12 5 9
Note:  Grades 5 and 8 included all administrations of the tests.
2015-16 End of Course (EOC) included both reading and writing in one score.
Data Source: Texas Education Agency TAPR

As can be seen from Exhibit 4.3.1:

• Reading proficiency rates were above the state level at all grade levels all five years.

• Grade 5 in 2016 had the highest rate above the state level at 17 percent difference.

• Grade 3 differences ranged from 10 percent to 14 percent above the state level. Grade 3 district reading 
proficiency rates declined each year from 2013 through 2015 and remained the same in 2016.

• Grade 5 differences ranged from nine percent to 17 percent above the state level.    

• Grades 5 district reading proficiency rates increased every year until they showed a decline in 2016. 

• Grade 8 was five or six percentage points above the state level every year until 2016 when they were 
10 percent above the state level.

• Grade 8 district reading proficiency rates increased from 2012 to 2014, then declined by two percentage 
points in 2015 and again in 2016.  

• Grade 10 EOC proficiency rates were the least above the state level at four percent in 2013.  The 
difference increased in 2014 to 12 percentage points above the state, but declined in 2015 to five percent 
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above the state.  The difference increased again in 2016 to nine percentage points above the state level. 
District and state proficiency ratings declined over the four years the test was administered.

Exhibit 4.3.2 shows mathematics scores on the STAAR from 2012 through 2016, including the Algebra I EOC.  
The 2015 mathematics proficiency ratings were not reported by the state for 2015 with the exception of the EOC 
Algebra I test.  

Exhibit 4.3.2

Comparison of State and District Student Proficiency on STAAR  
In Mathematics: Grades 3, 5, 8, and EOC Algebra I

Whitehouse Independent School District
2012-2016

STAAR Proficiency, by Percent
 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Grade 3
State 69 70 71 * 76
WHISD 75 79 80 * 89

Difference 6 9 9  13
Grade 5

State 78 74 88 * 79
WHISD 97 92 97 * 97

Difference 19 18 9  18
Grade 8

State 73 76 86 * 73
WHISD 90 88 94 * 86

Difference 17 12 8  13
Algebra I

State  78 80 81 81
WHISD  84 90 86 82

Difference  6 10 5 1
Note:  Grades 5 and 8 included all administrations of the tests in 2014 and 2015. 
* = Mathematics scores not reported in 2015 for grades 3, 5, and 8.
Data Source:  Texas Education Agency TAPR

As can be seen from Exhibit 4.3.2:

• Mathematics proficiency rates were above the state level at all grade levels all years. Mathematics 
proficiency ratings were not reported by the state in 2015 for grades 3, 5, or 8.  

• In Grade 3, the difference between the state rates and the district rates was nine percentage points in 
2013-14, increasing to 13 percentage points in 2016.  Both the state and the district proficiency rates 
increased over four years.  District proficiency rates increased by 14 percentage points over the four-
year period.

• Grade 5 proficiency ratings ranged from nine percent to 19 percent above the state level.  District 
proficiency ratings remained at 97 percent three of the four years reported, declining in 2013 to 92 
percent.

• At grade 8, proficiency ratings declined in 2013, increased in 2014, then declined again in 2016.  
Differences between state and district rates declined each year from 17 points in 2012 to eight points in 
2014, then increased to 13 points above the state in 2016.
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• The Algebra I EOC district ratings increased in 2014, but declined in 2015 and 2016.  District rates 
ranged from 10 points above the state in 2014 to one point above the state in 2016.

Exhibit 4.3.3 presents the scores in science for the STAAR in grades 5, 8, and the EOC Biology test.  District 
proficiency percentage ratings were compared to state results.

Exhibit 4.3.3

Comparison of State and District Student Proficiency on STAAR  
In Science: Grades 5, 8, and EOC Biology
Whitehouse Independent School District

2012-2016

STAAR Proficiency, by Percent
 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Grade 5
State 73 73 74 72 73
WHISD 89 90 88 90 84

Difference 16 17 14 18 11
Grade 8

State 71 75 72 71 76
WHISD 87 89 79 87 81

Difference 16 14 7 16 5
EOC Biology

State  84 89 91 91
WHISD  90 93 91 92

Difference  6 4 0 1
Data Source: Texas Education Agency TAPR

As can be seen from Exhibit 4.3.3:

• District science proficiency ratings were above the state level for all years and all grades with the 
exception of the EOC Biology test in 2015 where the ratings for the district and the state were the same.  

• District grade 5 proficiency ratings increased in 2013 and 2015 and declined in 2014 and 2016, showing 
an overall decline of five percentage points over five years.  The difference between state and district 
ratings ranged from 18 points over the state in 2015 to 11 points in 2016.  

• Grade 8 district science proficiency ratings ranged from five points above the state to 16 points above 
the state.  District ratings declined by six points overall over the course of five years.  

• The EOC Biology district proficiency ratings ranged from equal to the state in 2015 to six points above 
the state in 2013.  Proficiency ratings for the district increased overall by two points over the four years 
the test was administered, while the proficiency ratings for the state increased by seven points over the 
same period of time. 
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Exhibit 4.3.4 displays Whitehouse Independent School District proficiency percentages compared to the state 
in social studies at grade 8 and in U.S. History.

Exhibit 4.3.4

Comparison of State and District Student Proficiency on STAAR  
In Social Studies: Grade 8, and EOC U.S. History

Whitehouse Independent School District
2012-2016

STAAR Proficiency, by Percent
 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Grade 8
State 61 64 63 65 65
WHISD 68 76 74 80 75

Difference 7 12 11 15 10
EOC US History

State   92 91 94
WHISD   93 89 93

Difference   1 -2 -1
Data Source: Texas Education Agency TAPR

As is shown in Exhibit 4.3.4:

• District STAAR proficiency ratings were above the state level in all years for grade 8 and for the first 
year of administration of the EOC U.S. History test, but below the state level the next two years for the 
U.S. History test. 

• Grade 8 proficiency ratings increased in 2013 and 2015, but declined in 2014 and 2016.  Ratings 
increased by seven points overall during the five years reported.  Compared to the state ratings, the 
district’s ratings ranged from seven points to 15 points above the state’s ratings.

• The EOC U.S. History test was administered beginning in 2014.  The district’s proficiency ratings were 
one point above the state in the first year, but two points below the state in 2015 and one point below 
the state in 2016.

The proficiency ratings for all core areas and grade levels indicated that the district results were above the 
state results in all but two cases, the U.S. History EOC in 2015 and in 2016.  Scores in all subject areas at most 
grade levels were inconsistent, increasing in some years and declining in others.  With the exception of grade 
3 mathematics increasing by 14 percentage points and grade 8 social studies increasing by seven percentage 
points over five years, the district proficiency ratings in all core areas showed little or no gain, or declined, over 
five years.  

Achievement Gaps among Student Subgroup Populations within the District

Conventional wisdom states that group differences in achievement are the result of disparate, inadequate, or 
ineffective educational experiences, rather than ethnic or demographic characteristics.  The expectation of the 
curriculum management audit is that poverty, race, gender, or other ethnic or demographic differences should 
not predict differences in achievement levels.  Further, all such subgroups in the student population are expected 
to achieve at comparable levels—demonstrating parity (or equivalency in achievement), if not at the time of 
measurement, then at some reasonable future point in time, as a result of educational intervention.

The auditors sought to determine the existence and degree of achievement gaps among student subgroups in 
the Whitehouse Independent School District.  The following exhibits compare the percentages of students in 
subgroups meeting the proficiency rating on the STAAR state assessments in reading, mathematics, science, 
and social studies.  Auditors utilized the following subgroups for analysis because of available assessment data 
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for all core areas (subgroups large enough not to be individually identifiable):  ethnicity (Hispanic, African 
American, two or more races, and white), economically disadvantaged, English language learners, special 
education, and all students (district). 

Auditors included an “all students” category in the comparisons.  However, because the “all students” category 
actually included students in the subgroups, this comparison can be misleading.  Such comparisons yield 
artificially narrow achievement gaps between students in subgroups and those in non-subgroups, because the 
factor for comparison (all students) is flattened by the inclusion of scores from the subgroup.  To obtain a more 
accurate picture, one must compare, for example, results of the economically disadvantaged subgroup with the 
results for the non-economically disadvantaged subgroup or special education subgroup results with those of 
the non-special education subgroup.  Because this information was not available, the “all students” category 
was utilized but must be viewed in terms of its limitations.

Auditors used the Texas Academic Performance Reports (TAPR) in which STAAR proficiency ratings for all 
tested grades were combined to yield a district average for each core content area.  STAAR data for 2012 through 
2015 were utilized for the analysis.  Exhibits 4.3.5 through 4.3.8 yield the results by core content area (reading, 
mathematics, science, and social studies).  Exhibit 4.3.5 compares reading results.

Exhibit 4.3.5

Comparison of Percentage of Students Meeting STAAR Proficiency in Reading  
By Ethnicity, Economically Disadvantage, Special Education, ELL, and All Students

Whitehouse Independent School District
2012-2015

55

65

75

85

95

2012 2013 2014 2015

STAAR Reading Proficiency by Subgroup

White

Hispanic

African American

Two or More

ELL

Sp Ed

Econ Disadv

All Students

Exhibit 4.3.5 illustrates the following:

• Proficiency ratings for “all students” and White students showed little change over time.

• The only group that showed any improvement from the first year to the last year shown was the “two 
or more ethnicities” group, which improved three percent over four years.

• The African American group declined eight percent over the four years shown, and was the lowest 
performing group in one year of data and second lowest in two of the years.

• The Special Education group declined the most—22 percent—over the four years shown and was the 
lowest performing group in two of the years.
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• The ELL group increased by 10 percent in 2013, but declined again by 11 percent in 2015.

• The economically disadvantaged group declined by three percent over the four years.

• White students were above Hispanic students in all years except 2014 when the two groups were equal.

• The largest gaps in proficiency were with the ELL group, the African American group, and the Special 
Education group.  

Next, the auditors reviewed the same subgroups in relation to their mathematics proficiency ratings.  It must be 
noted that the STAAR 2015 mathematics results included only the End of Course examinations for Algebra I.  
The other grade levels in mathematics were not reported by the state in 2015.  Also, note that the ELL group in 
mathematics was too small in the Algebra I grade level in 2015 to be reported, so there is no score in that year 
for the ELL group. 

Exhibit 4.3.6 displays the subgroup comparisons.

Exhibit 4.3.6

Comparison of Percentage of Students Meeting STAAR Proficiency in Mathematics  
By Ethnicity, Economically Disadvantage, Special Education, ELL, and All Students

Whitehouse Independent School District
2012-2015
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As can be noted in Exhibit 4.3.6:

• All groups declined in 2015 when only Algebra I scores were reported.  

• The “all students” and the White group showed little change over time; however, they declined slightly 
in 2015 when only Algebra I scores were reported. 

• The Hispanic group showed slight increases each year through 2014, but dropped by six percent in 
2015.

• The ELL group declined each year through 2014, with an overall decline of 14 percent.  Results were 
not reported for 2015 because the size of the group was too small.

• The African American group was the lowest performing in 2012 and 2013 and third lowest in 2014.  
This group had the second largest decline and second lowest scores in 2015 on the Algebra I test.
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• The “two or more races” group was the only group to increase its proficiency rating in 2015 with a 12 
percent increase.  The other years showed a decline, giving the group an overall two percent decline 
over the four years.  

• The Special Education group had the largest decline in 2015 dropping by 18 percentage points.  They 
had a slight two percent decline from 2012 to 2014. 

• The largest gaps in proficiency were in the ELL group, the Special Education group, the African 
American group, and the economically disadvantaged group. 

Exhibit 4.3.7 illustrates the subgroup proficiency ratings in science.  The same subgroups were utilized as well 
as the “all students” group.

Exhibit 4.3.7

Comparison of Percentage of Students Meeting STAAR Proficiency in Science  
By Ethnicity, Economically Disadvantage, Special Education, ELL, and All Students

Whitehouse Independent School District
2012-2015
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As can be seen in Exhibit 4.3.7:

• The “all students,” White, and Hispanic groups showed little change over time, with all three groups 
declining by one percentage point over the four-year period.

• The “two or more races” group increased to 100 percent proficiency rating in 2015.  This group was the 
only one that showed an overall gain over the four years reported.

• The special education group was the only group whose proficiency rating declined in 2015.

• The ELL group had the lowest proficiency ratings from 2013 through 2015, with their lowest rating at 
50 percent proficiency in 2014.

• The African American student population showed an increase in their proficiency rating in 2013 but 
declined by 10 percentage points in 2014.  Their proficiency rating increased by two percent in 2015, 
resulting in an overall loss of two percent over the four years reported.

• All of the groups, with the exception of the “two or more races” group, showed a decline in proficiency 
in science over the course of the four years reported.
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• The largest gaps in proficiency were in the ELL group, the Special Education group, and the African 
American group.

Exhibit 4.3.8 presents the proficiency ratings in social studies by subgroup. Note that the ELL group was too 
small in social studies for reporting from the state, so they did not have proficiency ratings in any year.  Social 
studies was only tested in eighth grade and U.S. History EOC, resulting in a smaller number of students tested.

Exhibit 4.3.8

Comparison of Percentage of Students Meeting STAAR Proficiency in Social Studies  
By Ethnicity, Economically Disadvantage, Special Education, and All Students

Whitehouse Independent School District
2012-2015
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As can be seen in Exhibit 4.3.8:

• The “all students” and White groups increased their proficiency ratings by one percentage point over 
the four years reported. 

• The Hispanic group had a decline in proficiency ratings in 2013, but increased in the next two years to 
achieve a total increase of four percentage points over the four years, scoring above the White and “all 
students” groups in 2015.

• The African American group had a decrease of two percent in 2013, but an increase of nine percent in 
2014.  They declined again in 2015 by two percent, resulting in an overall increase of five percent over 
the four years.

• The Special Education group had the lowest proficiency ratings in all years except 2013 when they were 
one point above the African American group.  Their proficiency rating declined by 36 percent in 2015 
after increasing the previous two years.

• The economically disadvantaged group’s proficiency rate remained consistently below the “all students” 
group, ranging from eight to 12 percent lower.  The percent proficient for economically disadvantaged 
students ranged from 72 percent to 76 percent.  

• African American students were below all other ethnicities except in one year of data (2014) in which 
they were two percent above the multiple race student group.

• Special Education students has the largest overall gap in proficiency. 
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In summary, there were distinct differences between the African American, ELL, and the Special Education 
groups when compared to the “all students” group.  They fell below the “all students” group in all core areas, 
substantially in most cases.  Although not as wide as the other three groups, there was also a gap in every subject 
area between the economically disadvantaged group and the “all students” group.  White students had a higher 
proficiency rate than any other group in all four core subjects in most years, with the Hispanic group never more 
than six percent behind, and exceeding the White group in social studies in two of the reported years.  Trend 
data showed little or no gain, or a decline, over the four years reported for most student groups in all four core 
subjects.

Because auditors had identified proficiency rating weaknesses when comparing district results to the various 
subgroups, a “Years to Parity” analysis was conducted.  “Years to Parity” demonstrates the rate at which the 
achievement gap between various subgroups of students might be expected to close.  For this analysis, auditors 
used the Texas Academic Performance Reports (TAPR) in which the STAAR proficiency ratings for all tested 
grades were combined to yield a district average for each core content area.  Auditors compared the proficiency 
percentages for the district (“all students”) to the African American subgroup, the English language learners, 
the economically disadvantaged, and the special education subgroup.  As discussed previously, because the “all 
students” group included the subgroups, the gaps were somewhat decreased.

“Years to Parity” is derived from the difference in the percentage of students meeting proficiency among the 
subgroup and the comparison group for each year (Difference).  Auditors calculated the positive or negative 
change in that difference from the first year to the last (Change in difference).  The change was then averaged, 
yielding a mean rate of change (Gain by year).  If this figure was a positive number, auditors concluded that the 
achievement gap was closing, and the difference between the subgroup population and the comparison group 
at the final year was divided by the average rate of change.  This yielded an estimated “Years to Parity”—
the approximate number of years for the subgroup to reach parity with the comparison group, assuming 
no interventions occurred.  A negative “Gain by Year” meant the achievement gap was widening; without 
intervention, one could assume the achievement of the subgroup would never reach parity with that of the 
comparison group.

Auditors began by comparing the district proficiency ratings with the African American subgroup proficiency 
ratings in the core areas (reading, mathematics, science, and social studies) using STAAR data from 2012 to 
2015.  Exhibit 4.3.9 illustrates the years to parity analysis when comparing the district overall proficiency 
ratings to the African American subgroup.  

Exhibit 4.3.9

Comparisons of Proficiency Percentages of the District and the African American Subgroup  
On STAAR Assessments in all Tested Grades and Courses

Whitehouse Independent School District
2012-2015

STAAR Proficiency, by Percent  
Comparison of District with African American Population

 2012 2013 2014 2015
Reading

District 88 88 88 87
African American 74 71 75 66

Difference 14 17 13 21
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -7

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -2.3
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never
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Exhibit 4.3.9 (continued)
Comparisons of Proficiency Percentages of the District and the African American Subgroup  

On STAAR Assessments in all Tested Grades and Courses
Whitehouse Independent School District

2012-2015
STAAR Proficiency, by Percent  

Comparison of District with African American Population
 2012 2013 2014 2015

Mathematics
District 88 88 89 86
African American 73 72 76 62

Difference 15 16 13 24
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -9

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -3
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Science
District 91 90 87 90
African American 74 80 70 72

Difference 17 10 17 18
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -1

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -0.3
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Social Studies
District 84 83 87 85
African American 65 63 72 70

Difference 19 20 15 15
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference 4

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) 1.3
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year 11.5

Note: 2015 mathematics results were EOC Algebra I only.
Data Source: Texas Education Agency TAPR

As can be seen in Exhibit 4.3.9:

• Although the reading gap between the district and the African American subgroup proficiency ratings 
decreased slightly in 2014, the difference increased to the highest level in 2015.  At the current rate, the 
African American student group will never meet the district’s proficiency rating in reading.

• In mathematics, the African American student group and the district had large differences in proficiency 
levels every year, with the largest occurring in 2015 when only the Algebra I EOC scores were reported.  
If the trend continues, African American student proficiency ratings will never match the district as a 
whole.  

• In science, the gap decreased in 2013 but increased again in 2014 and in 2015, resulting in a negative 
trend.  With a negative trend, parity will never occur without interventions taking place. 

• Social studies was the only subject where a positive trend occurred in closing the gap between African 
Americans and the district as a whole.  With 1.3 percent average gain by year, however, it will take 
approximately 11.5 years for the African American group to reach parity, assuming district trends 
remain constant.

Because earlier analyses indicated that large gaps existed when comparing English language learners (ELL) 
to other student groups, auditors reviewed this group’s STAAR proficiency ratings to the “all students” group 
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using the “Years to Parity” analysis.  Because data were not available in social studies for this group, auditors 
conducted the analysis in reading, mathematics, and science. Exhibit 4.3.10 displays this information.  Once 
again, auditors used the STAAR overall proficiency ratings, which were averages of all tested grade levels for 
each content area.

Exhibit 4.3.10

Comparisons of Proficiency Percentages of the District and English Language Learners  
On STAAR Assessments in all Tested Grades and Courses

Whitehouse Independent School District
2012-2015

STAAR Proficiency, by Percent 
Comparison of District with ELL Population

 2012 2013 2014 2015
Reading

District 88 88 88 87
ELL 70 80 79 69

Difference 18 8 9 18
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference 0

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) 0
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Mathematics
District 88 88 89 86
ELL 81 77 67 *

Difference 7 11 22 *
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -15

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -7.5
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Science
District 91 90 87 90
ELL 85 69 50 62

Difference 6 21 37 28
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -22

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -7.3
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Note: 2015 mathematics results were EOC Algebra I only.
ELL group was not reported for Social Studies based on group size.
Data Source: Texas Education Agency TAPR

Illustrated in Exhibit 4.3.10:

• In reading, the ELL group, when compared to the district as a whole, had an 18 percent gap in 2012 and 
2015.  The gap decreased in 2013, but increased by one percent in 2014, then by nine percent in 2015 
to equal the gap that existed in 2012.  With no average gain by year, the ELL group would never reach 
parity with the district as a whole.

• Although there were no mathematics ratings reported for the ELL group in 2015, mathematics 
differences increased from 2012 through 2014.  Because of the negative trend, the ELL group would 
never achieve parity with the district group without interventions taking place.   

• The ELL group’s proficiency ratings declined significantly in science from 2012 through 2014.  The 
scores increased by 12 percent in 2015, but still produced a gap of 28 percent between the ELL group 
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and the district.  There was an overall negative trend.  Therefore, the ELL group would never reach 
parity with the district.  

• No scores were reported in social studies for the ELL group because the group was too small in the two 
grades in which social studies subjects were tested.  

Next, auditors analyzed the economically disadvantaged subgroup in relation to the district “all students” group 
to determine Years to Parity.  The same overall STAAR data was utilized for the four core areas (reading, 
mathematics, science, and social studies).  Exhibit 4.3.11 illustrates the findings.

Exhibit 4.3.11

Comparisons of Proficiency Percentages of the District  
And the Economically Disadvantaged Subgroup  

On STAAR Assessments in all Tested Grades and Courses
Whitehouse Independent School District

2012-2015

STAAR Proficiency, by Percent 
Comparison of District with Economically Disadvantaged Population

 2012 2013 2014 2015
Reading

District 88 88 88 87
Economically Disadvantaged 80 80 81 77

Difference 8 8 7 10
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -2

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -0.7
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Mathematics
District 88 88 89 86
Economically Disadvantaged 81 81 81 73

Difference 7 7 8 13
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -6

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -2
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Science
District 91 90 87 90
Economically Disadvantaged 84 84 77 82

Difference 7 6 10 8
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -1

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -0.3
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Social Studies
District 84 83 87 85
Economically Disadvantaged 76 72 75 75

Difference 8 11 12 10
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -2

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -0.7
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Note: 2015 mathematics results were EOC Algebra I only.
Data Source: Texas Education Agency TAPR
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Noted in Exhibit 4.3.11:

• In reading, the gap widened over the four years reported by two percent.  The overall trend was, 
therefore, negative.  The economically disadvantaged subgroup of students will never reach parity with 
the “all students” group if this trend continues without intervention.

• The mathematics gap widened in 2014 and 2015, although it should be noted that the only mathematics 
score reported in 2015 was the Algebra I EOC.  Even so, there was no positive movement in closing 
the gap in the previous three years.  The result was that parity would never be achieved in mathematics 
between the economically disadvantaged students and the district as a whole.

• Although the gap lessened in 2015 in science by two percent, it was still one percent higher than in the 
first year of reporting, resulting in a gap each year of reported data.   The economically disadvantaged 
group of students would never reach the proficiency level of the district as a whole if this trend continued 
without intervention.

• The gap for economically disadvantaged students in social studies also lessened in 2015 by two percent, 
but was still two percent more than the gap in 2012.  With this negative trend, the gap will never close 
in social studies without intervention.

Lastly, the auditors analyzed the special education subgroup in relation to the district “all students” group to 
determine Years to Parity.  The same subject area STAAR data was used for the four core areas to compare the 
two groups.  Exhibit 4.3.12 illustrates the findings.

Exhibit 4.3.12

Comparisons of Proficiency Percentages of the District  
And the Special Education Subgroup  

On STAAR Assessments in all Tested Grades and Courses
Whitehouse Independent School District

2012-2015

STAAR Proficiency, by Percent 
Comparison of District with Special Education Population

 2012 2013 2014 2015
Reading

District 88 88 88 87
Special Education 78 77 74 56

Difference 10 11 14 31
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -21

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -7
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Mathematics
District 88 88 89 86
Special Education 79 79 77 59

Difference 9 9 12 27
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -18

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -6
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Science
District 91 90 87 90
Special Education 72 72 71 69

Difference 19 18 16 21
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -2

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -0.7
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never
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Exhibit 4.3.12 (continued)
Comparisons of Proficiency Percentages of the District  

And the Special Education Subgroup  
On STAAR Assessments in all Tested Grades and Courses

Whitehouse Independent School District
2012-2015

STAAR Proficiency, by Percent 
Comparison of District with Special Education Population

 2012 2013 2014 2015
Social Studies

District 84 83 87 85
Special Education 58 64 67 31

Difference 26 19 20 54
Change in Difference First year difference - Final year difference -28

Gain by year Change in difference/(Number of years - 1) -9.3
Years to Parity Final year difference/Gain by year Never

Note: 2015 mathematics results were EOC Algebra I only.
Data Source: Texas Education Agency TAPR

As can be seen in Exhibit 4.3.12:

• Reading proficiency rates for the special education students were lower than the district rates in all 
four years of reporting.  The gap widened each year, resulting in a 31 percent difference in 2015.  This 
negative trend shows that parity would never be achieved unless interventions are put in place.

• Mathematics remained the same for the first two years and declined in 2014 and 2015.  The 2015 
decline more than doubled from the previous year; however, the only proficiency ratings reported by 
the state that year were for Algebra I EOC.  Regardless of the 2015 decline, the gaps in the other years 
would still result in a negative trend.  The special education students would never reach parity with the 
district as a whole in mathematics without intervention.

• The special education proficiency ratings differed negatively from the district group by 16 to 21 
percentage points over the four years of data in science.  Even though the district’s proficiency increased 
in 2015, the special education student group’s proficiency rating decreased by two percent.  The special 
education student group would never meet the district proficiency rating should the negative trend 
continue.

• Social studies results for special education indicated the largest difference between the district group 
and the special education group.  The proficiency ratings differed negatively from the district by 26 
percentage points in 2012, closed to 19 percent in 2013, widened to 20 percent in 2014, then significantly 
widened to 54 percent in 2015.  

In summary, the Years to Parity analysis illustrated that the gaps between the district as a whole and the 
subgroups analyzed will not be closed without intervention.  Substantial gaps existed when comparing the 
African American, English language learners, economically disadvantaged, and special education subgroups 
to the district “all students” group.  Even though there were slight increases in some years, in several cases, 
significant decreases occurred in one year’s time, especially in 2015.  These decreases resulted in a negative 
trend in all subject areas for all groups with one exception.  The African American subgroup in social studies 
closed the gap by four percentage points over four years, which would cause an 11.5 year positive trend to have 
to occur before parity was reached.  Parity would never be reached for any of the other subgroups in any of the 
subject areas unless the negative trends were reversed through significant interventions.
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Fourth grade students at Brown Elementary working on a book poster

Auditors also interviewed district personnel concerning district data and assessment results.  Interview information 
indicated that student performance on the STAAR state assessments was a concern, especially recognizing that 
achievement gaps for subpopulations were trending.  The following comments were representative regarding 
student achievement:

• “We’ve got good kids, but our scores are flat.” (District Administrator)

• “The African American scores have improved, but still not where they need to be.” (District 
Administrator)

• “On the state assessments, some of the subgroups are not performing as well as others.”  (District 
Administrator)

• “We can improve on science and math levels at lower grades.” (District Administrator)

• “Secondary reading is struggling.  The scores are in the 70s, and that shouldn’t happen.” (District 
Administrator)

• “Gaps are not big, but the population is changing more than before.” (Campus Administrator)

• “We need to close those gaps.  I want to be sure we take these kids as far as we can.” (District 
Administrator)

• “I don’t understand why the African American kids aren’t doing as well district-wide.” (Campus 
Administrator)

• “A goal for our campus is student achievement.” (Campus Administrator)

Summary

District trend data illustrated that the STAAR performance results were higher than the state proficiency ratings 
in all grades and core areas reviewed, except U.S. History EOC for two years. Proficiency ratings have shown 
little or no gain, or have declined, over five years, with the exception of grade 3 mathematics and grade 8 
social studies, which showed increases.  Scores in all subject areas at most grade levels were inconsistent, 
increasing in some years and declining in others.  Auditors found significant achievement gaps among several 
subgroups, including African American, ELL, economically disadvantaged, and special education groups when 
compared to the “all students” district group.  Trend analyses indicated those gaps were not likely to close 
without significant intervention to ameliorate the assessment results.  
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TCMAC-CMSI CURRICULUM AUDIT™ TEAM 
FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE WHITEHOUSE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL 
DISTRICT
Based on the three streams of data derived from interviews, documents, and site visits, the TCMAC-CMSi 
Curriculum Audit™ Team has developed a set of recommendations to address its findings shown under each of 
the standards of the audit.

In the case of the findings, they have been triangulated, i.e., corroborated with one another.  In the case of the 
recommendations, those put forth in this section are representative of the auditors’ best professional judgments 
regarding how to address the problems that surfaced in the audit.

The recommendations are presented in the order of their criticality for initiating system-wide improvements.  
The recommendations also recognize and differentiate between the policy and monitoring responsibilities of the 
board of trustees, and the operational and administrative duties of the superintendent of schools.

Where the TCMAC-CMSi audit team views a problem as wholly or partly a policy and monitoring matter, the 
recommendations are formulated for the board of trustees.  Where the problem is distinctly an operational or 
administrative matter, the recommendations are directed to the superintendent of schools as the chief executive 
officer of the school system.  In many cases, the TCMAC-CMSi audit team directs recommendations to both 
the board and the superintendent, because it is clear that policy and operations are related, and both entities are 
involved in a proposed change.  In some cases, there are no recommendations to the superintendent when only 
policy is involved or none to the board when the recommendations deal only with administration.

Audit recommendations are presented as follows: The overarching goals for the board and/or the superintendent, 
followed by the specific objectives to carry out the overarching goals.  The latter are designated “Governance 
Functions” and “Administrative Functions.”

Recommendation 1:  Develop, revise, adopt, and implement board policies to provide a sound local system 
of curriculum management and control.  Develop a district strategic plan to provide clear direction for 
district initiatives and system connectivity to meet the needs of all students.

A comprehensive set of board policies is a prerequisite for sound management of school district functions, 
including quality control of curriculum.  A clear policy framework enables the board to effectively carry out its 
legal functions of ensuring compliance to state and federal statutes and regulations and providing oversight for 
the system.  Without current definitive policies, a board of trustees cannot direct program focus, effectiveness, 
or consistency.  Policies promote constancy of purpose in district operations by providing reference points for 
recurring decisions.  Sound board policies accomplish the following:

• Establish clear direction for the system;

• Provide for local initiatives to enhance the system beyond state directives;

• Provide for consistency of actions over time and establish a historical base for the district, as members 
of the administration and board change; 

• Guide professional staff in their efforts to improve direction in the school district;

• Establish a framework for monitoring progress in the attainment of district learning goals;

• Delineate levels of decision-making authority; and

• Serve as a framework for the systematic evaluation of all professional staff, including the superintendent.

Along with a clear set of board policies, effective planning is essential for focusing and organizing district 
resources to meet changing student needs.  Long-range planning provides a systemic means to sustain constancy 
of purpose as a district works toward achieving its goals.  Comprehensive planning increases the probability 
that effective programs, practices, and resources will be available to students, regardless of growth, economic 
changes, and other effects of community evolution.
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In large part, the policies adopted by the Whitehouse Board of Trustees were based on examples provided to 
them by the Texas Association of School Boards (TASB), an organization that ensures policy conformance 
to state and federal code.  The district’s policies, while in compliance with state regulations, did not provide 
clear expectations or adequate direction for a sound system of curriculum management and control (see 
Finding 1.1).  At the time of the audit, a process for board policy review and adoption had been established 
as TASB policy updates were received.  However, there was no process to review and update existing board 
policies without the TASB notification.  The board policy review conducted by auditors in terms of curriculum 
management responsibilities indicated weaknesses in four standards:  direction, connectivity/equity, feedback, 
and productivity.

The policies of the Whitehouse Independent School District did expect improvement planning to be conducted 
at both the district and campus levels.  However, the planning process and both district and campus plans were 
found to be inadequate to provide system direction (see Finding 1.2).  Auditors reviewed the annual district and 
campus improvement plans in detail for audit quality.  The Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement 
Plan 2016-17 and the campus improvement plans (2015-16) lacked the clearly defined strategies necessary to 
drive system change and to improve student achievement.  District leadership expected to formulate a district 
strategic plan based on the audit results.  

The following recommendations are designed to improve quality control through policy direction and through 
systemic planning for successful accomplishment of district goals.

Governance Functions:  The following actions are recommended for the consideration of the Whitehouse 
Independent School District Board of Trustees:

G.1.1:  Direct the superintendent to prepare for board review, critique, and adoption policies to address the 
deficiencies outlined below and critiqued in detail in Finding 1.1.  Policies that were missing, partially adequate, 
or inadequate included the following:

Standard 1:  Provides for Control

• Philosophical statements of district’s curriculum approach. 

Standard 2:  Provides for Direction

• Provides periodic review/update of the curriculum and aligned resources and assessments;

• Textbook/resource alignment to curriculum and assessment; and

• Program integration and alignment to the district’s written curriculum.

Standard 3:  Provides for Connectivity and Equity

• Predictability of written curriculum from one grade and/or instructional level to another; and

• Vertical articulation and horizontal coordination of the curriculum.

Standard 4:  Provides for Feedback

• A program assessment process;

• Use of data from assessment to determine program/curriculum effectiveness and efficiency; and

• Reports to the board about program effectiveness.

Standard 5:  Provides for Productivity

• Environment to support curriculum delivery;

• Support systems focused on curriculum design, deployment, and delivery; and

• Change processes for long-term institutionalization of district priority goals.

G.1.2:  After the board revises or adopts these policies, direct the superintendent to clearly communicate them 
to all stakeholders, and develop strategies to ensure policy implementation.
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G.1.3:  Direct the superintendent to update the current Texas Association of School Boards (TASB) policy 
update process, and include a schedule to review and revise all existing board policies on a periodic basis.  Once 
the school board process manual is created, include the board policy review and revision process and timeline. 

G.1.4:  Direct the superintendent to revise Board Policies BQ, BQA, and BQB and/or develop new policies to 
commit in writing the direction for the full scope of long- and short-range district, department, and campus 
planning processes.  The policy(s) will provide institutionalization of the district’s planning process and the 
intent to provide quality planning documents that link all district, department, and campus plans.  The policy 
should identify development, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation procedures for all district planning 
documents.  Further, the relationship of the budget planning process to support the attainment of plan goals 
should be defined.  Develop planning reporting procedures for all district stakeholders, and include them in the 
newly created or updated board policies.  Consider the use of technology in reporting planning results.

G.1.5:  Direct the superintendent to develop a district strategic plan.  Maintain a limited number of specific 
measurable goals, and ensure that completion of all corresponding components will result in goal attainment.  
Require that the plan addresses the audit criteria listed in Exhibits 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 of Finding 1.2 of this report.  
Further, include plan goals to address the disparity in access to district programs and services for all students as 
identified in Finding 3.2 and student achievement gaps as illustrated in Finding 4.3.  In particular, address the 
weaknesses of the current district improvement plan by incorporating the following characteristics: 

• Is reasonable with a feasible number of goals, performance objectives, and strategies that are clear and 
measurable.

• Provides for emergent thinking and accounts for trends and changes, both internally and externally.

• Ensures that the strategies, if successfully completed, will result in the attainment of the district goal.

• Includes change strategies that involve capacity building of staff members in appropriate content and 
methods that will lead to district goal attainment.

• Includes detailed deployment approaches such as sub-strategies to the overall strategies, delineating all 
tasks necessary and those responsible for completing each action step.

• Ensures the integration and congruence of all goals, performance objectives, and strategies within the 
plan.

• Includes an evaluation plan to determine if the goals are being met (not whether the activities have 
occurred) and provides for ongoing plan revisions. 

• Includes formative and summative assessments that are clearly identified with measurement instruments, 
expectations, and timelines.

• Assesses the status of activities, analyzes the results, and reports the outcomes.

• Expects the plan to be updated at least annually to address current district realities.  

G.1.6:  Direct the superintendent to require comprehensive planning for all school district functions.  Include a 
planning calendar in the policy that will enable the board to approve all planning activities prior to the approval 
of the school district’s budget.  As district plans are developed and/or revised, require they be congruent and 
directly linked to the district’s strategic plan.  Require that proposed planning documents meet all audit criteria 
including:  a curriculum management plan, see Finding 2.1 and Recommendation 2; a professional development 
plan, see Finding 3.3 and Recommendation 3; an assessment plan, see Finding 4.1 and Recommendation 4; and 
current district/campus improvement plans, see Finding 1.2. 

G.1.7:  Direct the superintendent to revise and update job descriptions and appraisal instruments to include 
clear delineation of responsibilities for board policy development and review, including a periodic cycle of 
review and revision for existing policies.
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G.1.8:  Direct the superintendent to revise and update job descriptions and appraisal instruments for the 
development of various plans, oversight and implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of progress toward 
plan goals.

G.1.9:  Direct the superintendent to prepare and deliver regular reports to the board on all district plans and their 
results as they pertain to achievement of district goals.

Administrative Functions:  The following actions are recommended to the Whitehouse Independent School 
District Superintendent:

A.1.1:  Assist the board in the development of the recommended policies, and present drafts for their review, 
critique, and adoption for all standards and associated criteria as outlined in G.1.1.  

A.1.2:  Review board policies noted in Findings 1.1 and 1.2, and determine if they are consistent with current 
and/or proposed district practices.  Take all necessary actions to update policies or practices.

A.1.3:  Revise the district’s current Texas Association of School Boards (TASB) board policy update process to 
include a periodic schedule of review of all existing board policies.  Institute a system of board policy review 
(by section) on an ongoing basis. 

A.1.4:  Determine if administrative regulations will be developed to align with board policies.  If so, develop 
accompanying administrative regulations for all new and revised board policies.  See the administrative 
regulation definition below:

• Administrative Regulation is the superintendent’s direction to school district employees on how to 
implement board policy, laws, and regulations in the day-to-day operations of the school district.  
Regulations provide the details of policy implementation, assign responsibility and accountability, and 
establish the standards of performance.  They are developed and implemented by the superintendent in 
partnership with district administration, faculty, and staff.  Administrative regulations are not adopted 
by board action.

A.1.5:  Develop a strategic plan to provide district-wide, long-range direction, drive district goals and initiatives, 
and meet the criteria shown in Exhibits 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 of this report.  In particular, address the deficiencies 
noted in the current district improvement plan (see G.1.5), and address the imbalance of identification and 
access to comparable programs and services for all district students as outlined in Finding 3.2.  Further, include 
plan components that link actions to ameliorate the student achievement gaps outlined in Finding 4.3.  Ensure 
the plan:

• Utilizes long-term student trend data to determine strategic plan goals and targets.  Publishes the trend 
data including a gap analysis as part of the planning document and updates the plan as new data is 
received.

• Uses disaggregated analyses of all district programs and services for all student groups to determine 
trends in over- and under-representations of specific student subpopulations (see Finding 3.2).  
Determines strategic plan goals and targets based on this data.

• Identifies clear goals, performance objectives, and strategies with specific measurable results.

• Clearly identifies all roles and responsibilities in implementing the strategies, not just monitoring them.

• Requires strategies to be sufficiently detailed to include all actions required to accomplish the strategy 
(professional development, resources, personnel, etc.), and formalizes those actions within the plan 
itself.

• Identifies the specific content of all professional development goals, performance objectives, or 
strategies.  Identifies and requires staff member participation.  Provides for differentiation, follow-up, 
coaching, and evaluation of all professional development activities.  Ties evaluation measurement to 
changes in behavior and student assessment results (see Recommendation 3). 
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• Includes multiple identified assessments for the quarterly reviews, including student achievement results 
(9-weeks assessments and benchmark data), to determine the status of the strategy.  Disaggregates these 
data for all student groups, including ethnicity, economically disadvantaged, special education, gifted 
and talented, and ESL (see Findings 3.2, 4.3, and Recommendation 4).  Includes the disparity analyses 
as described in Finding 4.3 and disaggregates student groups by SPED and non-SPED, economically 
disadvantaged and non-economically disadvantaged, ESL and non-ESL, etc.

• Ensures that if the “Evidence that Demonstrates Success” category is utilized in the strategic planning 
document, it includes sufficient, measurable student data to determine strategy success.

• Moves strategies to maintenance status once they have been accomplished.  Accomplished goals, 
performance objectives, and strategies become institutional practices and are not transferred to future 
improvement plans.

A.1.6:  Hold staff accountable for implementing all strategic plan components and reaching student achievement 
and access targets in a timely manner.  Intervene when results indicate targets are not being met as established.

A.1.7:  As district planning documents are developed, ensure their adherence to audit criteria.  In particular, a 
curriculum management plan (Finding 2.1 and Recommendation 2), a professional development plan (Finding 
3.2 and Recommendation 3), and an assessment plan (Finding 4.1 and Recommendation 4) should address 
the deficiencies outlined in the referenced documentation.  Require congruence and obvious connection to the 
strategic plan, improvement plans, and all district planning documents.

A.1.8:  Develop the 2017-18 district improvement plan and campus improvement plans to meet audit criteria 
noted in Exhibits 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 and explained in Finding 1.2.  Require documented congruence and connection 
with the master strategic plan, other improvement plans, department plans, and other district planning documents.  
Require documentation in each plan that demonstrates the connection to the district strategic plan.

A.1.9:  Evaluate all plans at least annually (annual improvement plans quarterly), and make recommendations 
to terminate unsuccessful efforts and maximize efforts showing positive effects on student achievement and 
access priorities.  Include student assessment and access data for formative reviews and long-term student 
achievement, and access data for summative reviews.  Report the evaluation results to the board.

A.1.10:  Revise and present to the board for adoption district and school administrator job descriptions and 
appraisal instruments to define responsibilities for board policy development, review, communication, and 
implementation.  Ensure that a timeline for existing board policy review is clearly outlined as a responsibility.

A.1.11:  Revise and present to the board for adoption district and school administrator job descriptions and 
appraisal instruments to define responsibilities for planning, implementation of plans, and monitoring of 
progress toward goals.  Clearly denote differences between administrators with different lines of authority, in 
particular, the assistant superintendent of curriculum and instruction and the executive director of curriculum 
and instruction.  

A.1.12:  Develop budget planning procedures to ensure district planning priorities are reflected in budgeting 
and expenditures.

A.1.13:  Hold employees responsible for the implementation of board policies and all district plans.  The 
development of board policies and planning documents comprise the design aspect of curriculum management 
control.  Understanding the content of the policies and plans and implementing the strategies with fidelity is 
vital to bringing about improvement in student achievement.

A.1.14:  Provide regular reports to the board, staff, and community regarding the development and revision of 
board policies and the implementation and evaluation of district planning.

In conclusion, the auditors recommend that district personnel develop and/or revise board policies to provide 
the needed structure for all aspects of curriculum management.  In the area of planning, include in the new 
strategic plan the components outlined in this recommendation and Finding 1.2.  Address all audit criteria as 
new district and improvement plans are created for the 2017-18 school year.  Revise other existing planning 
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documents using the partially adequate criteria first and then moving to the inadequacies.  These policies and 
planning documents/processes will provide the critical framework to ensure program focus, consistency, and 
effectiveness to enable the district to meet its goals. 

Recommendation 2:  Develop and implement a comprehensive curriculum management plan to provide 
system-wide direction for design, delivery, monitoring, and evaluation of the curriculum.

A school district can improve curriculum design and delivery through the development of comprehensive 
curriculum management processes and a sound plan to implement that system.  The purpose is to establish 
a systematic process for curriculum development in all areas, to coordinate supporting functions for overall 
efficiency and effectiveness, and to devise a process that is guided by board policy and includes procedures 
to direct the design and delivery of curriculum.  This process should ensure that a set of cohesive, vertically-
articulated learning objectives, as well as student assessments constructed to reflect students’ achievement of 
those objectives, are in place.

Through curriculum management planning, a school district can achieve and maintain a quality, aligned 
curriculum that produces desired results.  When the plan and its timelines are adhered to, the district is able 
to place quality curriculum in the hands of all teachers well in advance of state standards and assessment 
changes.  Therefore, improved student achievement is more likely to occur.  This planning must address not 
only technology integration, but also issues related to students who are not demonstrating achievement.

 Once curriculum and assessments are designed, delivery occurs through classroom instruction that focuses on 
mastery by all students of the district’s learning objectives.  Alignment of all three ingredients—written, taught, 
and tested curriculum—is essential if district personnel are to be successful in raising student achievement to 
higher levels and eliminating gaps among student groups (see Finding 4.3).

At the time of the audit, the Whitehouse Independent School District did not have a curriculum management 
plan, but Board Policy EG:  Curriculum Development did provide documentation of district-level curriculum 
management planning and required such a plan.  Board Policy EG and other district documents did not meet 
audit standards for curriculum management plan quality (see Finding 2.1).

Further, auditors noted that current core curriculum documents were inadequate in scope and quality to direct 
teaching and learning in the Whitehouse Independent School District (see Findings 2.2 and 2.3).  Available 
guiding curricular documents were inconsistent in format, inadequate in basic quality, and lacked sufficient 
internal consistency between learning objectives and instructional resources/assessment items (see Finding 2.3).

The following actions are recommended to develop sound local control of curriculum management functions in 
the Whitehouse Independent School District.

Governance Functions:   The following actions are recommended to the Whitehouse Independent School 
District Board of Trustees:

G.2.1:  Direct the superintendent to revise Board Policy EG and/or develop for board consideration a 
comprehensive curriculum management policy that provides direction for the development, implementation, 
monitoring, and evaluation of curriculum.  In particular, address the deficiencies noted in Findings 2.1, 2.2, and 
2.3.  Require policy implementation.

G.2.2:  Direct the superintendent to develop a curriculum management plan in terms of the deficiencies outlined 
in Finding 2.1.  In particular, address the following criteria:

• Describes the philosophical framework for the design of the curriculum;

• Describes the periodic cycle of review of curriculum;

• Defines and directs the stages of curriculum development;

• Specifies the roles and responsibilities in the design and delivery of curriculum;

• Presents the format and components of curriculum, assessments, and guiding documents;
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• Directs how state and national standards will be considered in the curriculum;

• Identifies a focused set of precise student objectives with adequate time for mastery;

• Specifies the content of student objectives and includes multiple contexts and cognitive types;

• Supports differentiation of instructional approaches and selection of objectives at the right level of 
difficulty;

• Describes procedures for data use for curriculum strength and instructional decision making;

• Outlines procedures for formative and summative evaluations of district programs;

• Requires a professional development program linked to curriculum design and delivery; and

• Establishes a communication plan for curriculum design and delivery.

G.2.3:  Require that planning within and among departments be aligned to the curriculum management plan and 
the district strategic plan once developed (see Recommendation 1).

G.2.4:  Require campus-level planning be linked to the implementation of the district’s curriculum management 
plan and the district strategic plan once developed (see Recommendation 1).

G.2.5:  Direct the superintendent to develop procedures to address all curriculum audit quality deficiencies in 
the core curricular documents, and ensure basic quality standards are met.  Include deep alignment methodology 
as described in Deep Curriculum Alignment by English and Steffy (2001) in the future curricular development 
and revision.  Use the same basic and deep alignment methodology for all district courses, including electives, 
going forward.  

G.2.6:  Determine the district’s preferred instructional strategies as outlined in Recommendation 3 and once 
determined, direct the superintendent to include that information in the curriculum management plan and 
associated curricular guiding documents once created.

G.2.7:  Develop and/or review current job descriptions to ensure that curriculum development, implementation, 
and evaluation responsibilities for both campus and district level positions are clearly stated and congruent with 
any revisions made to curriculum management responsibilities (see Recommendation 1).

G.2.8:  Approve funding for any program only as part of the budgeting process and after assurances that the 
program is based on identified student needs, is aligned with the district curriculum, and will be evaluated for 
positive effects on student achievement (see Findings 4.1, 4.2, and Recommendation 4).

G.2.9:  Commit adequate financial resources to support the curriculum development cycle and the training 
needed to assist staff in designing and delivering high quality curriculum.

G.2.10:  Require the superintendent to provide regular, timely reports to the board on progress toward meeting 
district goals, regarding all aspects of curriculum management.

Administrative Functions:  The following actions are recommended to the Whitehouse Independent School 
District Superintendent:

A.2.1:  Assist the school board in developing and/or revising policies referenced in G.3.1.  Implement the board 
policies with fidelity.

A.2.2:  Determine if administrative regulations will be utilized to coordinate with board policies (see 
Recommendation 1).  If so, develop the necessary administrative regulations for the newly developed and 
revised board policies.

A.2.3:  Develop a curriculum management plan that includes the following components:

• A philosophical framework for the design of the curriculum: The philosophical framework is key in 
communicating the expectations of staff regarding teaching and learning in the district.  The same 
philosophical framework should be used throughout the district to ensure consistency.  The framework 
should include such directives as standards-based, results-based, competency-based, alignment of 
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the written, taught and tested curriculum, as well as the approaches that are expected to be used in 
delivering the curriculum.  

• A periodic cycle of review:  Continuous improvement is accomplished through a periodic cycle that 
includes identifying a time for every subject area, every course, and every grade level to be systematically 
reviewed.  A written curriculum guide must be available for every course.  The district needs procedures 
for the review and revision of curriculum to ensure consistency across the district in what is expected 
for every course, that courses are up to date and relevant, and that the expected level of rigor is evident 
to those delivering the curriculum.  Additionally, resources to be used in delivering the courses should 
be assessed for internal consistency (see Finding 2.3) and be aligned to the expected content standards 
and formative and summative assessments.

• Stages of curriculum development:   The stages of curriculum development should be defined and 
clearly communicated with directions for developing and revising curriculum.  The district should 
focus on deep alignment of the curriculum.  See Deep Curriculum Alignment: Creating a Level Playing 
Field for All Children on High-Stakes Tests of Educational Accountability (English, Steffy, 2001) as a 
resource.

• Roles and responsibilities:  Each person in the district should know their roles and responsibilities 
relative to curriculum management in the district.  The expectation is that design, implementation, and 
evaluation of the curriculum will result in high student achievement, allowing students to graduate from 
the system ready for college and career.  It is imperative that everyone know their role in actualizing 
this district focus, including:

 ○ The board of trustees providing direction through policy and monitoring system performance;

 ○ District administrators working with teachers to develop quality and appropriate curriculum, which 
uses a consistent course format, has high level strategies and aligned resources and assessments for 
the content, is accessible to students throughout the system, and provides appropriate training for 
the monitoring and delivery of curriculum;

 ○ Campus level administrators monitoring the delivery of curriculum, providing support to ensure 
quality instruction with engaging delivery, and ensuring campus-level professional development is 
provided to building staff; and

 ○ Teachers delivering the curriculum.

• Format components of curriculum documents:  Communicate the required components that are to be 
included in each curriculum guide.  Required components ensure consistency across content areas and 
grade levels.  The minimum components that should be included in curriculum guides are listed in 
Exhibit 2.3.1.  

• Curriculum approach:  Determine what approach the district will use in aligning curriculum.  The two 
approaches to curriculum design are backloading, a process where the high-stakes test determines what 
is taught in the curriculum, and frontloading, a process where the curriculum is written first and then 
assessment items are written.

• Student objectives/student expectations:  Student objectives and student expectations should be available 
for every course in the system.  Curriculum is designed and delivered based on what students should 
know and be able to do.  The Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills and assessments should form the 
basis for developing student objectives and expectations.  Most core areas are using the TEKS as a 
foundation, but not all courses have student objectives and student expectations in a written curriculum 
document.  Administrators must require objectives that are specific, measurable, and able to be covered 
within a reasonable time frame, and ensure teachers understand how to deliver the objectives so that 
students master the content.

• Dimensions of content, context, and cognition:  It is imperative that students receive content that 
includes multiple contexts and is cognitively engaging at high levels.  A student’s ability to transfer and 
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assimilate information into other content areas and real life situations will be limited if instructional 
approaches do not include the ability for students to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate, which are high 
levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Knowledge, across and within content areas.  Student objectives and 
student expectations must include the three dimensions of content, multiple contexts, and rigorous 
cognitive engagement.

• Assessment of curriculum effectiveness:   A robust written curriculum management plan is aligned with 
the assessment plan of the district and the district’s professional development plan.  The plan contains 
the district’s beliefs about assessment, procedures to determine curriculum effectiveness, and how data 
are to be used in the district.  The plan details how formative and summative assessment will be used to 
assess the effectiveness of curriculum (see Recommendation 4).  

• Differentiation of instructional approaches:  Differentiation of instructional strategies addresses the 
needs of individuals or groups of students.  District administrators must define differentiation and provide 
support, including training, to help teachers meet the needs of diverse learners in their classrooms.  
Whole group and instructional approaches not targeting the varied instructional skill levels of students 
as a consistent mode of instruction leave many students’ academic needs unmet.  Curriculum that 
supports differentiation ensures that students who need prerequisite concepts, knowledge, and skills are 
moved ahead at an accelerated pace and that students who have mastered the objectives are also moved 
ahead at a challenging pace (see Recommendation 3).

• Use of assessment data:  District administrators must provide the procedures they are expecting teachers 
and other administrators to follow when they use data to make instructional decisions and to strengthen 
the written curriculum.

• Formative and summative evaluation of programs:  District administrators must provide procedures for 
conducting evaluation of programs and their corresponding curriculum content.  Both formative and 
summative evaluation of programs must be included (see Findings 4.1 and 4.2). 

• Staff development program:  District administrators must ensure that a staff development program 
is developed and linked to curriculum design and delivery (see Recommendation 3).  The staff 
development program must include professional development offered at the district level, as well as 
professional development that is campus-based.  

• Monitoring the delivery of curriculum:  District administrators must establish procedures for monitoring 
the delivery of curriculum, including associated professional development content.

• Communication plan:  District administrators must establish a communication plan for the process of 
curriculum design and delivery.  The communication plan must give a clear and consistent message that 
curriculum management is a district mandate for how curriculum will be designed, implemented, and 
evaluated in Whitehouse Independent School District.

A.2.4:  Determine the actions necessary to provide teachers a consistent, high quality, and easily accessible 
written curriculum for every course in the school district.  Establish a curriculum review cycle that includes the 
design of district written curriculum guides (four-year cycle).  Develop a format for curriculum guides to ensure 
the format is functional, user-friendly, and incorporates the following basic quality components:

• States for each objective the what, when (sequence within course/grade), how actual standard is 
performed, and amount of time to be spent learning;

• Keys each objective to district and/or state performance assessments;

• States specific documented prerequisites or description of discrete skills/concepts required prior to this 
learning (may be a scope and sequence across grades/courses if PreK through 12);

• States for each objective the “match” between the basic text/instructional resource(s) and supplementary 
materials to be used; and

• Provides specific examples of how to approach key concepts/skills in the classroom.
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Build upon the curriculum documents that met the basic audit criteria, expanding them to meet all basic audit 
expectations.  After addressing the basic quality components as noted above (see Finding 2.3), utilize the further 
frames of analysis also found in Finding 2.3 to build deeper alignment as curricular documents are created.  
Deep alignment strategies should be utilized to vet objective alignment to assessments both formative and 
summative, texts/resources as they are considered for adoption, and instructional strategies/approaches as they 
are added to curricular documents.

A.2.5:  Establish a timetable for developing, over the initial review/development cycle, a scope and sequence 
of skills, PreK-12, that need to be mastered.  Base the development of the scope and sequence on national 
content standards, state content standards, and local expectations.  Organize objectives using a downward spiral 
of student learning objectives from grade 12 to pre-kindergarten.  Ensure that all teachers have access to the 
complete scope and sequence for all grade levels once completed.

A.2.6:  Prioritize and support district preferred instructional methods by including them in the revised district 
curriculum once they have been developed (see Recommendation 3).  In particular, include the following:  

• Technological expectations for both teachers and students as curricular resources and instructional 
approaches;

• Strategies for each tier to ensure a consistent system-wide Response to Intervention (RtI) program 
across all campuses;

• Expectations that instruction will be differentiated to accommodate individual student needs and 
learning styles not just for tier support.  This requires supporting fluid groups of students (pairs, small 
groups, etc.);

A.2.7:  Determine who will be members of the district curriculum design team.  In addition to teachers who teach 
the discipline under review, include campus administrators, technology personnel, special education teachers, 
gifted and talented teachers, and district administrators/staff members responsible for curriculum development 
and design.  Also, consider using external consultants to validate curriculum content.  Provide the team with 
curriculum design training, including deep alignment and data analysis strategies.

A.2.8:  Establish curriculum review procedures to critique the curriculum documents/guides as they are drafted 
and revised by the design team.  Establish formalized feedback opportunities for users as they pilot curriculum 
document drafts.  

A.2.9:  Submit the finalized curriculum documents to the board for adoption.

A.2.10:  Develop and revise job descriptions to encompass all curricular responsibilities noted in Findings 2.1, 
2.2, and 2.3 and Recommendation 1.

A.2.11:  Clearly communicate expectations for the use of the district’s written curriculum.  

A.2.12:  Train all instructional personnel, including administrators, instructional consultants, and specialized 
teachers (ELL and SPED), in the delivery of the board-adopted curriculum.  Provide ongoing training for all 
instructional staff members as new resources are adopted or as revisions are made to the written curriculum (see 
Recommendation 3).  Include in-depth curriculum design training for the curriculum design team.

A.2.13:  Annually provide professional development and training in the use of the written curriculum to support 
new teacher/administrator orientation to communicate expectations and to ensure fidelity in implementation of 
the curriculum (see Recommendation 3).  Account for late teacher/administrator hires.

A.2.14:  Provide collaboration time for articulation and coordination of the curriculum between and among 
teachers of all grade levels and specialized areas (special education, gifted and talented, and English language 
learners).  Determine whether the Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) will have a role in this endeavor.

A.2.15:  Develop a system for consistent monitoring of curriculum implementation throughout the district.  
Campus administrators should observe the curriculum being taught in the classroom on a regular basis.  Revise 
the campus administrator walk-through instrument to account for curricular delivery expectations.  
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A.2.16:  Hold campus administrators responsible and accountable for coaching curriculum implementation 
and classroom instruction.  Provide training for campus administrators to strengthen their skills in assessing 
the extent to which an aligned curriculum is being taught by all teachers.  Determine training support for 
administrators when walk-through and/or coaching data suggest that curriculum expectations are not observed 
consistently.

A.2.17:  Develop a communication plan to assist staff in understanding the curriculum design and delivery 
process so that coordinated curriculum implementation will occur.  Ensure clarity in the roles for ongoing 
coordination, monitoring, and support of curriculum implementation.

A.2.18:  Annually evaluate and communicate the effectiveness of the implementation of the written curriculum 
in increasing achievement for all students, and use the data to inform curriculum revision actions in the review 
cycle (see Recommendation 4).

A.2.19:  Provide financial resources within the budget to accomplish the elements of curriculum design, 
implementation, and ongoing evaluation noted in this and other recommendations.

The development and implementation of a comprehensive curriculum management plan will provide the 
needed structure for all aspects of curriculum design, implementation, and evaluation in the district.  Complete 
the curriculum management plan for the 2017-18 school year, and begin the periodic curriculum development 
process immediately thereafter. 

Recommendation 3:  Establish a comprehensive professional development program to improve the 
coordination, follow-up, monitoring, and evaluation of individual, campus-based, and district-level 
professional development.  Link the professional development program with all district, department, 
and campus plans to support curriculum management functions, including the design and delivery of 
district’s written curriculum.  Institutionalize instructional expectations and equip staff members with 
the essential competencies necessary for effective curriculum delivery.

The primary work of any school district is to deliver quality instruction to every student in the system.  It is 
unquestionably a goal that cannot be left to chance.  Ensuring that every student has access to and is provided 
the very best instruction must be purposeful and carefully planned.  This begins with the design (all written 
aspects) of a district’s curriculum.  Once a district has the key design components of an aligned curriculum in 
place (see Recommendation 2), managing the delivery of that curriculum becomes of prime importance.

The purpose of professional development is to provide all staff members with the skills and knowledge to deliver 
the curriculum effectively.  A quality professional development plan connects individual teacher trainings with 
campus in-services and district-wide professional development programs in a cohesive plan to meet district 
strategic goals.  Successful professional development is coordinated and monitored at the district level.  Quality 
and consistency of all professional development trainings support district initiatives across all levels of the 
organization.

Curriculum delivery, or the implementation of instructional strategies, communicates district goals in terms 
of grouping, differentiation techniques, and student engagement, both in physical and cognitive activities.  
Institutionalizing district instructional techniques is not intended to be a prescriptive, tightly-held requirement 
(see Exhibit 2.1.1).  Rather, the instructional model is intended to provide a clear picture of what district leaders 
want and expect effective and rigorous instruction to look like.  Professional development is a vital piece of a 
curriculum delivery model because of the ongoing support and coaching in instructional strategies necessary 
for quality implementation.

Auditors were not presented with a comprehensive district professional development plan.  Therefore, a 
compilation of district documentation was utilized to determine the adequacy of the district’s professional 
development program.  The auditors found the professional development program to be inadequate to prepare 
teachers to deliver the district’s curriculum.  The district offered annual professional development opportunities 
at the beginning of each school year.  Professional development opportunities had grown throughout the last 
three years reviewed by auditors, particularly in the areas of curriculum, instruction, and technology.  Four data 
review days had been added for the 2016-17 school year, and Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) were 
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to be implemented district-wide during 2017-18.  Campuses held trainings throughout the school year based on 
school needs, but the sessions were not centrally tracked or evaluated.  Teachers were able to choose sessions 
of interest during the district-wide professional development days, but sessions were not differentiated based 
on teacher experience and/or knowledge.  Both teachers and non-certificated staff members were supported in 
attending regional trainings to continue their highly qualified status, certification, or licensure requirements.  
Professional development follow-up, coaching, and monitoring were primarily the responsibilities of the 
instructional consultants.  However, the consultants were regularly assigned by campus for a half-day each 
week with little time for consistent and ongoing coaching and collaboration (see Finding 3.3).  

District instructional expectations found in documentation and during interviews referred to research-based 
practices, student engagement, and rigor but implementation of the expectations was not observed in actual 
classroom practices (see Finding 3.1).  In both elementary (47 percent) and secondary (22 percent) core 
classroom observations, direct instruction that was student-centered was the most prevalent teaching practice, 
although monitoring was very close at the secondary level, differing by only one percent.  Hands-on activities 
and technology were observed in a minority of core classrooms.  Artifact analysis indicated instances of 
mismatched TEKS and lower grade level TEKS when reviewing examples of student work.  Cognitive types 
noted in classroom artifacts were primarily knowledge, comprehension, and application (see Finding 3.1).

The following recommendations are designed to eliminate the deficiencies in the professional development 
program and institutionalize Whitehouse Independent School District instructional practices.

Governance Functions:  The following actions are recommended to the Whitehouse Independent School 
District Board of Trustees:

G.3.1:  Direct the superintendent to draft, for board review, revision, and approval, a policy that provides for 
centralized control and direction of professional development in the district.  In particular, determine if the 
revision of Board Policies DMA and EG would be sufficient.  The policy should incorporate the characteristics 
of the 18 Quality Criteria for Staff Development in Exhibit 3.3.1 and should address the deficiencies identified 
in Finding 3.3 and noted below:

• Has policy that directs staff development efforts;

• Is for all employees;

• Is based on careful analysis of data and is data-driven;

• Provides for system-wide coordination and has a clearinghouse function in place;

• Has a current plan that provides a framework for integrating innovations related to mission;

• Has a professional development mission in place;

• Is built using a long-range planning approach;

• Provides for organizational, unit, and individual development in a systemic manner;

• Focuses on organizational change–staff development efforts are aligned with district goals;

• Is based on proven research-based approaches that have been shown to increase productivity;

• Provides for three phases of the change process:  initiation, implementation, and institutionalization;

• Is based on human learning and development and adult learning;

• Uses a variety of professional development approaches;

• Provides follow-up and requires on-the-job application necessary to ensure improvement; and

• Requires an evaluation process that includes multiple sources of information, focuses on all levels of 
the organization, and is based on actual changed behavior.

G.3.2:  Direct the superintendent to develop a multi-year comprehensive professional development plan 
and implement a professional development program that ensures district-wide consistency, continuity, and 
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quality control.  In particular, require that all improvement plan goals, performance objectives, and strategies 
identify specific professional development activities and content.  Determine the role of Professional Learning 
Communities in the delivery and follow-up of professional development.  The plan should evolve from 
consideration of at least the following factors:

• District mission, vision, and strategic priorities once the strategic plan is finalized;

• Curriculum design and delivery components as outlined in Findings 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 3.1;

• A walk-through data collection instrument aligned with the district’s written curriculum once developed 
and curriculum delivery methodology once determined;

• Understanding, interpretation, and use of formative and summative assessment data to determine 
educational program effectiveness and inform instruction, specifically targeting achievement gaps 
among student groups (see Findings 4.2 and 4.3);

• Technology integration as both a teaching and learning tool;

• Congruency with the staff member appraisal data; and

• Staff member needs assessment, including both professional and support staff.

The plan should include the characteristics of the 18 Quality Criteria for Staff Development in Exhibit 3.3.1, 
keeping those that auditors found adequate, and adding or revising those characteristics that auditors found 
partially adequate or inadequate as noted in Finding 3.3 and G.3.1.  

G.3.3:  Direct the superintendent to include in the professional development plan an evaluation of the effectiveness 
of each professional development activity in terms of increased student achievement.  This is more than training 
participant feedback or a satisfaction survey.  Effectiveness must be measured in terms of demonstrated teacher 
competence of the professional development information in the classroom with coordinated practice, feedback, 
and coaching.  This evaluation component will help determine whether the professional development program 
is achieving the desired results.

G.3.4:  Direct the superintendent to revise Board Policy EG or draft new board policies to address curriculum 
delivery (see Finding 3.1) to accomplish the following:

• Determine the district-preferred instructional approaches, and communicate this decision to all 
personnel immediately and periodically.

• Require the delivery of the curriculum as designed, using approved methodology to provide for 
consistency throughout all grade levels and campuses (see Recommendation 2).

• Provide for differentiation techniques, including, but not limited to, Response to Intervention (RtI) and 
Tier support to meet the needs of all learner.;

• Include delivery methodology that supports all student groups targeting district programs and services 
that have demonstrated disparity in identification, enrollments, and access (see Finding 3.2).

• Include the active use of technology in the district preferred instructional approaches (see Finding 3.1).

• Include student work product (artifact) expectations as part of the curricular delivery components (see 
Finding 3.1).

• Provide student access to various cognitive types in teaching strategies and student work products.

• Formalize the connection between instructional practices and professional development activities to 
support them.  Support ongoing, differentiated professional development for all instructional staff 
members, including administrators, in the district’s curriculum and instructional methodology.

• Provide ongoing curricular and instructional strategy training as new employees are hired, including 
administrators and paraprofessionals; periodically review those strategies with existing district staff 
members.
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• Include a process to analyze and update instructional strategies in terms of student achievement on a 
periodic basis, related to the written curriculum’s review and development cycle.

G.3.5:  Outline the training methodology to be utilized within the professional development plan, and require 
that professional development training be conducted using those techniques.  In particular, trainers should 
utilize strategies that model instructional practices staff members are to utilize in their own classrooms.  

G.3.6:  Direct the superintendent to define professional development and instructional delivery roles and 
responsibilities, including creating and/or updating job descriptions (see Recommendation 1).  In particular, 
clarify individual, campus, and district responsibilities and accountability procedures.  Coordinate and focus 
professional development efforts on district priorities, preventing duplication and inconsistency.  Include 
monitoring expectations for both professional development utilization and instructional strategy implementation.

G.3.7:  Direct the superintendent to regularly evaluate the effectiveness of professional development and 
instructional strategy initiatives.  Such an evaluation should use data from multiple sources:  formative 
assessments, summative assessments, all administrative walk-through data, and professional development 
evaluations, including implementation and coaching data.

G.3.8:  Commit adequate resources to support professional development and instructional delivery efforts as 
described at both district and campus levels.

G.3.9:  Require annual reports of professional development and instructional strategy initiatives.  Effectiveness 
is best measured in terms of observed changes in classroom instruction, resulting in increased student 
achievement. 

Administrative Functions:  The following actions are recommended to the Whitehouse Independent School 
District Superintendent:

A.3.1:  Revise Board Policies DMA and EG or develop, for consideration by the board, a new policy to direct the 
revision and implementation of a comprehensive professional development plan that aligns with the district’s 
strategic plan once formulated and all other district, department, and campus planning documents.  In particular, 
require that all planning documents specifically define all professional development activities and content.  The 
policy should be consistent with the provisions of G.3.1, incorporating the characteristics in Exhibit 3.3.1 and 
should address the deficiencies identified in Finding 3.3.

A.3.2:  Establish an expectation for the development of a multi-year professional development plan that is 
consistent with the provisions of G.3.2.  Formalize the connection between the district’s written curriculum and 
instructional practices with the district’s professional development program.

A.3.3:  Determine priority areas for professional development across the district in alignment with the strategic 
plan when completed.  Select only a few initiatives for focus, giving administrators, teachers, and support staff 
time to deepen their level of understanding and implementation of priority practices over the course of several 
years.  In particular, address the following areas:

• Curriculum development, revision, and deep alignment techniques for the district curriculum department 
(see Finding 2.3 and Recommendation 2).

• Implementation of the district’s written curriculum once developed.

• Coordinated implementation and monitoring of the district’s preferred instructional strategies.

• Understanding, interpretation, and use of formative and summative assessment data to inform instruction 
and determine curricular and program effectiveness (see Recommendation 4).

• Equity initiatives targeting changing district demographics and supporting intervention strategies to 
address achievement gaps and disparities in student access to all district programs and services (see 
Findings 3.2 and 4.3).

• Non-negotiable trainings, including legal requirements, district policies, and curriculum design and 
delivery. 
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• Inclusion of collaboration opportunities, coaching, and job-embedded training.

• Administrator training support for addressing adult learning and the change process when walk-through 
and/or appraisal data indicate little or no improvement in teacher instructional competence.

• Inclusion of the district’s Response to Intervention (RtI) process and consistent, district-wide tiered 
strategies.  If support staff will be included in delivering tiered support, include their training as well. 

• Coordinated training for all Professional Learning Community (PLC) members.

• A formalized professional development program for all support staff.

• Curriculum and instructional techniques for new hires on an ongoing basis to account for late hires; 
periodic review of the priority trainings for all staff members.

A.3.4:  Determine a consistent and coordinated process to provide for professional development follow-up 
through observation, practice, feedback, and coaching by both administrators and instructional consultants.  
Determine the role of Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) in the delivery, follow-up, and evaluation 
of professional development.  Ensure that administrators and instructional consultants attend prioritized 
professional learning sessions along with teachers to support the monitoring function across the district and to 
enhance their feedback efforts. 

A.3.5:  Determine how professional development offerings will be differentiated for the needs of administrators, 
teachers, and support staff.  Consider the use of appraisal, walk-through, pre- and post-tests, and supervisor/
employee needs assessment data.

A.3.6:  Require professional development activities to be delivered using the methodology outlined in the 
professional development plan once developed.  In particular, trainers should utilize strategies that model 
instructional practices staff members are to utilize in their own classrooms.  

A.3.7:  Collect both formative and summative data concerning the effectiveness of professional development 
and subsequent impact on student achievement and teacher competence to make adjustments to the professional 
development plan, program, and/or experiences.  Data should include but not be limited to Professional 
Learning Community information, walk-through data, appraisal results, and student achievement results (see 
Recommendation 4). 

A.3.8:  Assist the board in developing and/or revising Board Policy EG referenced in G.3.4.  Address all 
outlined curriculum delivery information noted in Finding 3.1, including specifics noted below:

• Establish and communicate clear expectations with regard to delivery of the written curriculum.  Define 
the instructional practices to be used in classrooms across the district in order to provide a clear picture 
of what district leaders want and expect instruction to look like.  Formalize the expectations in board 
policy, and communicate them widely and often.

• Require delivery of the curriculum as designed to provide for consistency through grade levels and 
campuses.

• Include active use of technology for both teachers and students in the district’s preferred instructional 
approaches.

• Define differentiation in terms of individual student needs as follows:

 ○ Differentiating content or objective for an individual student based on where s/he is in the overall 
sequence of learning;

 ○ Differentiating the context or how the activity or work product is to be accomplished or created by 
the student; and

 ○ Differentiating the cognitive type of the activity or work product.
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• Set student work product (artifact) expectations within curricular delivery practices.  Monitor artifacts 
utilized in classrooms and determine whether they are meeting district expectations for content, context, 
and cognitive type.

• Ensure student access to various cognitive types in teaching strategies and student work products.

• Review and revise the Response to Intervention (RtI) and tier support in terms of defined and specific 
instructional strategies to provide for consistency across all campuses.

• Formalize the connection between instructional practices and professional development activities to 
support them.  Support ongoing, differentiated professional development for all instructional staff 
members, including administrators in the district’s written curriculum and instructional methodology.  

• Include a process to periodically analyze and update instructional strategies to account for recent 
research.

A.3.9:  Determine if the district will utilize administrative regulations (see Recommendation 1).  If so, when 
the board approves the professional development and instructional strategy policies described in G.3.1, G.3.4, 
A.3.1, and A.3.9, prepare administrative regulations to implement a professional development program and 
the district instructional methodology that is supported and augmented by campus administrators and the 
instructional consultants at the campus sites in a coordinated, integrated fashion.  

A.3.10:  Define roles and responsibilities for all district personnel in terms of professional development 
participation, presentation, implementation, monitoring, assistance, and evaluation, as well as instructional 
strategy development, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation.  Update district job descriptions to describe 
these attributes (see Recommendation 1).

A.3.11:  Provide an annual report to the board on progress toward the goals identified in the professional 
development plan and the district instructional methodology, based on levels of student achievement results.  

In conclusion, the auditors recommend the district’s review and revision of the professional development 
program and instructional methodology as outlined in this recommendation.  These components are integral 
pieces needed for the successful alignment of the written, taught, and tested curriculum.  When district policies, 
plans, and quality written curriculum are in place, professional development to support curriculum design and 
delivery will become paramount to achieving higher levels of student success.

Recommendation 4:  Develop and implement a district-wide plan for student assessment and program 
evaluation that will provide meaningful data for decision making to close the district achievement gaps 
and support improved student achievement.  Develop and/or revise system-wide formative and summative 
assessment tools concurrently with curriculum development.  Require systematic evaluations of major 
programs and interventions linked with evidence of student learning to provide feedback for decisions 
regarding program selection, continuation, expansion, modification, or termination.

In effective school systems, all administrators and teachers know how to analyze important trends in the 
instructional program, as well as areas of strength and weakness by classroom, student groups, and individual 
students.  School leaders and teachers make frequent use of assessment data to design classroom instruction 
aimed at improving student achievement.  Various forms of data are used to identify needs that can inform 
decision making at both campus and district levels. 

Effective school systems have clear steps to follow when students are not meeting grade-level expectations.  
These steps are defined within a system that clearly identifies what the expectations are and what they look like 
when mastered, what the tools are to determine mastery of those expectations, how to interpret the data from 
those assessment tools, and what to do when mastery is not achieved.  Accordingly, interventions are identified 
for use with students who require additional assistance to attain mastery, and guidelines for acceleration are also 
identified for those students who are performing above grade-level expectations. 

The auditors found that Whitehouse Independent School District had no comprehensive student assessment 
and program evaluation plan.  Overall, auditors found elements of a planning process for student assessment 
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and program evaluation, but did not find adequate characteristics of a comprehensive student assessment and 
program evaluation plan guiding district assessment to provide data for decision making regarding student 
achievement, curriculum, instructional approaches, and instructional programs (see Finding 4.1).  The scope of 
formal assessment was inadequate in the reviewed core areas at the elementary level (K-5) due to the lack of 
formal assessments in grades K-1 science and social studies.  The scope of formal assessment was adequate at 
the sixth grade and junior high (7-8) with 100 percent of core courses having district assessments.  High school 
assessment was found to be inadequate with 42 percent of the core area courses with assessments.  As a whole, 
the district assessment scope was found to be inadequate with 64 percent (see Finding 4.1). 

The auditors also found that an abundance of data was collected in Whitehouse ISD.  However, neither 
summative nor formative data were being used consistently for curricular and instructional decision making 
in order to improve student achievement.  In addition, auditors found no evidence of a systematic approach to 
using data for decision making regarding selection, implementation, monitoring, or termination of instructional 
programs (see Finding 4.2).   

Lastly, the reviewed STAAR assessment data indicated that the district results were above the state proficiency 
ratings in the majority of instances.  However, trends over five years were inconsistent with district proficiency 
ratings, both rising and falling over the years, resulting in little or no gain, or decline, in most grade levels 
in most tested areas.  Further, gaps in student subgroups existed.  Particularly of note, the African American, 
English language learner, economically disadvantaged, and special education subgroups showed achievement 
gaps when comparing them to the district “all student” group.  The 2015 state assessment data indicated drastic 
drops in the special education group in reading, mathematics, and social studies (see Finding 4.3).  Current 
district efforts are failing to educate all students to the levels expected.

The Whitehouse Independent School District has identified a need to improve achievement, especially on the 
high-stakes state testing, the STAAR tests.  The district staff reported to auditors and indicated in the Whitehouse 
Independent School District Improvement Plan 2016-2017 that scores had flat-lined or declined over the course 
of the past few years, and that significant achievement gaps exist.  Because of the need to improve student 
achievement, it is critical that the district implement a comprehensive student assessment plan that includes 
effective analysis of student data and use of that data to inform instruction and make decisions regarding 
curriculum and instructional programs (see Findings 4.1 and 4.2).  

Governance Functions:  The following actions are recommended to the Whitehouse Independent School 
District Board of Trustees:

G.4.1: Direct the superintendent to present to the board, for consideration and adoption, a policy that provides 
a framework for a comprehensive student assessment and program evaluation plan. The policy should include 
all of the characteristics of a comprehensive student assessment and program evaluation plan as seen in Exhibit 
4.1.1.

G.4.2:  Direct the superintendent to prepare, for board review and adoption, a comprehensive student assessment 
and program evaluation plan as described in policy under G.4.1 and in Finding 4.1.  In particular, address the 
deficiencies outlined in Exhibit 4.1.1.  Ensure its alignment with all other district and campus plans, particularly 
the curriculum management plan and the district strategic plan once formulated (see Recommendations 1 and 
2).

G.4.3: Direct the superintendent to present to the board, for consideration and adoption, a board policy that 
requires both formative and summative assessments for every course at every level of the system and the use 
of this data to inform instruction, update curriculum and associated programs, and adjust for increased student 
learning.

G.4.4:  Direct the superintendent to develop a board policy to provide for the use of data to analyze group, 
campus, and system student assessment trends.  Include expectations that when achievement gaps are evident 
in the data, aggressive action must be taken to intervene.  

G.4.5:  Direct the superintendent to revise Board Policy EG or draft a new policy for board adoption that 
communicates the process for the implementation of any district or campus program or intervention. The 
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process should include a consistent set of guidelines for selection, monitoring, and evaluation of such programs 
or interventions in terms of program continuation, modification, expansion, or termination.

G.4.6:  Direct the superintendent to determine the Professional Learning Communities’ (PLCs) role in accessing 
and analyzing data.  Organize consistent methods and training in analyzing both formative and summative data, 
including, but not limited to, their formation, limitations, and uses.  

G.4.7:  Direct the superintendent to organize the district’s Response to Intervention process (RtI) for consistency 
across the district.  Include how data will be utilized and tracked to determine appropriate tiers of interventions, 
student placements, and student progress.

G.4.8:  Direct the superintendent to establish clear expectations for administrators and teachers in board 
policies, job descriptions, and appraisal instruments for the use of assessment data for diagnosing student needs, 
evaluating student progress, determining curriculum and program effectiveness, and making decisions for all 
district operations (see Recommendation 1). 

G.4.9:  Provide adequate resources to create a district assessment plan and the associated actions for the 
appropriate use of data to eliminate student achievement gaps and meet the district goal of increased student 
achievement.

G.4.10:  Require the superintendent to make periodic reports to the board on both formative and summative 
student assessment results, gap analyses, and program evaluations.

Administrative Functions:  The following actions are recommended to the Whitehouse Independent School 
District Superintendent:

A.4.1:  As directed by the board, develop a policy that provides a framework for a comprehensive student 
assessment and program evaluation plan that includes all of the characteristics of a comprehensive student 
assessment and program evaluation plan as seen in Exhibit 4.1.1.

A.4.2:  Create and present to the board, for consideration and adoption, a comprehensive student assessment 
and program evaluation plan that includes the characteristics found in Exhibit 4.1.1 and specifically addresses 
the 13 deficiencies noted in the exhibit.

A.4.3:  Develop a board policy, for board review and adoption, requiring both formative and summative 
assessments for every course at every level of the school district (see Finding 4.1).  Also, require the use of the 
data to inform instruction and update the district curriculum and associated programs (see Finding 4.2).

A.4.4: Expand training in formative and summative data formation, analysis, and use in facilitating teaching 
and learning.  Extend this training to all instructional staff and administrators, and provide systems to connect 
this training to district-wide efforts to increase student achievement and eliminate student achievement gaps 
(see Findings 3.2, 3.3, and 4.3).

A.4.5:  Perform ongoing analyses of written curriculum documents and district-implemented assessments to 
ensure alignment among the written, taught, and tested curriculum.  Expand the district formative (9-weeks and 
benchmark) tests to include grades K-1 science and social studies and courses at the high school level that are 
currently not assessed (see Finding 4.1).  Without consistent assessment at every grade level, progress cannot 
be ascertained for students from grade level to grade level.  

A.4.6:  Establish a system for determining and addressing student assessment trends and all associated student 
achievement gaps.  In particular, include the following:

• Conduct “Years to Parity” analyses for all district subgroups.

• Disaggregate student assessment data to determine specific groups for comparative purposes 
(economically disadvantaged/non-economically disadvantaged, ELL/non-ELL, African American/
non-African American, and SPED/non-SPED).  This will create more accurate gap analyses versus 
using the “all student” group.
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• Take aggressive action in response to data trends.  Monitor frequently for impact and modify as 
necessary to attain improved results in a timely manner. 

• Use the approach above to take immediate action in addressing the achievement gaps noted for the 
African American, ELL, economically disadvantaged, and SPED subgroups.  Develop an immediate 
plan of action to address the downward trends and the significant decline in student achievement 
proficiency for these four subgroups.

A.4.7:  Set a clear purpose for the Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) to be a structure for teachers 
to analyze student achievement data, examine student work, and improve their teaching practice to improve 
student achievement.  Provide ongoing support and assistance to enable data analysis expertise to grow.

A.4.8:  Set clear expectations for consistent district processes for the Response to Intervention (RtI) process.  
Include multiple formative and diagnostic assessment tools.  It is only with assessment tools that teachers can 
adequately determine student progress in mastering discrete objectives.  No single instrument is sufficient.  
Therefore, a battery of tools is needed to meet student needs.  All tools should be listed, their purpose specified, 
and information concerning the information they yield provided.  Teachers should be adequately trained to 
use assessment tools effectively and accurately.  Include this RtI assessment and data information within the 
comprehensive student assessment and program evaluation plan. 

A.4.9: Establish clear expectations for administrators and teachers in board policies, job descriptions, and 
personnel appraisal systems for the use of assessment data for diagnosing student needs, evaluating student 
progress, intervening to close achievement gaps, determining curriculum and program effectiveness, and 
making decisions in all district operations in order to demonstrate equal progress and success for all students 
(see Recommendation 1).

A.4.10:  Regularly report to the board results of student assessments and program evaluations generated from 
the implementation of outlined strategies.

These recommendations, if implemented, should give the district a means of producing the data necessary to 
assess student progress and evaluate programs, analyze the results, disseminate those results to the appropriate 
stakeholders, and ensure that those results are used to make sound decisions about curriculum, instruction, and 
supporting programs. The creation of the district’s assessment plan and associated board policies should be 
completed by the start of the 2017-18 school year.
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V. SUMMARY
A Curriculum Audit™ is basically an “exception” report.  That is, it does not give a summative, overall view of the 
suitability of a system.  Rather, it holds the system up to scrutiny against the predetermined standards of quality, 
notes relevant findings about the system, and cites discrepancies from audit standards.  Recommendations are 
then provided accordingly to help the district improve its quality in the areas of noted deficiency.

As auditors reviewed Whitehouse Independent School District’s board policies, at least one board policy was 
found for each curriculum audit standard.  Standard One (Control) met audit quality criteria.  However, the 
remaining standards (direction, connectivity/equity, feedback, and productivity) were lacking the specificity 
necessary to adequately provide quality control for curriculum management responsibilities.  The Board of 
Trustees adopted board policies on a regular basis with suggestions from the Texas Association of School 
Boards (TASB).  There was no periodic review timeline for existing board policies, however.  With additional 
specificity and ongoing updates to reflect current practices, board policies could meet audit criteria.

The district was just beginning to develop planning processes at the time of the audit.  District leadership 
expected to develop a five-year strategic plan once the audit report was completed.  District planning processes, 
the Whitehouse Independent School District Improvement Plan 2016-17, and the 2015-16 campus improvement 
plans did not meet audit criteria for adequacy.  While components of effective plans were evident, the strategies 
often did not include tasks and timelines to carry out the strategies.  Further, strategies that had been accomplished 
in previous plans were repeated without revision to future plans.  The formative and summative measures were 
often general in nature and did not require specific student growth expectations to determine effectiveness.  

This audit used the standards delineated in the Curriculum Management Improvement Model to determine what 
the Whitehouse School District had established as expectations for the system.  The auditors found that many 
expectations were not met in actual classroom and school practices observed and triangulated.  Among these 
were the following:

• The taught curriculum was not congruent with the approved and authorized curriculum.

• Despite the desire for infusion of technology, a large majority of classrooms did not exhibit its use.

• Parents had misconceptions about classroom practices and cognitive rigor.

• Differentiation to meet individual student needs was not exhibited in classrooms.

• Classroom instruction was not characterized by higher order cognitive modes.

• Artifacts used by teachers in instruction were of low cognitive complexity.

• Special Education enrollment was found to have an over representation of male and African American 
students.

Although district policy required a district curriculum management plan at the time of the audit, no such 
plan existed.  District documentation in total did not meet adequacy requirements for a quality curriculum 
management plan, meeting only one of the audit characteristics.  

The auditors reviewed the scope or presence of core curricular documents in the Whitehouse Independent 
School District.  The curriculum scope was adequate, meeting 100 percent of the audit standard at the elementary 
level (K-5).  However, at the sixth grade, junior high (7-8), and high school (9-12) levels, all core courses did 
not have curriculum documents available.  One-hundred percent of the core curriculum must have guiding 
curricular documents to meet the audit adequacy criterion.

Auditors also reviewed the core curriculum documents for the quality criteria necessary to appropriately 
guide curricular delivery.  The district’s curriculum documents did not meet audit quality criteria for basic 
or deep alignment.  Few district curriculum documents met the basic audit criteria of 12 points.  In-depth 
internal consistency analyses indicated alignment issues when comparing the Texas Essential Knowledge and 
Skills (TEKS) to instructional resources and district assessment items.  The online survey teacher respondents 
indicated that they used district curriculum documents and their own ideas equally to plan instruction.
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Observed classroom instruction did not meet district expectations as outlined in documentation and interview 
information.  Direct instruction that was student centered was the primary student teacher practice observed 
at both the elementary and secondary levels, closely followed by monitoring at the secondary level.   Student 
engagement strategies such as hands-on activities and technology use were observed in a minority of the core 
classrooms observed.  As auditors reviewed student artifacts, they found artifacts that were not associated with 
appropriate grade level Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS).  The majority of tasks students were 
asked to accomplish were at lower levels of cognitive demand:  knowledge, comprehension, and application.

The ethnicity of the teachers in the Whitehouse Independent School District did not reflect the ethnicity of 
students at the time of the audit.  White students were over-represented and all other ethnicities were under-
represented.  There were imbalances in student group representations in district programs and services.  African 
American and economically disadvantaged students were under-represented in gifted and talented identifications 
and advanced placement enrollments.  Further, the same groups were over-represented in retentions and 
suspensions.   

The professional development program was found to be inadequate to prepare teachers to deliver the district’s 
curriculum.  The district documentation lacked many of the components for design, delivery, and evaluation of 
the district’s professional development program.  The district had in-service days scheduled for the beginning of 
each year, campuses scheduled trainings for their staff members, and individual employees attended sessions of 
their own interests or to renew certifications and licenses.  However, there was no centralized process to track, 
monitor, and evaluate all professional development activities in the school district.

The Whitehouse Independent School District did not have an assessment plan at the time of the audit.  District 
documentation did not provide enough evidence of a comprehensive assessment and program evaluation plan 
to meet audit criteria for guiding decision making in terms of student achievement, curriculum, instructional 
approaches, and educational programs.   

The scope of formal assessment for core courses in Whitehouse Independent School District was inadequate at 
the elementary and high school levels with 83 and 42 percent, respectively. However, at grades 6-8, the scope 
of assessment was found to be adequate with 100 percent coverage of assessment in the core areas.  All core 
courses are expected to have assessments available.

In examining the use of formative and summative data in the Whitehouse Independent School District, auditors 
found that data were collected in the district and uploaded into the district’s data management system (DMAC).  
However, the formative and summative data were used inconsistently for curricular and instructional decision 
making.  Auditors found that classroom assessment was in practice in schools, but data use was limited and 
campus/individual specific.  

District assessment trends were at or above the state results on the State of Texas Assessment of Academic 
Readiness (STAAR) over the past five years of data in the reviewed grade levels and courses in the majority 
of cases.  The trends showed that the overall scores demonstrated few gains in performance.  Gaps in district 
subgroup performance existed especially in the African American, special education, English language learners, 
and economically disadvantaged populations.  

The district has established valid and meaningful expectations for educational practices and functions in the 
system and this audit will provide insights into how those expectations are realized.  Based on the congruity or 
incongruity between expectations and their implementation, the system needs to focus on constructive changes 
to reach fulfillment of its expectations.  Key points to consider include:

• All children can learn2.  Research has established that with effective alignment between the written, 
taught, and tested curriculum, all children can learn and experience success in school regardless of 
gender or ethnicity.  

2  Mitchell, F. (1999).  All Students Can Learn:  Effects of Curriculum Alignment on Mathematics Achievement.  Paper 
Presented to the Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association.  Montreal, Canada.  (ERIC 
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 440838).
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• The Whitehouse Independent School District needs to use the audit as a guide for organization and 
educational improvement.  Give concerted effort to demonstrate full and satisfactory accomplishment 
of goals and expectations, using feedback from assessment to improve classroom instruction, and 
thorough implementation and monitoring of curriculum alignment, the system can expect greatly 
improved performance and success in its educational endeavors.
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Appendix A

Auditors’ Biographical Data

Joy Torgerson, Lead Auditor

Dr. Joy Torgerson served as the administrator responsible for the Human Resources 
Departments in both the Parkway School District in Chesterfield, Missouri, and the Shawnee 
Mission School District in Overland Park, Kansas.  She was an elementary principal 
and teacher for 26 years in the greater Kansas City area.  Her teaching experience spans 
kindergarten through university levels.  She received the Greater Kansas City Excellence in 
Teaching Award and was named as Shawnee Mission Administrator of the Year.  

She received her bachelor, master, and specialist’s degrees from Northwest Missouri State University.  She 
earned her doctorate in Educational Policy and Administration from the University of Kansas.  She completed 
her audit training in December 2000 and has served on numerous audit teams across the United States.

Mary Arthur, Auditor

Dr. Mary Arthur earned her Doctor of Education from the University of North Texas with 
a major in Reading Education and a minor in Computer Education and Cognitive Systems.  
She is currently retired from the position of Language Arts Coordinator for Grapevine-
Colleyville ISD where she served for 15 years.  She is also in her sixteenth year as an adjunct 
professor for the University of North Texas in the College of Education. Dr. Arthur holds 
Texas Teacher certifications in Home Economics, Secondary English, and Professional 

Reading Specialist K-12.  She has served as a classroom teacher, reading specialist, new teacher liaison, and 
district curriculum coordinator for Language Arts, for a total of 30 years in education. Dr. Arthur received her 
audit training in Tucson, Arizona, in 2010.

Betty Bates, Auditor

Betty Bates is an educator and educational consultant who has spent her entire career in 
public education. She currently serves as an education consultant in staff development 
and curriculum design with numerous schools throughout Texas and several other states. 
Ms. Bates previously served as a curriculum director, high school teacher in Texas public 
education, and an Adjunct Professor at Texas A&M-Texarkana. She has conducted seminars 
and workshops in professional development and curriculum at the national, state, and local 

levels, and has been active in the National Science Teachers Association, Phi Delta Kappa, and the Advanced 
Placement biology program. Ms. Bates received her undergraduate degree in biology and family consumer 
science from Stephen F. Austin State University, a M.S. degree from Texas A&M, and completed specialized 
post-graduate work in curriculum development, advanced science curriculum, and science technology at 
Northern Arizona State University. She completed her audit training in San Antonio in 2000 and is a licensed 
provider of professional trainings for CMSi. Ms. Bates has served on curriculum management audits in 10 
states.
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Appendix B

List of Documents Reviewed
by the

Whitehouse Independent School District Audit Team

Document 
Note:  Auditors were presented with over 1,200 separate documents.  The following list provides a general description 
of the categories of documents reviewed as part of the Curriculum Audit™.  While the following document categories 
are listed, many individual documents were reviewed and referred to in multiple standards.
Standard 1
Accreditation Report
Administrative Regulations
Administrative Team Agendas
Audit Statement
Bargaining Agreements
Board Minutes
Board Policies
Bond Sales Documents
Cain Faculty Handbook
Campus Administrators
Campus Improvement Plans
Campus Roster
Curriculum Calendar
Curriculum Committee Meeting Agenda
DEIC Committee List
District Brochure
District Improvement Plans
District Map
Employee Benefits Committee
Employee Contracts
Five-Year Demographic Trend
Grade Level Demographics
Higgins Faculty Handbook
High School Faculty Handbook
History of School System
Holloway Faculty Handbook
Internal Memos 
Job Descriptions 
List of Board Members
List of Superintendents
Mission Statement and Campus Goals 
Mission Statement and District Goals 
Principal Meeting Agendas
SHAC Committee List
Special Program Enrollment
Stanton-Smith Faculty Handbook
Superintendent Advisory Council
Superintendent Strategic Planning Committee
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Appendix B (continued)
List of Documents Reviewed

by the
Whitehouse Independent School District Audit Team

Document 
Table of Organization
Table of Organization Revised
Teacher Appraisal Procedures
Teacher Evaluations
Technology Committee
Trends in Private Schools
Wellness Plan
Whitehouse Past to Present
2013-14 OCR Reports 
2016-17 Compensation Plan
2016-17 District Employee Handbook
Standard 2
August Instruction & Curriculum Meeting
Campus Course Description Handbooks
Core Curriculum Documents
Curriculum Department Meeting August 5, 2016
Dyslexia Program 
Elementary Curriculum and Instruction Meeting
Gifted and Talented 2016 Parent Survey
High School Climate Survey 
IDEA B Applications
IDEA B Notice of Grant Award Documents
Lesson Plan Template
Meeting Sign In Sheets
Military Connected Students
Monthly Meeting Agendas
NCLB Compliance Reports
NCLB Grant Applications
Perkins Applications
Perkins Notice of Grant Award Documents
Perkins PER Documents
Pre-Kindergarten Student Program Data
Pre-Kindergarten Grant Applications
Textbook or Instructional Materials Adoption Process
Whitehouse ISD Manual Revised 8-18-2015
WISD School Health Survey Responses 
6-Week Curriculum Documents
Standard 3
Bubble Funds
Campus Library Book Counts
Campus Master Schedules
Campus Schedules
Class Size Counts
Computer Count
Course Syllabi
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Appendix B (continued)
List of Documents Reviewed

by the
Whitehouse Independent School District Audit Team

Document 
Criminal History Form
Demographic Data by School
Discipline Referral Statistics
Extended Year
Grade Distributions - Skyward Grade Analysis
Guidelines for Fundraising
Hiring Process
Program Evaluation Statement
Program Screeners
Read 180
Recommendation to Hire Form
Reference Forms
Retention Data
Service Record
Staff Development Agendas
Staff Development Evaluations
Staff Development Lists
Staff Development Rosters
Student Assessment Reports 
Testing Procedures
Walk-Through Instruments
6-Weeks Student Grades
Standard 4
District Tests 
Nationally Normed Assessments
Special Program Student List
State Testing Guidelines
Student Assessment Data
Student Assessment Statement
9-Weeks CBA
Standard 5
Adopted District Budgets
Bond Sale Documentation
Budget Planning Process 
Building Capacity Levels
CPA Audits
District Assessed Valuations
District Technology Plan 
Facilities Study Report
Industry Certifications
Technology Blueprint
WISD New Course Process
WISD Programs
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Appendix C

Principal/Assistant Principal Online Survey

The Whitehouse Independent School District has contracted with an external evaluation team from the Texas Association of School

Administrators (TASA) to complete a curriculum management audit of the district. The team will be in the school district Sept. 28-30.

While on site, the audit team will be visiting each school, interviewing internal and external stakeholders, and reviewing district

documents. 

Although the audit team will have the opportunity to spend time visiting with each principal, we would like to use the following

confidential survey to gather additional input and information about the school system. The survey should take no more than 10-15

minutes to complete. All survey responses will remain anonymous and data will only be reported in aggregate. 

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SURVEY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, BUT NO LATER THAN Sept. 21. 

Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated. Thank you in advance for your input.

1. What level is your school?*

Elementary

Sixth Grade

Junior High School

High School

AIM

2. Current role:*

Principal

Assistant Principal

3. How long have you been an administrator at your campus?

Less than 1 year

1-3 years

4-10 years

11 years or more

4. How long have you been an administrator in this district?

Less than 1 year

1-3 years

4-10 years

11 years or more

5. What are the strengths of the district?

6. What are the weaknesses of the district?
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7. There is adequate direction in policy for all building-level decision making.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A

If you disagree, please explain.

8. The district has clear lines of authority in its organizational table.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

List any that are missing, out of date, or unclear.

9. The district has clear job descriptions for each position I supervise.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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Comments:

10. I am well aware of the district's goals and mission that drive the work of our district and individual

schools.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Comments:

11. I am well aware of the district improvement plan that drives the work of the district and individual

schools.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

The district does not have a strategic/long-range plan.

12. At my campus, we have a single school improvement plan that is focused on only a few academic

goals that direct decision making.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

13. To what degree do you use the campus improvement plan as your road map for decision making and

planning?

It is the primary driver for decision making.

It drives decision making to a large degree.

It is somewhat a driver for decision making, but other factors are used more.

It is only used slightly as a driver for decision making.
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14. The professional development I receive in my position as a building administrator sufficiently meets my

needs.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A (have not been in position long enough to receive training)

15. I have had adequate training in the district curricula enabling me to support teachers' delivery of

instruction.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Other (please specify)

16. I am able to visit any given classroom in my building:

Daily or almost daily

At least weekly

At least monthly

At least twice a year

Rarely

17. When in classrooms, I look for the following:

Comments:

18. Do you use a walk-through protocol to monitor instructional delivery?

I use a district walk-through protocol.

I use a protocol selected by myself for my school.

I do not use a formal walk-through protocol.

19. The percentage of marginal teachers (ineffective at improving student learning) in my school is

approximately:

0-5%

6-10%

11-20%

21-30%

More than 30%
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 Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

Don't Know/ Not

Observed

Effective in improving

student learning and

their subsequent test

scores.

Effective at

differentiating instruction

to meet individual

students' needs.

Sensitive to the

linguistic, cultural, and

economic diversity

among our students.

Consistently use student

data in planning their

daily instruction.

Consistently select

instructional

interventions based on

formative student

achievement data.

Are effective in meeting

the needs of English

language learners and

are successful in

improving their test

performance.

20. Please rate the degree to which you believe the teachers in your building are:

21. The teachers and support personnel in my building have consistently high expectations for student

performance.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A (have not had opportunity to observe)
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22. Adequately funded professional development is available to support teachers in improving instruction to

meet diverse student needs.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

23. Adequate professional development time and opportunities are available to support teachers in

improving instruction to meet diverse student needs.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

24. Effective implementation of professional development is evident as teachers deliver instruction to meet

diverse student needs.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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25. How do you as a principal use assessment data?

26. How do you share assessment data at your school?

27. Assessment tools are available to teachers to support them in determining student progress in

mastering curriculum objectives.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A (have not had opportunity to observe)

28. Funding is available to provide teachers with assessment tools in order to support them in determining

student progress in mastering curriculum objectives.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A (have not had opportunity to observe)

29. In general, how frequently do teachers at your school use the results of assessments to plan

instruction?

Daily

Several times a week

Weekly

Monthly

Rarely or not at all
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30. In general, how do teachers make use of student assessment data? (Mark all that apply)

To give grades

To plan reteaching

To refer students for intervention

To place students in small groups for targeted instruction

To place students in the correct course or level

31. In general, how often do teachers in your school use strategies for differentiating instruction to meet the

individual needs of students?

Daily

At least weekly

Several times a month

Several times a quarter

Rarely

Comments:

32. in my building, technology is available to support student learning.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Comments:

33. in my building, technology is available to support teachers' instructional delivery.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

34. Teachers in my building appropriately integrate use of technology into their instruction.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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35. I have adequate assistance from central office personnel in supporting effective instructional delivery in

my school (e.g., monitoring, providing feedback and correction, addressing problems).

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

36. I have adequate support from central office when I recommend dismissing/non-renewing personnel.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Does Not Apply/Don't Know

Comments:

37. The best description of the philosophy that informs the distribution of financial and human resources on

the campus is:

All students receive an equal proportion of resources.

Students who have greater resource needs receive more.

Comments:

38. What is the best description of how your DISTRICT budget is developed or determined each year?

Mostly developed or determined by personnel at the central office

Mostly developed or determined by a team comprised of district and building personnel

Mostly developed or determined by a team representing various district stakeholders (e.g., board members, district and building

personnel, parents/community members)

Comments:

39. What is the best description of how your BUILDING budget is developed or determined each year?

Mostly developed or determined by personnel at the central office

Mostly developed or determined by the principal

Mostly developed or determined by a building leadership team

Mostly developed or determined by a building personnel as a whole

Mostly developed or determined by team representing various stakeholder groups (e.g., administrators, teachers, staff members,

parents/community members)
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Comments:

40. The facilities at my building are adequate.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

41. I have adequate support from central office in dealing with non-instructional building management

issues.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

42. I am satisfied with the response time to maintenance issues in my building.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

N/A (have not had opportunity to know)

43. Is there anything else about your school system you believe the auditors should know? Please

comment below:
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Appendix D

Parent Online Survey
The Whitehouse Independent School District has contracted with an external evaluation team from the Texas Association of School

Administrators (TASA)  to complete a curriculum management audit of the district. The team is on site Sept. 28-30. The audit team will

visit campuses during that time and will be conducting interviews during the week. However, the team will not have the opportunity to

speak with everyone in the district. We would like to use the following survey to gather input from as many people as possible. Please

take a few minutes to complete this survey so your opinion can be represented. 

Please answer all questions pertaining to your child(ren).  All answers will remain anonymous and survey information will only be

reported in aggregate. Please complete this survey by Sept. 21. Thank you very much for your assistance.

Other (please specify)

1. What grade level is your student (or students) in?

Pre-kindergarten

Elementary

Sixth Grade

Junior High

Senior High

AIM

2. What are the strengths of this school district?

3. What are the areas that need improvement in this school district?
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4. My child's school does a good job equipping my student with the skills he/she needs to be successful.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Other (please specify)

5. I can easily access the curriculum my child is being taught.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

6. I am frequently updated regarding my child's progress in mastering the district curriculum.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Comment

7. I know my child's teacher(s) uses/use assessment data to plan instruction that meets my child's needs.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

8. My child frequently uses technology in the classroom to complete activities and/or projects.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Don't Know

Other (please specify)

9. My child's teacher(s) successfully engages my child in challenging, hands-on learning activities.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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10. My child receives services/programming in the following area(s):

Gifted/talented or advanced academics programming

English Language Learning (ELL)/English as a Second Language (ESL)

Special Education

Other disability/504 planning and services

Dual Language/Immersion programming

Other (please specify)

11. I feel my child's academic needs are being met in the services/programming in which my child is

enrolled.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

12. My child's learning needs are taken into account when his/her teacher(s) is planning instruction.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Other (please specify)

13. My child's needs for academic acceleration and cognitively rigorous instruction are being met.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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14. My child has an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) that outlines how his or her academic needs will be

met.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

15. My child's teachers closely follow my child's IEP.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

16. My child's teacher(s) makes modifications to instruction and assignments in response to my child's 504

or specific needs.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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Appendix E

Teacher Online Survey
The Whitehouse Independent School District has contracted with an external evaluation team from the Texas Association of School

Administrators (TASA) to complete a curriculum audit of the district. The audit team will be on site September 28-30. We would like to

use this confidential survey to gather input and information about issues in the school system from as many teachers as possible. The

survey should take no more than 10-15 minutes to complete. All survey responses will remain anonymous and survey information will

only be reported in aggregate. 

The audit team will visit campuses during the audit site visit and will be conducting interviews during the week. However, the team will

not have the opportunity to speak with everyone in the district. The survey will serve as an opportunity for you to share important

information with the auditors.

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SURVEY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, BUT NO LATER THAN September 21.

Your cooperation and assistance is greatly appreciated. Thank you in advance for your input.

Other (please specify)

What is the job title for your current position? (Mark all that apply.)*

Teacher

Department Chair

Counselor

What is your level or area of assignment? (Mark all that apply.)*

Pre-K

Elementary

Sixth Grade

Junior High

Senior High

Do you teach in one of the four core content areas? Which one(s)?*

English Language Arts

Mathematics

Science

Social Studies

I do not teach in one of the core content areas

For how many years have you been teaching in this school system?

Less than 1 year

1-3 years

4-10 years

11-20 years

21 years or more
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What are the strengths of this school district?

What are the areas that need improvement in this school district?

My school has an improvement plan focused on a defined set of academic goals which direct my work with

students.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Don't Know

If you are responsible for planning and delivering instruction, what resources do you use most to least

frequently? (Rank order 1-7 with 1 as the most frequent)

I use the district adopted textbook(s) and resources

I use the district developed curriculum

I use my own ideas and/or resources

I talk with my colleagues

I use online resources provided/recommended by the district

I use online resources I located myself or suggested by colleagues

Other

The district designed curriculum is (check all that apply):

Easily accessible

Not easily accessible

User friendly

Not user friendly

Useful in planning

Not useful in planning
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 Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

There are a reasonable

number of objectives for

my content area.

The curriculum

documents for my

grade/course provide

suggestions for

differentiating the

delivery of instruction.

I have had adequate

training in the use of

curriculum documents

and aligned instructional

resources.

I use the district's

curriculum documents

and aligned instructional

resources in my

instruction.

Comments:

Please respond to each to the following statements about the written curriculum.
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 Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

Available for all content

areas for which I am

responsible.

Are easy to access.

Provide results in a

format that is easy to

interpret.

Provide results that

make it easy for me to

modify instruction to

address student needs.

Formative assessments created at my campus are:

How frequently do you use the results of assessments to plan instruction?

Daily

Several times a week

Weekly

Monthly

Rarely or not at all

N/A

Other (please specify)

I use student assessment data for the following: (Mark all that apply.)

To give grades

To plan reteaching

To refer students for intervention

To place students in small groups for targeted instruction

To place students in the correct course or level
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I have been trained in strategies for differentiating instruction to meet the individual learning needs of my

students.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I use strategies for differentiating instruction to meet the individual needs of students.

Daily

At least weekly

Several times a month

Several times a quarter

Rarely

Individual learning plans and/or intervention plans are developed for underachieving students at my school,

as indicated by student assessment data.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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In my school, technology is available to support student learning.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

In my school, technology is available to support teacher instruction.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Technology software and programs are selected based on strong alignment to district curriculum objectives

and state assessments.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Don't Know or No Opinion

Technology software and programs are clearly referenced in the curriculum documents for my

grade/course.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Don't Know or No Opinion
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How often does your principal or assistant principal visit your classroom?

Daily or almost daily

At least weekly

At least monthly

At least twice a year

I rarely see my principal/assistant principal in my classroom

 No feedback given

Feedback is always

useful

Feedback is

somewhat useful

Feedback is not

useful Not applicable

Principal

Assistant Principal

District Administrator

Department Chair

Consultant/Mentor

Please check the responses which describe the degree to which your principal, assistant principal, other

administrator, department chairperson, or consultant/mentor provide you with useful feedback on informally

observed lessons.

 Excellent Above average Average Poor Not applicable

District-provided

School site-provided

State-provided

I consider the quality and relevance of professional development to be:

What has been the focus of professional learning (study groups, professional development days, individual

teams) this year at your campus? (Mark all that apply.)

Language Arts

Social Studies

Mathematics

Science

Fine Arts

Career and Technology Education

Athletics

Classroom Management

Use of Technology

Use of Research-based Effective Instructional Strategies

Strategies for Teaching Learners with Special Needs

Data Analysis

Differentiated Instruction

Use of Formative Assessment

Leadership Development

Other area of focus

No particular focus
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How clearly are district expectations for instructional practice communicated to you?

Very Clear

Adequate

Inadequate

There is no communication about such practices.

 Extremely clearly Clearly Somewhat clearly Not clearly N/A

Board policy and

communications

Central office

communications

Building administrator

communications

Written curriculum

Professional

development activities

Monitoring of classroom

instruction by

administrators or

consultants

How clearly are expectations for classroom delivery of the curriculum and classroom instruction

communicated through the following:

From whom do you get the most instructional support/coaching (including monitoring and feedback,

modeling, and feedback)?

Principal or assistant principal

Formally assigned mentor

Department chair

District administrator

Another teacher

I do not receive instructional support/coaching

Comments:

How would you rate the quality of support for instruction (e.g., monitoring and feedback, mentoring,

modeling) you receive?

Highly effective

Effective

No opinion

Somewhat ineffective

Not effective
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If I ever need help with my teaching or lesson planning, my PRIMARY source of help would be:

Another teacher

Department chair

My principal

A central office administrator

Someone outside the system

Other (please specify)

If I need help locating or acquiring supplies or materials, my PRIMARY source of help would be:

Another teacher

Department chair

My principal

A central office administrator

Someone outside the system

Other (please specify)

My school has the resources necessary to meet the needs of all students.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Is there anything else about your school system you believe the auditors should know? Please comment

below.
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